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PREFACE

HOW DO MILITARIES FIGHT? What strategies, tactics, and operational methods will a given force employ
in battle? A central theme in the last generation of research on military effectiveness has been the
importance of nonmaterial variables for combat outcomes, and among the most important of these
variables are the methods and behavior adopted by combatants on the battlefield.

The methods of nonstate actors in particular warrant special attention. Nonstate fighters are widely
expected to adopt a distinct military style very different from that of state armies. Whereas interstate
warfare is widely expected to feature uniformed, heavily armed formations employing massed
firepower to destroy one another as a means to take and hold ground, nonstate actors are expected to
wage irregular warfare using lethal but militarily unsophisticated “asymmetric” means such as
suicide vests, roadside bombs, snipers, assassinations, and car bombings; to seek out densely
populated areas and to intermingle indistinguishably with civilian communities; and to combine these
tactics with sophisticated information strategies using the internet and transnational cable news
networks to influence world and regional opinion rather than taking and holding ground or seeking
decisive battle.

This expected difference in methods underpins a widespread assumption that state and nonstate
warfare are profoundly different phenomena with fundamentally divergent requirements for success.
The category error of treating an internal war like an interstate conflict is often blamed for American
defeat in Vietnam and the more recent struggles of the US military in Iraq. A generation of US military
modernization, force design, doctrine development, and training after 2001 focused heavily on
reorienting US forces away from the perceived needs of interstate war and toward those of intrastate
conflict. Academic research on civil warfare has expanded dramatically since 2001, creating a sub-
subfield whose distinctiveness lies in the expectation that civil war is different. At the heart of this
categorical distinction is an assumed difference in military methods: if state and nonstate actors
fought about the same way, the same military policies would mostly suit either conflict type, and
academic studies of civil war would be based on a distinction without a difference.

Yet this assumed distinction is overstated at best. Some nonstate actors do use methods similar to
the standard assumption, but many do not, and almost none follow the expected playbook in all its
particulars. The more closely one studies the actual behavior of nonstate actors, the less clear the
ostensible category distinction with state conventional war making becomes.

In fact there is nothing intrinsic to state status in the conduct of war. All combatants, whether states
or not, must respond to a common set of incentives created ultimately by the nature of weapon
technology. And since at least 1900, all sound war-fighting systems, whoever adopts them, have had
to combine features commonly associated with both “conventional” and “irregular” warfare—the
very categories themselves are artificial heuristics that appear in their pure form only as rare extrema
on a continuous spectrum in which almost all real actors occupy points somewhere in the middle.



This does not mean the resulting differences of degree are unimportant—in fact they have major
policy implications. But the range of typical variance is narrower, the differences that matter are
subtler, the underlying similarities are more important than commonly supposed, and the policy
implications that follow from this are different from those commonly assumed in the public debate.
To treat state and nonstate military methods using categorical distinctions of kind is an
oversimplification with potentially serious consequences for policy and scholarship.

This book is intended to explore these military methods in detail, to describe more carefully the
differences of degree that distinguish the real battlefield behavior of state and nonstate militaries, and
to explain the variations one observes when doing so. The explanation I propose focuses on
differences in the internal political makeup of different nonstate actors—especially their varying
internal institutions and perceived stakes in the wars they fight—as central causes of their observed
behavior. I contrast this political theory of nonstate military behavior with common alternative views
that focus on nonstate material disadvantages or tribal culture, and I argue that internal politics, in
interaction with the nature of available technology, offers a more successful explanation.

I base this argument on a combination of deductive causal theory construction and a series of
historical case studies of nonstate actors selected to enable the greatest possible theoretical leverage
for distinguishing the competing accounts. These case studies use a variety of evidence types but
make particularly extensive use of field research involving a total of 137 interviews with combatants
and officials who either fought as members of a nonstate military or were in a position to observe
directly the behavior of nonstate combatant foes. These interviews enable the kind of detailed, in-
depth, granular description of combat methods, battlefield events, and political details that I need to
evaluate the theories under study here but which are often absent from secondary historical accounts.

The book’s text presents my central ideas in natural language and is intended to be accessible to a
wide range of audiences. For the full technical details, however, specialists will want to consult the
appendix, which formalizes the new theory’s causal claim in mathematical language, presents
detailed criteria for coding independent and dependent variables empirically, and summarizes the
theory’s comparative statics graphically. Many readers will find the narrative presentation in the text
sufficient, but the book is designed to enable those who want a more rigorous articulation to find this
via the technical appendix.

I am grateful for the assistance and support I have received from a great many people and
organizations in developing this argument. I would particularly like to thank the Smith Richardson
Foundation, which provided grant support; the Council on Foreign Relations, which supported the
book’s early development and much of the travel that enabled its field research, and especially the
war zone travel in Iraq and Afghanistan; the Multinational Force Iraq headquarters in Baghdad, which
facilitated my travel and interviews in Iraq; the International Security Assistance Force headquarters
in Kabul, which facilitated my travel in Afghanistan; the Dado Center for Interdisciplinary Military
Studies in Tel Aviv, which facilitated my travel and interviews in Israel, and particularly its then
commanding officer Brigadier General Itai Brun; the staff of the US Embassy in Zagreb who
facilitated my travel and interviews in Croatia; the Strategic Studies Institute of the US Army War
College, which provided funding for research travel in Israel under its External Research Associates
Program; and the US Army Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, which
facilitated interview access to US Army returnees from combat duty in Iraq. Richard Haass, James
Lindsay, Amy Baker, Dominic Bocci, Patricia Dorff, and Natalia Cote-Munoz of the Council on



Foreign Relations have been particularly instrumental in supporting the project intellectually and
administratively.

Jeffrey Friedman, Michael Johnson, Brian Lowe, Julia MacDonald, Ryan Baker, Chana Solomon-
Schwartz, Daniel Eem, and Samantha Weiss provided outstanding research assistance. Dima
Adamsky, Dan Fayutkin, Radmila Jackovich, Charles Lewis, Moran Maymon, Elena Papageorghiou,
Martin Peled-Flax, Maureen Shaldag, and Nathan Toronto kindly assisted in arranging interviews.
Maps for the book were created by Erin Greb of Erin Greb Cartography.

Michael O’Hanlon, Ken Pollack, Dan Reiter, Paul Staniland, and Caitlin Talmadge read the entire
manuscript and provided incisive comments. I have also benefitted from extensive conversations and
comments on the book’s argument and related issues with Alexei Abrahams, Daniel Altman, Nir
Artzi, Mark Bell, Peter Bergen, Eli Berman, Richard Betts, Max Boot, Daniel Byman, Sarah Chayes,
Fotini Christia, Luke Condra, Ben Connable, Anthony Cordesman, Conrad Crane, Catherine Dale,
Ketti Davison, Etienne de Durand, James Dobbins, Alexander Downes, Jeffrey Eggers, Andrew
Exum, James Fearon, Peter Feaver, Joe Felter, Carl Forsberg, Gian Gentile, Charles Glaser, Seth
Jones, Fred Kagan, Kim Kagan, Whitney Kassel, Terry Kelly, David Kilcullen, Esteban Klor,
Christopher Kolenda, David Laitin, Carter Malkasian, Dan Markey, Kimberly Marten, John Martin,
H. R. McMaster, Thomas McNaugher, Michael McNerney, Dipali Mukhopadhyay, Ronald Neumann,
Aaron O’Connell, Ivan Oelrich, Angela O’Mahony, Kevin Owens, Gerard Padró i Miquel, Luis
Peral, Jeffrey Peterson, Stacie Pettyjohn, Aaron Prupas, Joel Rayburn, Alissa Rubin, Senada Selo
Sabic, Idean Salehyan, Jon Schroden, Jacob Shapiro, Martin Stanton, Ray Takeyh, Alex Thier,
Charles Van Bebber, Oliver Vanden Eynde, Barbara Walter, Nils Weidmann, Michael Yankovich,
Yuri Zhukov, and seminar participants at Harvard, Yale, Princeton, the University of Chicago, Duke,
the University of California at Berkeley, George Washington University, the US Army War College,
the RAND Insurgency Board, and the Defense Intelligence Agency. I am particularly grateful to the
many participants and teaching colleagues who have joined me every summer since 1998 at the
Columbia University Summer Workshop on the Analysis of Military Operations and Strategy
(SWAMOS)—many years of stimulating conversation and debate on a wealth of issues including but
not limited to the military behavior of nonstate actors have honed my ideas and enriched my summers
in a uniquely productive way, and I thank all for their intellectual comradeship.

My daughter, Emmy Biddle, withstood long parental conversations about nonstate actors for many
years and tolerated her father’s time away in Iraq and Afghanistan. Her joyous greetings when I
returned were the highlight of every trip.

Finally, my wife, Tami Davis Biddle, has been both my bulwark and a remarkable intellectual
partner for the last 32 years. She is a military historian by training but an interdisciplinary scholar of
strategy by trade, and I have learned much from her over our many years together. She was a crucial
sounding board for every idea in this book, a voice of encouragement when things went slowly, and a
source of joy when the work progressed. It is a great blessing to be able to share our lives together,
and I dedicate the book to her.



 

NONSTATE WARFARE



 

1
Introduction

ARMED NONSTATE ACTORS, civil warfare, and the challenges these pose have dominated the US
national security debate for most of the last 20 years. Nonstate fighters have been central features in
large-scale American wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. They have been US targets or allies in a host of
smaller-scale interventions in civil wars ranging from Syria to Somalia to the Philippines to Nigeria
to Ukraine. The perceived requirements of fighting nonstate enemies have inspired major
modernization programs for counterinsurgency, and multiple revisions of US military doctrine and
training. In many ways, the US military of 2020 is now a product of a nearly two-decade focus on
armed nonstate actors.1

Whether this focus should continue has become one of the most important ongoing debates in US
defense policy. As the US role in Afghanistan and Iraq winds down, many would now shift emphasis
away from nonstate enemies and civil wars and back toward the great power threats and interstate
warfare that dominated military planning before 2001.2 Arguments for such a shift sometimes cite the
rising importance of Russia or China, but many frame their case around the military difficulties of
civil warfare against nonstate enemies—which they often see as insurmountable at a cost Americans
will be willing to pay.3 Others, however, disagree, arguing that nonstate enemies in civil warfare will
remain an important problem for the US military in the future and that the country cannot simply opt
out of preparing to meet such challenges.4 Still others say critics overstate the difficulty of defeating
nonstate foes, and that hard-earned lessons from Afghanistan and Iraq enable more effective
counterinsurgency at a more manageable cost.5 And some argue that nonstate threats can be met with
“balanced” forces not designed for a preclusive focus on civil warfare and counterinsurgency.6

Academics, too, have been paying attention to nonstate warfare. Since 2001, civil warfare
involving nonstate actors has attracted a large and growing literature in international relations and
comparative politics. Inspired partly by the public concerns raised by Afghanistan and Iraq, partly by
the new availability of high-quality data on the conduct of these wars, and partly by the scale of
human suffering created by such conflicts, the subject has drawn scholars and research that have now
produced in excess of 275 published papers, more than 80 scholarly books, and a recognized sub-
subfield: courses on civil war are now taught in most elite departments of political science in the
United States.7

Yet for all this diversity in today’s defense debate, and all the focus in the last generation of
scholarship on civil warfare, most analysts share a critical underlying assumption. For most on all
sides of today’s debate, it is assumed that nonstate actors fight very differently than states do.

In particular, interstate warfare is usually seen as high-intensity, conventional combat in which



large, uniformed, heavily armored formations maneuver in the open on substantially rural battle
spaces away from large populations of innocent civilians, employing massed firepower to destroy
one another as a means to take and hold ground. By contrast, nonstate actors are widely expected to
wage irregular warfare using lethal but militarily unsophisticated “asymmetric” means such as
suicide vests, roadside bombs, snipers, assassinations, and car bombings; to seek out densely
populated areas and to intermingle indistinguishably with civilian communities; and to combine these
tactics with sophisticated information strategies using the internet and transnational cable news
networks to influence world and regional opinion rather than taking and holding ground or seeking
decisive battle.8

In fact it is this underlying assumption about the distinctiveness of state and nonstate war fighting
that drives the whole debate. Those who want US defense planning to shift away from nonstate war
fighting and toward interstate warfare advocate this because they believe the two domains differ
profoundly in their nature and requirements. Much of the opposition to this camp accepts its basic
assumptions for nonstate warfare even while opposing their policy prescriptions as impractical. Even
those who argue that nonstate enemies can be beaten with the same US forces and tactics that work
against state armies still usually assume that the enemy will fight very differently if they are a nonstate
warlord militia or guerilla insurgency than if they are a state army; for advocates of “balance” the
issue is still one of balancing the demands of two very different styles of military opposition. The
existence of a scholarly subliterature on “civil war” presupposes a category distinction: if state
actors in interstate warfare and nonstate actors in civil wars all behaved about the same way, there
would be no reason to teach courses or write books about a distinction without a difference.9

Yet there are good reasons to suspect that this widespread assumption is oversimplified at best.
While some nonstate actors do fight in much the way the standard assumption describes, others do
not.

In 2006, for example, the nonstate Shiite militia Hezbollah met an Israeli state offensive with a
remarkably conventional defense in southern Lebanon. Armed with modern, precision-guided antitank
weapons and disposed in depth among a system of fortified villages astride critical lines of
communication, Hezbollah defended ground against Israeli armor, infantry, and artillery through a 34-
day campaign using methods not unlike those of German defensive doctrine on the Eastern Front from
1942 to 1945. The Israeli Army, for its part, had begun a low-tech transformation process to improve
its effectiveness in irregular warfare and had reoriented its training and doctrine away from
conventional combat by 2006. When it instead faced a surprisingly state-like defender in Hezbollah
the result was unexpectedly heavy casualties and near defeat for a well-equipped Westernized state;
the ensuing political unrest in Israel contributed to the fall of the Kadima government and cost the
military chief of staff his job.10

Nor is Hezbollah in Lebanon the only such example. Al Qaeda fighters in 2001–2 at Bai Beche,
Highway 4, and the Shah-i-Kot valley in Afghanistan used surprisingly conventional methods with
considerable skill, as did Chechen militiamen in Grozny in 1994–95, Croatian separatists in the
Balkans in 1991, and Rwandan rebels in 1994. And these conventional methods enabled nonstate
actors either to defeat ill-prepared state armies (such as the Russians in the First Chechen War) or to
sell their lives dearly in hard fighting at close quarters against even well-prepared state militaries
(such as America’s in 2002).11 Not all nonstate opponents will be capable of this. But some already
are—and others will be.



Nor do all states follow the expected playbook very closely. Saddam’s state military in 2003
augmented its mechanized regulars with a variety of irregular Fedayeen militia organizations
patterned after the Somali gunmen that nonstate warlord Mohammed Farah Aideed had used against
American Rangers in Mogadishu in 1993. Much of the actual combat in 2003 took the form of attacks
by these Saddam Fedayeen irregulars, who used a combination of rocket-propelled grenades, small
arms, and civilian cars or motorbikes to assault heavily armored US ground forces on the outskirts of
Iraqi cities.12 In 2011, Libyan strongman Muamar Gaddafi quickly realized that his state military
could not counter NATO airpower using concentrated formations of tanks and artillery in the open
and instead abandoned such conventional methods for intermingled operations among the population
waged by mostly irregular formations of dismounted infantry with a substantial involvement by hired
foreign mercenaries.13 In Crimea in 2014 the Russian state deployed foot soldiers in unmarked green
uniforms that were meant to blur the line between state regulars and nonstate forces.14 The Iranian
state security forces today combine regular mechanized formations with irregular paramilitary
militias with a combination of internal, border security, and possibly irregular warfare missions.15

Just how different, then, are state and nonstate war making? Is the widespread assumption of
radical difference correct most of the time but with occasional, rare, exceptions? Or are the
exceptions increasingly the norm? Is the accuracy of the standard assumption changing over time? If
so, why? What determines how any given actor will fight? Are these determinants themselves
changing? And what implications follow for the future of warfare and the proper design, structure,
equipment, or doctrine of US or other militaries?

Their importance notwithstanding, these questions have been surprisingly little studied. There are
enormous, sprawling literatures on nonstate actors, future conflict, and irregular warfare. But little of
this tries to explain variance in nonstate actors’ military strategy and tactics in any theoretically
systematic way.

The counterinsurgency literature, for example, is built around the exigencies of defeating nonstate
insurgents—but tends to assume a prototypically “asymmetric,” irregular fighting style for insurgents
and makes little effort to explain systematic variance in insurgent methods theoretically.16 Official
intelligence assessments are rarely based on systematic theoretical foundations; the intelligence
community tends to rely on rich reporting on particular cases, interpreted via the professional
judgment of intelligence officers. The results depend critically on the skills and experience of the
individuals involved, and the classified nature of most such data and findings typically precludes
open assessment of the results.

The scholarly literature on civil warfare is extensive and growing, but its focus has typically been
the onset, termination, and settlement of such wars, not their military conduct. Where the methods of
civil warfare are studied at all the issue is usually whether combatants will target civilians, commit
atrocities, employ indiscriminate force, or use sexual violence—not whether their methods will be
conventional or asymmetric.17 (Some civil war scholars have recently distinguished “irregular” from
“symmetric nonconventional” and “conventional” civil wars wherein some nonstate actors use
conventional methods; but systematic theories of conventional nonstate war making remain
uncommon, and to date the distinction has often been coded by actors’ equipment rather than their
behavior or methods.)18 Analysts and historians have considered individual conflicts or particular
actors, but largely in isolation.19 Political science more broadly has amassed a large body of research
documenting nonstate actors’ growing importance in international politics, explaining this growth, and



assessing its implications for traditional notions of sovereignty, the incidence of conflict, and
international relations more broadly.20 An overlapping literature prescribes policy responses for the
United States and others.21 Very little of this, however, is based on any explicit analysis of how such
actors will behave militarily; the assumption of asymmetric methods is widespread, but rarely
examined or evaluated.

In the absence of sustained direct research, analysts’ expectations for nonstate military behavior
usually rest on implicit and largely unexamined assumptions about cause and effect. For most in
today’s debate, these underlying causal assumptions fall into one (or both) of two broad schools.

The first sees the expected nonstate preference for asymmetry as a reflection of material structural
constraints. In this view, states are too large and too strong for smaller, weaker, nonstate actors to
beat them in conventional warfare, so the weak resort to irregular methods as a rational response to
inferior materiel.22

A smaller school sees nonstate war making as a reflection of nonmaterial cultural distinctions.
This argument usually emphasizes tribalism as a source of cultural norms that are expected to promote
irregular warfare and make conventional war fighting too alien for effective adoption by some
nonstate actors.23

Both schools expect irregular methods for most of today’s nonstate combatants. But the difference
in their underlying assumptions about cause and effect matters: the two may yield the same
expectations for today, but they imply very different predictions for the future, and therefore different
policy prescriptions.

Most materialists, for example, assume that states’ advantages in military wherewithal are simply
too great for nonstate actors to overcome, and hence today’s preference for irregular warfare is
stable, because the material imbalance is stable.24 But others see new technology as leveling the
playing field for the future. They see nonstate actors acquiring precision weapons that were once the
preserve of states, and gaining access to new communications media for mass broadcasting in the
form of the internet and transnational satellite television networks. At the same time, these analysts
see declining state strength in the developing world resulting from environmental or demographic
stress. The basic materialist causal logic would lead one to expect nonstate actors to adopt more
state-like methods under such conditions. And in fact, a new school of “fourth-generation” or
“hybrid” warfare theorists now predict that the combination of better nonstate materiel and weaker
state opposition will lead states and nonstate actors to converge onto a common military model that
blends high technology with irregular methods, creating a new form of warfare in the process.25

By contrast, a tribal culture argument would imply more limited change. While technology can be
transferred quickly and state administrative effectiveness can collapse quickly, underlying cultural
norms change more slowly. If tribal culture is the most powerful shaper of military behavior, then
war-fighting methods are unlikely to be transformed simply because new weapons or communications
technologies become available, or simply because opponents weaken. Few culturalists would see
norms as completely invariant, but most see them as more stable than military materiel and less
volatile over time. Hence a tribal culture approach would predict a continuing preference for
irregular methods with limited adoption of alien doctrines typical either of historical state warfare or
of some new “fourth-generation” or “hybrid” alternative.

Neither of these approaches, however, have been as systematically developed, tested, and debated
as their importance would warrant. Given the stakes in the debate they underpin, it is essential that



they receive the searching examination needed to put this debate on the strongest possible analytical
foundations.

The purpose of this book is thus to provide such an examination: a direct, systematic analysis of
the determinants of nonstate military behavior.

My central findings are that neither materiel nor tribal culture offers an adequate explanation for
the observed pattern of nonstate war making—and that the commonplace assumption of distinct state
and nonstate methods is unsound. Instead, I argue below for a different causal model, a political
theory of nonstate war making, which implies a different pattern of future warfare.

This new explanatory model begins by rejecting the widespread assumption that “conventional”
and “guerilla” or “irregular” warfare constitute autonomous, exclusive categories of distinct military
conduct.26 Real actors’ actual military behavior is so interpenetrated by the intuitive elements of each
as to make the distinction mostly misleading. Of course there are differences of degree that matter.
But the important differences are almost all matters of relative degree, not kind. The new theory thus
begins by framing its dependent variable, its outcome to be explained, as a continuous spectrum of
military methods, only the extremes of which resemble pure versions of intuitively “conventional”
and “guerilla” war fighting. These extrema, moreover, are empirically very rare: almost all real
warfare for at least a century has been closer to the blended middle of the spectrum than either
extremum, and many current actors—both states and others—have been moving further toward this
middle for the last half a century or more. Hezbollah’s nonstate defense of southern Lebanon in 2006
bore little resemblance to the massed, exposed armored legions of popular “conventional”
imagination—but neither did the US Army’s state military defense of Saudi Arabia in Operation
Desert Shield in 1990 fit this model. The popular model just isn’t very helpful in characterizing the
actual methods of real militaries in the modern era, whether these be states or not—there are
meaningful differences between Hezbollah’s methods and the US Army’s, or between the Vietcong’s
and the Wehrmacht’s, but a simple categorical dichotomy between “conventional” and “guerilla”
doesn’t get us very far in understanding those differences or their causes. On the contrary, the
tendency in the debate to chop this continuum of shades in blended methods into exclusive categories
of “guerilla” and “conventional” promotes misunderstanding: it exaggerates superficial
epiphenomena, conceals underlying commonalities, and obstructs theorizing that might illuminate the
real, incremental change now ongoing in all actors’ methods. I thus begin the new theory with a
different taxonomy of behavior to be explained: not which of two dichotomous categories (or three, if
we include a third category of “hybrid”) an actor occupies, but where an actor lies on a continuum
that positions actors by their relative distance from empirically rare extrema that I will call Fabian
and Napoleonic military styles, to avoid confusion with the artificially stark categories now so
deeply embedded in the existing literature.

The new theory explains any given nonstate actor’s position on this spectrum with an argument that
emphasizes the actor’s internal politics. In particular, the theory advanced here emphasizes
combatants’ institutional development and perceived stakes in the war, both of which vary widely
across nonstate actors. The importance of internal politics derives from the complex cooperation
among interdependent specialists needed to implement military methods near the middle of the
Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum. Properly executed, such midspectrum methods are the superior choice
for a wide range of combatants. But proper execution requires complex interdependence of a kind that
creates inherent collective action problems fundamental to this style of warfare. Actors whose



political institutions are weak and whose decision making is personalized find these collective action
problems very hard to overcome and thus face strong incentives to resort instead to less powerful but
simpler Fabian or Napoleonic methods that rely much less heavily on complex cooperation among
specialists. And even highly institutionalized actors sometimes prefer not to spend the resources
needed to master such difficult midspectrum war fighting; where the stakes are limited—and
especially in wars over divisible economic spoils—the cost of achieving midspectrum proficiency
can exceed its likely payoff. Actors whose stakes are limited will thus often resort to simpler Fabian
or Napoleonic methods even if their institutions would permit midspectrum war fighting.

This is not to say that materiel or tribalism are irrelevant. Materially overwhelmed actors have no
choice but to adopt more-Fabian war fighting, and tribal culture can sometimes constrain institutional
development. But ongoing changes in technology have been leveling the material playing field
between states and nonstate actors for half a century or more. And many apparently tribal cultures of
the kind some cultural theorists expect to adopt irregular methods have nevertheless adopted
significantly more Napoleonic military styles. Materiel in particular can shape military behavior in
important ways—but its effects work in close interaction with its users’ politics. The scale of
resources needed to wage state-like midspectrum warfare has now shrunk to the point where many
nonstate actors can fight effectively in this style—if their institutions are up to the job. And the
ongoing spread of sophisticated weapons means that actors’ politics, and not their materiel, is
increasingly the binding constraint on their methods.

This new theory has significant implications. It predicts, for example, faster change for many
actors than tribal culturalists would expect, but not the scale of convergence that many fourth-
generation or hybrid warfare theorists anticipate. Technology is spreading rapidly, but actors’
internal politics vary and will continue to do so. Because politics are an important constraint on
actors’ military methods, this means that war-fighting methods are unlikely to converge as fast as
technology does, and that technology will be a weak predictor of nonstate actors’ behavior. Nonstate
combatants with permissive internal politics will be able to exploit modern weapons to wage
increasingly state-like midspectrum warfare—but others will not, regardless of how modern or lethal
their equipment becomes. The net result is thus likely to be increased variance, as some nonstate
actors’ war fighting comes increasingly to resemble that of states, but others retain older irregular
styles even as they acquire modern weapons. And the chief determinants of how any given enemy will
fight are shifting away from their weapon holdings, their numerical strength, or the scale of assistance
they receive from state patrons, and toward their politics—the job of anticipating future opponents’
methods is thus increasingly the social science challenge of understanding actors’ internal political
dynamics rather than the traditional military task of counting weapons or assessing technology per se.

These expectations for future opponents in turn pose implications for US defense policy. Since the
early 1990s, a fixture of the defense debate has been a series of calls to “transform” an ostensibly
out-of-date, legacy military for radically new conditions of future warfare. From the early 1990s to
roughly 2005, transformation advocates chiefly sought a much smaller, faster-moving, higher-
technology, information-enabled force built for high-firepower standoff precision warfare against
massed fleets of enemy tanks and armored vehicles; existing forces were criticized as too manpower
heavy, too slow, and too oriented toward low-tech close combat. 27 As the Iraq insurgency intensified
after 2005, the debate flipped: new transformation advocates saw the existing US military as too
capital intensive, too small, and too firepower dependent to cope with dispersed, population-



intermingled insurgents using guerilla methods; “transformation” now meant a move away from high-
tech standoff precision capital intensity and toward a more labor-intensive, dismounted, lower-
firepower force better suited to persistent population security.28 As the Iraq and Afghan insurgencies
have wound down, the debate has now flipped back again, with “transformation” advocacy returning
to its pre-2005 emphasis on high-tech standoff precision warfare enabled by new networked
information technologies.29

Yet neither of these transformation agendas is a good fit to the threat environment the new theory
projects. High-tech, standoff-precision forces perform well against massed, exposed, near-
Napoleonic foes but perform poorly against better-concealed, midspectrum enemies—and the new
theory predicts fewer of the former and more of the latter over time as many nonstate actors join
astute state militaries in moving toward the middle of the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum. And a
standoff military would be radically ill suited for the highly Fabian methods that will persist among
those nonstate actors who lack the internal politics for midspectrum war fighting. Conversely, a force
transformed for low-tech, low-firepower population security would lack the lethality needed against
midspectrum enemies, whether these be states or the nonstate actors who will be increasingly capable
of such methods in the future.

Perhaps ironically, the force best suited to the future might be one that looks much more like US
forces of the past. In land warfare against midspectrum enemies, the ideal force would be a balanced,
medium-weight alternative with more dismounted infantry than the high-tech transformed force but
more armor and artillery than the low-tech transformed force—in fact, this ideal force bears more
than a passing resemblance to the structure of the legacy US land forces of the Cold War. By contrast,
the futuristic high-tech standoff alternative is optimized for fighting a kind of enemy that is likely to
become less common in the future, not more: massed, exposed, highly vulnerable Napoleonic state
armies. The low-tech transformed alternative has an opposite but analogous problem: it is optimized
for fighting the highly Fabian nonstate irregulars that will not disappear, but will probably also
become less frequent in the future as more nonstate actors shift toward the middle of the Fabian-
Napoleonic spectrum. Of course the ultimate design of the US military depends on more than just the
nature of likely opposition. But the threat environment does matter, and the new theory suggests,
paradoxically, that both of the futuristic, ostensibly forward-looking “transformation” agendas in
today’s debate are actually built around backward-looking threat projections for either state or
nonstate actors in future land combat.30 If sound, the new theory thus suggests that the best design for
future US land forces may be among the least radically transformational.

For scholars, the new theory casts doubt on the widespread tendency to isolate studies of civil
war, with ostensibly distinctive dynamics, from research on interstate warfare. In fact, military
behavior by nonstate actors in civil warfare differs only by degree along a continuum from that of
state actors in international warfare, and the study of each can profit from systematic exposure to the
other. By helping to unify these phenomena as special cases of more general causal dynamics the new
theory sheds light on both domains. And in the process, the results help develop an understudied topic
in the civil war literature via a systematic account of participants’ combat methods and their military
rationale.

To make this case, the balance of this chapter will first define some critical terms and delimit the
theory’s scope. It then presents the book’s methodology and justifies this choice. It concludes with a
description of the book’s organization and structure and provides a roadmap for what is to come.



Scope and Definitions
The book seeks to explain the military behavior of nonstate actors in warfare involving numerically
superior state opponents since 1900. Several of these terms require careful definition.

First, by “nonstate actor” I mean any entity other than a sovereign state as defined in international
law. The 1933 Montevideo Convention defines a sovereign state as an institution with “(a) a
permanent population; (b) a defined territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations
with other states.”31 Hence nonstate actors would include, inter alia, insurgent groups; ethnic
separatists; internationally unrecognized armed forces such as warlord militias; mercenaries or
private military firms; armed religious or ideological extremists; criminal syndicates; or any other
user of armed force other than Montevideo Convention states.

But while I define “nonstate actor” expansively, I do not aspire to explain any use of violence by
actors other than sovereign states. Labor riots, family violence, petty crime, or looting in the aftermath
of natural disaster, for example, are all important in their own right but play little role in the national
security debate. I thus limit consideration here to warfare, which I define as organized violence
exceeding 1,000 total battle deaths with at least 100 deaths on each of at least two sides.32 This
includes some campaigns often described as “terrorism” (such as Al Qaeda’s conflict with the United
States) and others sometimes described as “criminal” (such as the FARC’s narco-insurgency in
Colombia)—my distinction is based on the scale of violence, not its purpose or motives.

This domain includes warfare between nonstate actors in wars where states are active participants
(for an example, see the discussion of the Croatian War of Independence in chapter 8), and it has
implications for purely nonstate conflicts as well (for an example, see the discussion in chapter 7 of
the Somali SNA’s warfare against other militias before the US intervention). But inter-nonstate
warfare is not its focus, and the analysis is not meant to be dispositive for all such examples.

The theory’s temporal domain extends from 1900 to the mid-21st century, and its scope includes
continental warfare but excludes war at sea. This focuses the analysis on the era of industrial- and
information-age warfare that extends through today and into the midterm future, thus accommodating
the most policy-relevant subset of the empirical record. I exclude piracy or other maritime conflict
per se but include most other forms of large-scale armed violence in the 20th and 21st centuries.

The universe of potential cases thus includes all continental wars from 1900 to the mid-21st
century involving at least one state and at least one armed nonstate actor.

The unit of analysis is the nonstate actor’s modal military behavior in a given conflict year. Of
course there will be subunit variance under this specification: different formations’ commanders will
use their fighters differently; the same commanders will change their behavior at irregular intervals. I
argue, however, that internal politics will tend to shape relatively common behavior across
commanders, and over time, for a given internal political configuration.

The dependent variable for the theory below is the behavior of military actors. Of course,
combatants in war perform thousands of tasks and do so in thousands of ways; some subset must be
specified if the analysis is to be tractable. Given the policy debate around which the book is framed,
the natural approach is to focus on the subset of behavior most closely associated with the intuitive
distinction between putatively “conventional” state and “irregular” nonstate styles of fighting.
However, I treat these not as exclusive categories but as a continuum defined by an actor’s modal
distance from a Napoleonic extremum framed as a pure version of the popular intuition of



“conventional” war fighting, and a Fabian extremum framed as a pure version of the “irregular” or
“guerilla” category. These terms are defined in greater detail in chapter 2 and the appendix, but for
now, the characteristics of pure Fabian methods include an absolute unwillingness to defend ground
via decisive engagement at any point in the theater; dispersed operations with no local concentrations
in excess of the theaterwide combatant density; insistence on concealment obtained via intermingling
with the civilian population; exclusive reliance on coercion rather than brute force; and rejection of
heavy weapons, even when available, in favor of light arms and equipment more suitable to
concealment among the population. By contrast, the characteristics of pure Napoleonic methods
include an insistence on decisive engagement to defend or seize ground that will not be voluntarily
relinquished; local concentration to shoulder-to-shoulder densities at a point of attack where ground
is contested; use of uniformed forces on battlefields removed from urban population centers;
exclusive reliance on brute force rather than coercion; and preferential employment of the heaviest
weapons available to maximize firepower and armor protection. Of course few real actors fit either
of these extrema; below I present an index measure that adjudicates varying combinations of
observable correlates of these traits to code any given actor on a continuous (0, 6) scale, with 0.0
corresponding to the Fabian extremum, 6.0 corresponding to the Napoleonic extremum, and values in
between denoting admixtures whose balance is increasingly Napoleonic as values increase from zero
to six.

I explain this dependent variable via two classes of independent, or explanatory, variables:
materiel and politics; and I contrast this new theory with prior views emphasizing materiel per se and
tribal culture. Here, too, the variables are operationalized in more detail in chapters 2 through 4 and,
especially, the appendix. For now, however, materiel encompasses both the quality of actors’
military equipment (in terms of the lethality of its technology), and its quantity, in terms of the
numbers of fielded combatants. Politics, like military behavior, comprises a potentially infinite
variety of subdimensions; below I consider two: actors’ institutional development (to what degree is
leadership personalized and informal or impersonal and bureaucratized?) and their perceived stakes
in the war (are these limited and divisible or existential and indivisible?).

Tribal culture is not an explanatory variable for the new theory, but, given its salience in the
nonstate military literature, I treat it as an alternative explanation in the case studies below. Culture is
a richly multidimensional phenomenon with a wide range of potentially important subdimensions and
consequences; its role in the nonstate military behavior literature, however, tends to focus on the
claim that tribalism is inconsistent with conventional war fighting.33 In this literature, tribalism is a
cultural trait in which much of social interaction is shaped by family lineage and descent patterns. In
strongly tribal cultures, it is held, trust and cooperation are strong within the family unit but attenuate
rapidly beyond it, making commerce, dispute resolution, and collective action progressively more
difficult the more remote the perceived bonds of common descent. This in turn is held to produce
distinctive patterns of military behavior: tribal societies are expected to field small, decentralized
fighting units with often fierce motivation to defend others of close common descent but difficulty
cooperating in larger formations that cross lines of family lineage. Loyalties are held to be fluid and
command arrangements loose, reflecting the segmented nature of tribal lineage relationships; “me
against my brother, my brother and I against my cousin, and all of us against the stranger” is a perhaps
apocryphal Bedouin aphorism often cited to describe the realignments that an emphasis on family
group can promote when action is shaped by the relative closeness or distance of kinship.34 And these



patterns are in turn expected to promote tactics that emphasize small-unit raids, ambushes, and quick
hit-and-run strikes rather than sustained defense of positions. As Richard Shultz and Andrea Dew put
it:

Traditional societies do not have standing professional armies in the Western sense. Rather, all
men of age in a tribe, clan or communal group learn through societal norms and legacies to fight in
specific ways, and to fight well, if required.… these traditional concepts invariably take
protracted, irregular, and unconventional forms of combat.35

In other parts of the political science and strategic studies literature, “culture” can have a wide
variety of other meanings, referring, for example, to patterns of behavior within organizations, or to
broad national systems of value or perception.36 I do not seek in this book to advance a general claim
about the causal role of culture in this broader sense. But given the role of arguments about tribalism
per se in the nonstate military debate I do thus address this aspect of culture in the case studies and
findings below.

Approach, Method, and Cases
The theory below is motivated by a detailed deductive causal argument. This argument focuses on the
relative military advantages and disadvantages of more-Fabian and more-Napoleonic methods and
holds that for almost all actors, midspectrum blends of the two are militarily superior but extremely
complex. I then develop the internal political requirements of fielding forces able to cope with this
complexity.

The deductive argument below draws heavily on the experience of both state and nonstate
militaries in modern war. Indeed, one of my central claims is that the putative category distinction
between the two is largely an illusion; to sustain this claim requires a sustained exploration of both.
The tendency to separate interstate and nonstate warfare into distinct, stove-piped literatures is part
of the reason for the widespread misunderstanding of these underlying commonalities: if one studies
nonstate warfare by looking only at nonstate actors then its similarities with interstate combat will
never be seen. I argue that modern technology creates common military incentives that affect all
actors alike—my theoretical discussion of these incentives thus makes extensive use of the modern
military history of interstate as well as nonstate warfare, as a means of shedding unique light on the
features of nonstate warfare per se. Strictly speaking my findings pertain to nonstate actors per se, but
the deductive discussion draws heavily on observations of both.

The result is a rationalist theory. None of this means that warlord commanders are cool,
emotionless, Enlightenment calculators who evaluate all options in the way Adam Smith or John
Stuart Mill might have done, and choose the one best suited to their mathematical objective functions.
The causal mechanism here does assume, however, that the reality of warfare disciplines behavior by
imposing disproportionate cost on those who make poor choices. War is an unforgiving enterprise.
Those who misunderstand its dynamics will be exploited by those with stronger perception, and the
result will be destruction or defeat of the obtuse at the hands of the astute: selection effects will
remove, through death or conquest, those who consistently choose badly. In the crucible of war, trial
and error will thus cause surviving combatants to vector in on something resembling the result of an
objective calculation even if it never occurs to them as such. At any given time, some warriors will



be in the process of elimination, hence not all will behave as a rationalist optimal behavior model
would expect. But if the theory below is sound, then in steady state, most combatants at most times
will display behavioral choices that mirror those the logic below suggests are optimal—and those
who do not should suffer for their failure. The explicit calculations in the theory below thus short-
circuit the process of experiential learning by real combatants in war, but they should predict about
the same outcomes if the military logic below is correct.37

The result is a deductive theory of military behavioral choice. This deductive theory is then tested
via a series of detailed historical case studies of campaigns chosen to create maximum leverage for
assessing the theory’s validity.

These case studies use a variety of sources but make particular use of field research involving a
total of 137 structured interviews with state and nonstate participants in critically selected military
campaigns. This field research was conducted in Iraq, Croatia, and Israel, and in the United States
with participants who had returned from Iraq and Somalia. It included interviewees who either fought
as nonstate combatants (in Croatia) or were in a position to observe directly the behavior of nonstate
combatant foes (in Lebanon, Iraq, and Somalia), at military ranks from private to major general, and
ambassadorial rank in the Department of State, and it enabled detailed, in-depth, granular description
of combat methods, battlefield events, and political details important to the theories assessed here but
absent from typical secondary historical accounts. Throughout, military participants were asked to
address only factual events they observed themselves (or performed themselves); wherever possible,
multiple participants’ accounts of the same events were solicited to insulate the findings against
observer bias to the greatest degree possible.38

Case method permits the depth of analysis needed to characterize variables that have not
heretofore been included in large-n data sets, especially military behavior. It also allows process
tracing to help distinguish real causation from mere coincidence. This is especially valuable where a
deductive theory with a detailed causal mechanism enables multiple observable hypotheses to be
deduced for a single case—the more substantively detailed the deductive theory, the more points of
tangency there will be between its claims and the historical events of any given case, and thus the
more powerful the case can be as a test of the theory.

This depth of detail, however, makes it impossible to consider more than a handful of cases. No
such sample can exhaust the range of possible empirical variation, especially for a theory whose
dependent variable (and some independent variables) are continuous and real-valued. For a theory
specified in continuous variables, there is literally an infinite number of points that make up the
relevant theoretical space—this cannot be exhaustively surveyed to see whether prediction and
observation match at each possible point. Nor could even the largest plausible large-n data set
accomplish this. To test the theory here thus requires some act of selection to create a sample of
observations chosen to create the greatest possible leverage for evaluating the theory given the scale
of research needed to characterize fully all the relevant variables for any given case.

Given this, the cases considered here have been chosen to meet several important, theory-driven
selection criteria designed to produce the most challenging test possible from an inherently limited
sample.39 First, they must enable direct observation of all independent and dependent variables; cases
where the documentary record is insufficient or where participants are unavailable for interviewing
are thus not suitable. Second, they must collectively show variance on all three classes of explanatory
variable—materiel, tribal culture, and internal politics. Third, they should collectively explore as



many distinct regions of the relevant theoretical space as possible (that is, they should approximate a
stratified sample from that space). Fourth, they should present conditions for which the respective
theories predict different outcomes, enabling the case to distinguish between them in their ability to
explain the evidence. Finally, they should provide maximum benefit of the doubt to the preexisting
prototheories, and stack the deck against the new theory to the degree possible. Small-n case testing
cannot prove or disprove theories. But if case testing shows the new theory outperforming its
competition under conditions deliberately chosen to benefit the competition, this unusual result would
merit a greater shift in confidence than would otherwise be warranted from such a small sample of
cases.

The cases examined here are Hezbollah in the 2006 Lebanon campaign; the Shiite Jaish al Mahdi
(JAM) militia in Operation Iraqi Freedom from 2003 to 2008; Mohammed Farah Aideed’s Habr
Gedir militia in Somalia from 1992 to 1994; the Croatian nationalist ZNG and Croatian Serb SVK in
the Croatian Wars of Independence of 1991–95; and the Vietcong in the American phase of the
Second Indochina War from 1965 to 1968.

Hezbollah in 2006 offers an opportunity for a controlled comparison with the Jaish al Mahdi in
Iraq. Both were drawn from Shiite Arab communities that were much more tribal than those of their
state opponents; both faced materially superior Westernized state militaries; and both had external
support from the same Iranian patron. The 2006 campaign also approximates an Ecksteinian critical
case for the hybrid materialist subschool: it is the single most prominent example of hybrid or fourth-
generation warfare in the literature; for the theory to have much merit, it must account for Hezbollah
in 2006. The two actors’ internal politics, by contrast, were very different: Hezbollah had a stable,
elaborately developed formal institutional structure and saw its conflict with Israel as existential,
whereas the JAM’s leadership was personalized and divided, with multiple factions turning
increasingly to economic predation as the Iraq War continued. Orthodox materialist theories would
thus predict similar, highly Fabian methods for both actors; tribal culture theories would do much the
same, albeit with some expectation for more Napoleonic war fighting for the JAM (tribal norms were
stronger in rural southern Lebanon than in urban Baghdad where the JAM was strongest). The new
theory, by contrast, predicts substantially state-like midspectrum behavior for Hezbollah but more
Fabian methods for the JAM—and this is in fact what the case evidence shows. The case also shows
important variance between the details of Hezbollah’s methods and the particular expectations of
hybrid materialists: whereas the latter see hybrid warfare as a combination of high-tech weapons and
irregular tactics, Hezbollah’s tactics were no more irregular than those of most states.

Mohammed Farah Aideed’s Somali National Alliance (SNA) militia approximates an Ecksteinian
critical case for tribal culture theorists: if the theory is ever going to work anywhere, it should work
here. Tribe and clan were the central organizing principles both for Somali society in general and for
the competing warlord militias in the aftermath of the Siad Barre government’s fall. And in fact the
Somalia case plays a prominent role in the tribalist literature on nonstate warfare, which treats this as
almost the defining case of tribally determined irregular war fighting. The material imbalance here,
by contrast, was more modest than in many cases of nonstate warfare. For over a year and a half, the
war pitted rival militias against one another, with no state military engaged; neither the SNA nor its
enemies enjoyed a decisive material edge. Only when American forces arrived after December 1992
did the SNA face a material disadvantage, and even here the material balance was less favorable to
the Western forces than in cases such as Iraq: the SNA had access to a substantial arsenal of



sophisticated weapons inherited from the Siad Barre state military, and the SNA fielded an unusually
large combatant force for the size of its operating area. Materialist theories would thus expect
Aideed’s methods to change over time, with little need for the SNA to adopt highly Fabian irregular
methods prior to 1993, but with increasingly Fabian “asymmetric” war fighting after that; neither
period, however, should display a historical extremum of the kind that tribal culture arguments would
expect. The new theory, by contrast, predicts change in SNA behavior over time, but in the opposite
direction. The SNA’s political organization was personalized and highly informal throughout. Its
stakes, however, changed dramatically by mid-1993. Before that, SNA war aims were limited and
economic, but when American admiral Jonathan Howe declared in August 1993 that his goal would
be Aideed’s capture and imprisonment and began targeting Aideed and his chief lieutenants, the war
suddenly took on existential stakes for the SNA’s leadership. For the new theory, the SNA’s weak
institutionalization would preclude highly complex midspectrum warfare throughout, but the radical
change in stakes should motivate movement in that direction even for a nonstate militia—hence the
new theory would predict less Fabian war fighting after the American intervention, not more (as
materialists would expect), and not stasis (as culturalists would predict). In fact the case shows
change, and change in the direction of an increasing effort by the SNA to hold key territory after
August 1993. At no point did this amount to truly state-like midspectrum warfare, but neither was it
the extremum of irregular methods predicted by tribal culture arguments, and the direction of change
was toward the Napoleonic end of the spectrum after the United States intervened and the material
balance worsened for the SNA—not the opposite, as materialist logic would imply.

The Croatian Wars of Independence present two different nonstate separatist groups, the Croatian
nationalist ZNG and Croatian Serb SVK, together with a variety of associated militias. None were
strongly tribal. The nationalist ZNG initially faced a materially preponderant state opponent in the
Jugoslav National Army (JNA) in 1991; Serb militias aligned with the JNA enjoyed important
material advantages over their ZNG rivals. This balance then reversed when the nationalists achieved
international recognition and state status, Croatian Serbs did not, and the JNA withdrew—by 1995,
Croatian Serbs were the materially inferior side. Throughout, Croatian Serb politics were highly
personalized and subject to bitter factional disputes; their stakes were nominally existential, but until
the very end their leadership assumed that the JNA would return to defend them—the expected
outcomes for Croatian Serb elites varied mostly with respect to patronage and seniority in a regime
they believed others would defend. Croatian nationalists, by contrast, saw unlimited stakes in a self-
help war that they expected would yield brutal oppression in the event of failure. Nationalist
institutions were much more formal and extensive than the Serbs’ but remained highly personalized at
the most senior levels as President Franjo Tudjman relied on cronyism to secure his own position. By
1995, however, this personalized institutional system was augmented via a different kind of nonstate
actor: the private military firm MPRI, whose advisory services circumvented some of the normal
politico-military problems of cronyism. In this setting, tribal culture theories would predict state-like
“conventional” behavior for all parties. Materialist theories would expect highly Fabian irregular
warfare for the nationalist ZNG in 1991 and for the outnumbered nonstate SVK when large-scale
fighting reignited in 1995, but more Napoleonic methods for the materially superior Serb nonstate
militias in 1991. The new theory identifies simpler, more Fabian methods as the best choice for
poorly institutionalized actors like the Serbs with limited perceived stakes, and it implies that better-
institutionalized parties like the nationalists should be able to field midspectrum militaries quickly



when motivated by existential stakes; cronyism at the top should limit high-level coordination,
especially in large-scale offensive action, but not tactical cooperation within small units. Observed
behavior in the case fits the new theory but contradicts the others for the nationalist ZNG. The Serbian
SVK fits none of the theories perfectly but follows the causal logic of the new theory even where the
outcome is not exactly as predicted: the Serbs’ weak institutional foundation and limited stakes left
them incapable of the complex cooperation needed for midspectrum warfare; the theory assumes they
would thus choose simpler, more Fabian methods better suited to their limited skills. When they
instead tried to implement complex midspectrum methods beyond their proficiency, the result was
military disaster in August 1995 when the Croatian state army crushed the Serbs in a brief, four-day
campaign.

The Vietcong from 1965 to 1968 were perhaps the paradigmatic nonstate irregular force in the
eyes of most Americans, and their methods had a profound influence on subsequent policy and
scholarship; any theory of nonstate warfare must account for the Vietcong. The case also offers a
theoretically important opportunity to observe nonstate warfare prior to the advent of precision
firepower—in fact, the 1965–68 era in Vietnam offers one of the last examples of warfare before the
dawn of modern precision weaponry, which was introduced by the United States in the war’s latter
campaigns. The chief finding from the case is to corroborate the new theory’s account of technology’s
role in nonstate war fighting. The Vietcong faced existential stakes and had remarkably formal, mature
institutions. There is good reason to believe they could have mastered the complexity of modern
midspectrum warfare. Yet they chose mostly very Fabian methods instead—and suffered gravely
when they departed from this pattern as in the 1968 Tet Offensive. I argue that their inability to use
midspectrum methods successfully was due to their low-lethality weapon technology, which
combined with the difficult jungle terrain of their primary operating areas to leave them unable to
control territory on the necessary scale even though they deployed a large combatant force. With only
light, low-firepower weapons at their disposal, the VC could not prevent their American, and to some
extent South Vietnamese, state opponents from massing overwhelming combat power at chosen
points. The problem here was not numerical imbalance per se, or even technological asymmetry—
Hezbollah and the Croatian ZNG both proved able to control ground with midspectrum methods under
comparable numerical and technical inferiority. But whereas Hezbollah and the ZNG had modern
weapons lethal enough to force better-equipped state enemies to disperse, yielding manageable local
imbalances at the critical points, the VC did not. The Vietcong’s 1960s-era light weapons and small
arms could cause gradual attrition over time, but they could not stop a massed state offensive from
crushing their defenses at any given point. Nor could the Vietcong take ground against state armies’
positional defenses with such arms. Their only option was thus to resort to highly Fabian warfare,
notwithstanding the VC’s existential motivation and mature institutions. Later nonstate actors with
more advanced weapons were able to make different choices even when faced with materially
superior state opponents.

Plan of the Book
Chapter 2 presents the theory’s dependent variable—a continuous, Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum of
military behavior—and distinguishes this from the treatment of “conventional” and “guerilla” warfare
in the existing literature.



The theory to explain this dependent variable is presented in chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 treats the
role of materiel, arguing that material military incentives have been driving both once-Napoleonic
state militaries and once-Fabian nonstate forces toward the midspectrum middle for more than a
generation. Chapter 4 treats the role of internal politics, arguing that political constraints shape any
given nonstate actor’s ability to act on this material incentive and implement the complex methods
required. An appendix formalizes the theory’s coding scheme for these variables and its functional
form for interrelating them, and it presents comparative statics to identify the theory’s predictions
with greater precision.

Chapters 5 through 9 present the case studies of historical campaigns and their relationship to the
theories under test. These cases show a pattern of closer correspondence with the new theory than
either its materialist or its tribal culture competitors even under conditions chosen to place those
competitors on their strongest analytical ground. Of course, this neither proves the new theory nor
disproves the others—proof or disproof is beyond the capacity of case method. But it does establish a
degree of empirical plausibility for the new claims. And it does so under conditions that should have
offered easy, unambiguous predictive successes for preexisting theories if the latter were correct.
Empirical findings are necessarily provisional pending large-n research that is possible only with the
development of new data, but the unusual conditions in the cases chosen warrant a greater shift in
confidence toward the new theory than would otherwise be warranted from a small sample of cases.

Chapter 10 concludes the book. It provides a more detailed summary of my main arguments and
findings; most of the chapter, however, develops their implications for scholarship and policy, and it
contrasts these with the views now typically held on the basis of current understandings. I argue that
these contrasts are quite sharp, and that neither scholarship nor policy can be conducted on a sound
basis without a more systematic consideration of the real determinants of nonstate military behavior.



 

2
The Fallacy of Guerilla Warfare

NONSTATE WAR MAKING is often misunderstood. Among the more common misconceptions is a
tendency to treat state and nonstate military methods as autonomous, mutually exclusive categories.
States fighting other states, many assume, wage “conventional” warfare whereas nonstate actors wage
“guerilla” or irregular warfare with radically different aims, methods, and principles. Recently some
have added a third category of “hybrid” warfare falling somewhere between guerilla and
conventional war. But even the hybrid warfare literature frames war making in discrete categories of
contrasting methods—they just add one to the other two. Nor are these distinctions treated merely as
superficial differences of appearance or degree. The whole point of distinguishing nonstate “guerilla”
from state “conventional” war making is that the categories are thought to reflect profoundly different
underlying causal dynamics: even for greatly superior armies, to mistake one for the other is often
said to court defeat—a widespread criticism of US war fighting in both Vietnam and Iraq has been the
charge that Americans committed the category error of failing to recognize that their enemy was
waging guerilla rather than conventional war, leading to military failure in one or both cases.1

Yet this division of warfare into distinct state and nonstate categories is misleading. Of course
many nonstate actors do fight differently than many states, and misunderstanding hostile methods can
certainly produce failure. But the distinctions that count are matters of degree, not kind. Modern
firepower poses demands on all combatants that create broadly similar requirements for anyone who
wants to survive long enough to accomplish any meaningful mission. Varying local conditions
encourage differences at the margin in actors’ methods, but the underlying calculus is shared, with
more principles in common than not. Attempts to chop the resulting continuum into exclusive
categories of “guerilla” and “conventional” exaggerate superficial epiphenomena, conceal underlying
commonalities, and obstruct theorizing that might illuminate the real, incremental change now ongoing
in all actors’ methods.

In fact there is nothing intrinsic to nonstate status in the conduct of war. And nonstate status is both
a less important signpost to meaningful differences of degree than often assumed, and one that matters
less with every passing year. Some nonstate actors already use intuitively state-like “conventional”
methods with greater efficacy than do many states, and this is likely to grow more common over time.
Conversely, some states have long sponsored terrorism; others rely increasingly on intuitively
nonstate “guerilla” or irregular methods for fighting both state and nonstate rivals. As these trends
mature, future variance in methods within the state and nonstate categories could easily exceed the
variance in methods between them.

In an important sense, the commonplace intuitive picture of nonstate “guerilla” warfare is thus a



fallacy. Like many myths, it is not without an important grain of truth—some nonstate actors’ methods
have sometimes approximated the intuitive model. But many others have not. And the category
conceals as much as it reveals: it exaggerates the real distinctions between state and nonstate war
fighting, it masks trends that are changing each by degree over time, it distorts scholarship in the study
of both civil and interstate warfare, and it can lead to defense policy choices that leave Western
states ill prepared for the demands of future warfare. Chapters 3 and 4 will present a theory to
explain observed variance in the military methods of nonstate actors in particular. But to do this it is
first necessary to overturn the myth of guerilla warfare and to develop instead an alternative
characterization of military methods as a continuous difference of degree between two rare polar
extremes, with almost all real military practice falling closer to the middle than to either archetypal
end point.

I do this in three steps. First, I address the common claim that state and nonstate actors differ
systematically in the end purposes for which they wage war—I argue that this is mistaken, and that
almost all real actors have long pursued similar, Clausewitzian ultimate goals and will continue to do
so. Second, I turn to the means used to pursue these ends. I argue that while these have often differed
for state and nonstate actors, the differences are matters of degree, not kind, and are best considered
as points along a continuum between two uncommon extremes—what I will call Fabian and
Napoleonic military archetypes—but where almost all actors have long combined elements of each.
As such, a categorical treatment leads to ambiguity at best and error at worst. An appendix presents a
series of observable indicators and coding rules that can be used to specify any actor’s position on
this spectrum, thus operationalizing the dependent variable for the theory to come in chapters 3 and 4
as an actor’s relative distance from these contrasting Fabian and Napoleonic end point extrema. I
close this chapter, however, with a series of brief descriptions of historical actors and their
placement on the resulting spectrum as a means of illustrating both the range of variance in the
dependent variable for the theory to come—and the perils of treating “guerilla warfare” as a category
apart, populated only with nonstate warriors.

Nonstate Actors and the Purposes of Military Action
Many now see a major difference in the purposes served by state and nonstate war making. In
particular, states have long been assumed to follow the Clausewitzian dictum that war is a means to
political ends; in Clausewitzian interstate warfare, the aim is to topple or defend rulers, seize or
defend provinces, or extract political concessions from foes who would contest these political
stakes.2 Nonstate actors, by contrast, are often said to wage war for nonpolitical, post-Clausewitzian
purposes such as the pursuit of profit, hatred, honor, religious duty, or cultural self-expression. And
these novel, nonpolitical aims are held to promote systematically different means than the
conventional tactics of traditional interstate warfare; this putative difference in underlying ends thus
underpins for many the need to distinguish state conventional from nonstate guerilla or irregular
means.3

Nonstate actors often do use different methods than states do. And war aims do indeed have a
powerful effect on war making. But the critical distinction is not between obsolescent “political”
ends and modern alternatives—almost all warfare by almost all actors remains “political” in
Clausewitz’s terms. The real issue concerns the magnitude of the political stakes, and especially the



distinction Clausewitz himself drew between wars fought for limited as opposed to existential
political objectives. I return to this distinction in chapter 4; for now, it is enough to clarify that even
for modern, nonstate actors, the purpose of military action is normally the political one of controlling
the collective decisions of civilian populations over the distribution of power and resources.

Consider wars of profit. Wealth is produced by human economic activity; war for profit normally
involves warriors controlling some population to divert its production to the warriors’ benefit. To be
effective, a war for profit must thus shape the collective choices of human groups to change the flow
of resources. Some argue that unlike states, nonstate actors can gain wealth from lootable resources
such as diamond mines without large-scale cooperation from the population, and that this wealth can
be attained during protracted war without actually winning. Diamond mines or coca fields can be
exploited economically with less labor than oil fields or steel mills, but even here the requirement is
not zero: human labor is still required for extraction, and some degree of complicit public tolerance
is still required for shipment. The difference in the scale of public involvement needed can be
important for some nonstate actors’ choices between discriminate and indiscriminate violence, but in
all cases the cooperation of some living civilians must be secured for wealth to be extracted—and
securing this cooperation, whether via coercion or co-optation, is ultimately a political aim.4

Consider hatred. Hatred could in principle be expressed by pure killing without any control over
the living. Yet few actual combatants have ever waged war without important agendas for control of
the survivors: even Al Qaeda has an elaborate political program for a new Islamist caliphate to
govern large populations now under others’ rule; Al Qaeda’s violence, while indiscriminate, is not a
nihilistic end in itself but an instrumental means to political control over the living.5

Religious or ethnic violence more broadly is normally a means to control populations and alter
their choices. Iraqi Shiites in 2006, for example, fought to dominate rival Sunnis (and vice versa), not
to literally exterminate them all. Sectarian cleansing in Baghdad was achieved chiefly by coercing the
survivors to leave, as was the ethnic cleansing of the Balkan Wars in the 1990s.6 Joseph Kony’s LRA
(Lord’s Resistance Army) in East Africa fights for goals that include implementation of his own
warped understanding of Christian theology (and advancement of his own personality cult), but the
LRA’s aims prominently include the overthrow of the Museveni government in Uganda, a profoundly
political objective.7

Consider honor or self-expression. These could theoretically be sought by gratuitous displays of
courage or ritualistic demonstrations without meaningful coercive potential. Yet it is hard to identify
examples. Pashtun society celebrates martial virtues, yet Pashtun combat is normally aimed at
coercing concessions from rivals, deterring them from future offenses, or protecting kinsmen from
domination by outsiders.8 Hezbollah terrorism is sometimes described as expression of a cultural
norm of resistance, yet Hezbollah has explicit political goals for the control of populations in
Lebanon and Palestine.9

Modern warriors may not always seek the literal territorial conquest typical of Clausewitz’s day,
but they almost always use force as an instrumental means to control populations of living civilians,
whether these populations are large and broadly distributed, or small and localized.10 Political aims,
in this fundamental sense of politics as the collective decision making of civilians, are thus nearly
universal in war regardless of the actor involved—they are not a unique property of states.

The Methods of Military Action: A Fabian-Napoleonic Spectrum



How do combatants pursue this common goal? The literature typically assumes “guerilla” methods
for nonstate actors—but strict definitions of the term are rare. Many are satisfied with a mostly
intuitive, Potter-Stewart-like definition-by-example: “guerilla” warfare is something like what the
Vietcong did in the mid-1960s, whereas “conventional” warfare looks like the World Wars in Europe
or North Africa. For recent “hybrid warfare” theorists, this new category looks like either Hezbollah
in 2006 or sometimes the Russians in Crimea in 2014.

Maybe Chief Justice Stewart really did know pornography when he saw it.11 But this is an
awkward basis for a rigorous theory of nonstate military behavior.

The chief problem is that the commonplace intuitive notions of “conventional” and “guerilla”
warfare are actually very difficult to parse into consistent, mutually exclusive categories. Almost all
real combatants combine elements from both intuitive models—the more closely one examines real
combat, the fewer truly unique features one can find in either intuitive style. Even the German
Wehrmacht in 1944 displayed strikingly “guerilla-like” methods in important respects; even the
Vietcong in 1965 did many things that most people associate with “conventional” war fighting. In fact
the real differences are all matters of degree and relative emphasis among an array of shared
requirements for survival against modern firepower. To capture this kind of variance, a handful of
discrete categories is an awkward approach; the theory in chapters 3 and 4 thus uses a continuum, not
a discrete set of categories, to describe military behavior.

To see why, it is useful to consider several of the commonplace intuitive features of “guerilla”
warfare in greater detail. In particular, many analysts distinguish “irregular” or “guerilla” from
conventional warfare by reference to differences in combatants’ emphasis on stealth; by reference to
their different intentions to hold ground; by citing different levels of concentration and dispersion; by
contrasting strategic emphases on coercion as opposed to brute force; or by discussing combatants’
choices to fight “symmetrically” as opposed to “asymmetrically.” In fact, all these are relative
distinctions of degree, not kind, and all are functionally linked to shared underlying requirements for
surviving modern firepower long enough to accomplish meaningful military missions.

Stealth
Stealthiness is the single trait most commonly associated with guerilla or irregular warfare.
Outnumbered, outgunned guerillas are typically assumed to require concealment in order to survive in
the face of superior government militaries.12

Yet even in conventional warfare, exposure frequently means death. The modern battlefield is so
lethal that it has been suicidal to allow massed formations to be caught exposed in the open since at
least 1914. In fact, concealment—and the techniques needed to provide it as technology has changed
—has arguably been the single most important theme in the history of modern conventional tactics.13

A distinguishing feature of post-1914 conventional warfare has been the “empty battlefield” that
resulted from the widespread adoption of cover and concealment in modern high-intensity combat;
soldiers in such wars commonly develop an instinctive suspicion of conditions that “seem too quiet”
precisely because conventional defenders are commonly invisible to attackers much of the time.14 Of
course, there are differences in the way conventional armies and guerilla forces obtain the needed
concealment—although both use the natural complexity of the terrain to conceal themselves (indeed
guerillas classically exploit mountains, jungles, or other unusually complex terrain for this purpose),
guerillas also typically try to conceal themselves via intermingling with an indistinguishable civilian



population. Classical guerilla tactics assume either that the government will be loath to harm
apparently innocent civilians, or that the government will suffer politically from doing so. Hence
many guerillas wear civilian clothing and live, train, and fight among civilian populations as a means
of rendering themselves as difficult as possible to distinguish from those civilians.15 Conventional
armies, by contrast, wear distinguishing uniforms, occupy distinct bases, and often fight in rural areas
away from civilian population centers. But even here, the difference is often less clear than it seems.
Urban warfare has long been a major feature of even conventional combat (Stalingrad, Berlin, Caen,
and Aachen were among the many cities destroyed by ground warfare in World War II); villages and
other built-up areas are traditionally exploited as favorable defensive ground in conventional warfare
precisely because of the superior concealment and cover they offer; civilians are often killed in
greater number than uniformed soldiers in conventional combat because even the use of uniforms does
not always enable combatants to distinguish or discriminate from a distance or in the heat of battle;
and all this is becoming increasingly characteristic of conventional warfare as cities grow and
economies urbanize around the world.16 Concealment is thus critical in all modern warfare, guerilla
or conventional, and the difference between an emphasis on terrain for such purposes in conventional
warfare and on civilian intermingling in guerilla warfare is more a difference in emphasis and
relative incidence than a sharp distinction of kind.17

Holding Ground
An intention to hold ground is another trait often held to distinguish conventional from guerilla
warfare. Conventional armies are normally expected to take and hold ground; guerillas, by contrast,
are typically assumed to favor hit-and-run methods in which retention of ground is not attempted and
in which the guerillas’ orientation is to the enemy, not the terrain as such. That is, the classical
guerilla chooses terrain based solely on its potential to enable casualty infliction on the enemy, not
for its control per se. Guerillas are expected to melt away when attacked by superior government
forces rather than to stand their ground and accept decisive engagement, and they often prefer booby
traps, mines, roadside bombs, or harassing rocket or mortar fire meant to inflict casualties without
denying the opponent access to an area.18

All these techniques, however, are standard elements of orthodox conventional doctrine, too.
Delaying actions, for example, are a normal element of any theater defense. In a delaying action,
defenders trade space for time, weakening the attacker as it advances, disrupting the attacker’s
formations, and if possible demoralizing its troops—but without accepting decisive engagement and
without expecting to retain any particular piece of ground.19 Some of the most prominent, and
successful, defenses in conventional interstate military history took the form of a trade of space for
time, in which ground was not to be retained for its own sake—including the Russian defeat of
Napoleon in 1812 and the Soviet defeat of Nazi Germany in World War II. Mobile defense, one of the
three basic forms of defensive maneuver in orthodox conventional doctrine, orients the defender on
the enemy’s forces rather than on particular terrain; terrain is chosen to facilitate the destruction of the
enemy, which is the primary objective. Mobile defenses normally involve delaying actions along the
attacker’s axis of advance; delays without decisive engagement are also central to the conduct of
conventional covering force operations in the forward sectors of prepared defenses in depth.20

Ambush, moreover, is a standard technique in orthodox defense, in which defenders strive to
remain hidden and undetected until attackers have entered a designated kill sack where they can be



surprised and taken under sudden and concentrated fire. Such defenders may or may not hold their
positions until decisively engaged.21 Harassing fires from mortars or artillery are common means by
which conventional defenders seek to disrupt or interdict enemy movement in otherwise apparently
safe rear areas; mines are sometimes used to defend ground that must be retained, but they are also
used elsewhere to delay, disrupt, or inflict casualties on attackers in transit without denying them
access directly.22 Orthodox conventional defense by state armies thus commonly includes many
actions that do not hold ground per se or accept decisive engagement.

Of course, there are normally geographical limits to delay and harassment in conventional defense;
conventional defenders will not allow an invader access to the entire national territory without
making a stand somewhere. Ultimately, a conventional defense is intended to leave the defender in
control of the country. But even guerillas often have limits on their willingness to allow an enemy to
move: critical locations such as base camps or weapon caches can sometimes be defended by fighters
who accept decisive engagement in such locations.23

Dispersion
Dispersion and the apparent absence of distinctions between a contested front and a safe rear area are
other traits commonly associated with guerilla warfare. Guerillas are normally assumed to avoid
concentration and instead to spread themselves over large areas in small, independent formations,
using stealth, concealment, and infiltration to afford them access to any part of a theater and often
choosing preferentially to attack “soft” logistical or support targets in nominal rear areas.24 Yet
dispersion, like concealment, has been a central theme in the history of modern conventional tactics.
As early as 1917, conventional militaries discovered that they could not exploit the potential cover
inherent in rural terrain while operating in large, concentrated formations. The natural complexity of
the earth’s surface provides an enormous amount of potential cover from enemy fire, but such “dead
ground” is irregularly distributed and often broken into tiny patches. To take advantage of this
potential, massed linear formations had to be broken down into small groups with only handfuls of
soldiers, sprinting from cover to cover on the basis of the vagaries of the ground rather than the
progress of their neighbors. Movement in the presence of the enemy came to depend increasingly on
working small groups forward unobserved, using a combination of concealment and suppressive fire
to keep them from being annihilated by enemy fire en route. The resulting techniques have sometimes
been called “infiltration tactics” as a result, and infiltration per se, often at night, is a standard
movement method for infantry in orthodox conventional state armies.25 Coupled with the increasing
depth of modern defenses—the Soviet defensive system at Kursk in 1943, for example, extended over
a distance of more than 100 miles from the front line26—this dispersion has often resulted in
deliberately porous defensive systems in which individual positions have had to be prepared for 360-
degree defense and in which friendly and hostile forces are often intermingled in ways that blur the
distinction between front and rear. The increasing reach of standoff fires, moreover, has extended the
threat of attack even further away from the nominal front. For Germans on the western front in 1944,
for example, no location was truly safe from Allied air attack: Erwin Rommel was famously
wounded during an administrative movement in a nominal rear area in France during the Normandy
campaign when his staff car was strafed by an Allied fighter.27 Even superpowers with complete air
supremacy must expect deep attack against rearward positions in modern interstate war: in the 1991
Gulf War, an Iraqi Scud missile struck an American barracks in Kuwait, killing 28 US soldiers and



wounding 98; in the 2003 Gulf War another Iraqi missile struck a US command post south of
Baghdad, killing 2 soldiers and wounding 15.28 And involuntarily bypassed defenders or designed
stay-behind forces that allow themselves to be bypassed can pose lethal threats well to the rear even
in conventional interstate war: in 2003, a convoy of the US 507th Maintenance company was
ambushed by Iraqi state military forces well behind friendly lines, resulting in the deaths of 11
soldiers and the capture of 6.29 In today’s era of deep strike by precision air or missile forces and
rapid movement of battle fronts over confused battlefields, even conventional interstate warfare
offers much less guarantee of safety in the rear than it once did.

Coercive Strategic Intent
Contrasts in strategic intent are another distinction often drawn between guerilla and conventional
warfare. In particular, conventional strategy is often seen as an exercise in what Thomas Schelling
termed brute force; nonstate guerilla strategy is usually seen as coercive (and sometimes persuasive).
Coercive strategies work by convincing the enemy to give you what you want by threatening pain if
they do not (persuasion strategies use positive inducement rather than negative sanction). Brute force
strategies work by taking what you want through force without requiring any meaningful decision on
the enemy’s part.30 Guerillas, in the typical view, are too weak to prevail by outright brute force
destruction of the enemy, hence they must resort to manipulating others’ decision calculus via some
combination of persuasion and coercive pain infliction as their only real options—they aim either to
convince civilians to oppose the state, or to kill enough state soldiers or destroy enough state value
for the government (or its foreign backers) to decide that the cost exceeds the stake at issue in the
war, yielding political concession to guerilla demands. States engaged in conventional warfare, by
contrast, are thought to have the material resources to pursue their aims by brute force and to prefer
this.31

Coercive intent, however, is hardly unique to nonstate actors or irregular warfare. On the contrary,
if the ultimate goal of almost all warfare is to control the choices of living civilians then the causal
mechanism must ultimately be coercive for all: the way combatants control the collective decisions of
civilian populations is by shaping their expectations of future violence and reward, which is the very
definition of coercion. There is obviously a great deal of brute force in the conduct of many wars, this
brute force can be critical to the outcome, and variation in the relative incidence and employment of
brute force and coercion is a critical issue for the conduct of any war. But as Schelling points out, the
role brute force plays, even in conventional interstate land war, is normally to enable eventual
coercion of civilians by destroying the enemy forces that would deny coercive access to the
population.32 And even the destruction of a conventional army in the field typically involves a mix of
brute force and coercion at different levels of war. To encircle a hostile army, for example, an
attacker must first displace defenders in their path at the initial point of penetration; this can be done
by killing them all (pure brute force), but it is normally achieved by killing some and persuading the
others to withdraw via the threat of death if they remain (coercion), opening thereby an avenue of
advance for exploitation and encirclement. It is possible for war to be purely coercive: Schelling, for
example, argues that intercontinental nuclear warfare in an era without missile defense is a contest in
pure coercive pain infliction.33 It is not possible, however, for nongenocidal warfare to be purely
brute force—if the behavior of survivors has anything to do with combatants’ war aims, then coercion
is ultimately required to secure these, even for states, and even in nominally “conventional” wars.



And most interstate conventional wars involve a great deal of coercion indeed, and at levels of war
far beyond the tactical.34

As an illustrative example, Allied strategy in World War II involved a great deal of brute force
(the intended destruction of Axis militaries)—but it also embraced a strategic bombing campaign
whose intent was largely coercive. That is, it was hoped that the destruction of hostile economic
assets and population centers would impose so much pain on enemy societies as to convince their
leaders to make peace in order to halt it. Many Allied leaders hoped that this could be accomplished
without brute force land invasions of Germany or Japan, and in fact Japan surrendered before the
home islands were conquered.35 American strategy in 1991 was a mix of brute force in the ground
war to drive Saddam out of Kuwait, and coercion in a strategic bombing campaign intended to
increase Saddam’s costs by destroying valued assets within Iraq until and unless he agreed to
withdraw.36 NATO strategy in 1999 was chiefly coercive, with the primary aim being to impose
financial and political pain on Slobodan Milosevic by bombing valued economic assets in Serbia
until and unless he halted ethnic cleansing in Kosovo.37

Nor is strategic bombing the only form of coercion in conventional interstate warfare. In almost all
such wars, the weaker power must ultimately rely on a coercive logic to prevail. As noted above, in
World War II Japan realized it had no chance of destroying the US military—American population,
wealth, and industrial advantages were too great, enabling America to crush Japan militarily if it
chose to mobilize fully and pay the price. Japan’s only hope was to raise the price of doing so to one
that Americans would not pay: by killing enough US soldiers, sailors, and Marines in a tenacious
defense of their Pacific conquests, the Japanese hoped to convince the Americans to accept a
negotiated peace that would preserve Japanese expansion rather than fighting on until Japan was
destroyed.38 Germany is among the states most often cited as relying on brute force battlefield
annihilation of military opponents rather than political coercion.39 Yet German strategy in both world
wars came to rely increasingly on political coercion rather than military brute force once the tide of
battle turned against them. By 1917, for example, no rational German could conclude that an Allied
coalition including the distant United States could be militarily destroyed; the only option was to
raise the cost of continuing the war to the point where at least some key opponents would accept a
negotiated settlement tolerable to Germany, and German strategy increasingly reflected this.40 In
World War II, even Hitler no longer hoped to destroy Allied armies outright or to deny them access to
German soil by 1944; instead German strategy hoped to exploit Western war weariness by inflicting
casualties, using a form of coercive cost imposition to split the Allied coalition and persuade
Western governments to accept a separate peace that would leave Hitler in power.41 In all three
examples—imperial Japan, Wilhelmine Germany, and Nazi Germany, state governments in
“conventional” world wars pursued strategic logics that were centrally coercive. In fact this is such a
common great power strategy in major conventional warfare that Clausewitz treats it as a fundamental
feature of war per se and discusses it as such explicitly and at length in On War.42 In practical terms,
the only meaningful distinction between classically “state” and “guerilla” methods on this score is
thus the relative emphasis between coercive and brute force elements of strategies that always
involve both.

“Asymmetry”: Combatant Distinguishability and Front/Rear Distinguishability
Another distinction often drawn between state and nonstate war making is that states are held to fight



one another “symmetrically” (using similar forces, methods, and purposes) whereas nonstate actors
fight states “asymmetrically”—using forces, methods, and aims deliberately chosen to differ from
those of their state enemies.43 The claim that nonstate actors use coercion whereas state actors use
brute force is one dimension of this asserted asymmetry, but others include the expectation that
nonstate actors will field lightly armed guerillas or will resort to terrorism against civilian targets
whereas states will field heavily armed formations of uniformed soldiers who seek out combatants
rather than civilian targets, or that nonstate actors will employ the hit-and-run tactics of ambush,
assassination, and suicide bombing whereas state armies will prefer offensive sweeps, positional
defenses of fortified areas, or presence patrolling by maneuvering formations of coordinated
infantry.44

This distinction is problematic in light of the considerable use by state actors of coercion,
concealment, dispersion, and ambush as noted above—these are not literally distinct or characteristic
of one class of actor. That said, actors’ relative degree of reliance on such methods varies a great
deal; perhaps a systematic difference in the degree of such reliance is a categorical feature of nonstate
war fighting. But if so, this cannot be boiled down to a distinction between nonstate “asymmetrical”
methods defined as war making preferences that differ from their state opponents’ and interstate
“symmetrical” warfare in which the combatants’ preferences are the same or nearly so. In fact, almost
all warfare is asymmetric in this sense: two combatants will almost never use the same strategy and
tactics, whether they are states or not.

The largest interstate war in modern history, World War II, involved major differences in methods
and approaches between combatants at all levels of war. In tactics, for example, the German invaders
of France in 1940 emphasized combined arms whereas their French and British opponents used armor
independently in concentrated, all-tank formations.45 Both sides had tanks, but their employment was
hardly “symmetrical.” In theater strategy, the Japanese knew they could not destroy American war-
making potential and thus sought to impose coercive pain to wear down American will to fight; the
United States, by contrast, aimed chiefly to crush the Japanese military and overrun Japanese-
controlled territory outright.46 Both sides fought for possession of Pacific island chains, but the
strategic intent was very different. In grand strategy, the Axis powers were originally expansionist,
whereas the Allies began the war with status quo objectives.47 Even in an interstate world war, very
little of its conduct involved two sides using literally the same methods; strictly speaking, there is no
such thing as truly “symmetric” warfare, and “asymmetry” of some kind is almost universal in war.48

In literal terms, “asymmetric” warfare is thus meaningless as a distinction.
In practical terms, most of those who use the term “asymmetric warfare” have a much narrower

meaning in mind. The asymmetry of interest is usually that between a strong actor (typically a state)
using “regular” or “conventional” forces and methods and a weak actor (usually not a state) using
“irregular,” or “guerilla,” or “terrorist” approaches.49 In this interpretation, it is not a condition of
difference per se, but a specific difference characteristic of nonstate guerillas fighting state
conventional armies that makes the former “asymmetric.” But given the lack of bright lines in actual
methods between state and nonstate armies as noted above, for this to be meaningful requires a
definition based on identity rather than behavior—that is, some clear definition of an “irregular” actor
who fights only against a clearly defined “conventional” actor. Yet this is no easier to define than for
behavior. Most such attempts to define “irregular” actors focus on either what they wear or where
they fight. That is, some try to define an “irregular” (or partisan, or franc tireur) fighter as one who



wears civilian clothing without distinguishing insignia or uniforms, or one who fights away from an
identified battle front, or one who does both. These distinctions are no more helpful than those based
on the behaviors of stealth, ground holding, dispersion, or coercion.

International law, for example, defines “irregular” combatants as those who do not wear
identifying insignia or carry their arms openly.50 Yet many historical nonstate actors normally seen as
guerillas have done both: the Vietcong, for example, deployed main force fighters who wore khaki-
and-green uniforms, and visibly carried assault rifles.51 The US Defense Department unhelpfully
defines irregular combatants as those that are not “regular”; no formal definition of the latter is
provided. Irregular warfare, in turn, is defined essentially as whatever nonstate actors do.52

Nor is it much help to define an “irregular” warrior as one who fights away from an identified
battle front in an undifferentiated theater of war. A standard mission of US Special Forces and elite
commando units in most great power state militaries is to penetrate deeply behind enemy lines and
operate there for extended periods; few would see the uniformed, highly trained, specially equipped
US Green Berets or British Special Air Service commandos as “irregulars” whose distinction from
other state soldiers would make their methods un-state-like owing to asymmetry.53 Nor are operations
in great depth the sole province of commandos: when the “front” can be anywhere from 100 miles
deep, as at Kursk in 1943, to the depth of the entire theater, as it has become since the dawn of the
airplane and the long-range missile, then even areas that would normally be considered the rear can
be arenas of highly intense “conventional” combat. While many state armies articulate a highly
differentiated theater architecture that distinguishes not just “front” and “rear” but a communications
zone, a forward battle area, and a main battle area, this does not mean that combat occurs solely along
an identified frontline trace even for great power militaries—hence it is impossible to identify as
uniquely “irregular” any warrior who does not fight at the front.

Even this narrower intuitive notion of asymmetry thus breaks down when pressed: it is very hard
to define a meaningful concept of “asymmetric” warfare that cleanly distinguishes state from nonstate
war making.

A Spectrum between Fabian and Napoleonic Extrema
In fact there are very few, if any, features of modern warfare that are literally, or even mostly, unique
to nonstate actors as opposed to state armies. Yet this is not to say that state and nonstate military
methods are identical. There are important distinctions, but these are interpenetrated matters of
degree rather than kind, and the common language of “conventional” and “guerilla” or “irregular” is
unhelpful as a vehicle for explaining them—for too many observers, these terms connote discrete,
mutually exclusive alternatives. Given this, I instead frame variance in state and nonstate military
methods on a continuous spectrum between rarely seen extremes that I will describe as Fabian and
Napoleonic.

These end points represent abstract archetypes—pure versions of the intuition reflected in the
terms “guerilla” and “conventional” without the overlapping, shared traits that actual modern
militaries display. As such, they will rarely if ever be observed in modern combat. Their role is
instead to enable real militaries to be coded in terms of their relative distance from these two abstract
extrema.

The Fabian archetype is named for the Roman dictator and general Quintus Fabius Maximus
Verrucosus (280 BC–203 BC), whose strategy of avoiding battle with the superior Carthaginian army



of Hannibal Barca focused on raids and harassment against the Carthaginian’s extended lines of
communication to exhaust them rather than on destroying them. The term “Fabian strategy” has
subsequently become associated with methods of delay and protraction without decisive battle; I use
it here to signify a pure version of the intuition behind modern “guerilla” war. As such, I define it as
an absolute unwillingness to accept exposure or to defend ground via decisive engagement at any
point in the theater; dispersed operations with no local concentrations in excess of the theaterwide
combatant density; exclusive reliance on coercion; insistence on concealment obtained via
intermingling with the civilian population and rejection of heavy weapons, even when available, in
favor of light arms and equipment more suitable to concealment among the population; and a spatially
undifferentiated, uniform distribution of forces across the theater without an identifiable front or
rear.54

Methods of this kind impose stark trade-offs on their users. Fabian methods can radically reduce
one’s vulnerability to hostile fire (especially so against armies unwilling to target civilians); they can
enable small, lightly armed forces to survive long enough to inflict cumulative casualties on the
enemy that can eventually become severe; and they can lengthen the war and impose cumulative
financial and political costs on opponents that may exceed the enemy’s political stake in the conflict.
But these advantages come at a heavy price. Unwillingness to accept decisive engagement in defense
of terrain, for example, means that no point in the theater can be held—not even critical logistics
caches, command posts, or communications nodes, and certainly not concentrations of sympathetic
civilians. Dispersed operations with only light weapons and no local concentrations in excess of the
theaterwide combatant density mean that pure Fabian raids will be small, unlikely to destroy heavily
defended positions, and limited largely to soft targets such as unescorted convoys, isolated posts,
economic infrastructure, or civilian gatherings. Concealment among the population risks exposure via
informants and heavy casualties to sympathetic civilians if enemy forces attack. Exclusive reliance on
coercion allows the enemy to choose whether to continue or concede; it leaves the power to end the
war in others’ hands. Warfare at the Fabian extreme is thus extremely costly for its users as well as
its targets—and it imposes its costs not just on its armed participants but on the civilians whose
political allegiance and cooperation are the aim of almost all war making. This approach is
uncommon for a reason.

Conversely, the Napoleonic archetype is named not for one of its earliest proponents but one of its
latest: the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, whose armies conquered most of Europe in the early
19th century. Bonapartist Napoleonic warfare emphasized massed formations maneuvering in the
open on rural battlefields to destroy hostile armies in brief decisive battles. I use the term here to
signify an extreme version of the intuition behind modern “conventional” war. As such, I define it as
exposed formations relying on massed firepower in decisive engagement to defend or seize ground
that will not be voluntarily relinquished; packed local concentration to shoulder-to-shoulder densities
at a point of attack where ground is contested; exclusive reliance on brute force rather than coercion;
use of uniformed forces on battlefields removed from urban population centers with preferential
employment of the heaviest weapons available to maximize firepower and armor protection; and a
spatially differentiated theater of war with clear, mutually exclusive distinctions of front and rear, and
with combat limited to identifiable front lines.55

As with Fabian warfare, pure Napoleonic methods as framed here impose harsh trade-offs.
Napoleonic war fighting maximizes one’s short-term firepower and can swiftly annihilate targets



exposed to that firepower; it can thus seize or withhold defended stakes and impose political terms on
its wielder’s timetable. But it makes concealment from enemy fire virtually impossible: its radical
exposure makes acceptance of enemy fire the price of projecting one’s own. Against better-concealed
enemies with high-firepower weapons or even exposed foes of greater size, Napoleonic massed
exposure in the open can easily yield suicidal casualty rates. Since industrial-age firepower matured
in the early 20th century, few real combatants have been able to survive with such methods long
enough to accomplish meaningful military missions; pure Napoleonic war fighting as defined here is
thus rare in post-1900, high-firepower warfare for a reason.56

Almost all real militaries thus reject both extremes and instead choose varying admixtures of
Fabian concealment and Napoleonic firepower—real warfare almost always occupies points well to
the interior of this spectrum between pure Fabian and Napoleonic extrema. Nor do state and nonstate
actors sort themselves into contiguous, nonintersecting subsets of this continuum. In fact some nonstate
actors already employ methods more Napoleonic than those of some states—and some states employ
methods more Fabian than some nonstate actors.

T he appendix presents a coding system for translating observed characteristics of military
behavior in the field into a continuous, real-valued (0, 6) scale of relative adherence to these Fabian
and Napoleonic archetypes; this coding system is used in the case studies and empirical illustrations
below to identify where on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum any given actor’s behavior lies. On this
scale, the zero extremum corresponds to a (rarely observed) purely Fabian style, the maximum value
of six corresponds to a (rarely observed) purely Napoleonic style, and the more commonly observed
values in between present relative gradations of increasingly Napoleonic interminglings of
archetypical behaviors as the score increases. The coding system does this by distilling from the
popular intuition of “guerilla” and “conventional” warfare as described above a series of concrete,
specific, observable behavioral correlates, and using their relative prevalence in the always-
interpenetrated reality of actual military practice to produce a score for a given military in a given
campaign. These observable behaviors correspond to the six intuitive features outlined above and
summarized in table 2.1: stealth, holding ground, dispersion, coercion, and the issues of civilian
intermingling and theater organization that most meaningfully represent the popular intuition of
“asymmetry” in nonstate warfare. The list of specific observable behaviors, the rationale for their
inclusion, and the methodology for scoring them are presented in detail in the appendix; for now, it is
chiefly important to note that the more a given actor’s behavior reflects the popular intuition of
“guerilla” or “irregular” warfare, the lower the index score and the more Fabian the coding; the less a
given actor’s behavior reflects these features, the higher the index score and the more Napoleonic the
coding.

TABLE 2.1. Determinants of Actors’ Position on the Fabian-Napoleonic Spectrum

1.  Stealth: how covered and concealed are the actor’s forces?

2.  Holding ground: how often does the actor accept decisive engagement to contest territory?

3.  Dispersion: how dispersed are the actor’s forces?

4.  Coercion: how coercive is the actor’s strategy?

5.  “Asymmetry”: how distinguishable are the actor’s forces from civilian noncombatants?

6.  “Asymmetry”: how uniform and functionally undifferentiated is the actor’s organization of the combat theater?



Actors on the Fabian-Napoleonic Spectrum
Figure 2.1 presents a graphic representation of this spectrum, with a variety of illustrative examples
of post-1900 combatants—both states and nonstate actors—plotted using the coding system described
in the appendix. (Of course this is not an exhaustive coding of the historical universe of such actors; it
is illustrative rather than exclusive.)

The Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) in 1975 represents an intuitively irregular or guerilla force. Its
tactics consisted chiefly of assassinations, bombings, ambushes, and raids of brief duration, with
small groups of fighters quickly melting away into urban Ulster to avoid government firepower. Their
strategy was purely coercive: an attempt to impose costs on the British occupiers without any
meaningful prospect of destroying the occupation force or driving them from territory by brute force,
in a theater with no meaningful front or rear. But even the UVF departed from the archetype in some
respects: larger attacks were mounted at times, demanding greater local concentrations of force. And
the UVF adopted distinctive black clothing that visually differentiated its members from
noncombatant civilians.57 By the scoring system in the appendix, its combination of traits yields a
value of 0.3—unusually close to the Fabian extreme, but not conforming to the intuitive model in all
respects even so.58

The RUF (Revolutionary United Front) in Sierra Leone in 1995 was another intuitively irregular
guerilla force, with a ragtag mix of equipment and clothing and operating chiefly in small formations
with an emphasis on ambushes and raids. Yet the RUF nevertheless adopted a number of traits
commonly associated with conventional war fighting. Its fighters’ clothing and equipment was
polyglot but clearly military in nature. There was an identifiable frontline that moved toward the
capital of Freetown as the RUF’s fortunes improved, with relatively secure rear areas away from this
and with most fighters concentrated at the front. They sought to capture Freetown by intimidating
government forces into withdrawal, advancing to take ground in a form of brute force, and they tried
to hold ground they had taken against government counterattack.59 By the scoring system in the
appendix, this combination of traits yields a value of 2.4—more Fabian than Napoleonic, but further
from the Fabian archetype than the UVF.60

FIGURE 2.1. A Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum of military behavior

The Afghan Northern Alliance of 2000, by contrast, was a nonstate actor but hardly one that fit the
intuitive model of irregular guerilla forces—in fact, its military methods were more “conventional” in
important respects than those of many states. A coalition of warlords who opposed Taliban rule, the
Northern Alliance waged a static positional defense of a contiguous territory that encompassed about
15 percent of the country’s land area. Their defenses featured rural entrenchments, wire obstacles, a
clear distinction between front and rear, a clear concentration of combatants at the front, and polyglot



but often clearly military clothing and equipment. They retained territory against Taliban attack by
brute force and used heavy weapons such as tanks whenever available.61

Conversely, some state military organizations have employed decidedly unconventional methods.
The Soviet Union, for example, deployed a conventional mass military in World War II, but it also
fielded an enormous force of irregular partisans who fought German invaders behind German lines. In
Operation Concerto in the fall of 1943, over 200,000 such combatants launched an attack on German
lines of communication in western Russia. Some wore elements of military uniform; others did not.
They relied on ambush, sabotage, and quick hit-and-run raids while avoiding sustained contact with
German forces, and they melted away into the civilian population or the surrounding forests when
challenged. Their entire area of operation was to the rear of the conventional front, but their purpose
was to erase the distinction between a combat front and a safe rear in their operating areas. Yet these
apparent guerillas were state combatants operating under a Soviet state military chain of command,
and in coordination with the Soviet conventional military’s brute force operations.62 The net result is
a state military organization in a world war whose methods were closer to the Fabian extremum than
were those of nonstate actors such as the RUF.

A state military much closer to the intuitive archetype of “conventional” warfare in figure 2.1 was
the French defense of the Maginot Line in 1940. The Maginot Line was a fixed, positional defense of
the French-German border from Switzerland to Luxembourg, with heavily fortified underground
concrete bunkers for command, billeting, supply storage, and combat; with armored turrets for
artillery and machine guns; and with elaborate wire obstacles overseen by firing positions. Its
garrison were uniformed soldiers on a clear front line whose mission was to sustain close combat
against attacking forces as long as necessary to defend their positions by brute force. Yet for all that,
even the Maginot Line did not conform perfectly to the pure Napoleonic model. In particular, its
designers were unwilling to abandon Fabian stealth altogether in the pursuit of Napoleonic
firepower: though its fortifications were mostly static, they were sited and designed to provide as
much local concealment as possible, with extensive camouflage that included hydraulic mounts to
allow entire gun turrets to disappear below grade when not in use. And those positions were not
simply massed on the border—instead they were dispersed across a zone distributed over an average
depth of 4 kilometers but with some rearward positions more than 20 kilometers from the border.63

Not even the Maginot Line conforms perfectly to the archetypical conventional model.
Many other state militaries have adopted more substantial elements of the Fabian archetype, and

especially its emphasis on cover, concealment, and dispersion. As early as 1916 it had become
apparent to all European great power militaries that massed forces in exposed positions could not
survive modern firepower. The great trench stalemate on the western front produced preparatory
artillery barrages of literally nuclear magnitude: the 10-day Allied bombardment before Messines in
July 1917 dropped about 1,200 tons of explosives—in nuclear parlance, more than a kiloton, or more
explosive power than the US W48 tactical nuclear warhead—on every mile of German defensive
frontage.64 Not even thoroughly dug-in static defenses could withstand firepower on such a scale—the
only solution was to disperse into depth, conceal fighting positions from hostile observation, and rely
increasingly on camouflage and mobility rather than concrete—all of which represented a systematic,
progressive shift, in multiple state militaries, toward the Fabian end of the spectrum in figure 2.1.

For example, the resulting German “elastic defense” concept of 1916–18 obtained concealment
via the terrain and disposed its forces largely around the nature of the terrain rather than the enemy’s



locations, but was distributed over a depth of 5 to 15 kilometers and was built around the assumption
that ground would not be held to the death. In fact, the Germans referred to this doctrine as the An-
sich-herankommen-lassen, or “invitation-to-walk-right-in,” system: attackers would be allowed to
advance into the depths of the defense, where they would eventually be halted and repulsed by
counterattack. The larger intention was still to retain ground in the end, but it was expected that the
means to this end would be fluid and dispersed, involving a heavy emphasis on stealthy movement by
small teams, counterattack, and a deemphasis on decisive engagement in static defenses of specific
points.65 This is still a long way from the UVF, but it was substantially less “conventional”—less
Napoleonic—than the Maginot Line.

German World War II defensive doctrine was still less intuitively “conventional.” The German
defenses opposing the British offensive in Operation Goodwood of July 1944, for example, were
distributed over a depth of more than 15 kilometers and built around a series of fortified French
farming villages whose civilian buildings and outworks were exploited for concealment. Most of the
defensive system’s combat power was held in mobile reserve still further to the rear, and success
rested on the assumption that the prepared positions would merely delay an attack while this large
reserve maneuvered fluidly to its flanks for the counterattacks that were expected to halt the attacker;
forward defenses were not expected to hold ground to the last cartridge but were to break contact and
withdraw if possible in order to reinforce other defenses to their rear.66

The US defense of Saudi Arabia in Operation Desert Shield of 1990 was even less like the
Maginot Line. Here, a covering force of under 50,000 troops was expected to fight only a delaying
action, withdrawing gradually from covered and concealed positions through a zone 130 kilometers
in depth without accepting decisive engagement while setting the stage for a climactic action to be
fought in a main battle area extending back to 240 kilometers from the frontier. On the critical coastal
sector, a total defensive force of less than 170,000 troops was dispersed over more than 30,000
square kilometers (or an average density of under three soldiers per square kilometer) and was
expected to fight a fluid, distributed action oriented largely to the enemy rather than the peculiarities
of the ground.67

In a previous book, I argued that a particular pattern of military behavior, what I called the
“modern system,” had proven centrally important to success in mid-to-high-intensity continental state
warfare since at least 1918.68 That book excluded nonstate actors from its explanatory domain. But in
fact there are powerful elements of underlying commonality between the state “conventional” warfare
I treated in Military Power and the nonstate military methods under study here. In an important sense,
the modern system’s birth and subsequent evolution amounted to the adoption of increasingly Fabian
methods by state militaries in major warfare for precisely the reasons many assume that nonstate
guerillas fight this way: to survive against enemies with radical firepower. To draw a bright line
between this and the dispersed, high-concealment methods of many traditional nonstate actors and to
call the one “conventional” and the other “guerilla” is thus to miss the fundamental underlying
commonality between the functional logic of both. The German defense at Goodwood in 1944 or the
American defense of Saudi Arabia in 1990 certainly differed from the UVF’s or RUF’s methods (or
the Vietcong’s or those of many others)—but the differences are in degree and are responses to
military requirements that are ultimately more similar than different in kind.

(In fact, in an important sense the resulting scale represents a generalization and expansion of the
characterization of state military behavior, or “force employment,” that I presented in Military



Power. Whereas Military Power treated behavior, or force employment, as an independent variable
and used it to explain combat outcomes, here I treat military behavior as a dependent variable and
seek to explain it by reference to other causal variables. And whereas Military Power focuses on the
range of behavioral choices typical of great powers in the post-1918 era—that is, roughly, the two-to-
five neighborhood of the spectrum in figure 2.1—here I must treat a wider range of choices, and
especially, the theory here must consider explicitly the more Fabian behaviors represented by the
zero-to-two neighborhood in figure 2.1. This requirement, plus the theoretical challenges of a
dependent variable as multidimensional as the treatment of force employment in Military Power,
encourages a reframing of military behavior, yielding the treatment presented in this chapter. This
reframing, however, does not supersede or invalidate its predecessor: the component elements of the
modern system as presented in Military Power can be mapped into the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum
here in a way that makes the modern system a special case of this broader Fabian-Napoleonic
range.69)

In all, then, what figure 2.1 shows is thus clearly not a simple, neat, categorical distinction
between state conventional and nonstate guerilla warfare. Some states employ military methods that
are intuitively close to the Fabian “guerilla” intuitive archetype—as with Soviet state partisans in
Operation Concerto, whose conduct fit the Fabian model more closely than did the nonstate RUF.
Conversely, some nonstate actors fight in ways that fit the Napoleonic “conventional” intuitive
archetype more closely than do many state armies—as the nonstate Northern Alliance demonstrated in
Afghanistan. And most state militaries have long adopted major elements of the ostensibly nonstate
Fabian archetype, and especially its emphasis on stealth, cover, concealment, dispersal, and rejection
of static positional defenses, in favor of fluid movement and counterattack. Nor is there any obvious
place to chop the spectrum in figure 2.1 into internally consistent baskets—if one split the difference
between the RUF and Desert Shield and declared a value of, say, 2.7 as the boundary between a
“guerilla” category of lower scores and a “conventional” category of higher scores, the result would
be to lump together actors like the UVF and the RUF, whose methods are actually more different from
one another than the RUF is from the state “conventional” methods of Desert Shield.

The more one breaks down the actual conduct of war by state and nonstate actors, the less
autonomous or internally consistent either nominal category thus appears. In fact, the typical
categorical distinctions are misleading in important respects. There is nothing intrinsic to state status
in the conduct of war; there is great variance in the actual military behavior of both state and nonstate
actors; and there is important and growing overlap in the methods of nominally “conventional” and
nominally “guerilla” warfare. The most interesting and important part of the spectrum is not the
conceptually pure extrema—rather it is the conceptually intermingled middle. And the most important
developments in military behavior over the last century of warfare have been a series of variations by
degree in the behavior of actors whose methods are substantially removed from either simple
archetype. To do justice to these developments thus requires us to move beyond the guerilla warfare
stereotype and to treat military behavior as a continuous spectrum between uncommon extrema.

In the next chapter, I thus take as my dependent variable this continuous Fabian-Napoleonic
spectrum and develop a theory to explain where on this spectrum any given nonstate actor’s methods
will fall.



 

3
Materially Optimal Behavior

CHAPTER 2 PRESENTED the theory’s dependent variable: military behavior, operationalized as an
actor’s choice of methods along the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum. The next two chapters present a
theory to explain this choice, using a rationalist causal logic with four independent variables: two that
describe materiel (numerical imbalance, and technological sophistication), and two that describe
internal politics (institutionalization, and stakes).

The causal logic that interconnects these variables posits that material conditions create a
militarily optimal behavioral choice. But not all actors can implement it—internal politics create
important constraints on military behavior. Early in the 20th century, the materially optimal behavior
for nonstate actors was highly Fabian and easy to implement. Changing technology, however, has
moved this optimum toward the middle of the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum over time, creating
increasingly difficult implementation requirements. Nonstate actors with permissive internal politics
have been able to meet these requirements and have changed their behavior over time to reflect the
changing material optimum. Nonstate actors without permissive politics, however, have been unable
to implement complex midspectrum methods and so have retained simpler (but less powerful) highly
Fabian methods even as the material military optimum changed. The result has been increasing
variance in nonstate behavior over time, as some have, but others have not, been able to respond to
changing material military incentives.

The purpose of this chapter is to explain this relationship between materiel and actors’ militarily
optimal behavioral choice, and to show that over time this optimum has moved toward the middle of
the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum. The purpose of the next chapter is to present the political
constraints that can interfere with implementing this material optimum, and to show how variations in
stakes and institutions have enabled some nonstate actors, but not others, to respond to these material
incentives and adopt midspectrum military behavior.

In particular, I argue in this chapter that at any given time, the materially optimal nonstate behavior
is determined by the competing demands of the firepower needed to control territory and the cover
needed to survive. These virtues are inherently in tension. The best resolution of this tension varies
with an actor’s usable material superiority or inferiority relative to its enemy. Actors with a usable
material advantage can afford the exposure needed to project firepower and control territory; the
greater the usable material advantage, then the more the optimal behavior choice favors exposure,
firepower, and territorial control, and hence the more Napoleonic is the optimum. Actors inferior in
usable materiel cannot survive as much exposure and must accept less ability to control territory as
the price of the cover they need to survive; the greater the actor’s disadvantage in usable materiel,



then the more the optimal behavior choice favors concealment and sacrifices territorial control, and
hence the more Fabian is the optimum.

Material advantages derive from both quantity (numbers) and quality (technology), but their
relationship has changed over time—which has shifted over time the best resolution of the tension
between firepower and cover, shifting in turn the militarily optimal behavioral choice for materially
inferior nonstate actors. As time has passed, technology has proliferated, and numerical
preponderance has become less usable in battle. These changes have reduced the usable material
superiority of states over smaller, poorer, nonstate actors—and this in turn has shifted the material
military optimum for such nonstate actors away from the Fabian extremum and toward midspectrum
methods.

This reduction in the usable military utility of numerical preponderance—and the associated shift
in nonstate military material optima—derives from the growing lethality of increasingly proliferated
modern weapons. Modern weapons are lethal enough that even a handful of surviving shooters can
annihilate massed enemies in the open; because even a few survivors can accomplish this, it has
become harder for technologically superior states to preempt nonstate enemies’ ability to punish
massed exposure by state forces where nonstate actors deploy modern weapons and use them
competently. Instead, states facing such opposition have been forced to demass: to disperse their
forces to enable them to find cover. Ever-greater requirements for dispersion, however, have
progressively reduced the payoff to numerically large armies. Increasingly, the real limiter on viable
troop strength in a combat zone is the ability of the terrain to provide adequate cover to dispersed
forces, not the number of troops theoretically available in a fully mobilized state population. And this
has systematically reduced over time the value of one of the most important material advantages states
enjoy over nonstate rivals: numerically superior forces. Of course it always helps to be numerically
preponderant, and it always helps to be technologically superior. But technological change has
progressively tilted the playing field over time, constraining states’ ability to exploit their full
material advantages, and progressively increasing the number of nonstate actors with the material
wherewithal to compete with the forces that their state rivals can actually bring to bear.

The net result has been a material military incentive for all actors to move toward the middle of
the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum. Numerically preponderant, once-Napoleonic states have an
incentive to become more Fabian in the search for cover against increasingly lethal weapons;
numerically inferior, once-Fabian nonstate actors have an incentive to become less Fabian as real
territorial control becomes more realistically possible for them. Of course, not all nonstate actors
have the political prerequisites to respond to this incentive—a point I develop in detail in chapter 4.

This chapter develops its argument in four steps. I begin by identifying the distinguishing features
of nonstate actors as a special case of combatants in general—and especially their often-smaller
resource base. I then discuss the relationship between lethality (firepower) and survivability (via
cover and concealment) and the tensions between them. I then turn to the theory’s two material
variables, technology and numerical preponderance, and explain how technological change has
progressively eroded the utility of numerical superiority. I conclude the chapter by arguing that these
material trends have created progressive incentives for both state and nonstate militaries to move
toward the middle of the spectrum in figure 2.1.

Material Differences between State and Nonstate Actors



Weber famously defined the state as a territorially based system of binding administrative order
enforced by a monopoly of legitimate force.1 Certainly territorial control, administrative efficiency,
and a monopoly of violence ought to be militarily relevant. And in fact they do give rise to some
important differences in the typical material endowments of states and nonstate actors.

Consider, for example, the number of armed fighters that actors mobilize for war. Figures 3.1 and
3.2 present histograms for state and nonstate participants’ numerical strength in 160 civil wars
between 1914 and 2006.2 The results suggest two important findings.

FIGURE 3.1. Distribution of military personnel strength among states

FIGURE 3.2. Distribution of military personnel strength among armed nonstate actors

First, most states field larger combatant forces than most nonstate actors. The median personnel
strength for nonstate actors in these wars was a little over 12,000; the median strength for state
combatants was 54,000, or more than four times the median nonstate actor’s. In only 52 of the 160
wars studied were nonstate forces even half the size of their state rivals; in 32 cases the state army
was more than 10 times larger than the nonstate actor’s. This is not surprising. The Weberian state
model is premised on contiguous territorial control and administrative capacity; though many states
fall short of the full Weberian ideal, state status presumably conveys on average a greater population,
tax base, and revenue potential than most actors who lack this status, and this should imply a greater
ability to raise and field military forces on average. Indeed this central tendency underlies much of
the orthodox literature on nonstate military actors, who are widely assumed to lack the material
resources of states and to resort to “asymmetric” or “guerilla” methods as a result.

Second, there is nevertheless a great deal of variance in the size of both state and nonstate armies.
The typical nonstate actor fields much smaller forces than the typical state army, but some nonstate
forces are much larger than others. In fact, the largest nonstate military in the data set, Mao’s Chinese
People’s Liberation Army in the Chinese civil war, fielded more than two million troops in 1945—
making it larger than all but one of the 160 state militaries studied. In fact, almost 20 percent of the
nonstate militaries were larger than the median state army; one-fourth of all nonstate armies were
within 30 percent of the median state military’s size. Not all nonstate militaries are tiny forces



dwarfed by much larger state rivals—some are; others are not.
The equipment of state and nonstate actors displays similar trends. Most nonstate actors’ tax bases

and revenue are smaller than most states’, hence their ability to field highly capitalized and heavily
armed forces will be less. (They may also choose not to use heavy equipment even when available,
but that is a behavioral choice—and hence an element of my dependent variable—not a material
constraint. Here I focus on material availability alone.) As I note in chapter 5 below, even Hezbollah,
an unusually well-funded nonstate actor, nevertheless spent an annual defense budget less than 10
percent of that of its Israeli state rival; the nonstate Croatian ZNG spent far less than one-third as
much as did their Jugoslav state opponent in 1990–91.3 These differences in resources translated into
significant differences in capitalization, as described in more detail below.

But this central tendency masks substantial variance among both state and nonstate forces. In
particular, almost all nonstate actors have long had potential access to prevailing military
technologies via some combination of aid from state patrons, capture from state stocks, smuggling, or
the open international arms market. Hezbollah in 2006, for example, deployed modern precision-
guided antitank weapons, armed drones, guided antiaircraft missiles, and encrypted communications
technology.4 The Croatian ZNG in 1991 deployed tanks, heavy artillery, armored personnel carriers,
and wire-guided antitank missiles.5 Ukrainian separatist rebels in 2015 fielded T-64 tanks, SA-11
guided antiaircraft missiles, and modern reconnaissance drones.6 Even the Vietcong of 1965, a force
much noted for its absence of heavy weapons, nevertheless equipped essentially its entire force with
fully automatic small arms of a lethality that state militaries’ infantry had not routinely attained before
the 1950s.7 Such equipment is rarely on the very cutting edge of technological possibility for its day
—the state innovators whose arsenals push the technical envelope rarely export their most
sophisticated weapons, even to close state allies. But the best weapons fielded by actors such as
Hezbollah or the ZNG were broadly representative of what most states were fielding at the time even
if their arsenals as a whole were less heavily capitalized than their state rivals’.8

More broadly, the median nonstate actor has never had access to the quality of equipment fielded
by the contemporary median state—but the difference in actual fielded weapon quality between the
median state and the median nonstate actor is probably not radically different from the imbalance in
their fielded quantity of troops. And the variance in quality within the state and nonstate categories,
like the variance in troop quantity, has long been substantial.

On average, most nonstate actors are thus weaker materially and institutionally than most states.
But this is a central tendency in categories that display a great deal of internal variance, not an
absolute, mutually exclusive distinction or an intrinsic difference between all states and all nonstate
actors.

The Trade-Off between Lethality and Survivability
The militaries who use this materiel must both inflict and survive violence. These needs, however,
are in tension. To wield the sword, one must emerge from behind the shield, enabling the enemy to
land a counterblow. This tension gives rise to a basic trade-off between lethality and survivability—
the firepower needed to kill the enemy, versus the cover and concealment needed to survive return
fire—whose resolution shapes much of military behavior in war, and especially the distinction
between archetypically Napoleonic and Fabian warfare.



In fact, the heart of the distinction between the methods of pure Napoleonic and pure Fabian
warfare lies in the tension between the demands of inflicting and surviving violence: the Napoleonic
extremum radically privileges the former at the expense of the latter; the Fabian extremum does the
opposite. Yet both are important, and both must be combined to achieve the ultimate political purpose
of warfare. And it is this need to combine two conflicting virtues that gives rise to the interpenetrated
nature of almost all real combat: armies that need to coerce or protect civilian populations cannot
afford to choose either perfect survivability with zero lethality or perfect lethality with zero
survivability and must instead reach some compromise between the two extremes.

To understand the nature of that compromise and its relationship to materiel and politics, it is first
necessary to explore the reasons for the tension in somewhat greater detail.

Any military actor can reduce its vulnerability to enemy fire by changing its behavior—but this
change normally reduces its ability to kill the enemy, other things being equal, at any given moment. In
conventional wars, for example, infantrymen can protect themselves from hostile fire by sheltering in
foxholes. But complete protection makes it impossible for them to fire their rifles; to fire they must
expose their head and shoulders above the parapet. Fire requires exposure. Mortar crews can protect
themselves by taking positions behind hills or buildings, exploiting their weapons’ high trajectory to
reach over such obstacles. But the act of firing risks giving their position away—the sound can be
detected, and sophisticated enemies can sense the projectiles themselves with radars, computing the
firing location from the shells’ path. Artillery and long-range missiles face similar dilemmas: their
range enables a degree of security by standing back from the enemy, but firing creates detectable
sound, flash, smoke, or moving projectiles, any of which can in principle be sensed and used to direct
return fire. And the very distance that helps protect the shooter also reduces the effectiveness of its
fire: for a constant aiming error, increased range implies greater miss distance at the target. Even
terminally guided weapons, whose accuracy is potentially independent of range, need information on
the target’s location, and this need for a sensor that can detect the target creates a vulnerability in the
form of a platform whose performance is itself proportional to its proximity to the target, and thus its
exposure to fire from that target. The only way to ensure survival of the firing system as a whole is to
remain silent in hidden locations without firing.

Sometimes these risks can be very low, but they are never zero. When opponents are very
mismatched materially, the more advanced combatant can sometimes seem invulnerable even when
killing en masse. Tanks can overrun machine guns that cannot penetrate their armor; modern jet
aircraft can drop guided bombs from altitudes beyond the reach of simple handheld air defense
weapons. But even the most advanced modern tank can be destroyed by light weapons aimed against
vulnerable flank or rear armor surfaces if enemies are given a clean shot at the right range.9 Even a
pilot flying too high to be hit by an unsophisticated enemy still takes a risk that engine failure over
hostile territory could lead to capture. Such extrema are very low risk, but even they are not zero
risk.10 Most interactions in war are far less one-sided.

Tanks, for example, have almost never been literally invulnerable. Effective antitank weapons
appeared within months of the tank’s appearance in 1916; by August 1918, rapidly improving antitank
technology had contributed to loss rates as high as 98 percent for Allied tanks in the Battle of
Amiens.11 Doctrines for armored warfare since 1918 have regularly reinforced the importance of
cover and concealment on the battlefield even for tanks.12 Aircraft with precision guided weapons can
strike ground targets at increasing ranges, but ground-based antiaircraft weapons that can benefit from



cover and concealment amid complex terrain have systematic advantages that have given rise to
growing concerns with “anti-access/area denial” threats that could make penetrating defended
airspace prohibitively expensive.13 Air warfare has always involved a balance between the potential
lethality of aircraft and their potential exposure in the air. For almost all real combatants,
survivability in the presence of the enemy requires some degree of concern for cover and
concealment.

The same trade-offs are at work whether the combatants have tanks and aircraft or merely assault
rifles and roadside bombs. Lightly armed nonstate fighters can protect themselves from government
forces by wearing civilian clothing and blending into the community. But to kill soldiers or police
they must move weapons or explosives into position, creating a risk of detection by taking actions that
innocent civilians would not. If fighters do nothing suspicious, they cannot be detected and killed or
captured—but they also cannot kill or damage their opponents. Lethality still requires exposure.
Terrorists can reduce the danger of detection by hostile intelligence services if they restrict their
movements, limit their communications, and aggressively vet potential recruits. But to conduct attacks
they must plan their actions, collaborate with specialists in explosives or infiltration, and move
weapons and agents, all of which creates a risk of compromise. To kill others, even terrorists must
risk detection and death or capture.14

This trade-off is both ubiquitous and continuous: if we hold materiel constant and assume a
combatant fighting in a way that minimizes exposure, to increase lethality requires a decrease in
survivability and vice versa. Violence requires risk, and the more violence a given combatant metes
out, the longer the exposure and the greater the risk. An infantryman who pops above the foxhole’s
parapet, fires a quick burst, and ducks again is at modest risk but can neither sustain a high rate of
fire, nor aim well enough to hit moving targets. Greater lethality demands longer exposure to find
targets, aim shots, and fire more rounds, all of which increases the shooter’s near-term vulnerability
other things being equal. Mortars, artillery, or missile launchers that fire a round then move to another
location (“shooting and scooting”) limit their vulnerability to return fire directed against the source of
the sound, flash, or projectile flight. But the shooters cannot fire accurately while on the move; time
spent moving is typically time spent without firing. To increase the rate of effective fire means fewer,
shorter moves and more rounds fired in each position, all of which increases the danger of counterfire
arriving before the shooter can escape. Nonstate fighters take a risk of detection every time they
launch an ambush or lay a roadside bomb; the more ambushes and the more bombs per week, the less
time available for planning each one, and the more opportunities to be killed in the act. The more
lethal a given combatant chooses to be, the more exposed he or she will be, and vice versa.

To control territory and the choices of the civilians who live there, however, requires lethality. If
the ultimate aim of most warfare is to provide some combination of coercive leverage and security
reassurance for a civilian population, this cannot be accomplished by combatants who maximize their
own survivability with complete cover and concealment: this can neither protect friendly civilians
from rivals, nor threaten others. But zero survivability is no better. This may afford great firepower in
the short term, but the exposure this requires will normally enable better-concealed enemies to
annihilate quickly their exposed tormentors, ending the threat and eliminating its influence over the
population. Lethality (or firepower) and survivability (via cover and concealment) are both virtues,
but they are in tension and must be balanced to serve the ultimate purpose of war.

How should this balance be drawn? Ceteris paribus, the balance that best serves the ultimate



purpose of controlling territory and its civilian inhabitants is shaped by the relative usable material
strength of the two sides. The stronger the materiel an actor can bring to bear relative to its foe, the
more successfully its fire can kill enemy shooters, preempting their return fire, and the more tolerant
of enemy fire an actor can afford to be while either coercing or protecting civilians, and vice versa.
Even very superior armies can rarely preempt enemy fire altogether—in land warfare, as I argue
below, cover and concealment are too widely available for this—hence some balance between the
conflicting virtues of lethality and survivability is almost always best. But usable material superiority
shifts the ideal balance in the direction of accepting greater exposure in order to project greater
firepower.

The Effects of Technology and Numerical Imbalance
Where does usable material advantage come from? It stems from two interrelated sources:
technology, and numerical preponderance. Yet their relationship is not simple and additive. In fact,
over time, increasingly lethal technology has been progressively eroding the military utility of
numerical preponderance, reducing numerically superior actors’ ability to bring their numbers to bear
on the battlefield.

Perhaps the most important trend in military technology over the past century and a half has been
increasing potential lethality. Above I noted the growing lethality of antitank weapons in World War
I, but this reflects a much broader trend.

As I argued in a previous book, industrialization brought a major increase in the firepower of
European armies by 1914.15 In 1812, muzzle-loading brass cannon could fire one 12-pound ball 1,000
yards every 30 seconds; by 1914, steel breechloaders could fire more than twice as many 18-pound
shells to 10 times the distance in less than 20 seconds.16 A Napoleonic infantry battalion of 1,000 men
with smoothbore flintlock muskets could project 1,000 rounds to an effective range of 100 yards
twice a minute; a bayonet charge by a comparable formation would thus receive about 2,000 rounds
before reaching its target, or about 2 shots fired at each soldier.17 By 1916, an infantry battalion with
1,000 magazine rifles and four machine guns could project over 21,000 rounds to distances of over
1,000 yards every minute.18 An assault by a comparable unit could absorb over 210,000 rounds in the
time needed to close, or more than 200 per targeted soldier—an increase of more than two orders of
magnitude. As a result of the enormous increase in iron and steel production over this period, the
armies of the 20th century could be equipped with such weapons on a monumental scale. French iron
and steel output grew by more than a factor of 15 between 1815 and 1914, enabling France to deploy
by 1914 a multimillion-man army capitalized to a level that Napoleon could never have dreamed: in
1815, the French Army deployed around 3 crew-served weapons per 1,000 soldiers; by 1918, the
figure had grown to more than 30.19

It is widely noted that these developments brought a radical increase in firepower to the
battlefields of the First World War; less widely noted is that this expansion in lethality was not
limited to World War I. In fact it has been an ongoing, defining characteristic of modern warfare for
over a century. Figures 3.3 through 3.7 illustrate these trends in greater detail.

Taken together, they show a clear trend of major, continuing increases across a wide range of
lethality indicators over more than a century of technological change. Figure 3.3 presents the reach of
the primary firepower source on the 20th-century battlefield, field artillery, over time, for a range of



representative European and American weapons. The artillery associated with the great trench
stalemate of the western front had an average range of around 10 kilometers; by the end of the century
this had increased by a factor of four.20 Figure 3.4 presents a measure of the destructiveness of the fire
that artillery was projecting to those ranges: that is, the lethal area against exposed infantry per round
fired. First World War field artillery averaged less than 5,000 square meters of lethal area per round;
by the end of the 20th century, weapons with five times that effect were not uncommon.21 Figures 3.5
and 3.6 give comparable figures for ground-attack aircraft, with very similar findings: technological
change since the First World War has increased the reach and payload of air attack by a factor of 5
and 10, respectively.22

Of course, as weapons improved so did protective armor. The trend in the modern gun-armor race,
however, has strongly favored the gun. As an illustrative example, figure 3.7 presents the weighted
mean lethal range for the armor-penetrating weapons in a US armored division when fired against the
tanks in a representative opposing division (that is, the maximum range at which one side’s antitank
weapons could penetrate the other side’s tank armor); this measure of net lethality increased by a
factor of 10 between 1945 and 2000.23

Nor were these trends limited to heavy weapons and aircraft. The small arms carried by all
actors’ infantry and which constitute a central weapon in many nonstate arsenals saw a comparable
increase in performance, and especially in their rate of fire. From the late 19th century through the
early 1950s, the standard-issue infantry weapon in all world armies was one or another variant on the
bolt-action or magazine-fed semiautomatic rifle. Such weapons had maximum rates of fire that ranged
from 10–50 rounds per minute, with the practical rate dependent heavily on the user’s training and
skill. By contrast, the Soviet AK-47 of 1949, the first widely available fully automatic assault rifle
and perhaps the single most common weapon in modern nonstate arsenals, has a cyclic rate of fire of
600 rounds per minute, or well in excess of 10 times the firing rate of First World War rifles.
Moreover, the AK-47 and its imitators required little skill to reach the cyclic rate: simply holding the
trigger down was sufficient to expend the magazine at the weapon’s maximum theoretical rate of
fire.24

FIGURE 3.3. Artillery range



FIGURE 3.4. Artillery lethal area

FIGURE 3.5. Attack aircraft combat radius

FIGURE 3.6. Attack aircraft bomb loads

FIGURE 3.7. Mean penetration range of heavy US antitank systems

And as great power weapons in all these categories improved, highly lethal firepower spread
outward to other actors. Indirect fire, for example, was largely a state prerogative in World War I; by
the 1960s, mortar technology was nearly ubiquitous among nonstate as well as state actors. Early in
the 20th century, crew-served machine guns were limited to state armies—and were deployed in
relatively small numbers even by the great powers in 1914—but were routine among nonstate
arsenals by midcentury.25 Tanks first appeared on the battlefield in 1916 and still constituted a small
fraction of even great power arsenals in 1945, yet by 1990 more than one-fourth of all nonstate actors
in the more than 100 civil wars studied by Kalyvas and Balcells deployed tanks, armored personnel
carriers, and/or heavy artillery; by 2004, almost half of them did.26 Nonstate Biafran rebels from
1967 to 1970, UNITA rebels in Angola in 1987, Abkhazian separatists between 1992 and 1994, and
Armenian rebels in the Nagorno-Karabakh war of 1991–94, for example, all used heavy armored
vehicles that were technologically superior to anything fielded by any of the great powers in World
War II.27 Precision-guided weapons first appeared in sustained combat in 1967 when the US Air
Force used them in Vietnam; by 1994, even Somali tribal militias had gained access to Russian-made
SA-7 infrared-guided antiaircraft missiles and American-made wire-guided TOW (tube-launched,
optically tracked, wire-guided) antitank missiles.28



In fact, some nonstate actors have deployed weapons whose sophistication approached—or at
times equaled—that of their state enemies. The T-64 tanks fielded in 2015 by the Ukrainian
separatists noted above, for example, are also the most common tank model in today’s Ukrainian state
arsenal; the separatists’ Russian-made SA-11 phased-array, radar-guided antiaircraft missiles are
often compared to the US Patriot system and are equal to the most sophisticated air defense systems in
the Ukrainian state military.29 Hezbollah in 2006, as noted above, deployed armed drone aircraft,
radar-guided antiship missiles, mobile encrypted communications equipment, infrared-guided
antiaircraft missiles, and laser-guided antitank weapons, inter alia. While their Israeli state opponents
deployed classes of weapon that Hezbollah lacked (such as jet aircraft or tanks), the weapons
Hezbollah actually fielded were often comparable technologically to Israel’s. Hezbollah’s Russian-
made Kornet antitank missiles, for example, introduced in 1998, were arguably superior to Israel’s
American-made TOW-2s (introduced in 1987); Hezbollah’s SA-16 antiaircraft missiles, introduced
in 1986, were at least as sophisticated as the Israelis’ FIM-92A Stinger of 1978.30 The Croatian
separatist ZNG militia in 1991 deployed several hundred T-55 tanks, M-80 infantry fighting vehicles,
and wire-guided antitank missiles of identical make and sophistication to those wielded by their
Jugoslav national army opponents.31 The TOW missiles owned by the Somali SNA tribal militia were
the equal of any guided antitank weapon in the Israeli, French, or German state arsenals in 1994.32

None of this is to suggest that nonstate actors all deploy weapons of comparable sophistication to
those of states, or in comparable numbers, or that the cutting edge of superpower weapon technology
instantly finds its way into any nonstate actor’s arsenal. But there is a surprisingly rapid diffusion of
great power weapon technology both horizontally among great powers and vertically from state to
nonstate actors. On average, most states’ weapon technology at any given time is more sophisticated
and more lethal than most nonstate actors’—but here, too, there is substantial variance within each
category. And the diffusion process gives many nonstate actors access to weapon technology that
would often have been considered cutting edge in interstate warfare only a few years earlier. The net
result has been a dramatic increase in the lethality of nonstate, as well as state, arsenals over the last
century of warfare.

These technology trends have had important implications for the utility of numerical
preponderance. It is always better to outnumber an opponent. But the benefits of preponderance have
been shrinking progressively as weapon technology has grown more lethal and as it has proliferated
ever more widely.

This is because modern firepower is now so lethal that even small numbers of weapons can
quickly saturate whole areas with lethal fires at a density that would kill or wound as many exposed
soldiers as an enemy might unwisely try to rush through the killing field. This was not true in
Napoleon’s day—in 1815, a massed infantry column with sufficient motivation could overrun an
outnumbered defense by frontal assault with enough survivors to prevail. Those days are now long
gone. As early as 1914, as few as four 75-millimeter field guns could saturate an area the size of a
football field with lethal shrapnel in a single volley; the French 1897 Model Soixante-Quinze could
do this 15 times in a minute with sufficient ammunition.33 Machine guns of the 1914 era could saturate
the space in front of them with more bullets than attackers could fit bodies.34 Against modern
firepower, even massive numerical advantages are no longer enough to overwhelm even small enemy
forces by exposed frontal assaults, as early attempts to do so showed very clearly: on July 1, 1916,
for example, the Inniskilling Fusiliers lost over 70 percent of their entire troop strength in just 30



minutes in attempting to charge a handful of surviving German machine guns and artillery pieces on
the first day of the Somme offensive.35

Tanks are harder to kill than exposed soldiers, but even tanks can rarely overwhelm modern
defenses by sheer force of numbers. As Amiens demonstrated in 1918 and as figure 3.7 shows, tanks
are hardly invulnerable, and even well-armored tanks can be slaughtered en masse by modern
weapons if caught in the open in massed formations. In skilled hands, a battery of six World War II–
era 85-millimeter antitank guns, for example, could kill more than 17 exposed midcentury tanks in a
single minute of firing at close range; a half dozen midcentury Sagger wire-guided antitank missiles
could kill more than 20 exposed tanks in 10 minutes at ranges of up to three kilometers.36 Small
numbers of such weapons can make it prohibitively expensive for even heavily armored attackers to
try to saturate such fire with sheer mass in a frontal assault, and armies that have tried this have often
suffered gravely. On a single day, October 8, 1973, the Israeli Army lost 180 of 290 exposed tanks
that tried to overrun Egyptian antitank positions in the Sinai.37 In just 40 minutes in 1991, a single US
cavalry troop of fewer than two dozen armored vehicles destroyed 69 exposed Iraqi tanks and
armored personnel carriers in the Battle of 73 Easting.38 In July 1944, the British attempted in
Operation Goodwood to overwhelm German defenses by concentrating three whole armored
divisions on less than a three-kilometer front and rushing them forward against an outnumbered
German defense that had just been struck with a 7,900-ton carpet bombing from Allied aircraft; if
ever a massed, numerically superior tank attack was going to crush antitank defenses by force of
numbers, this should have been the time. Yet the offensive instead failed with ruinous losses: the
“death ride of the armoured divisions,” as Alexander McKee phrased it, suffered over 400 tank
losses, or fully a third of all the British armor on the continent of Europe at the time, in less than three
days’ fighting.39 In the face of such slaughter, most combatants quickly abandon any idea of using
numerical mass to overwhelm intact defenses by exposed frontal assault.40

Nor can counterfire with comparable weapons solve the problem by turning the same technology
on the enemy. As early as 1915, most First World War armies had already pivoted from the hasty
direct frontal assaults of 1914 to an alternative doctrine in which assaults were delayed while massed
preparatory barrages using the attackers’ own firepower tried to destroy defenses preemptively. The
results were little better. The problem is that modern weapons are so lethal that even a handful of
survivors can do tremendous damage to exposed targets in massed formations when these targets
eventually appear. Preemptive fires with modern weapons can inflict heavy casualties on defenders,
but if defenders are properly dug in then it is very hard for even very lethal fires to kill them all, and
even a few surviving defenders with modern weapons of their own can slaughter attackers who try to
mass assault forces in the open as Bonaparte and his contemporaries had done.41

French defenses at Verdun in 1916, for example, endured a nuclear-scale two-day German
artillery barrage equal to about 1,200 tons of explosives. Firepower on this scale killed many of the
defenders—but not all, and with modern weapons of their own, the survivors could still halt a
massed, exposed German assault.42 In 1917, German defenses at Messines absorbed more than a
kiloton of explosive power per mile of frontage, yet the survivors still halted the ensuing British
offensive.43 Nor did this approach fare any better after 1917. At Cassino on March 15, 1944, heavily
outnumbered German positions in the village were struck by 300 tons of bombs in a single day, yet
those who lived through the bombing could still halt the associated Allied infantry advance.44 The
1944 carpet bombing at Goodwood concentrated more than 4,500 Allied aircraft, three corps’ worth



of artillery, and naval gunfire from two Royal Navy cruisers and the monitor Roberts to deliver the
equivalent of more than eight one-kiloton nuclear weapons on German defenses at Caen; this inflicted
horrific casualties on the German defenders, some of whom went mad from the sheer intensity of the
bombing, yet the residual whom the bombing did not kill still prevented a massed, exposed British
tank charge from breaking through.45 As recently as 2002, massive precision-guided US preparatory
fires failed to annihilate Al Qaeda defenders of Takur Ghar mountain in Afghanistan’s Shah-i-Kot
valley in Operation Anaconda; the Al Qaeda survivors fired on the US Special Operations Forces
that were subsequently inserted, forcing their withdrawal; four months earlier, in November 2001,
more than 48 hours of carpet bombing by American B-52s failed to annihilate Al Qaeda defenders at
Bai Beche, who survived in sufficient numbers to drive back US-allied Afghan ground forces with
heavy losses.46

In fact, neither superior numbers nor even crushing counterfire are adequate solutions in
themselves to the problem of modern firepower. And as a result, the progressive increase in lethality
over the last century and a half of warfare has thus slowly, progressively eroded the real military
utility of numerical preponderance—and forced even well-equipped state armies to adopt behavioral
changes, rather than merely material modernization, to accomplish meaningful military missions on
the increasingly lethal modern battlefield.

Incentives for Military Behavior
These material trends thus created important behavioral incentives. In particular, they have
encouraged all actors to move progressively toward the center of the behavioral spectrum in figure
2.1, other things being equal.

Incentives for State Behavior: Become More Fabian to Escape Modern
Firepower

Consider, for example, numerically preponderant state actors and the incentives created for them by
changing technology. By as early as 1914, the firepower depicted in figures 3.3 through 3.7 had made
exposed, Napoleonic mass movement in the open suicidal for even very preponderant attackers with
even the best weapons available. To survive in the face of what Ernst Junger called the “storm of
steel” created by post-1900 weapons has thus long required behavioral adaptation.47

In particular, states discovered, early in the 20th century, that survival on the modern battlefield
required them to reduce Napoleonic concentration and exposure, and to combine preemptive and
suppressive fires with some form of cover and concealment to reduce exposure. In an earlier book, I
argued that the search for an effective combination of suppressive fire, cover, and concealment
produced a transnational body of ideas on the conduct of interstate war that I have termed the
“modern system” of force employment.48 I will not reprise that argument in full here. But it is
important to note that modern-system force employment represents an explicit movement toward a
more Fabian style of war fighting by advanced state actors waging even interstate world wars. The
very heart of the modern system is cover and concealment to reduce exposure to modern firepower—
most of its other component elements (such as dispersion, suppression, small-unit independent
maneuver, combined arms, depth, and reserves) are merely the means by which state militaries
created cover and concealment for themselves while carrying out meaningful military missions. As



noted above in chapter 2, cover and concealment are perhaps the two most salient elements of the
commonplace intuitive notion of “guerilla” warfare—the adoption by many great power militaries of
the modern system in increasingly aggressive form thus represents a progressive movement by states
toward the military methods often associated intuitively with nonstate guerilla fighters. And this state
adaptation toward increasingly Fabian behavior is at its root a response to the incentives created by
technological change and the increasingly lethal firepower this has wrought.

To understand how this evolution in state military behavior has affected nonstate actors’
incentives, it is worth considering in detail one particular consequence of the modern system’s
emphasis on cover and concealment: dispersion.

Cover and concealment deny defenders visible targets. Modern weapons project great quantities
of steel, but they still need targets to aim at, and an unblocked line of flight from the launcher or barrel
to the target. Concealment thwarts the former; cover thwarts the latter. Both are widely available,
even where the terrain is apparently flat and open. The earth’s surface is extremely irregular. Hills,
gullies, slopes, vegetation, buildings, fences, and walls radically reduce defenders’ lines of sight—
especially for defenders with their eyes at ground level (as are trench dwellers’ when peering over
the parapet to fire).49 Less than two feet of net elevation difference can conceal a prone soldier from a
machine gunner dug in with the barrel at ground level. Few of us can keep our entire front lawns
under observation from true ground level; the much less regular surfaces of rural battlefields thus
offer an enormous amount of potential cover, and especially so after artillery has added shell holes to
the natural variation in the terrain. Even virgin land, however, offers ample cover to attackers trained
to find it: in the North German plain, more than 65 percent of the ground within 1,000 meters is
invisible to a typical weapon position; in the more rolling, broken terrain of the Fulda Gap more than
85 percent is invisible.50

This natural cover, though widely available, is very irregularly distributed and often appears in
small, noncontiguous patches. Such cover can be very effective in reducing vulnerability to modern
firepower, but to exploit it requires breaking up the large, massed formations of Bonaparte’s day and
spreading out small groups of soldiers over much wider areas. This dispersion is itself useful in
reducing vulnerability: the fewer the soldiers in the blast radius of a single shell, the fewer the
casualties per round of accurately delivered hostile artillery. But in addition to reducing the victim
count per round that hits its target, dispersion is essential for reducing the number of hits by
improving armies’ ability to find cover and deny their enemies targets at which to shoot.

Consider, for example, Bonaparte’s dispositions for his decisive victory at Austerlitz in 1805, the
battle that ended the War of the Third Coalition. Austerlitz pitted a total of almost 160,000 soldiers
(73,000 French and 85,000 Coalition) on a battlefield of roughly 10 by 11 kilometers.51 And on this
compact battlefield, the troops themselves maneuvered over open ground in exposed, shoulder-to-
shoulder formations that would have presented easy, massed targets to modern artillery. In fact, at
these densities, the entire French army at Austerlitz could have been wiped out in minutes by less than
100 rounds of 1914-era 75-millimeter artillery fire.52 If Austerlitz had been fought in 1914 instead of
1805, either these armies would have been slaughtered in the blink of an eye, or they would have
been forced to spread out dramatically in order to survive. This is for several reasons. First, they
would have had a powerful incentive to put more space between soldiers in any given formation. Let
us assume a fairly modest adaptation: an increase to a five-meter spacing between troops (equal to
the lethal radius of a modern hand grenade). But this is just a stopgap to reduce the damage if hit—to



avoid getting hit one needs cover and concealment. So let us further assume that commanders avoid
open ground wherever possible, seek out forests and villages, and avoid filling those forests and
villages with so many troops that an enemy could simply barrage them blind and still destroy one’s
army. To find enough cover for Austerlitz’s armies under these assumptions would have required
those 160,000 soldiers to distribute themselves over roughly 3,500 square kilometers of the
Bohemian countryside—that is, a deployment area over 30 times the size of the 1805 battlefield.53

In fact, the need to disperse in order to find cover from modern weapons is a systematic
phenomenon and has given rise to a progressive increase in the area occupied by combat forces over
time—what is sometimes called a decrease in the average “force-to-space ratio,” or fsr. As weapons
have grown more lethal, armies have responded with ever lower fsr’s.

Figure 3.8 presents on a semilog scale a representative range of force-to-space ratios for battles
fought between state armies from 1800 to 2000.54 In the 19th century, interstate troop densities
changed little, with values over a century of warfare lying in a roughly constant band of between
1,000 and 10,000 troops per square kilometer. After around 1900, however, state behavior changes
and troop densities begin to fall dramatically. By World War I, typical troop densities had fallen by
about a factor of 10 from the 19th-century norm; by World War II they had declined by another factor
of 10 to values around 1 percent of typical 19th-century practice. And in Operation Desert Shield of
1991, US troop density had fallen to just 2.3 soldiers per square kilometer, or a value less than one-
six-hundredth of Bonaparte’s at Austerlitz, or one-three-thousandth of those of the armies at Waterloo
in 1815. On average, troop density in interstate warfare has fallen by about a factor of more than
1,000 over the last hundred years of warfare.

FIGURE 3.8. Force-to-space ratio, state actors (semilog scale)

Taken together, the state military behavior these incentives have encouraged has thus been
increasingly Fabian, even in interstate, high-intensity world wars. But the same, technologically
driven behavioral changes in state war making have had important, but opposite, effects on nonstate
actors’ incentives in intrastate civil warfare.

Incentives for Nonstate Behavior: Become Less Fabian to Exploit Opportunity
For materially weaker nonstate actors, the same material trends have encouraged adaptation away
from the Fabian extremum as a means of exploiting the opportunities created by the changing behavior
of states.

Whereas changing technology has driven large state militaries toward Fabianism, weak actors
started there. Against numerically preponderant state foes, 19th-century insurgents had no choice but
to adopt highly Fabian methods for survival. In Bonaparte’s day, few nonstate insurgents could hope



to prevail in a toe-to-toe slugfest against a state army with 4 to 10 times more troops overall and the
capacity to concentrate these masses at a point to crush an opponent. Nonstate forces at such a
disadvantage could survive only by resorting to highly concealed, intermingled postures with an
emphasis on ambush, raids, and other hit-and-run tactics that did not risk decisive engagement with
superior state forces. In the 19th century, states could afford to mass troops in the open, but nonstate
militaries could not.55

Such highly Fabian methods may have enabled insurgents to survive, but they impose enormous
political and military costs on their adherents. With no ability to control terrain, Fabian insurgents
cannot exclude state armies from access to the civilian population whose decisions both sides seek to
influence. Wartime civilian political alignment is strongly influenced by perceptions of future
violence, and inability to protect sympathizers or punish adversaries can cede control of a population
to rivals who can. Where Fabian nonstate methods preclude real control of ground, superior
government forces can punish insurgent collaborators, reward local allies, detain and interrogate
suspects, collect taxes, and combine coercive sanction and co-optative assistance as needed.
Nonstate fighters can still terrorize hostile civilians unless government forces can literally blanket a
population, but it is much harder for outnumbered insurgents to protect friendly civilians from the
government if the latter has access to their homes, and governments who can combine such access
with superior resources can impose severe costs on insurgents and their supporters. Stathis Kalyvas
argues that wartime civilian political alignment often conforms to local military control; for highly
Fabian insurgents, lack of such control is a steep price to pay.56

Fabian methods also have serious military drawbacks. Just as they cannot deny an enemy access to
a civilian population, so they cannot protect friendly base areas, logistical caches, leadership
hideouts, or training camps. Periodic raids or sweeps by state armies can thus destroy such
infrastructure almost at will. Fabian guerillas can rebuild them unless state forces can sustain a
persistent occupation, but each new construction project is at risk just like its predecessors, and the
regular loss of capital poses important costs to materially inferior actors whose ability to extract tax
revenue is limited by their inability to control access to the population. Insecure base areas also make
all other military operations substantially more difficult. Without secure headquarters, planning for
complex operations becomes much harder. Without secure training areas, force development becomes
much more challenging. Without secure billeting, it becomes much more complicated to provide
medical care, reorganization after combat losses, replacement of casualties, and reequipment.
Without secure supply dumps, sustaining intense fire or extended maneuver becomes much more
difficult.57

Truly Fabian warfare in which ground is not controlled is therefore extremely unattractive to most
combatants. And the more Fabian the methods, the more unappealing the consequences. In fact, true
Fabianism’s unattractiveness is the reason so many associate it with materially weak nonstate actors
—only actors with no other choice adopt such methods. Whereas some pundits view “guerilla
warfare” and insurgency as a juggernaut that will nearly always prevail, very few actual combatants
with a real choice adopt it. Anyone could; few do.58

As actors grow in strength, their methods thus often move away from the Fabian extremum. This is
the reason for Mao’s famous dictum that insurgents should move from terrorism and insurgency to
destruction of the enemy in conventional battle once the insurgency is strong enough.59 In principle,
Fabian coercion alone can be enough to defeat a state occupier. But to persist in such disagreeable



methods longer than necessary is to incur unnecessary politico-military costs.
Taken together, these problems give nonstate actors an incentive, other things being equal, to shift

as far away from the Fabian extremum as they can get away with and still survive. And over time,
changing state behavior has enabled smaller nonstate forces to survive in progressively less Fabian
postures.

Modern firepower gives all actors—state and nonstate alike—an incentive to cover and conceal
their forces, and as noted above, this requires space. For materially strong state actors whose large
forces would otherwise exceed the carrying capacity of the terrain, this increasing need for
concealment has encouraged them to spread out, reducing their density to levels that enable them to
find adequate cover. For them, more-lethal weapons encourage more-Fabian methods, even given the
political downsides of this. For materially weak nonstate actors, by contrast, their traditional troop
strength has rarely exceeded the carrying capacity of the terrain to begin with. Even before weapon
technology forced this on them, small armies would have deployed at densities low enough to enable
cover simply because they lacked the troop strength to do otherwise. Cover from increasingly lethal
weapons thus has rarely required nonstate actors to reduce their operating-area fsr below what it
would already have been.

Figure 3.9 illustrates this phenomenon with an illustrative range of fsr’s for nonstate actors.60

Whereas the state fsr’s in figure 3.8 began at typical values of 1,000 to 10,000 troops per square
kilometer in the 19th century before falling progressively to a range of 1 to 10 by the late 20th
century, the nonstate fsr’s in figure 3.9 show little change over time and rarely exceed 10 fighters per
square kilometer at any point in the interval. In 1949, the nonstate Karen National Defense
Organization (KNDO) deployed around 10,000 fighters in an operating area of over 18,000 square
kilometers of what is now Myanmar, for an fsr of around 0.56; in 2004, South Ossetian separatists
fielded some 2,000 militia in the 3,900 square kilometers of South Ossetia for an fsr of 0.51. The
Philippine Huk insurgency of 1946–54 fielded as many as 50,000 fighters in the 22,000 square
kilometers of central Luzon for an fsr of about 2.3; in 1991, Slovenian separatists deployed some
30,000 militia in the 20,000 square kilometers of the Slovenian Jugoslav Republic, for an fsr of 1.5.
In fact the nonstate data as a whole show no statistically significant trend over the 60 years of
available figures, with most values falling in a range of 0.01 to 5.0 fighters per square kilometer
across the interval. Whereas technology has forced large state armies to spread out in order to
survive, smaller nonstate forces have long been within the carrying capacity of the terrain and have
always been able to find adequate cover without further dispersal. And this has produced gradual
convergence in the fielded density of state and nonstate militaries. Whereas the average 19th-century
state massed its troops to a density 1,000 times that chosen by most 20th-century nonstate actors, by
the 1990s state choices had changed to the point where some nonstate fsr’s exceeded those chosen by
contemporaneous states, and even the median nonstate fsr differed from US state practice in
Operation Desert Storm by less than a factor of four.



FIGURE 3.9. Force-to-space ratio, nonstate actors (semilog scale)

This dynamic of ever-lower state densities but stable fsr’s for smaller nonstate forces has
progressively changed the prognosis for combat between them. Troop density shapes the number of
combatants either side can deploy within reach of the enemy—the lower the acceptable density, the
fewer the shooters a given army can put in range at any given time, other things being equal. If a large
state army with an average weapon range of 1,000 meters can find only enough cover within a
kilometer of the enemy to deploy 200 soldiers safely on a 10-kilometer frontage, then it does not
matter whether they have 10,000 soldiers available on that front—the other 9,800 will have to be
removed to positions beyond weapon range and will be unable to participate in the initial assault lest
they be caught in the open and slaughtered to no purpose. This fsr-induced troop ceiling can have a
profound effect on large state armies’ ability to create favorable local numerical advantages at their
chosen points of attack. Attackers typically try to mass a disproportionate fraction of their overall
strength opposite a chosen point to create a greater local numerical advantage at that point than they
enjoy in the theater as a whole.61 But the fsr creates a limit on local concentration, which in turn
creates a limit on achievable local numerical advantages. Let us assume a large state army attacking a
smaller nonstate force. Against a nonstate defender with 15,000 fighters overall and deployed at a
density of 2.5 fighters per square kilometer, a state attacker with 60,000 troops would enjoy an
overall advantage of 4:1. But if that attacker can safely mass to a density of 5,000 troops per square
kilometer at a chosen point (an fsr typical of the mid-19th-century values in figure 3.8), this would
enable a local numerical advantage of 1,000:1 for the state army’s forces massed on that chosen
frontage (assuming weapons of 500 meters effective range). A local superiority on this scale would
be crushing; any nonstate attempt to hold ground against such an assault would be suicidal. But if
viable troop density falls to 1,000 troops per square kilometer, the same state attacker can now
achieve only a 200:1 imbalance at the point of attack. At a maximum density of 100 troops per square
kilometer, the achievable local imbalance falls to 20:1. And if the maximum density falls to, say, five
troops per square kilometer—a value typical of late 20th-century state armies—the achievable local
imbalance falls to just 2:1 even if weapon range increases to 5,000 meters, and this is true even if the
state army overall outnumbers its nonstate foe by 4:1 or more. A value of 20:1 would still be
crushing, but 2:1 is a value well within the normal range of local imbalances in modern interstate
warfare. Many state armies have successfully held ground against attackers who had only a 2:1 local
numerical advantage.62 A two-order-of-magnitude decrease in state fsr’s over the last century of
warfare can thus have a profound effect on combat outcomes against nonstate forces whose densities
now rival those achievable by states.

Of course this has not eliminated all state advantages in combat against nonstate actors. Large state
armies enjoy large troop reserves even when they cannot commit them all to battle simultaneously
because of fsr constraints; this enables them to grind down smaller foes by replacing losses with



unengaged echelons until the weaker side eventually breaks. Most state armies also field better
weapons and equipment than their nonstate rivals; an edge in weapon quality can help compensate for
reduced local numerical advantages.

But rarely will these differences compensate fully for states’ shrinking numerical advantage at the
point of attack. In the 19th century, massed state armies could simply crush smaller nonstate foes who
tried to stand their ground; by contrast, late 20th-century forces in dispersed postures could eventually
exhaust smaller rivals by cumulative mutual attrition, but at much greater cost.63 Nor has the
technology edge enjoyed by most states been enough to offset fully the shrinking utility of superior
numbers. If the average technical margin between state and nonstate actors were growing as the utility
of state numerical preponderance was falling then it might offset the difference, but many now believe
the technical margin is itself shrinking as nonstate actors increasingly acquire sophisticated precision
weapons.64 Victorian state armies could sometimes pit machine guns against African tribal levies
armed with spears; such margins are rare in the modern world.65 Battlefield-saturating firepower has
been widely distributed for decades and remains difficult for even superior weapons to preempt fully;
surviving nonstate fighters now have routine access to artillery and automatic weapons of a kind that
can make exposed movement lethal to even well-equipped state armies. The ubiquitous AK-47, now
so common among insurgents that it often features in the iconography of resistance propaganda, is a
fully automatic assault rifle with a rate of fire that exceeds that of any standard service rifle in any
great power military in either world war.66 And the increasing availability of sophisticated heavier
weapons in nonstate arsenals has left states such as Ukraine, Jugoslavia, and even Israel with little net
margin over nonstate rivals in at least some important weapon categories (as noted above). On
balance, state weaponry will still normally be superior, but the typical margin of real military
supremacy this edge enables is far less today than the crushing advantage once offered by a potential
1,000:1 local numerical imbalance in Bonaparte’s day, or even the 20:1 local advantage possible
with early 20th-century fsr’s. With industrial-scale firepower now widely distributed and still very
difficult to wipe out preemptively when properly covered and concealed, later-model weapons in
state hands can help but are unlikely to restore the kind of supremacy once enabled by mass
concentration of forces.

In effect, this decline in states’ achievable local numerical preponderance has thus progressively
shifted states’ margin of usable material superiority over the median nonstate actor. And this has, in
turn, systematically shifted nonstate actors’ best resolution of the trade-off between lethality and
survivability—and nonstate actors’ materially optimal choice on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum.

The variance in figures 3.1 and 3.2 has always given a few nonstate actors the numerical strength
to challenge states on a relatively even material footing. But as states’ ability to exploit their numbers
has fallen with changing technology and the growing need to disperse for survival, more and more
nonstate actors have become credible contestants for territorial control. And the achievability of this
prize has in turn encouraged nonstate aspirants to adopt other elements of intuitively state-like, more
Napoleonic methods to facilitate such ambitions.

For example, nonstate actors under a tolerable material imbalance have an incentive to accept
decisive engagement more frequently. Nonstate irregulars have always been willing to do this on
occasion, when they could overwhelm an isolated local garrison or ambush an overextended column.
But when even main-body state forces commonly see local force-to-force ratios in the neighborhood
of 2:1, far more nonstate actors can survive decisive engagement and will rationally choose this to



control terrain.
Nonstate actors who can plausibly exclude state forces from base areas have an incentive to

organize more differentiated combat theaters, with functionally distinguished forward zones with
chiefly combat forces, rearward areas with chiefly support elements, and specialized headquarters,
communications nodes, supply depots, training areas, and medical facilities.

Nonstate actors who can defend sympathetic civilians have an incentive to disentangle themselves
from civilian populations by evacuating noncombatants from combat zones, shifting fighting positions
to the outskirts of towns and away from clustered homes and schools, and adopting distinguishably
military clothing and markings (both to enable noncombatants to be distinguished and to accentuate
nonstate fighters’ status benefits as defenders of the people).

Nonstate actors who can destroy enemy forces have an incentive to rely more heavily on brute
force and less heavily on coercion, enabling quicker results, greater control of the initiative, and less
dependence on enemy choices and decisions for results.

None of this means that nonstate actors can safely move all the way to the Napoleonic extremum:
against modern weapons, local concentration beyond the carrying capacity of the terrain for
concealment would devastate nonstate forces just as it would state armies. Nor does it mean that the
modal state and nonstate army are ever going to adopt identical military methods: weaker forces
always have incentives to adopt relatively more Fabian styles than stronger ones do.

But technological change is causing all these differences to shrink over time. As changing
technology has progressively discounted one of the greatest traditional military advantages of state
status—superior material resources—this has progressively reduced the incentives of materially
weaker nonstate actors to accept the politico-military penalties of highly Fabian war fighting. And
this in turn is creating an incentive for nonstate actors to shift their methods away from the Fabian
extremum over time, and toward military styles ever closer to those traditionally associated with
states—other things being equal.

Other things, however, are not always equal. In particular, materially optimal military methods
near the middle of the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum are exceptionally hard to implement effectively.
And these implementation challenges pose especially steep barriers for actors with limited stakes and
weak institutions—as some nonstate actors have, but others do not. Not all nonstate actors have the
internal political makeup needed to act effectively on these behavioral incentives and realize the
military potential created for them all by changing technology. The consequences of this internal
political variance and the constraints it can pose for military choice are the subject of the next
chapter.



 

4
Politically Achievable Behavior

THIS CHAPTER COMPLETES the new theory by turning to its political variables of stakes and institutions.
Chapter 3 argued that material trends have created incentives for all actors to move toward the
middle of the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum over time. In this chapter I argue that midspectrum
methods pose unique political challenges that simpler Fabian and Napoleonic approaches do not.
Nonstate actors with permissive internal politics (existential stakes and mature institutions) can
overcome these challenges and implement complex midspectrum methods effectively; others cannot
and face incentives to default to less-powerful but simpler Fabian war fighting.

In particular, I argue that midspectrum war fighting demands much more extensive training than do
simpler Napoleonic or Fabian methods. Midspectrum war fighting is also uniquely dependent on
complex interaction among mutually dependent specialists. All warfare creates collective action
dilemmas for fighters, but these collective action problems are much more severe for midspectrum
combatants than for those using simpler Napoleonic and Fabian approaches whose success is less
dependent on cooperation among specialist subunits. To implement midspectrum military methods
thus demands a much greater allocation of resources to expensive training, and much greater levels of
interpersonal trust and cooperation across organizational subdivisions, than do more-Fabian or more-
Napoleonic military methods.

I then argue that nonstate actors’ internal politics shape their ability to overcome these
implementation challenges and execute complex midspectrum methods effectively in the field. Actors
facing existential stakes have strong incentives to divert resources from other purposes to mastering
complex military skills; actors facing limited stakes often do not. Actors with mature institutions find
it easier to overcome collective action dilemmas and enable interunit cooperation; actors with
immature institutions find this much harder to do. Stakes and institutional maturity, however, vary
widely across nonstate actors. Some face existential stakes with mature institutions; others do not.

This political variation interacts with changing technology to produce important variation in
nonstate military methods. Early 20th-century technology created a highly Fabian material optimum
for nonstate actors fighting numerically preponderant states. Highly Fabian methods pose few
political constraints on implementation; regardless of their internal politics, nonstate actors in the
early 20th century would face strong incentives to adopt highly Fabian war fighting when confronting
state foes. But as changing technology moved the materially optimal choice toward the middle of the
spectrum, nonstate actors with existential stakes and mature institutions would be able to overcome
the implementation challenges of the now materially optimal midspectrum war fighting and would be
motivated to do so. Nonstate actors without such permissive internal politics, however, would be



unable to implement materially optimal but highly complex midspectrum methods effectively and
would have a strong incentive to default to less powerful but simpler methods closer to the Fabian
extremum even with advanced, late 20th- and early 21st-century technology. And this difference
implies increasing variance in nonstate military methods over time, as those with permissive internal
politics shift progressively toward the middle of the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum, but those without a
permissive political makeup cannot.

To make this case, I first present a series of implementation challenges posed by midspectrum
methods—and especially, a uniquely sharp collective action dilemma created by the military
requirements of successful midspectrum war fighting—and I show how these challenges require both
technical skill and interpersonal trust to resolve. Second, I discuss the role internal politics plays in
enabling some actors, but not others, to overcome these dilemmas and respond to the incentives
created by changing technology. I conclude by summarizing the resulting theory, and drawing from it a
series of testable hypotheses to be assessed by the case studies in chapters 6 through 9.

Implementation Challenges of Midspectrum War Fighting
Figures 3.3 through 3.7 show weapons’ growing technical potential to kill targets. But real militaries
vary widely in their ability to realize this potential in the field. At the Battle of 73 Easting in 1991,
for example, some US tank crews with modern 120-millimeter stabilized smoothbore guns hit and
killed as many as three Iraqi tanks each in less than 60 seconds of firing from moving platforms at
ranges of up to 2,000 meters in combat conditions during a sand storm; in all, 182 of 215 shots fired
by US attackers in the battle struck their targets, corresponding to a hit rate of 85 percent.1 By
contrast, an Iraqi Republican Guard tank battalion at Objective Montgomery west of Baghdad in 2003
with modern 125-millimeter stabilized smoothbore guns scored zero hits in at least 16 shots against
exposed targets at ranges of under 1,500 meters in clear weather during daylight.2 Technology confers
potential lethality, but to translate this into real effects requires skills that some forces have and
others lack. Basic marksmanship, moreover, is among the simplest tasks of modern warfare. To
realize the full potential of increasingly lethal weapons requires the kind of midspectrum tactics and
operations described in chapter 2—but this style of war fighting is exceptionally complex and poses
unusually complicated demands on military forces.

This is because midspectrum methods require combatants to combine Napoleonic lethality and
Fabian survivability. Lethality and survivability are both virtues in war, but as noted above, they pose
conflicting requirements. Extreme choices of purely Fabian or purely Napoleonic war fighting avoid
the conflict and enable simple execution—but either extremum sacrifices something militarily critical
in the process. To combine the two is much more powerful, but also much harder to do.

Tactics at either extremum are comparatively straightforward. Consider, for example, the technical
demands of fighting at the Napoleonic extremum. Some skills are certainly needed, especially
accurate firing from simple, exposed, often-stationary firing positions. Basic marching skills also
matter, an ability to hold a massed linear formation during an advance is important, and of course
personal courage has always been required to perform under fire, and perhaps especially so from
such exposed positions. Tactical skill was not irrelevant even in Bonaparte’s day; the fog of war,
moreover, makes even these apparently simple requirements difficult to execute on a confused and
dangerous battlefield. But little is required by way of camouflage or cover, and massed, visible



formations simplify control and coordination. The tactics and operations required for this style of
fighting are comparatively straightforward, and the training requirements for enlisted soldiers and
field grade officers could be met largely through repetitive drill.3 Against modern weapons, tactics
like these are radically ineffective—their extreme exposure yields catastrophic casualty rates. In
modern warfare, the ceiling on achievable military power using such methods is thus very low. But
that low ceiling is easy to reach with minimum training and skill.

Conversely, at the Fabian extremum the central requirement is camouflage and concealment with
less need for sustained accurate fire or marching skills in massed formations. Fabian reliance on
gradual coercive attrition allows fighters to sacrifice short-term lethality as necessary to ensure
concealment, and this, too, enables comparatively simple tactics. Consider, for example, ambush,
assassination, and roadside bombing, all standard elements of modern Fabian practice. Of course any
military activity, Fabian or Napoleonic, benefits from rigorous training, specialization of functions,
cooperation, and efficient high-level planning. An ideal ambush thus exploits each of these traits: a
roadside bomb placed at a carefully reconnoitered choke point triggers combined small arms and
supporting mortar fire; ambushing units maneuver to eliminate survivors or to cover withdrawals;
hostile reinforcements are blocked by supporting fighters predeployed along the expected approach
routes. But a tolerable ambush can be mounted with much less sophistication. Independent subunits of
comparable equipment and function can find cover for themselves in the vicinity of a designated
engagement zone; some damage can be done by an initial volley of unsupported direct fire; rapid
disengagement can enable the shooters to escape before countermaneuver can be organized by the
surprised victims. When all are under cover, when all can fire from covered positions, and when all
can safely flee after brief engagement, the risk to others if some leave early is bounded. Less damage
will be inflicted than in a well-planned, integrated operation, but in a protracted coercive campaign
of gradual attrition guerillas can accept lower short-term lethality via less efficient attacks in
exchange for safety and survival to fight again another day in a long war.

Fabian assassination and roadside bombing can be accomplished with even less large-scale
cooperation if necessary. The ideal assassin or bomber certainly carries out the job with
sophistication, planning, and specialization. And even crude roadside bombs require some kind of
organization to procure and assemble explosives and detonators or emplace the devices undetected.
But here, too, tolerable results can be had with modest inputs. Crude bombs placed at night along
remote stretches of road or amid chaotic urban squalor can do serious damage to passing patrols
without the bomber necessarily risking return fire of any kind; for simple devices, small cells of
guerillas with indifferent training can prepare the ordnance in unspecialized facilities. Drive-by
shootings or sniping from windows can pick off individual police or isolated soldiers at limited risk
to small parties of fighters even without support. Such methods offer only limited lethality and for this
reason are clearly less effective than more sophisticated approaches—but they can be accomplished
w i th limited cooperation and coordination and can still inflict attrition over a long coercive
campaign. For combatants without the training or organizational sophistication for more lethal war
fighting, they are an available alternative.

To realize the military potential of midspectrum methods, by contrast, is far more demanding. Such
methods offer a much higher ceiling in the face of modern technology, but to reach that ceiling is much
harder, and such methods are much less forgiving of limited skill than purely Fabian or purely
Napoleonic tactics.



In particular, to maintain a significant volume of effective fire without complete exposure, modern
weapons must be integrated using combined-arms techniques; movement must be combined with
tightly coordinated suppressive fire; and moving elements must be continuously resupplied not just
with ammunition but with the fuel, lubricants, and spare parts needed to continue that movement. Each
of these requirements is technically very demanding, and to meet them simultaneously is especially
so.

Combined Arms in Midspectrum War Fighting
The importance of combined arms for midspectrum war fighting stems from the technical
incompatibility of Napoleonic firepower and Fabian concealment in the design of individual
weapons. Midspectrum war fighting requires both, but their technical demands are in tension with
each other, and the only way to excel at one is to accept weakness in the other. In principle one could
try to split the difference and field a single weapon type that offered a bit of both. But given the
constraints of engineering design trade-offs this usually produces simultaneous mediocrity in all
critical areas.4 A far better solution is to design multiple weapon types that specialize, each accepting
a different weakness as the cost of a great strength, then combine them in tightly integrated operations
on the same battle space, enabling the strengths of one to cover for the weaknesses of another and
creating a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.

Artillery, for example, is designed to maximize firepower volume and range, but to do this it must
accept weak armor protection, difficult concealment, and the inherent inaccuracy and complex fire
direction of long-range fire.5 Dismounted infantry is easily concealed and can detect concealed
enemies, but to do this it must sacrifice armor protection, and weight and volume of fire.6 Tanks are
designed to maximize armor protection and accurate direct firepower, but to accomplish this they
give up sensory acuity and stealthiness.7

Employed alone, each thus suffers major drawbacks. But if they are used together, the infantry can
act as the eyes and ears of the artillery and tanks; the artillery can provide the high-volume
suppressive firepower to enable the unarmored infantry to survive dashes in the open between cover;
and the tanks can destroy point targets too heavily armored for light infantry weapons to penetrate.
This synergistic interaction has been central to all successful great power military doctrines for over
a century.8

But while powerful in squaring the conflicting demands of Napoleonic firepower and Fabian
concealment, this approach is extremely difficult to execute properly: combined-arms tactics are
infamously complex. Commanders must know the respective pros, cons, conditions for effective
employment, maintenance needs, training procedures, and resupply requirements of a whole range of
unique (and individually very complex) weapons; and the closer the integration is to be, the more
junior the officers who must master this. Great care must be taken to keep weapons of such different
mobility within mutual supporting distance as they move over changing terrain and encounter
unexpected obstacles or hostile resistance, and to prevent fratricide (especially when combining
rapid maneuver with remote firepower from artillery or aircraft). Finally, the troops themselves often
require special training in methods for cooperative operations.9 Midspectrum combined-arms tactics
are much harder to master than simple Napoleonic volley fire or Fabian concealment per se.

If all one needs is Napoleonic exposed short-term firepower with little concern for survivability,
combined arms are less important, and this complexity is unnecessary. Conversely, if all one needs is



to survive in Fabian hide positions with no concern for sustained lethality, one need not cope with the
challenge of integrating armor, infantry, and artillery—it is enough to conceal oneself and wait for
opportunities to snipe at unsuspecting targets. But if one chooses to combine significant survivability
with significant lethality, as midspectrum methods require, then complicated combined-arms
techniques are essential to overcome the technical inability of individual weapon types taken alone to
provide both virtues at the same time.

Fire and Movement in Midspectrum War Fighting
Similarly, midspectrum choices that combine survivability and lethality require very careful selection
of terrain, custom employment of weapons to overcome inevitable limitations in local terrain, and
very careful coordination of forward movement with the use of those weapons to avoid fratricide.
This is possible in almost all topography, but to do all this is far more demanding of skill and
sophistication than is either a simple Napoleonic advance in the open or a simple Fabian hideout for
ambush. The complexity of the earth’s surface means that covering terrain of some kind is almost
always available. It is easy to find cover that will allow an occasional furtive burst of fire at targets
of easy opportunity before hiding again if that is all one needs. At the Fabian extremum, this will
suffice. Simple Napoleonic firepower projection in the open is very undemanding of local terrain.

Midspectrum methods, however, require exacting terrain selection and careful coordination of
movement and fires over that terrain to sustain effective firepower without debilitating exposure.
Ideal midspectrum firing positions require nearby alternate or supplementary firing positions of
comparable quality, so shooters can relocate quickly when spotted and reopen fire from suitable
positions without extensive delay. Movement to such locations or between them creates a risk of
exposure en route. Potential movement routes vary in their relative exposure. And the difference
between cover and exposure can depend on complex microvariations in local terrain—two feet of
elevation difference can distinguish cover from exposure, and a small rise that covers me from
enemies at my direct front may be exposed to enemies further to my right or left—microvariations on
this scale are rarely discernible from printed topographic maps and must be discovered by personal
reconnaissance combined with military judgment. To exploit the potential of the terrain requires
careful scouting, custom tailoring of movement orders, and individual siting of fighting positions to fit
the peculiarities of units’ immediate surroundings—especially when the weapons to be concealed are
large (such as tanks or heavy guns). Forces cannot simply be laid out in standard, textbook formations
and marched toward the objective, or deployed in formulaic cookie-cutter defensive layouts; each of
the hundreds to thousands of local commanders in a mass army must fashion his or her own unique
plans for movement and disposition based on the vagaries of local conditions.

And even the most careful analysis of terrain cannot wholly eliminate exposure if one needs to
sustain fires. Eventually, movement to or between sound firing positions will require at least brief
periods of exposure during sprints between covered positions. To survive these requires suppressive
fires to keep the enemy’s heads down while friendly forces are exposed. This combination of
suppressive fire and forward movement creates complexity of its own. Suppression must be
maintained until the last possible minute but lifted as advancing assault forces overrun the enemy to
avoid taking casualties from friendly fire.10 Sightings of enemy weapons must be communicated to
distant supporting units, and suppressive fire redirected as intelligence is developed. The best
suppressive weapon type is usually artillery, which is usually deployed well to the rear; as assault



units move forward, artillery must eventually cease firing and advance to maintain coverage; if
support is not to be lost in the meantime, these moves must be coordinated with both neighboring
batteries and forward maneuver elements. Since the pace of an assault varies unpredictably with
local terrain or unanticipated enemy action (e.g., discovery of minefields), maintaining continuous
suppression thus requires a complex combination of planning, adaptation, and efficient
communications between harried commanders at many different echelons.11 Coordinated fire-and-
movement techniques enable maximum cover from terrain without losing firepower effectiveness, but
they are much harder to execute than are simple Fabian concealment or Napoleonic exposure.

Logistics in Midspectrum War Fighting
Sustained lethality with modern weapons requires a prodigious supply of ammunition; to provide this
without exposure in a midspectrum balance poses complex demands.12 Convoys of cargo trucks or
fuel tankers are much more vulnerable than tank platoons, infantry squads, or insurgent cells. Supply
dumps, repair depots, and weapon caches are static, lucrative targets for enemy attack. If high short-
term lethality is all that is required and vulnerability is simply accepted, resupply will be less
necessary (shooters will either kill the enemy quickly or die trying), and needed munitions can be
prestocked in the open near firing positions or carried by the combatants themselves in the limited
quantities necessary. Conversely, if maximum concealment is all that is needed, then firing activity
will have to be so limited anyway that high logistics throughput will be unnecessary. But for
intermediate choices of concealment, where survivability must be combined with substantial volumes
of fire, maintaining a resupply system is both more necessary and much harder.13 Deployment
locations must be carefully selected to afford maximum concealment for resupply routes as well as
fighting positions. Logistics nodes must be redeployed regularly to stay within effective supporting
range of moving combat elements. Changing locations of combat units and resupply points must be
communicated regularly between multiple levels of overworked, harried commanders lest rendezvous
points be missed in the chaos of combat. Stockage levels must be monitored continuously as
expendables are consumed at varying rates, by a diverse range of weapon types, owned by varying
units under varying local conditions, lest combatants be left with oversupplies of ammunition but
shortages of fuel, or oversupplies of artillery ammunition but shortages for small arms, or
overstockage in one unit while a neighbor runs out. And all this becomes exponentially more complex
if the fighters being supported are using combined-arms and fire-and-movement methods: combined
arms means that even small units will hold multiple types of deliberately dissimilar weapons and
equipment with potentially very different support requirements (e.g., spare parts, lube oil, diesel fuel,
and 50-pound guided missiles for tracked, 30-ton armored vehicles; 81-millimeter mortar rounds for
light indirect fire support; and food, water, and 5.56-millimeter small-arms ammunition, inter alia, for
a single 2010-era US mechanized infantry company); fire-and-movement puts all this in irregular
motion and deploys forward elements downrange of friendly shooters who must now distinguish
camouflaged, moving friendly units to their front from camouflaged, moving enemy units also to their
front, killing only the latter but not the former.

Training Demands for Midspectrum Warfare
To cope with this complexity requires training, which is inherently expensive and burdensome. For
mechanized armies and modern air forces, fuel, ammunition, wear and tear on vehicles, and the repair



and maintenance required for large-scale training maneuvers impose enormous costs. The United
States, for example, spent well over $90 billion on such activities in FY 1998, or over $60,000 per
uniformed servicemember that year alone.14 Large-scale training of large forces also requires space:
the US Army’s National Training Center at Fort Irwin, California, is almost the size of the state of
Rhode Island; the Marine Corps’ Twentynine Palms reservation covers nearly as large an area (with
a 1,500-building mock city for urban operations that spans 274 acres, or about the size of downtown
San Diego); and these are just two of the many such training facilities operated by the US military.15

Heavy armored vehicles are notoriously hard on the landscape they operate in: tank tracks plow up
farm fields and meadows; armored personnel carriers damage buildings and signage when navigating
tight turns in narrow urban streets; military convoys snarl civilian traffic. Even lightly armed infantry
and insurgent forces impose significant opportunity costs to train: militiamen on maneuvers cannot
work to support their families while in the field; guerillas sent to the rear for training are removed
from the fight in the meantime. Skills, moreover, are perishable and must be practiced regularly and
repeatedly to be maintained, hence training costs are recurring, and the burden of training activity on
communities must be sustained in steady state over time if proficient fighters are to be available when
needed. Training is thus always expensive—but the more extensive and complex the training needed,
the more burdensome the cost.

Interdependence and Collective Action Challenges in Midspectrum Warfare
Even more important, to cope with the complexity of midspectrum methods requires unusual trust and
cooperation. All warfare demands trust and cooperation among fighters: if some flee while the others
fight, the ones left fighting are imperiled and vice versa. But midspectrum methods raise the stakes
substantially.

This is because they are unusually dependent on role specialization and tight interaction between
mutually interdependent specialists. It is inherently difficult to combine lethality and concealment;
midspectrum methods do this by differentiating military groups into subpopulations of role specialists
who can excel in some combat tasks by offloading other tasks onto comrades who will specialize in
them instead. If all meet their responsibilities, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and the
inherent tensions between lethality and concealment can be mitigated to produce reasonable lethality
with tolerable vulnerability. But this payoff comes with enormous risks: if any of the specialists fail
to play their part, the whole will be much less than the sum of its parts, and all will be placed in much
greater danger than if they had adopted simpler, lower-risk tactics with lesser demands for specialist
interaction—as the simpler methods of very Fabian or very Napoleonic war fighting allow.

Combined-arms techniques, for example, are designed to enable individually vulnerable weapon
types to risk advancing across fire-swept ground by relying on others whose complementary strengths
cover for one’s own weaknesses and vice versa. The very fact of this mutual reliance creates
dangerous vulnerabilities if one component attempts such methods but the others they rely on fail to
do their jobs.

Recall, for example, the interaction between tanks and infantry noted above. If tanks and infantry
work together, the infantry can act as the tanks’ eyes and ears to find concealed antitank weapons that
armored vehicle crews cannot detect, while the tanks provide the firepower to destroy dug-in
positions that dismounted infantry cannot overcome: each can excel at a specialized task that a single
generalist could never accomplish, and by combining their efforts they can accomplish all the tasks



needed to project lethality while limiting net vulnerability to hostile fire.16 But to realize this
potential, both elements must keep moving in close proximity to one another, and each must divert
attention from immediate dangers to itself to communicate with the other about the locations of threats
that menace the other much more than oneself. The infantry, for example, are vulnerable to machine
gun fire that cannot penetrate tank armor. If infantry respond to a machine gun nest by going to ground
and taking cover to protect themselves rather than keeping up with the tanks as they advance, the tanks
will often fail to detect this (given the crews’ limited visibility from within buttoned-up armored
vehicles) and continue to move, soon finding themselves alone and exposed to fire from hidden
antitank guns they cannot counter. To keep together, the infantry must be willing to accept risk for the
benefit of the tanks, and the infantry’s junior leaders must have the presence of mind to divert
attention from managing their own troops amid the chaos of battle to coordinate their movements with
tanks’ commanders who cannot sense the infantry’s movements themselves. Conversely, if tanks use
their speed to rush through fire-swept ground too quickly, they can leave slower-moving infantry
abandoned and exposed. If the beleaguered, harried tank commanders fall back without coordinating
carefully with their accompanying infantry, they can literally crush soldiers who have sheltered from
enemy fire behind the moving vehicles. If tanks direct their fire only against antitank weapons and
leave machine gun nests or pillboxes unengaged, they leave the infantry exposed to threats that
dismounted soldiers cannot answer alone.

If infantry can trust their colleagues in the armor to do their part and vice versa, then the
combination of infantry and armor thus enables all to advance against enemy fire, balancing lethality
and survivability to destroy hostile positions at tolerable risk. But if either suspects that the other will
not live up to its part of the bargain, then to attempt such an advance would be extremely dangerous.
Either element left alone without the other can be destroyed piecemeal by unassailable enemies, and
if caught on the move in disadvantageous positions even large forces can be annihilated quickly by
stationary opponents with modern weapons. As noted in chapter 3, in July 1944 a handful of dug-in
German antitank guns destroyed almost 10 percent of the entire Allied army’s tanks in less than three
days when the latter were caught on the move without infantry support north of the Bourgebus Ridge
in Operation Goodwood.17 Infantry who do not expect tanks to support them are better off staying put
and taking cover to protect themselves, privileging self-preservation over identification and
suppression of enemy antitank guns and firing only brief bursts through narrow firing apertures to
preserve their own concealment. Tank crews who do not trust their infantry to keep up with them are
likewise better off if they stay put and seek defilade to protect themselves from enemy fire rather than
advancing on foes they will often be unable to detect without their own infantry to find and mark them
for engagement. Any of these less trusting solutions represent defection from complex high-ceiling but
high-risk midspectrum methods to simpler, lower-payoff but lower-risk Fabian concealment per se
that depends less on close cooperation from others for one’s own survival.

Fire-and-movement techniques pose similar challenges. Firing on the move is inherently less
accurate; movement also makes it harder to acquire concealed targets and complicates ammunition
resupply (see below). Other things being equal, it is better to fire from a stationary position. But not
all positions are equal—locations closer to the target allow more lethal fire, and locations to the
flank or above the target can negate intervening cover. To reach the most effective positions thus
normally requires movement, but movement reduces firing effectiveness. Fire-and-movement tactics
resolve this trade-off by role specialization: they break formations down into sub-elements that



remain stationary and concentrate on firing (“overwatch” or “fire support” components) and sub-
elements that sprint forward to reach new positions (“bounding” or “maneuver” components) while
their stationary comrades cover their movement by firing to keep enemy heads down. Sometimes
these roles alternate, sometimes the designations are permanent (artillery, for example, is almost
always in a support, rather than maneuver, role), but at any given time there is always a division of
labor between maneuver and fire support, and a key requirement for the supporting element is to use
its greater fire effectiveness to suppress enemy shooters who would otherwise kill the exposed,
moving maneuver elements.

This combination can be very effective if everyone does their job, but if anyone fails then
everyone is at much higher risk. Overwatch elements are firing live ammunition over the heads or
across the frontage of maneuvering comrades. If this suppressive fire is accurate, sustained,
controlled, disciplined, and lifted on cue, it can be critical in surviving an advance into better
positions. But if a nervous soldier in overwatch sprays bullets wildly from an assault rifle on full
automatic before quickly ducking back into cover, such fire is as likely to hit his or her bounding
colleagues in the back as it is to suppress the enemy to the front. If supporting elements fail to fire, or
if they failed to clean their weapons properly and the guns jam, or if they cease firing and duck too
soon, or if their marksmanship skills are subpar and the suppressive rounds fall wide or long, then
bounding elements who have left cover themselves get caught exposed in the open against
unsuppressed enemy fire before they can reach safety. Artillery and mortars are commonly used for
suppressive fire support but are normally located too far from the front to see the moving fighters they
are supporting; if an artillery or mortar crew is hasty or careless or simply miscalculates, they could
fire long and miss their targets, leaving bounding fighters exposed, or fire short and hit their own men
as they sprint in the open. If artillery crews protect themselves by taking cover against unexpected
incoming counterbattery fire, the gap in suppressive fires can leave bounding comrades exposed.
Conversely, if bounding elements freeze rather than move, then supporting elements will receive the
full attention of enemy soldiers and risk far more lethal return fire when they unmask. If bounding
elements inaccurately report their positions or routes, or fail under the pressure and distraction of
battle to report at all, then they put supporting artillery crews at risk of causing fratricide if they fire.

If bounding elements can trust their colleagues in overwatch to do their part and vice versa, then
their interaction lets them realize the potential of midspectrum methods. But if either suspects that the
other will not live up to their part of the bargain, then it would be extremely dangerous to carry out
one’s own assignment. Being caught in the open or even in assembly areas by fire from one’s own
forces can be unusually deadly: on July 25, 1944, short bombing by US Army Air Force bombers
supporting the assault in Operation Cobra killed 111 US Army soldiers (including General Leslie
McNair) and wounded another 490.18 But far less massive strikes can still be lethal: in August 1968,
moving elements of the US Ninth Infantry Division in Quang Tri Province, Vietnam, lost four men
killed and four wounded when a single round of supporting US eight-inch artillery landed among their
position; on February 26, 1945, at Kirchtraisdorf, Germany, an entire platoon of British mine-clearing
tanks was destroyed by US tanks and infantry whose frontage it was clearing.19 For midconcealment
fire-and-movement actions, if either party fails, the other is left much worse off than if they had tried
simply to maximize Fabian concealment or to maximize Napoleonic lethality.

The logistical requirements of midspectrum methods create still further interdependencies among
role-specialized subunits. Midspectrum war fighting requires extended maneuver in contact with the



enemy and sustained heavy fire. The ammunition, fuel, and water this consumes are heavy, bulky, hard
to move, and hard to hide. This creates a trade-off between sustainability and combat performance:
the more supplies I carry, the longer I can fight, but the greater my load, the lower my agility, the
harder I am to conceal, and the less effectively I will fight at any given moment.20 Modern armies
resolve this tension by providing combat units with only modest supplies (a “basic load,” or the
quantity of supplies carried by individual soldiers or combat vehicles, which is normally designed to
last for only about a day of fighting), and replenishing them frequently using noncombat “service
support” units with large, clumsy, thin-skinned cargo vehicles. Service support units specialize in
resupply and transport but in the process leave themselves unable to fight well; combat units
specialize in fighting but in the process leave themselves unable to sustain themselves in extended
combat.

Together, the combat units protect the logisticians and in turn the logisticians sustain the fighters.
But if either side fails, the other is left badly exposed. To reach engaged combatants, resupply units
must move well forward into the combat zone; if truck drivers lose heart and turn back, fighters who
expended their ammunition expecting resupply will find themselves defenseless in the face of the
enemy. If supply convoy commanders get lost on poorly marked trails at night and fail to rendezvous
with moving fighters, or if poorly maintained trucks break down and delay the column, or if staff
officers miscalculate consumption rates or unit locations and allow depots to run out of key
commodities, the result can be fighters left exposed to enemy fire without ammunition to protect
themselves or fuel to escape. Conversely, if the fighters flee the battle unexpectedly, or if they have
failed to secure a perimeter and enemy troops infiltrate their lines, or if fighters report their positions
inaccurately or fail to arrive at rendezvous points, or if combat units are simply killed or overrun in
place, the result can be vulnerable, thin-skinned supply units finding themselves suddenly in combat
but in no position to defend themselves.

If fighters and logisticians can trust one another to do their jobs, then their interaction enables the
sustained combat intensity needed for midspectrum methods. But if either believes the other will fail,
they would be better off avoiding such tactics and choosing simpler, less interdependent highly
Fabian or Napoleonic approaches instead. If resupply is not forthcoming, it makes more sense to
default to a more purely Fabian solution and hide or dig in, minimize short-term vulnerability, and
conserve ammunition rather than firing large volumes of suppressive fire in support of bounding
comrades trying to reach superior positions, as midspectrum methods require. Alternatively, low-
concealment but high-exposure Napoleonic approaches that maximize short-run lethality offer a
chance to destroy the enemy in a short but intense battle before running out of ammunition.

In fact there are many such fighter-supporter interdependencies needed for midspectrum methods
to reach their full potential. Infantry and air defense, tanks and engineers, maneuver and signals, or
combat and intelligence, to cite just a few, all involve role specialization to enable armies to succeed
with midspectrum methods by generating significant lethality without excessive exposure. In each
case, less interdependent methods can still generate Napoleonic lethality or Fabian concealment, and
simpler, less interdependent methods can reach the lower ceilings such near extrema offer. But to
meet the complex requirements of balancing substantial concealment with significant lethality
requires armies to accept role specialization and tight interdependencies among specialized
subcomponents. And this means accepting grave risks if one or another of these specialists fails to do
their job. Midspectrum methods are thus unusually demanding of the trust and cooperation needed for



highly interdependent networks of specialists to function
This requirement for trust and cooperation creates an inherent collective action problem among

wartime combatants. Combat is dangerous, and complex midspectrum methods are technically
difficult. A rational fighter who believes that all of his or her comrades will play their assigned parts
will profit from playing his or her own, too. But if the fighter expects his or her comrades to fail—
whether from error or fear or selfishness or incompetence or some combination—then the fighter will
be left far more exposed by carrying out his or her own role faithfully than if he or she held back and
protected him- or herself instead. This self-protection can take the form of flight—running from the
battlefield, refusing to advance under fire, or hiding instead of firing. Or it can take the form of
fighting but defaulting to simpler tactics that entail less dependence on others and hence less risk if
those others fail their assignments. Either way, a rational fighter who does not trust all of his or her
comrades to cooperate fully and proficiently is thus better served by declining to cooperate him- or
herself, too, and instead pursuing self-protection. Each fighter, moreover, knows all the others are
subject to the same incentives. If any are untrustworthy, the rational choice for all is to defect to self-
protection; only if all can be trusted to cooperate can any be expected to.21 And the greater the degree
of interdependence, the bigger the problem: more interdependent tactics yield greater payoffs if all
cooperate, but also greater perils for individuals if others fail in their assignments, and thus the
greater the interdependence the stronger the rational incentive to defect if any lack trust in the others.

Internal Politics and Midspectrum War Fighting
The result is that complex midspectrum war fighting requires unusually resource-intensive training
and poses serious dilemmas of conflicting interests and collective action, whereas these challenges
are much less severe for combatants operating closer to the Fabian or Napoleonic extrema. These
dilemmas are rooted in the functional requirements for combining lethality and concealment; they
represent rational responses to objective incentives; and they are faced by all combatants who would
attempt midspectrum war fighting, whether states or not, rich or poor, large or small.

Yet they are not insuperable, and many militaries do overcome them. For nonstate actors in
particular, the primary difference between those who can and those who cannot overcome these
challenges is their political makeup—and in particular, their stakes in the conflict (and the war aims
that derive from these) and their institutional development. In particular, those nonstate actors with
mature institutions and existential stakes face low barriers to cooperation and will typically respond
to the pressures of wartime by training troops as needed to remove skill constraints and enable such
actors to implement complex midspectrum methods. By contrast, actors with immature institutions and
limited stakes face the highest barriers to cooperation and will typically face skill constraints that
make effective midspectrum war fighting dangerously impractical, and which encourage them to
default to simpler, often more Fabian approaches.22

Institutions and Military Cooperation
The collective action problems described above are hardly unique to warfare. The details differ by
setting, but the general problem is ubiquitous in human social organization, and institutions are a
classical response. Their role in mitigating such problems has been among the more extensively
studied themes in the last generation of political science; the large literature on the subject presents



them as a means of reducing incentives for free riding and promoting cooperation by substituting
iterated interactions for single transactions, providing mechanisms for monitoring and enforcement of
collaboration, and facilitating low-cost resolution of internal conflicts. In the process they reduce
transaction costs, lengthen the shadow of the future, and reduce the risk that others will exploit
cooperative behavior. These traits have been shown to promote cooperation across a wide range of
applications characterized by collective action problems, from international trade to legislative
bargaining, ethnic conflict, coalition dynamics, democratic transition, economic development,
environmental regulation, and more.23

Formal institutions in the form of durable organizations also promote technical skill by exploiting
division of labor and specialization to build expertise and enable groups to master large, complex
undertakings beyond the capacity of individuals or small teams working in isolation.24 One should
thus expect that the presence or absence of formal institutions would play an important role in shaping
armed groups’ ability to overcome collective action problems and implement complex
midconcealment military methods—and I argue that they do.25

In fact there is wide variation in the institutional structure of nonstate military actors. Nonstate
actors are usually less institutionalized than states, but this central tendency masks wide internal
variation within each category.

In the 1980s, for example, the Sri Lankan nonstate Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
maintained a civil administrative apparatus with formal ministries of finance, justice, police,
economic development, health, and education, all overseen by a standing Central Governing
Committee; the LTTE maintained its own legal code and taxation authority and even ran a central
bank.26 The Colombian FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia) ran a court system,
maintained a police force, organized a financial system to make loans to farmers and businessmen,
and administered public works and education programs in their area of control.27 In 2006, Al Qaeda’s
Iraqi affiliate ran a bureaucracy that included suborganizations for “movement and maintenance,”
legal affairs, military affairs, security, medical operations, “spoils,” and “media.” Its western sector
organization included a “mail” section that apparently coordinated the use of couriers, and functional
departments for “boats,” “relief and depots,” and the “Soldiers Chamber (salaries).” These
organizations maintained an elaborate system of paper records and reporting requirements for
documenting salary payments, expenses, personnel rosters, and policy implementation.28

On the other end of the spectrum, the Irish Loyalist UVF in the 1970s was organized around loose
“companies” that comprised little more than groups of men who drank in the same bar; UVF
leadership was small and centralized, with little formal division of labor and little ability to control
often-wanton violence by subordinates.29 The rebel RCD (Rassemblement Congolais pour la
Democratie) in the Democratic Republic of Congo retained the nominal administrative structure of the
Congolese government in their territory around Goma but proved unable to make it work, with most
civil functions defaulting to the Catholic Church, other NGOs, traditional tribal elders, and trade
unions.30 The RUF (Revolutionary United Front) in Sierra Leone was run by a loose collective
leadership with a flat organization centered around independent insurgent brigade commanders
coordinated under a war council with little or no formal administrative structure or hierarchy; its
cadres were described by the population using a local phrase meaning “riffraffs, lumpens, and unruly
youths.”31

These variations have profound consequences for groups’ ability to achieve interpersonal trust and



internal cooperation. For personalized, weakly institutionalized groups like the UVF in Northern
Ireland, the RCD in Congo, or the RUF in Sierra Leone, cooperation is very difficult to achieve, and
factionalism is both an everyday reality and a grave, ongoing threat to life and property.

Elites in such weakly institutionalized groups are endangered not just by state enemies but by their
own colleagues internally. In such settings, if economic spoils are misallocated across armed elites,
with the balance of rewards failing to match the perceived internal balance of power, the result can
easily be schism leading to mutual abandonment or internal violence and outright factional warfare.

And elite rivalry under weak institutions can hinder military cooperation at levels far below that
of outright factional warfare. Rivalries based in ethnicity, class, religion, economic interest,
institutional interest, personal ties, or ideology can fuel intramural suspicion that sub-elements might
nominally follow orders, but without enthusiasm or commitment. Deeper schisms would involve
actual disobedience to plenary orders but on small scale and without internecine violence. Still
greater divides would produce systematic unwillingness to comply with plenary instructions,
occasional internal violence to enforce independence from central control, and, eventually, open
factional warfare.

Factionalism of this kind creates systematic barriers to the cooperation and trust needed for
effective midspectrum war fighting. Fighters who see rival subgroups willing to pursue their own
interests over plenary decisions face powerful incentives to hold back from risky commitments that
would place them in mortal jeopardy if complementary specialists who may belong to a rival faction
themselves hold back. Rational individuals in a factionalized army will avoid the risky
interdependence inherent in midspectrum methods and fall back on the more self-reliant, less
specialized methods of highly Fabian warfare. The more severe the factionalism, the stronger the
incentive.

At least as problematic are the prophylactic actions leaders in such settings often take to protect
themselves from the consequences of factional defection. Where leaders fear assassination, coup, or
armed factional uprising, this immediate, personal threat creates a powerful incentive to adopt
countermeasures in self-defense. These countermeasures protect the leadership, but they often
systematically interfere with low-level cooperation within the military.32 This trade-off makes sense
for leaders with realistic fears of factional violence: an assassin’s bullet or a coup conspiracy is
usually a more immediate threat than military defeat; first things first. But because these
countermeasures are prophylactics adopted in advance of outright defection, they impose their
military efficiency penalty even if the feared split never matures into actual disobedience or internal
violence. A fighter in the field can undermine midconcealment efficiency if his fear of faction leads
him to shirk his duty, but if he grits his teeth and carries on anyway, the factional divide remains a
potential rather than an immediate, realized effect. If the leadership fears faction, however, their
rational countermeasures produce effects on the ground that can block cooperation and sap efficiency
in midconcealment warfare even for milder degrees of factional distrust that never reach the stage of
outright rebellion.

Among the more important of these countermeasures are divided lines of command; duplicative
organization; communication restrictions; internal surveillance; distorted promotion and politicized
leadership selection; frequent rotation of officers and breakup of established cohorts; and isolation
from foreign training and advising.33 Taken together, these techniques make it harder for conspirators
to reliably control enough force to mount a large-scale putsch; they offer the plenary leadership



alternative sources of key capabilities to check any that become unreliable; they increase the odds of
detecting defection; they limit rival factions’ military influence and access to violence; and they
control outside influences that might encourage dissidence or enable outside political interference.

But these very goals are directly antithetical to cooperative, interdependent, technically proficient
midspectrum military operations—they cannot succeed in their internal purpose without undermining
military efficiency against outsiders. If the plenary leadership in a factionalized polity allows
officers to cooperate, this might improve military effectiveness, but it could also empower an internal
faction to overthrow the plenary leadership. Internal divide-and-conquer strategies can discourage
this kind of conspiracy by making it harder for conspirators to trust one another and cooperate against
the regime, but their very success in suppressing internal violence reduces the military’s ability to
coordinate midspectrum methods against outside enemies. If commanders are selected for technical
competence rather than loyalty, then technically proficient but politically unreliable individuals will
find themselves in control of large forces with dangerous consequences for plenary leadership in a
factionalized environment. To prevent this means rewarding loyalty over proficiency, but this
corrodes combat leadership quality in direct proportion to its effectiveness in installing loyalists in
command. If an efficient organization follows a single chain of command and is interdependent
without redundant, parallel organizations, then it makes the most of the available resources, but a
single dissident element can disable the whole by removing a key supporting function, leaving plenary
leadership without the ability to mobilize its military for self-defense against coup d’état or uprising.
To retain redundant fallback organizations, however, is to telegraph distrust and encourage some
fighters to suspect others. In a factionalized environment, leaders cannot have it both ways: self-
defense against the threat of factional violence systematically interferes with the cooperation and trust
needed for interdependent midspectrum methods. The more factionalized the organization, the more a
rational leadership will have to take precautions—and the less able that organization will be to
provide the trust and cooperation needed for effective midspectrum war fighting.

This underlying problem of factionalism and control of armed strongmen’s potential for violence
is actually ubiquitous and poses arguably the central challenge of political organization generally—
for both states and nonstate actors.

Writing in a state context, Douglass North, John Wallis, and Barry Weingast see the primary
solution to this problem historically as the development of mature institutions: patterns of rules and
shared expectations that govern group behavior and which perform the same functions for the elites
that run armed political groups that they perform in so many other social settings. That is, they reduce
the transaction costs of internal bargaining; they increase the credibility of sanction for exploitative
behavior; they habituate reciprocation; they lengthen the time horizons of the actors involved and
discourage short-term defection in favor of long-term mutual benefit; and they promote shared, stable
expectations of others’ behavior. In the political development context, the emergence of these effects
as institutions develop underwrites the evolution of organizationally mediated power-sharing deals in
which elites with recourse to violence gradually negotiate among themselves a stable distribution of
political authority and economic rents that matches the distribution of violence potential, and then use
their power to exclude parties outside the deal from access to its benefits. Only this “double balance”
of armed force with political and economic reward protects elites from one another: if a significant
subset decides that their arms enable rewards beyond those currently accorded them, internal warfare
is always available as a recourse, and only a careful balance between power and reward keeps the



peace. It is the growth of stable expectations through increasingly formal, rule-based, impersonal
institutions that eventually enabled actors such as Great Britain or the United States to overcome the
problems of faction and violence management inherent in political organization.34

None of these problems, however, are unique to states—factionalism and the threat of internecine
violence among armed elites are at least as serious a threat for nonstate actors today as they were for
18th-century England or America. One should expect nonstate actors to be at least as threatened by
such challenges as states are. And one should expect that the importance of institutions for mediating
and managing such threats would be at least as important for nonstate actors as it is for states.35

In fact I argue that for nonstate actors as well as for states, a central means of mitigating these
dangers has been the use of formal institutions.36 To explain their role, I adapt to nonstate actors the
taxonomy of political development in states advanced by North, Wallis, and Weingast in Violence
and Social Orders. In particular, I adapt three of their four state categories and add a new category
unique to nonstate actors: informal natural order.37

Nonstate actors with informal natural order institutions lack named organizations with written or
regularized specialization of labor, or distinct, persistent offices with discrete functions.38 Perhaps
the classic examples would be traditional tribal levies run by councils of elders and chieftains; others
would include some kinds of warlord militias and often-small-scale covert militant groups. For such
actors, hierarchical command and direction is limited, rarely exceeding two or three layers of
functional authority, with few explicit, written rules of procedure or reporting. In the absence of
formal, durable organizations, decision making and implementation is personalized, with individuals’
traits and relationships rather than offices’ authorities shaping outcomes.39 There are no enforceable
legal checks on the behavior of armed elites, who often control economic activity and extract
extensive rents. Decision making under informal natural order is often collaborative and consensus
based to limit the danger of violence in the absence of formal rules for conflict resolution, but
strongman rule by charismatic individuals would also fall into this taxonomic category. And the
reason informal natural order decision making is so often collaborative is that the potential for resort
to armed violence by dissatisfied parties is ubiquitous.

By contrast, fragile natural order refers to actors with multiple named suborganizations but where
these have no meaningful power or capacity, hence decision making and implementation are
personalized in ways similar to that of informal natural order actors. Examples might include the RUF
in Sierra Leone or the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) in the 1960s and 1970s. Here there are
nominal offices to handle distinct military and civil functions, with multiple layers of nominally
hierarchical officeholders. Armed elites, however, hold all real power, with office titles meaning
little beyond the personal authority of the individuals holding them and with no meaningful legal or
bureaucratic checks on elite behavior. Elites again typically control economic activity for the
extraction of rents. With personalized decision making and little or no meaningful institutional
capacity to mediate disputes or resolve conflict among armed power brokers, the internal balance of
power is fluid and unstable; governing coalitions form among powerful individuals, but defection is
common and commonly leads to violence. The insurgent ELF, for example, was riven with infighting
between its Muslim leadership and a disenfranchised Christian faction. This internal power struggle
produced open civil warfare within the movement between 1972 and 1974 and again in 1980–81,
after the plenary leadership sought peace with the ruling Ethiopian regime.40 In fact the potential
resort to armed force is a normal background condition of internal decision making for fragile natural



order actors.41

Basic natural order actors such as the RCD in Congo have regularized the unstable patterns of
elite interaction typical of fragile natural orders. Like them, they have potentially elaborate named
organizations of only limited independent capacity; decision making and implementation remains
personalized and responsive to the balance of power among armed elites. Economic activity is still
subject to extensive rents. Unlike fragile natural orders, however, elites under basic natural order
have developed stable coalitions with recognized, if often unwritten, rules of the road to shape their
interaction. Formal offices and organizations lack the power to overrule elites who choose to disobey
them, but durable organizations often serve as venues for rivals to work out voluntary resolutions to
disputes without resort to arms. Such organizations thus extend the shadow of the future, promote
reciprocity, and serve much of the cooperation-enhancing functions of institutions in the theoretical
literature—though they do so only with the continuing voluntary participation of elites whose
independent violence potential enables them to overrule any decision they see as contrary to their
self-interest. That conception of self-interest is typically longer term under such conditions, however,
with factional defections less common and internecine violence possible but infrequent.

Mature natural order actors such as the LTTE, by contrast, have developed impersonal,
hierarchical, perpetually lived organizations that exert authority by office rather than by individual,
with the organizations and their authority able to survive leadership transition. These organizations
serve as checks and balances on individuals’ power and are capable of binding enforcement in
conflict resolution. Procedures are explicit, communications are regularized, and there is a
meaningful public/private distinction in commercial activity with only parts of the economy subject to
significant rent seeking by officials. Politics is still normally the preserve of elites with limited
participation by outsiders, but there is a clear distinction between civil authority and armed forces,
with the latter ordinarily subordinate to the former; elite status is no longer coterminous with personal
access to armed followers.

Of course there are many ways one could categorize internal political variation. But this taxonomy
frames variance around the features most important for the control of violence—hence there is good
reason to expect these categories to affect military behavior, and especially a military’s ability to
overcome the collective action dilemmas of midspectrum warfare.42

In particular, mature natural order institutions are most conducive to successful midspectrum war
fighting. Their stable coalitional structure and perpetually lived organizations afford a basis for trust
that extends beyond small personal affinity groups, as midspectrum combined arms, fire-and-
movement actions, and logistics all require. Such institutions’ acceptance of a separate economic
sphere limits rent seeking and encourages military technical expertise. Their regularization of
procedure facilitates coordination among complex military subspecialties. And their relative stability
encourages all actors to adopt longer planning horizons, extending the shadow of the future and
discouraging short-term exploitation of cobelligerents for personal gain. Collective action dilemmas
are challenging for any combatant, but the unique features of mature natural order institutions provide
critical assets that properly motivated actors can use to overcome them.43

The further from this model one gets, the harder it becomes for even highly motivated actors to
overcome midspectrum collective action dilemmas. Basic natural order institutions enjoy stable
internal political coalitions, which mitigates the threat of factional violence. But they require
economic rents to maintain those coalitions, discouraging costly investments in technical expertise



and promoting the corruption that often inhibits fighters’ trust in their leaders and saps their combat
motivation. Personalized internal politics promote cronyism, with further disincentives to technical
expertise. In such environments, logistical capability is especially challenging: the fuel, food,
clothing, spare-parts, and even ammunition flows that any modern midspectrum logistical system must
manage are all easy, natural targets for black marketeering. Hence the corruption needed to keep
internal factions in balance under basic natural order will often systematically undermine the
military’s ability to sustain intense combat for the control of ground. Without reliable sustainment,
many local commanders at the front will rationally opt out of decisive engagement against superior
forces in settings where a midbattle shortage of ammunition or fuel could leave them dangerously
exposed. The result can often be a relatively Napoleonic articulation of the theater of war,
differentiated dispositions of uniformed combatants, and some effort at brute force contestation of
ground—but unwillingness to accept decisive engagement, as midspectrum methods require, and a
default to more-Fabian methods less reliant on complex logistical cooperation and the collective
action this requires.

Fragile natural order institutions are still less able to overcome midspectrum collective action
dilemmas. With volatile factional dynamics and an unstable, shifting internal balance of power,
cooperation between members of potentially rival factions is dangerous, and military functions that
require this become very risky. Under fragile natural order, reliance on others for logistical support is
perilous, but so are combined-arms cooperation, fire-and-movement tactics, and any other method
aimed at holding ground when positions could be undermined by the defection of a neighboring unit
with unreliable loyalties. Under such conditions, Fabian small-unit raiding is much safer, with
territorial defense limited to critical terrain housing leadership hideouts or critical supplies in an
otherwise largely undifferentiated theater. Rational combatants in such political settings will rarely
attempt midspectrum methods and will default instead to simpler, lower-risk, highly Fabian war
making.

Informal natural order institutions are the least conducive to midspectrum methods and promote the
most-Fabian military styles of all. With no meaningful institutional role specialization, cooperation is
limited to very small groups of individuals whose basis of trust is personal rather than official. With
such limited spans of cooperation, no ground can be held—hence even leadership hideouts must be
temporary and moveable, supply caches must be small and expendable, and fighters’ personal
security can be assured only through intermingling with an indistinguishable civilian population.
Rational combatants under informal natural order have little choice but to adopt very simple methods
lying as close to the Fabian extreme as real warfare gets.

TABLE 4.1. Taxonomy of Nonstate Institutional Makeup

Informal •  No named suborganizations; no written or regularized specialization of labor
•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making
•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Elite control of economic activity
•  Extensive rent extraction
•  Fluid internal balance of power

Fragile natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor—but limited capacity
•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making
•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action



•  Extensive rent extraction•  Fluid internal balance of power

Basic natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor and moderate capacity

•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making
•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Extensive rent extraction
•  Stable internal coalitions

Mature natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor and substantial capacity
•  Significant hierarchical command and direction
•  Impersonal decision making
•  Enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Moderate rent extraction
•  Stable internal coalitions

These institutional variations are summarized in table 4.1.

Stakes and Proficiency in Complex Military Methods
Mature institutions are necessary for complex midspectrum warfare, but they are not sufficient. Such
methods also demand high levels of technical proficiency that can be obtained only via expensive
training and preparation. Even institutionally mature actors will not always be willing to spend the
money and resources needed for such training: the United States, an institutionally very mature state
actor, failed to do this before its entry into World War II and the Korean War and consequently fell
well short of effective midspectrum war fighting early in both conflicts.44 The difference between
institutionally mature actors who make this expenditure and those who do not is often the stakes they
perceive in expected warfare.

Intuitively, a war’s stakes are the importance or gravity of its prospective outcomes. Specifically,
I define “stakes” as the absolute value of the perceived expected utility for the actor’s senior
leadership group of the war’s potential outcomes.45

There are several meaningful elements to this definition. First, it is the leadership’s perception
that matters, not the objective or observed outcome of the conflict. These will often coincide, but
where they do not it is the perception that motivates behavior, which is the dependent variable the
theory seeks to explain. Hence it is the perceived stakes that matter for the theory.

Second, the actor whose perceptions matter is the combatant group’s senior leadership, defined as
the members of the selectorate’s winning coalition.46 The perceptions of the individual at the top of
the group hierarchy are often a good proxy for those of the selectorate’s winning coalition—in a
matter as important as war and peace, serious disagreements between the chief and the winning
coalition would typically topple the chief—but the theory formally defines stakes in terms of the
majority perception of the selectorate’s winning coalition.

Third, it is expected outcomes, not merely possible outcomes, that matter. Hence the prospective
result and its perceived probability are both important. Defeat is almost always possible for almost
any actor given the uncertainty of war; it matters for the severity of the stakes whether this possibility
is considered likely or remote.

Fourth, the expected outcome that matters is the postwar fate of the selectorate’s winning
coalition. A war where defeat would likely kill or imprison the majority of the selectorate’s winning
coalition is existential for that combatant actor even if the general public would likely prosper



afterward, and vice versa. For most actors, to suffer conquest, annexation, or other forms of extinction
as an independent political entity creates existential stakes for the leadership elite given their
inability to ensure their own freedom or physical safety under such conditions. Of course any war
poses some risk of death for any individual participant; individuals among the elite may die even in a
successful war effort, or even in a stalemated contest with little danger of conquest. I thus frame
stakes around the expected group consequences for the critical elite group at the heart of decision
making.

Finally, it is the perceived utility of that outcome that matters, not merely the outcome per se.
Cognitive psychologists tell us that utility perceptions vary for prospective gains and prospective
losses.47 For most actors, fear of defeat weighs more heavily in perceived utility than hope of gain,
hence aggressive wars in pursuit of gain with limited downside risk in the event of defeat will
typically represent only low-to-moderate stakes for the theory even if the likely gains are large. By
contrast, wars with a significant risk of defeat and ensuing death or imprisonment for the leadership
will typically represent high stakes for the theory whether victory would yield gain or merely the
status quo ante bellum.

Expected utility can be difficult to observe; in practical terms, however, the key observable issue
for stakes in the theory is whether the actor’s senior leadership believes the war poses a meaningful
risk of their death or imprisonment if they fail militarily. If so, the case presents an existential stake
for that actor. Conversely, wars in which the senior leadership believes defeat would forfeit potential
gain but without their collective death or imprisonment would be coded as limited stakes, as would
wars whose likely outcome is compromise partition of divisible financial or other aims, or
stalemated conflicts where outright defeat is unlikely.48

War aims are related to, but distinct from, the war’s stakes. Whereas stakes involve the
consequences of a war’s likely outcome for its combatants, war aims are the outcome a combatant
will accept as a condition for ending the war. An enemy with modest war aims thus tends to reduce
one’s own stakes: in a war between A and B, if A will accept a compromise peace offer from B with
small concessions from B rather than holding out for B’s annihilation, then this reduces the disutility
to B of the war’s plausible worst-case outcome, yielding modest stakes for B. By contrast, an enemy
with ambitious war aims can increase one’s stakes: if A will accept only B’s annihilation and will
reject all compromise offers short of this, then the disutility to B of the war’s plausible worst-case
outcome could be very great (as long as A is strong enough for the threat of annihilation to be
plausible). One’s own war aims can likewise influence the war’s stakes, but usually with smaller
effects. A very ambitious war aim can increase the utility of the plausible best-case outcome to that
actor (if the actor is strong enough for this aim to be plausibly achievable). But since the prospect of
gain typically counts for less in utility perceptions than the fear of loss, ambitious aims of one’s own
usually have smaller effects on stakes than ambitious aims by one’s enemy.

Geographic or other physical variables can also shape the stakes in a conflict. Indivisible
territorial goals, for example (such as control of a holy city), tend to increase stakes by excluding
compromise settlements that would moderate the difference between defeat and victory.

The new theory here does not, however, seek to explain in any systematic way the sources of
stakes or the details of their causal interconnection with war aims; it is enough to note that stakes, not
war aims, are an exogenous independent variable for the new theory, and to establish that stakes vary
from actor to actor (if not why they vary).



In fact this variance in actors’ stakes, like their institutional makeups, is substantial. At one
extreme, some combatants fight for indivisible, existential stakes where victory means leadership
survival, defeat means collective annihilation for the elite, and compromise settlement is difficult.
World War II approximates this extremum for interstate warfare. Nazi Germany’s war aims of an
expansionist Aryan racial supremacy under Hitler’s authority threatened non-Aryans with genocide
and consigned even Aryan neighbors to extinction as independent polities.49 Such aims made
compromise all but impossible, as Nazi ideology offered no logical basis for coexistence, and hence
no potential partner could be confident that Hitler would respect the terms of any compromise
settlement they might reach. Hitler’s ideological aims thus implied effectively indivisible stakes and
created credible commitment problems that together made Germany’s conflict with its neighbors
existential for all: either Germany would prevail and conquer its neighbors, or it would be defeated
and conquered by them, and for both sides, conquest would pose grave consequences for the
leadership elite of the conquered.50 The Chinese civil war offers a similar situation for nonstate
actors. Mao’s universalist Marxism posed an inherent threat to Chiang’s government that Mao could
not credibly commit to settle short of one side’s subjugation by the other—any compromise division
of the country would be seen by both parties as a mere lull in an inevitably existential struggle that
threatened the entire elite of both sides.51

At the opposite extreme, some combatants fight for limited, divisible stakes where warfare
threatens the distribution of spoils but not the existence of either combatant or its leadership group. In
the interstate 1982 Falklands War, for example, Great Britain fought to overturn an Argentine
invasion of the disputed Falkland Islands. While both sides saw the islands as worth fighting for,
neither feared conquest of its homeland by the other, Britain’s recapture of the islands did not lead to
an invasion of the Argentine mainland, and the Argentines did not mobilize for total warfare even
after being ejected from the islands.52 The Angolan civil war offers a similar case for nonstate actors.
For most of its course, the conflict between Savimbi’s UNITA and the Angolan government turned
chiefly on the control of lucrative diamond mines that each side sought for chiefly economic reasons.
Angolan geography made it hard for the government to project enough force into the interior to crush
Savimbi and repossess the mines, but also for Savimbi to project enough force to the regime’s coastal
political base to topple the government.53 The mines were valuable enough for either side to fight for
an expanded share, but for decades neither side found it worth the expense to wholly dispossess the
other, and neither expected the other to annihilate it or imprison its leadership elite. In fact, many
nonstate actors—and their state opponents—wage war subject to tacit bargains in which neither side
truly accepts the other’s viability yet in which neither really seeks or expects to annihilate the other;
such conflicts can grind on for decades in a relatively stable wartime order in which both sides find
the war worth waging but neither faces an existential threat from the other.54

These varying stakes affect a rational actor’s willingness to accept risk and incur cost in military
preparation. Existential stakes encourage actors to do whatever it takes to prevent death or
imprisonment of the leadership elite by an opponent who intends this. This in turn makes it worth the
cost to provide the expensive, burdensome training needed to master complex midspectrum methods.
And if the alternative is defeat and annihilation, this makes it worth the risk to attempt the high-payoff
but high-risk interdependencies of midspectrum warfare. By contrast, limited stakes allow rational
actors to accept lower levels of preparedness, and they encourage actors to avoid the high risk of
midspectrum interdependency when the high payoff of such methods is not necessary for survival. If



the war’s stakes concern the division of spoils rather than the existence or liberty of the respective
leadership groups, then there are limits on the expenditures that it makes sense to incur: two actors
fighting over the revenue stream from a diamond field would be crazy to spend more on the fighters
needed to win the diamonds than the net present value of the diamonds themselves. Inasmuch as
complex midspectrum war fighting both demands much greater (and more expensive) training and
involves greater risk if poorly implemented than simpler, lower-risk, more Fabian methods, this
implies:

  (1)  the more existential and less divisible the political stakes in the war, the greater the actors’
incentives to incur the cost and accept the risk needed to field forces with the skills and
tactics to realize the military potential of midspectrum methods; and

  (2)  conversely, the less existential and the more divisible the stakes, the lower the incentives to
incur the needed cost and accept the needed risk of midspectrum methods.

Central Theoretical Predictions
These claims imply a series of observable implications for the behavior of historical nonstate actors,
and predictions for their behavior in the future. The theory above is specified in mostly continuous
variables—the dependent variable of military behavior is specified as a continuum between Fabian
and Napoleonic extrema; technology is specified as a continuous variable reflecting progressive
increases in lethality over time; and numerical imbalance is specified as a continuous variable
reflecting the relative numerical disadvantage of nonstate actors versus their opponents. Internal
politics is specified as a categorical variable (institutions can be informal, fragile natural order,
basic natural order, or mature natural order; stakes can be high or low), but the logic of the argument
presents a theory that is deliberately framed to explain incremental changes over time in actors’
position on a behavioral continuum.

The appendix specifies this continuous-variable theory formally, presents explicit coding rules for
mapping empirical observations into the formalization, and illustrates some of the resulting
comparative statics. For a complete exposition, the reader should consult the appendix.

Here, I summarize the central predictions of this theory using natural language. This creates
several challenges of presentation. To describe exhaustively the predictions of a theory with a
continuous, real-valued dependent variable and four independent variables (technology, numerical
imbalance, stakes, and institutions), two of which are themselves continuous and real-valued, would
require plotting multiple three-dimensional surfaces. This would be analytically complete, but at the
cost of a very abstract representation that would arguably add little in transparency to the formal
description in the appendix.55 In the interest of conveying the theory’s central intuitive claims for the
nontechnical reader, I instead present in table 4.2 a simplified categorical approximation of the
theory’s continua. This should not be read to imply a discrete categorical theory—on the contrary, my
central claim in chapter 2 is that categorical treatments of nonstate war making misrepresent the
phenomenon. Rather, table 4.2 is a summary presentational shorthand for the full theory as articulated
in the appendix.

The simplification of table 4.2 assumes numerically inferior nonstate actors fighting state armies at
a constant numerical disadvantage of 1:4, for four different technological moments (1960, 1990,
2020, and 2050), broken out for the theory’s four variations in the nonstate actor’s institutions



(informal, fragile natural order, basic natural order, and mature natural order) and two variations in
the nonstate actor’s stakes (“low” and “high,” for limited and existential). For each cell in the
resulting matrix, a natural-language categorical approximation of the theory’s predicted nonstate
behavior is given: “very Fabian,” “mostly Fabian,” “slightly Fabian,” and “midspectrum,” reflecting
values on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum of 0–1, 1–2, 2–3, and 3–4, respectively.56

For nonstate actors with technology no more lethal than that available in the mid-20th century, the
theory expects that numerically superior state rivals should be able to crush such forces regardless of
the nonstate actor’s internal politics, and over a wide range of specific imbalances in troop strength.
Rational nonstate combatants under such conditions face a choice between substantially Fabian
military methods or annihilation if they attempt more-Napoleonic tactics and strategy; the theory
predicts that most such actors will choose very to mostly Fabian methods.

Late 20th-century technology is more lethal and compels rational state combatants with large,
numerically preponderant armies to spread out in order to survive. Late 20th-century weapons are not
yet lethal enough, however, to require dispersion sufficient to make many nonstate actors fully
competitive with state rivals given the former’s typical overall inferiority in numbers. But such
weapons are lethal enough to make some nonstate actors competitive enough to motivate meaningful
movement toward less Fabian methods: in particular, nonstate actors with late 20th-century weapons,
existential stakes, and basic or mature natural order institutions can profitably adopt somewhat more
Napoleonic methods. The theory predicts that such actors will do so, but that others, comparably
armed, will not.

Early 21st-century technology, by contrast, is lethal enough to compel rational state combatants to
adopt very dispersed postures. To survive against such modern weapons requires troop densities low
enough that even numerically inferior nonstate actors can now compete with much larger, numerically
preponderant state armies for control of territory—but only if their internal politics enable them to
overcome the collective action dilemmas of midspectrum warfare and field fighters with the
necessary skills and trust. This requires both stakes that warrant the expensive training needed to
provide skill, and the institutions needed to provide trust. For nonstate actors without the stakes
needed to motivate skill, trust has limited payoff: I might trust my comrades to do their best, but if
their best isn’t good enough to keep me alive in complex midspectrum war fighting then my optimum
choice is still to default to safer, more Fabian methods. Nor is skill without trust sufficient: if I doubt
a skilled comrade’s motives, it will still be very risky for me to depend on him or her, and it is again
safer to default toward Fabianism. Even in the 21st century, low stakes thus preclude midspectrum
methods regardless of institutional maturity. High stakes, existentially motivated actors with weak
institutions produce similar behavioral incentives: expensive training is now worthwhile, but without
a reliable organizational framework to enable trust, cooperation and true interdependence is still very
risky.



By the mid-21st century, existential stakes with fragile or basic natural order institutions will
empower nonstate actors with potentially skilled fighters to expand the scope of cooperation
somewhat, but the residual distrust endemic in unstable factionalized politics with systematic rent
seeking by multiple armed elites will limit the span of safe cooperation; competent territorial defense
of key locations can be provided by the better-trained small forces any given faction can field, but
larger-scale cooperation will be too risky, so here, too, slightly Fabian methods are indicated. The
incidence of slightly Fabian war making is likely to increase relative to the early 21st century, in that
fragile natural order actors will be able to accomplish this against the more dispersed state enemies
produced by 2050 technology. But true midspectrum war fighting will still require existential stakes
to motivate expensive training, and mature natural order institutions to overcome collective action
dilemmas and allow the necessary scale of cooperation among interdependent specialists. Actors
with these traits can overcome even very adverse numerical imbalances and profitably adopt very
state-like, midspectrum military methods even without state status—and in the 21st century, the theory
here expects most such actors to do so.



 

5
Hezbollah in the 2006 Lebanon Campaign

HOW DO THE RESPECTIVE theories fare against the evidence? In this chapter I present the first of five
case method tests. Hezbollah’s behavior in its 2006 campaign against the Israel Defense Force (IDF)
is a case with special leverage for the theories under study here. The results, which tend to
corroborate the new theory but contradict the others, thus warrant a greater shift in confidence than
would typically be possible from a single case study.

I develop this argument in seven steps. First, I discuss the problem of selection bias in case
method research and the motivation for my selection of the 2006 case as one that mitigates the risk.
Second, I outline briefly the main events of the case. Third, I develop values for the main independent
variables associated with the competing theories. Fourth, I code the dependent variable: Hezbollah’s
observed military behavior. Fifth, I discuss Hezbollah’s ability to execute its chosen methods
proficiently, which provides an opportunity for process tracing on the causal mechanism in the theory
above. Sixth, I consider several alternative accounts of the campaign whose details differ from the
analysis I present. Finally, I compare Hezbollah’s behavior to the respective theories’ predictions
given these values, assessing the relative fit between prediction and observation and the implications
of this for the theories under study.

Why Hezbollah in 2006?
Case method poses an inherent danger of selection bias: a theory’s success (or failure) in a small
sample of cases might be an artifact of having chosen misleading or unrepresentative cases. Some act
of selection is unavoidable in evaluating a continuous-valued theory; to minimize the danger and
maximize the utility requires careful, theory-driven selection for the handful of cases to be studied.
For the theories under study here, Hezbollah in 2006 offers two important advantages.

First, it approximates what Harry Eckstein termed a critical case for theories of military behavior.
Eckstein argued that cases with extreme values on the main independent variables can create
conditions where theories should be at their strongest (or weakest), making it unusually illuminating if
a theory fails to perform as expected. A most-likely case is one where extreme values put a theory on
its strongest possible ground—if it is going to be right anywhere, it should be right here. For such
cases, a valid theory should fail very rarely; if we nevertheless observe failure, this surprising result
warrants a greater loss of confidence in the theory than would a single disconfirmatory observation
under less ideal conditions. Conversely, a least-likely case is one where extreme values make the
theory unusually unlikely to succeed—even if the theory were generally valid, under such unfavorable



conditions it might well fail anyway. For such cases, we would expect weak theories to be
overwhelmed by confounding effects; if we nevertheless observe successful prediction, this surprise
would warrant a greater gain of confidence than would a single confirmation under less extreme
conditions.

Hezbollah in 2006 offers something approaching a most-likely critical case for tribal culture and
materialist theories of military behavior, and a least-likely case for the new theory, making it an
especially useful test. In particular, it provides a very close fit to the Arab tribal cultural model often
cited as most conducive to low-exposure guerilla warfare, and to the asymmetric material
disadvantage usually seen as mandating such methods. If tribal culture or inferior material really are
the most important determinants of tactics and strategy, their mutual reinforcement here ought to
produce highly Fabian methods for Hezbollah. If orthodox theories fail to predict the outcome under
conditions so strongly matched to those they describe as the paradigm of guerilla warfare, then the
case poses an unusually strong challenge to their validity.

The 2006 campaign also offers a particularly close fit with the materialist subvariant often
described as “hybrid” or “fourth-generation warfare” theory. In fact, Hezbollah’s methods in 2006
are largely responsible for popularizing these arguments, whose prominence rose substantially as a
result of their apparent fit to the results of the 2006 fighting. As the flagship case for such theories,
this case should prompt expectation that the details of its conduct will be especially consistent with
the theories’ provisions; important deviations would thus be unusually informative.

Conversely, the 2006 campaign provides a difficult hurdle for a theory emphasizing internal
politics. The new theory predicts state-like, midspectrum methods for Hezbollah: as I will show, its
internal politics were highly institutionalized, it saw Israel as an existential threat, and it had access
to advanced, 21st-century technology (albeit in vastly lesser quantities than Israel had). Yet
Hezbollah was a militia in a developing country facing the wherewithal of a modern, Westernized
state with the world’s 12th-largest defense budget at the time; notwithstanding Hezbollah’s aid from
its Iranian patron, its limited gross power resources in 2006 left it with the kind of massive resource
disadvantage that orthodox materialists see as the wellspring of irregular war fighting.1 And
Hezbollah’s power base in Shiite South Lebanon was a strongly tribal cultural community—in fact, it
was a significantly more tribal society than the nonstate Jaish al Mahdi’s base in Shiite Baghdad from
2003 to 2008. It would not be surprising if these effects were to overwhelm the contrary influence of
internal politics—even if the latter really were the single best explanation under ordinary
circumstances. Hezbollah thus offers something close to a least-likely case for the new theory: for the
theory to hold under conditions as apparently unfavorable as these provides a stronger corroboration
than a single case study would otherwise provide. The fit between the case’s specific characteristics
and the nature of the theories under test thus enables a challenging test from a single case and helps
mitigate the danger that selection bias will taint the results.

Finally, the 2006 campaign offers an opportunity for a controlled comparison with the Iraqi Jaish
al Mahdi (JAM) case presented in chapter 6. No two cases are ever completely controlled, but the
comparison of Hezbollah and the JAM offers a number of theoretically important similarities: both
actors were Shiite Arab, both sprang from cultures with a strong tribal influence, both were at major
material disadvantages relative to industrialized democratic opponents, and both had the same state
sponsor in Iran. Their internal politics, however, were very different—and in particular, whereas
Hezbollah was a strongly institutionalized actor with existential stakes, JAM politics were



personalized and deeply factionalized with increasingly limited, distributional economic stakes.
Hence the new theory predicts very different military behavior for the two cases under conditions
where materialist or tribal culture explanations would not, and the difference in theoretical prediction
under such similar conditions offers an opportunity for unusual leverage.

Overview of Events
The 2006 Lebanon campaign opened when Hezbollah (“The Party of God” in Arabic) ambushed an
IDF patrol and captured two Israeli soldiers on July 12.2 The Israeli Air Force (IAF) quickly
retaliated against targets in Lebanon. Before dawn on July 13, the IAF executed Operation Specific
Gravity, destroying more than 50 of Hezbollah’s long-range rocket launchers in a preplanned, 34-
minute strike.3 Other early targets included Hezbollah observation posts along the border, Hezbollah
compounds in the Dahyia section of Beirut, and roads and bridges that Israel believed might be used
to exfiltrate the abducted soldiers. Over the course of the campaign, the IAF flew roughly 5,000 strike
missions, primarily directed at the Dahyia, the Beqaa Valley near the Syrian border, and the region
south of the Litani River.4

Meanwhile, despite losing many of its long-range launchers early in the war, Hezbollah began
what would become a steady stream of rocket fire into Israel. In total, Hezbollah fired an estimated
4,000 rockets, the vast majority of which were 122-millimeter Katyushas stationed within 20
kilometers of the Israeli border.5 Hezbollah launched 100 or more rockets on 22 of 34 days in the
campaign, including 220 on the final day of the war. About 900 of these rockets landed in urban
areas, causing 53 civilian deaths.6

Israel made its first major ground incursion into Lebanon on July 19. IDF units advanced from the
Israeli village of Avivim toward Marun ar Ras, a Lebanese town on high ground controlling much of
the border area as well as the approach to the larger town of Bint Jubayl. The IDF met heavier
resistance than they expected, including a protracted firefight at the Shaked outpost overlooking
Marun ar Ras on July 19 and another battle inside the town on July 20.7 When the IDF moved into
Bint Jubayl it encountered even tougher defenses, precipitating one of the largest firefights of the war
on July 26.8

By the end of July, the IDF had conducted operations in several other towns close to the border,
including Marwahin, Ayta ash Shab, Kafr Kila, and At Tayyibeh, but it had made no attempt to
control territory systematically in southern Lebanon. This changed on July 31 when the Israeli Cabinet
approved Operation Change of Direction 8, designed to take and hold a “security zone” several
kilometers wide along the entire border. The operation involved roughly 10,000 soldiers from eight
brigades including, for the first time in the campaign, the deployment of reserves into combat.9 By
August 9, IDF forces were operating in almost every town along the border, pushing as far as Dibil in
the south (4.5 kilometers from Israel) and Al Qantarah in the northeast (7 kilometers from Israel).10
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On August 11, the IDF launched the final phase of the ground campaign, Operation Change of
Direction 11.11 Described as a “push to the Litani,” the main effort was actually a westward advance
parallel to the river: an armored column from the 401st Brigade moved from At Tayyibeh toward
Frun and Ghanduriyih (about 12 kilometers west of Israel’s northern tip) in order to link up with
troops from the Nahal Brigade who had been airlifted into position.12 As the 401st moved toward its
objective through the Saluqi valley on August 12, it was ambushed with ATGM (antitank guided
missile) fire; 11 tanks were hit and 12 soldiers killed.13 Meanwhile, Hezbollah had regrouped in
Ghanduriyih, leading to firefights in the town and its surrounding area throughout the final two days of
the war.14

At 8:00 a.m. on August 14, Israel and Hezbollah implemented a UN Security Council cease-fire.
By this time, the IDF had taken up ground positions in more than two dozen Lebanese towns, though a
large portion of ground below the Litani—north of Al Mansuri and west of Ghanduriyih—had seen
almost no IDF ground presence during the campaign.15 In 34 days of fighting, the IDF had sustained
119 combat fatalities; Hezbollah had lost at estimated 650 to 750 fighters.16

Independent Variables
How does Hezbollah’s 2006 behavior compare with the respective theories’ predictions? To answer
this question, I first characterize Hezbollah in terms of the critical independent variables of tribal
culture, military materiel, and internal politics.

Hezbollah and Tribal Culture
Tribal culture explanations of nonstate military behavior hold that where social and political
organization is ordered by familial descent, actors should adopt guerilla methods in war. In
Hezbollah’s case, the society from which they sprang was strongly tribal.17

In fact, tribalism is an important feature of social organization across much of the Arab Middle
East; the struggle between tribal and statist forces for power and authority has shaped the region’s
politics for more than a century. Ottoman rulers sought to suppress the tribes in favor of imperial
authority; European colonial powers sometimes suppressed and sometimes co-opted them, with
varying success. Postcolonial Arab governments have generally sought to wrest power from the
tribes, but rarely has this resulted in complete subjugation; in states such as Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and
Ba’athist Iraq, for example, central governments combined repression with financial, political, and
military concessions designed to buy off tribal leaders and enlist their voluntary cooperation with the
regime.18

In Lebanon, a group of powerful land-holding families, the zu’ama, collectively dominated



political life from the end of the Ottoman era through the civil war of 1975–90. Patriarchs of these
families used their control of economic resources to enforce a classical tribal patronage system, and
this patronage system in turn underwrote their control of the formal government. Throughout this
period, parliamentary seats functioned as quasi-hereditary fiefdoms by which powerful clans
translated their wealth and status into political influence at the national level.19 For the decade of the
1930s, for example, parliamentary representation in the Shiite Biq’a and South Lebanon regions was
effectively monopolized by the Haydar, Himadah, al-Zayn, al-Asad, Usayran, and al-Fadl families,
each of whom controlled seats via their ability to command votes for tribal patriarchs from extended
client populations. The presidency of the Lebanese Chamber of Deputies was controlled by leaders of
just three clans (the Himadah, al-Asad, and Husayni) for all but seven years of the half century from
1943 to 1992.20

Lebanese tribal influence extended far beyond just national politics. Marriage patterns, economic
life, and social status were all shaped by family identity and tribal position. Marriages, for example,
were traditionally arranged within family lineages, with a preference for patrilineal first cousins to
keep property within the line; external unions were often designed to cement interclan alliances.
Economic activity was shaped by family identity, with businesses forming along extended kinship
lines and land controlled by hereditary descent. Wealth, jobs, and resources were distributed within
tribes from prosperous to less affluent members, with the transfers acting to solidify patronage
relationships. Outside development aid was often allocated via clan leaders rather than through state
agencies. Opportunities for education and training were often allocated on the basis of birth order and
tribal status.21

Tribes frequently armed members for collective self-defense, and intertribe conflicts over land,
honor, or property were often violent and systematic, with descent groups mobilizing for enforcement
or revenge against comparable opponents. As recently as the period from 2005 to 2011, armed tribal
militia engaged in pitched gunfights against one another and against state security forces.22 Given the
constant danger of clan violence, elaborate systems of customary dispute resolution exist outside the
formal Lebanese state legal apparatus to adjudicate tribal conflicts and reconcile aggrieved parties.23

Well into the 1990s, for example, the practice of vendetta, or th’ar, in the Biq’a Valley required the
male relatives of a murder victim to seek vengeance via the killing of the perpetrator or senior
members of the perpetrator’s clan. Conversely, the murderer was expected to seek, and be granted,
protection with the tribal elders of an uninvolved clan pending the ruling of a tribal arbiter or al-
a’rifah, who was responsible for determining guilt, innocence, and compensation, or diya, whose
payment could warrant reconciliation of the aggrieved clan.24 Recourse to the formal governmental
legal system was uncommon in such cases, with aggrieved parties often dropping charges once the
tribal system had rendered a verdict, or with state judges adding only token punishment to that meted
out under tribal arbitration.25

As in much of the Middle East, however, tribalism in Lebanon has been under pressure from
modernizing forces in recent decades. Urbanization, for example, has weakened the traditional
zu’ama’s hold over rural client populations once dependent on them for land. The return of Lebanese
diaspora populations in the 1960s and 1970s brought people with independent means acquired during
life abroad into communities once dominated by the zu’ama’s concentrated wealth. The growing
influence of Islamist political ideology, especially following the Iranian Revolution of 1979, offered
a competing model of authority and allegiance, diluting the influence of traditional patriarchs in favor



of religious authorities and their political allies. These effects have varied in strength across
Lebanon’s confessional groups; for Lebanese Christians and Sunni Muslims, the traditional zu’ama
have retained much of their former power and political influence. For the Shiite community from
which Hezbollah sprang, however, the decay in the zu’ama’s political power has been more
pronounced: in 1992, the Shiite zu’ama’s near-stranglehold on the presidency of the Chamber of
Deputies, for example, was broken by Nabih Berri, a tribal outsider who was born in Sierra Leone,
was educated in Detroit, and had been explicitly excluded from the al-Asad clan’s electoral list in
1968 and 1972; none of the traditional clan leaders have held the office since. Shiite zu’ama
parliamentary representation and influence have both declined; perhaps the most powerful Shiite clan
of the pre-civil-war era, the al-Asads, have seen their current generation abandon the traditional route
to office in favor of an effort to start a modern, nontribal political party (the Lubnan al-Kafa’at).26

But while the Shiite zu’ama’s political influence has eroded, it has not disappeared. Some tribal
patriarchs, such as Abdulatif al-Zayn and Ali Usayran, retain their parliamentary seats, even if their
autonomy has been constrained by affiliation with an ideological party (Amal). The political role of
the traditional zu’ama is now weaker in Biq’a, but it retains a stronger base in the south (both al-Zayn
and Usayran, for example, represent southern constituencies).27 And the dominant Shiite political
institutions of today, Amal and especially Hezbollah, systematically exploit clan loyalties for
political support; Hezbollah in particular has become a major element of traditional tribal dispute
resolution as it has increasingly intervened as a mediator in conflicts between Shiite clans.28

And the role of tribal culture outside electoral politics per se remains strong throughout Shiite
Lebanon. Political representation is only one of many dimensions of culture, and familial descent
continues to exert an important influence on marital choice, business relationships, economic
opportunity, interpersonal conflict, dispute resolution and adjudication, perceptions of loyalty and
affiliation, and personal status.29 And violence along tribal lines continues to be an important problem
in Shiite Lebanon.30 As Nizar Hamzeh put it, “Although the clans were not left untouched by the
process of westernization especially in terms of life-style, tribal pre-national identities and tradition
still persist. The Lebanese state has [not] been successful in eradicating tribal practices.”31

Moreover, much of the change in the tribes’ national political influence per se was a result, not a
cause, of military phenomena. The civil war put a premium on political organizations that could
generate military power. The Shiite zu’ama had traditionally fielded groups of armed tribesmen
(qabadayat), but these were gradually eclipsed by the organized militias of two Shiite ideological
parties whose superior combat effectiveness enhanced their national political clout: Amal and
Hezbollah.32 Tribal culture explanations of military behavior imply that tribalism trumps military
exigency: if tribal cultures reshape themselves in response to battlefield requirements, then it is the
latter, not the former, that is causal. Yet for the subset of tribal culture that involves national political
influence, the Lebanese case shows two ideological actors who emerged with a superior military
model during a time of tribal political ascendancy, and whose military superiority then contributed to
the political decline of the tribes. National politics are but one dimension of tribalism as a cultural
trait. But even here, the social context within which Hezbollah emerged as a military actor was
clearly tribal—and the tribes’ relative decline in the political arena since the civil war is more an
effect than a cause of Hezbollah’s military methods.

Hezbollah’s Military Materiel



Unlike tribal culture, which is a strictly competing explanation of nonstate behavior, both the new
theory and materialist views consider military materiel relevant. They differ, however, in the role
they assign to material factors. In the new theory, materiel interacts with internal politics to explain
behavior: increasingly lethal technology mutes the effect of numerical imbalance, giving actors with
permissive internal politics the ability to employ midspectrum methods effectively.33 In orthodox
materialist accounts, by contrast, materiel per se is the central explanation of nonstate behavior, with
material inferiority itself being a sufficient explanation for guerilla methods. In 2006, Hezbollah’s
military materiel was modern in important respects, but clearly inferior overall to the IDF’s in
quantity and quality.

Hezbollah’s exact numerical strength in 2006 is unknown, but credible estimates range from a low
of around 2,000 fighters to a high of around 7,000.34 Not all these were regular, full-time combatants.
Several thousand of their total strength were partially trained militia reservists with regular
employment in the civil economy; a few hundred were elite “commandos.”35 These 2,000 to 7,000
fighters were equipped with a combination of light, unsophisticated infantry weapons, unguided short-
and medium-range surface-to-surface missiles, and a smaller number of higher-technology antitank
and communications systems.

The standard armament of most Hezbollah tactical units from the 1990s through 2006 consisted of
small arms (overwhelmingly AK-47s), rocket-propelled grenades (mostly 1960s-era RPG-7s, with
reports of some modern RPG-29s), some crew-served automatic weapons of DShK (12.7 millimeter)
and PKM (7.62 millimeter) calibers, mortars, and a mix of antipersonnel and antitank landmines.
Some units may have had access to a handful of M-113 armored personnel carriers.36

Hezbollah also deployed a variety of unguided surface-to-surface missiles with ranges sufficient
to reach Israeli population centers from launch points in Lebanon. The great majority of these were
variants of the 122-millimeter Katyusha, a technology introduced by the Soviets in World War II,
with ranges of under 50 kilometers. Their small size made them easy to conceal and thus difficult for
the IDF to destroy preemptively, but their short range limited practical deployment areas and feasible
target sets. In addition to these short-range systems, Hezbollah had a smaller number of longer-range
Fajr 3, Fajr 5, and Zelzal 1, 2, and 3 missiles of diameters from 220 to 610 millimeters and the ability
to reach targets at distances of up to 220 kilometers; the Zelzal series were roughly comparable to the
1960s-era Soviet FROG-7. Their extended ranges required larger missiles and mostly truck-mounted
launch systems, however, which made practical concealment harder and increased their vulnerability
to IDF preemption. None, moreover, had effective mechanisms for terminal guidance, and their
resulting inaccuracy left them unsuited for use against point military targets; all were essentially
countervalue weapons usable only against Israeli cities and towns. Prewar Hezbollah inventories
exceeded 10,000 such missiles overall, with IDF estimates of Katyusha holdings alone ranging from
10,000 to 16,000.37

Most of Hezbollah’s weapons and equipment were thus fairly simple, mostly lightweight products
of mid-20th-century technology. An important subset, however, were substantially more
sophisticated. Hezbollah’s communications and communications-intercept capabilities, for example,
permitted mobile encrypted message transmission and enabled them to monitor Israeli radio
transmissions.38 They were reported to hold Russian-made SA-14, SA-16, and possibly SA-8 and
SA-18 surface-to-air guided antiaircraft missiles, and they used the Chinese-designed CS-801 radar-
guided antiship missile in an attack on an Israeli Navy corvette off the Lebanese coast.39 They



employed a small number of Iranian-made armed reconnaissance drones.40

Most important, they had access to tactically significant numbers of modern guided antitank
missiles, including the Russian-made second-generation Kornet and Metis-M systems. The Kornet is
a semiactive, command-to-line-of-sight, laser-beam-riding missile with a thermal sight capable of
day/night operation and an effective range in excess of 5,000 meters. Its tandem shaped charge
warhead is capable of penetrating over 1,000 millimeters of rolled homogeneous armor (RHA). Its
overall performance is comparable to today’s top-of-the-line US TOW-2 and Hellfire missiles.41 The
Metis-M is wire guided with a range of 1,500 meters and capabilities similar to the US M-47
Dragon.42

These forces were sustained on a base of military expenditure that has been estimated at anywhere
from tens of millions to $1 billion per year. Most of this is believed to have been foreign direct
military aid, chiefly from Iran; foreign assistance was supplemented with proceeds from private
business ventures, taxation of civilians in Hezbollah-controlled areas, crime and money laundering,
and Shiite religious contributions.43

The Israel Defense Force, by contrast, had at its disposal almost 170,000 full-time active-duty
military personnel in 2006, with more than another 400,000 trained reservists available upon call-up.
The Israeli Army alone comprised a force of 125,000 active and 380,000 reserve soldiers. Israeli
ground forces were equipped with over 3,600 modern tanks, and more than 10,400 armored
personnel carriers; over 5,400 heavy artillery pieces; and over 1,200 guided antitank missiles. The
sophistication of this arsenal was designed to ensure decisive qualitative superiority over
neighboring state militaries and included Israeli-made fourth-generation Merkava tanks not radically
inferior to the US M-1 Abrams or the German Leopard II in protection; state-of-the-art American-
made M-109A2 self-propelled 155-millimeter artillery; terminally guided artillery projectiles; and
Western-style night vision, communications, and surveillance systems, including a suite of
reconnaissance drones of varying size and range. The Israeli guided missile inventory included US-
made Hellfires and TOW-2s of comparable performance to Hezbollah’s Kornets, but in far greater
numbers. Perhaps most important, Israel had an air force equipped with more than 400 modern high-
performance fixed-wing combat aircraft and 90 attack helicopters; Israel’s F-16s, F-15Es, and AH-
64 Apaches were armed with thousands of current-generation precision-guided weapons and
deployed advanced sensor suites for target acquisition. This force was sustained with almost $10
billion a year in defense expenditure.44

The net result of all this was a massive overall material superiority for the Israeli state military
over Hezbollah. Israel’s ground forces outnumbered Hezbollah’s by a factor of at least 15:1 to as
much as 65:1. Israel’s defense expenditures exceeded Hezbollah’s by a factor of 10:1 to perhaps
500:1. Israel had a fleet of modern tanks and armored vehicles with no meaningful equivalent for
Hezbollah. Israel had a sophisticated modern air force with the latest ground-attack technology at its
disposal; Hezbollah had none. Hezbollah could meet the IDF on equal technological ground in only a
handful of categories, of which the most important was guided antitank missiles—this weapon class
was important indeed, as will be discussed in detail below. But across the range of weapons actually
employed by the two sides, the IDF enjoyed both generally superior technological sophistication and
vastly larger potential numbers.

In fact, Israel’s potential gross numerical superiority over Hezbollah was at least comparable to
that of many historical state actors facing nonstate opponents. In 1964, for example, the South



Vietnamese state opposed an estimated 106,000 Vietcong guerillas with a national military of
565,000, for a margin of about 5:1, or less than one-third of Israel’s advantage over Hezbollah.45 The
Portuguese faced an Angolan FNLA, MPLA, and UNITA insurgency of perhaps 7,000 to 15,000
fighters with a national military of 123,000, yielding a ratio of between 8:1 and 18:1, or around one-
half to one-third of Israel’s relative preponderance.46 Spain faced the Rif Rebellion in 1921 with a
national military of 207,000 against some 3,000 to 6,000 rebels, for a ratio of between 35:1 and 70:1,
roughly comparable to Israel’s in 2006.47

Overall, then, in gross quantity of military material, the 2006 Lebanon campaign thus posed an
asymmetry typical of wars between state and nonstate actors: Hezbollah was vastly outweighed by its
state opponent in all meaningful categories. The picture is more complicated in qualitative terms, but
here, too, Israel’s state military likewise outclassed Hezbollah’s in all but a few equipment classes
where the latter could boast rough parity. Those few, however, combined to afford Hezbollah an
important degree of modern firepower that it could use to threaten armored targets at substantial
ranges, even if it still faced a tremendous asymmetry in the size and weight of the military forces at its
disposal.

Hezbollah’s Internal Politics
The new theory emphasizes two dimensions of an actor’s internal politics: its stakes, and its
institutions. Limited stakes and weak institutions are expected to discourage complex midspectrum
methods; existential stakes and mature institutions enable such methods for nonstate actors with
sophisticated weaponry.

HEZBOLLAH’S STAKES

For Hezbollah, the stakes in its conflict with Israel were high. The danger here was less that Israel
would annihilate Hezbollah militarily—while Israel was committed publicly to Hezbollah’s
destruction, the latter had survived (and thrived) under Israeli occupation in the 1990s. The real risk
for Hezbollah was political: military ineptitude against Israel would undermine the Party of God’s
raison d’être and its defining identity as the embodiment of effective resistance. While its social
programming would probably keep it viable as a political party in some form, a Hezbollah that failed
badly in a war with Israel would be a very different party thereafter; Hezbollah’s very identity as an
actor was at stake in its conflict with Israel.

Hezbollah began its existence as an offshoot of the preexisting Shiite ideological party Amal in the
early 1980s. The reason for the split lay partly in Amal’s comparatively secular outlook, but largely
in its readiness to tolerate Israel and Israel’s role in Lebanon. Amal had focused chiefly on asserting
Shiite political rights in Lebanon’s internal struggle among Shiites, Sunnis, Maronite Christians, and
Palestinians; in Israel Amal saw, in part, a potential ally against a heavy-handed Palestinian presence
in the Shiite heartland that many Shia resented. Hezbollah, by contrast, saw Israel and its backer the
United States as the real enemy and regarded any collaboration with or tolerance of the Israeli
presence as apostasy and treason.48

In its 1985 manifesto “An Open Letter to the Downtrodden of Lebanon and the World,” for
example, Hezbollah argued that

Israel must be wiped out of existence.… We do not recognize any cease-fire agreement, any truce



or any separate or non-separate peace treaty with it. We condemn strongly all the plans for
mediation between us and Israel and we consider the mediators a hostile party.… We cannot but
stress that the policy of negotiating with the enemy is high treason.49

And while the 1985 “Open Letter” welcomes non-Muslim assistance in this war against Israel and
its allies, the letter makes clear that Hezbollah regarded its resistance to these powers as a religious
duty, not merely a strategic or tactical position of convenience or a means to other ends.50

This uncompromising stance vis-à-vis Israel and Islam was in fact the original reason for
Hezbollah’s existence: it was what motivated the split with Amal; it led to Hezbollah’s original acts
of violence against Israeli and Western targets beginning in 1982; and it gave rise to the civil war
between Amal and Hezbollah that established the latter as the preeminent political force among
Lebanese Shiites. Hostility between the two Shiite parties had grown steadily for years when in 1988
an Amal offshoot with Hezbollah connections kidnapped and killed US Marine lieutenant colonel
William Higgins. This killing catalyzed rivalry into outright warfare between the two parties; in the
subsequent two-year conflict from 1988 to 1990, Hezbollah’s superior militia soundly defeated
Amal’s, and the Party of God emerged as the dominant Shiite political and military force.51 The
ideology that resulted fused Islamic universalism, opposition to Israel and the West, and the primacy
of armed struggle as the means of advancing these goals.52

Hezbollah’s subsequent political fortunes, moreover, were greatly enhanced by its military
success against the Israeli occupation of South Lebanon in the 1990s. Its ability to inflict increasing
casualties on IDF occupation forces garnered it widespread respect among Arabs in Lebanon and
beyond, and its evident military proficiency contributed to growing political popularity among its
Lebanese Shiite base. When the IDF then withdrew from its southern Lebanese security zone in 2000
this was widely seen as Israel’s first major military defeat at the hands of Arab opponents, and
Hezbollah was credited as the force that had driven Israel out. The Party of God consequently came
to be seen as the embodiment of armed resistance against the hated Zionists, and its martial prowess
as compared with the long record of Arab state futility in repeated wars against Israel gave it a
unique status and political appeal.53 By 1996, Hezbollah’s political wing had won 7 of the 27 Shiite
seats in the Lebanese Parliament, with its longtime rival Amal reduced to 8; after its success in
driving Israel from Lebanese soil, Hezbollah increased its strength to 9 seats with Amal falling to 6.54

Military symbolism has continued to play a central role in Hezbollah politics. Its party logo,
emblazoned on its flag and repeated on thousands of posters and flyers and in party literature, depicts
a fighter with raised fist clutching an AK-47. Hezbollah iconography emphasizes themes of military
victory, martyrdom, and armed resistance; Hezbollah’s “Information Unit” promotes public
commemorations to celebrate “Victory Day,” “Martyr’s Day,” and “Liberation Day.” Public rallies
and marches prominently feature uniformed fighters with assault rifles and heavy weapons.55

Hezbollah’s military reputation and its ambitions for the destruction of Israel thus played a major
role in the party’s ideology, self-conception, and political program from its very birth. For this
reason, one could expect its leaders to place a high value on military preparation and to see the stakes
in its competition with Israel as very high.

By the same token, however, some have argued that by 2004 the radicalism of 1985 had tempered
significantly under the pressure of Lebanese domestic electoral politics. In this view, Hezbollah’s
desire for political power and influence in Lebanon led it to accept a series of compromises with its



original absolutism, including an increasing acceptance of a conservative and corrupt Lebanese state
and, potentially, an increasing willingness to coexist with Israel.56 Others see such compromises as
tactical measures only—as cover for an underlying goal that had not changed since the 1985
manifesto.57 But it is at least plausible that by 2004 Hezbollah had come to prioritize domestic
political ambitions over the destruction of Israel.

Nor was Hezbollah exposed to a literally existential threat from Israel. In strictly military terms,
Hezbollah could suffer any number of major reverses and still survive as an actor. The IDF is
unlikely ever to exterminate the Party of God to the last member in combat; in practical terms, the
most it could ever do would be to drive Hezbollah underground and reimpose a 1990s-style
occupation. If done on a national basis this could leave Hezbollah weaker than in the original 1990s
campaign (where they enjoyed sanctuaries outside Israel’s security zone), but it would not literally
destroy it, especially if its Iranian patrons continued their support.

Moreover, Hezbollah has important nonmilitary sources of political support in its remarkable
program of social service provision. Hezbollah functions as an unusually effective cross between a
local government and a religious charity, operating a system of schools and clinics, and performing
conflict resolution, dispute adjudication, and mediation services. These functions have built it an
impressive base of grassroots support among Lebanese Shia.58

Hezbollah is also an Iranian proxy with a strong connection to the Iranian state. Perhaps 70–80
percent of its annual revenues come from Iran, and it is possible that Iranian support could resuscitate
Hezbollah even after a major defeat by the IDF.59

Neither its social service provisions nor its link to its outside patrons would necessarily be
severed by even a severe military defeat in a war with Israel. But that does not mean Hezbollah’s
leadership could easily weather or tolerate such an outcome.

On the contrary, a Hezbollah that allowed itself to be beaten through a failure to perform
effectively in a poorly waged campaign, or that proved unable to do a responsible job of defending
the civilians who rely on it for protection, would lose a great deal indeed. Its martial reputation is at
the heart of its self-conception and is central to the political system it has built among its supporters.
It is difficult to imagine a Hezbollah leadership willing to risk this reputation and forfeit the
advantages it has conveyed to the party both internally and among its base. Even if it survived a
bungled war with Israel, the party to emerge from such an experience would probably have been very
different from the one that entered it—quite possibly with a different leadership and a different
appeal to its constituents, and exposed to a new source of potential vulnerability to domestic
challengers. Whatever one’s view of Hezbollah’s commitment to Israel’s destruction, its commitment
to maintain its own martial reputation and self-conception as the embodiment of effective resistance
to the Jewish state was a powerful motivator for military preparation and an important stake for its
leadership.

Hezbollah’s stakes in its conflict with Israel were thus not mere hopes of gain with little downside
risk. Defeat in a prospective war with Israel would strike to its very identity and reason for being as
a political entity, and a defeat would threaten serious losses to deeply held values. Military defeat
might or might not threaten death or imprisonment for Hezbollah’s senior leadership, but it would
surely threaten their political careers—and assassination following defeat is a prospect that would be
hard to rule out in a country where more than a dozen political assassinations were attempted
between 2005 and 2008 alone.60



HEZBOLLAH’S INSTITUTIONS

In the new theory’s terms, Hezbollah was a mature natural order actor in 2006. It had multiple
suborganizations and a hierarchy of specialized entities with substantial capacity, impersonal
decision making, moderate rent extraction, and stable internal coalitions. And by 2006, Hezbollah had
demonstrated substantial ability to enforce plenary decisions on elites. The result was an institutional
makeup of greater maturity than that of many states, notwithstanding its status as a nonstate actor.

By 2006, a seven-member Shura Council (Majlis al-Shura) sat atop a remarkably formal internal
organizational hierarchy. Shura Council members were elected every two to three years, appointed
the secretary general, and oversaw the work of five subcouncils (whose heads sat on the Shura
Council): the Political Council, responsible for relations with Lebanese domestic political actors; the
Jihad Council, responsible for resistance activity against Israel; the Parliamentary Council, which
managed Hezbollah strategy in the Lebanese national legislature and provided constituent services;
the Judicial Council, which adjudicated religious disputes and performed conflict mediation; and the
Executive Council, which oversaw a series of suboffices dedicated to functions including health,
education, public information, finance, and external relations. Other Hezbollah subagencies included
Al-Qard al-Hasan, a microfinance institute; the Jihad al-Bina Development Organization, a
Hezbollah-run construction agency to build and rebuild homes; and the Islamic Health Committee,
which ran hospitals, clinics, and pharmacies. A deputy secretary general (Naim Qassem in 2006)
served as second in command to the secretary general. A 200-member Central Council (Majlis al-
Markazi) screened nominees for the Shura Council and elected its members (see figure 5.1).61

By the time of the war, these agencies provided much of the health, education, and judicial
services available to the civilian population of South Lebanon, and they did so with an efficiency that
few states in the region could exceed. The reach and popularity of these social services was a major
contributor to Hezbollah’s political standing among Lebanese Shia, and an important factor in
Hezbollah military recruitment; in 2006 Hezbollah’s institutional structure had real capacity and
delivered real services on a major scale.62

This sociopolitical wing was accompanied by a military wing, also under the direction of the
Shura Council. The military wing was itself suborganized into a security organization and the Islamic
Resistance, or al-Muqawamah al-Islamiyyah. The security organization was in turn subdivided into
an internal security agency, the Amn al-Hizb, and an external security branch, the Amn al-Khariji (or
“Encounter Security,” Amn al-Muddad), tasked with counterintelligence. The Islamic Resistance
included separate organizations for recruitment and ideological indoctrination and combat operations,
and it oversaw both the full-time military force and the paramilitary village guard units.63

FIGURE 5.1. Hezbollah internal organization (from Hamzeh, In the Path of Hizbullah, 46)

Decision making in these institutions was shaped largely by the authority of office, and especially



clerical office, rather than personality. Hezbollah’s organizational structure afforded superior status
to the Shiite world’s senior clerics, with even the Shura Council serving under the wali faqih, or
Shiite supreme jurist. While Hezbollah was not immune to the internal political horse trading typical
of even highly institutionalized states, and while decision making could be contentious on
controversial issues, decisions when reached were typically implemented even by those who
opposed the outcome. In the early 1990s, for example, the question of Hezbollah participation in the
Lebanese government was subject to contentious internal debate. But when the wali faqih, Ali
Khamenei, announced his support, this resolved the debate and produced a stable decision for
participation.64

Hezbollah played a meaningful role in the economy via direct service provision and business
development activity. But corruption was relatively limited, and Hezbollah did not seek to control
everyday commerce for rent extraction.65

Hezbollah’s internal balance of power had stabilized by 2006 after an early period of factional
strife centered on the question of participation in the Lebanese government. Beginning in 1989,
pragmatists associated with Hassan Nasrallah and Abbas al-Musawi favored a combination of armed
resistance to Israel via independent Hezbollah military action with participation in the Lebanese state
via pursuit of elected office in Parliament. But others, and especially Subhi al Tufayli and Husayn al-
Musawi, rejected compromise and political participation and insisted on continued radical
opposition to the state from without.66 Tufayli issued an open call for Shiites to boycott the 1992
election and attack the polling places, then launched an independent “revolution of the hungry”
(thawrat al-jiya’) in 1997 without the support of the Shura Council in an implicit critique of what he
saw as the party’s failure to make good on its founding commitment to the Shiite poor. This in turn
escalated to actual violence when Tufayli then ordered armed supporters to occupy a Hezbollah
religious school in Ba’albeck, triggering a reaction by the Lebanese Army in which 8 were killed and
50 wounded. This proved the last straw, however, and the Shura Council finally voted to expel
Tufayli from the party in January 1998 after Khamenei sided with Nasrallah and the pragmatists.67

This 1998 purge removed the only serious threat to Hezbollah’s internal unity. Since then, the party
has been remarkably free of major dissension. There have been no further expulsions by the Shura
Council, and no significant threats to Nasrallah’s leadership as secretary general. By 2006
Hezbollah’s internal balance of power had become remarkably stable, yielding a mature natural order
actor by the criteria presented in chapter 4 and the appendix.

Dependent Variable: Hezbollah’s Military Behavior
Given these characterizations, how does Hezbollah’s military behavior correspond with the
respective theories’ predictions? Tribal culture and orthodox materialist explanations predict highly
Fabian, classical guerilla methods for a tribal nonstate actor at an enormous material disadvantage
relative to a powerful state opponent. “Hybrid” materialist theories predict a combination of
classical guerilla tactics with terrorism and conventional methods, all in the same battle space,
yielding methods intermediate to those of states and older nonstate actors. The new theory, by
contrast, predicts state-like midspectrum war making for an actor with Hezbollah’s high stakes,
institutionalized internal politics, and access to 21st-century technology—notwithstanding its tribal
culture or material disadvantage vis-à-vis Israel.



In fact, the 2006 campaign shows a nonstate actor with state-like midspectrum military behavior.
Of course, Hezbollah was not radically massed and exposed—no one would confuse the 2006
fighting with Waterloo or Gettysburg. But no military has been able to fight that way and survive
against a competent state foe since at least 1900. State practice for over a century has mandated
greater levels of concealment—still well short of that of classical guerillas, but much more concealed
than Pickett’s Charge. Among the mostly intermediate behavior typical of modern states, Hezbollah
falls well within the normal range.

To code behavior that thus falls between the popular stereotypes of state “conventional” and
nonstate “irregular” methods requires a detailed treatment of subaspects that vary in their relative
adherence to Fabian and Napoleonic principles. The combat behavior of real military organizations
is always a complex story. To untangle the complexities and adjudicate the conflicting elements, I use
the index method presented in the appendix and assess Hezbollah’s methods against the specific traits
enumerated in chapter 2 and the appendix. In particular, I consider, in turn: stealth; taking and holding
ground; dispersion; coercion; distinguishability of combatants from noncombatant civilians; and
functional differentiation within the theater of war.

1. Stealth
Stealthiness is a critical distinction between the Fabian archetype, with its emphasis on cover and
concealment, and its Napoleonic opposite, which accepts exposure to maximize firepower. In 2006,
Hezbollah’s prepared fighting positions were remarkably well covered and concealed. When forced
to maneuver, however, Hezbollah had systematic difficulty using the midspectrum techniques of fire
and movement to avoid exposure.

IDF attackers were rarely able to identify Hezbollah combat positions prior to drawing fire from
them, even from very short ranges. In Dayr Siryan, Israeli infantry approached to within 50 to 100
meters of Hezbollah fighters without spotting them; in Aytarun, tanks passed directly beneath the
windows used to fire on them without seeing the defenders first; in Bint Jubayl, defensive positions in
buildings were still invisible to infantry advancing up directly adjoining streets; in At Tayyibeh,
Hezbollah defenders opened fire undetected from a range of 50 meters.68 Repositioning within
buildings often enabled urban defenders to remain concealed even after extended firing; especially in
villages near the Israeli border, tunnels were dug between buildings to facilitate concealed movement
within the prepared defensive system.69 In the border area, combat preparations initiated years before
the war resulted in civilian homes whose very construction was influenced by military tactical
considerations: buildings in key locations were discovered with thicker, reinforced walls on the
sides facing likely approach routes from Israel.70 Other indoor combat positions near the border had
sandbags or other reinforcements hidden in the interior to strengthen walls facing intended
engagement areas.71 Outdoor and rural positions were sometimes very elaborately prepared, with
concrete dugouts, multiple chambers, concealed entry and exit points, and carefully camouflaged
firing positions.72 Antitank missile positions were especially difficult to locate, given the often
extended range of ATGM engagements and Hezbollah’s success at concealing launchers and crews.73

Terminal defenses for rural Katyusha rocket launch areas, dubbed “nature preserves” by the IDF,
were especially intricate, well camouflaged, and carefully prepared—sometimes including
hydraulically raised and lowered launch tubes, concrete-reinforced caches, showers for garrisons,
multiple entrances and exits, and interconnected outworks to enable concealed movement within the



system.74

Hezbollah’s fire discipline was strong and consistent, enabling positions to remain concealed until
the last minute. Engagements were typically initiated by Hezbollah with coordinated, concentrated
fire from multiple locations. Defenders routinely allowed lead echelons to pass, opening fire on
follow-on elements once larger formations had advanced into kill zones; locations were rarely given
away by premature firing from nervous individuals.75

When its fighters were required to leave prepared positions and maneuver above ground,
however, Hezbollah had difficulty combining movement with suppressive fire to reduce exposure.
They had some ability to combine arms: they frequently used ATGMs in concert with small arms and
heavy machine guns in direct fire, and they made significant use of mortars. But rarely were direct
and indirect fires coordinated with movement for suppression, and movements themselves were often
exposed.76 Reactive movement, as opposed to planned counterattacks, was especially exposed:
moving units taken under fire from previously concealed IDF positions often halted and fell back in
disorder rather than reorienting to the new threat, redirecting suppressive fire, seeking cover, and
continuing an advance by bounds.77 In general, Hezbollah fighters were typically covered and
concealed when stationary in prepared positions, but exposed when moving above ground.78

2. Taking and Holding Ground
A central feature of the Fabian extremum is unwillingness to accept decisive engagement to take or
hold ground; at the Napoleonic extremum, combatants never willingly yield positions.79 In 2006,
Hezbollah showed far more commitment to contest ground than an archetypical Fabian militia, but
also far less than the Napoleonic archetype.

To assess Hezbollah’s relative commitment to taking and holding ground I use four observable
referents of this commitment, as justified in detail in the appendix: the duration of firefights; the
proximity of attackers to defenders; the incidence of counterattack; and the incidence of harassing
fires and unattended minefields.

THE DURATION OF FIREFIGHTS

Defenders who seek to hold ground must remain in position as long as they are under attack. Against a
determined attacker, this can produce extended engagements or a series of renewed firefights in single
locations. By contrast, classical guerillas who seek only to inflict casualties at minimum cost and risk
to themselves rarely remain in place over extended durations, as this enables government forces to fix
their locations and bring superior firepower to bear. Instead, classical guerilla ambushes are brief, to
enable the guerillas to escape after a one-sided surprise volley of fire at an unsuspecting target. Of
course, state “conventional” defenders who are destroyed or broken quickly can fail to hold a
position very long; conventional attackers who are destroyed or driven off quickly can terminate
engagements early. Brief firefights can thus be observed in either the Napoleonic or the Fabian
extreme. But extended firefights over individual positions are inconsistent with an extremum of
guerilla tactics and suggest instead an attempt to hold ground. Hence the longer the observed duration
of firefights, the less Fabian and the more Napoleonic the actor’s methods.

In Lebanon in 2006, Hezbollah defenders often engaged in very extended firefights—certainly far
longer in duration than one would expect from archetypical guerillas with no intention of holding
ground. At the Shaked outpost, for example, a dug-in Hezbollah defensive position remained in place



on a critical hillcrest near the Israeli border between Avivim and Marun ar Ras exchanging fire with
IDF tanks and infantry for more than 12 hours before finally being destroyed in place by Israeli fire.80

At Marun ar Ras, Hezbollah defenders held their positions through a 5-to-7-hour struggle with IDF
attackers.81 At Bint Jubayl, Hezbollah defenders fought a series of pitched battles over a period of
more than 4 days, including individual firefights lasting as long as 8 hours, as on July 26, and 6 hours,
as on July 28, and sporadic fighting continued in the town until the end of the war on August 14.82 At
Ghanduriyih the fighting lasted for more than 2 days (August 12–14), including firefights of 7 to 8
hours at a time.83 The battle for At Tayyibeh on July 29–30 lasted 24 hours, including 4 to 5 hours of
especially heavy fighting at close quarters.84 Al Qantarah saw a 4-hour-long engagement.85 In the
Saluqi valley, Hezbollah antitank guided missile (ATGM) teams occupying a series of positions in
depth received return fire from Israeli Merkava tanks after their initial launches but stood their ground
and continued to fire at least 10 additional missiles, ceasing fire and withdrawing only when IDF
artillery was brought to bear.86 Some engagements were shorter, but many were sustained over many
hours’ or many days’ duration.87

THE PROXIMITY OF ATTACKERS TO DEFENDERS

Defenders who seek to hold ground against an advancing attacker must also stand that ground even as
the attacker closes with, and potentially reaches, their positions. By contrast, archetypical Fabian
guerillas who seek only to inflict casualties at minimum cost and risk to themselves rarely allow
superior government forces to close with them over any extended advance under fire. The risk of
decisive engagement grows as an attacker closes with a defender; to allow an attacker into close
proximity is to risk being unable to break contact and escape. Ambushes with an overwhelming
concentration of fire delivered suddenly against an exposed target will sometimes be triggered at
close range to maximize surprise and accuracy, but such tactics are risky for guerillas and, when
undertaken, must be concluded quickly. Frequent combat at close proximity, and especially, close
proximity tolerated for more than a few minutes in a surprise ambush, thus tends to imply behavior
closer to the Napoleonic end of the spectrum. Other things being equal, the greater the observed
incidence of close-quarters fighting, the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

In Lebanon in 2006, Hezbollah defenders frequently held their positions and continued to fire even
after IDF attackers closed to very short ranges—often well within the bounds of decisive engagement
for the defenders. The Hezbollah defensive position at Shaked, for example, was finally overrun in
place by Israeli assault; the garrison’s 20 fighters were all killed without any attempt at withdrawal
or surrender over the course of a 12-hour battle.88 Hezbollah defenses at Marun ar Ras and Bint
Jubayl were similarly held until destroyed in close combat after extended advances to ranges of as
little as 10 to 100 meters with no apparent attempt to break contact or withdraw.89 At Marun ar Ras,
Aytarun, and Markaba, Hezbollah defenders held their fire until advancing IDF infantry had passed
their outlying posts and were within the defense system itself, making withdrawal impossible.90 At
Bayt Yahun, Hezbollah defenders allowed Israeli tanks to drive by windows on the street below,
opening small-arms fire against IDF armored vehicle commanders standing in open hatches at ranges
of under 20 meters.91 At Marun ar Ras, Hezbollah defenders fought literally room to room within
buildings after IDF attackers had entered the structures.92 At Ghanduriyih, defenders whose positions
had been flanked but who retained potential escape routes through the town nevertheless remained in
position and were eventually destroyed in close combat; IDF attackers could make only 600 meters of



progress in a day of hard fighting. Fifty-seven bodies of dead Hezbollah fighters were recovered from
the town.93 At At Tayyibeh, the Hezbollah garrison lost 20 of its 30 fighters in close combat before
being ordered to withdraw.94 At Aytarun the defenders were withdrawn only when it became
apparent that their position had become tactically irrelevant—the IDF had bypassed them, reaching
Marun ar Ras from the southwest and rendering the blocking position at Aytarun moot.95 At Haddatha,
some 30 fighters remained in position in the village until the cease-fire, even after the IDF had
nominally occupied the village.96

Of course, not all fighting was at point-blank range. Modern ATGMs are designed for long-range
engagement, and Hezbollah often took advantage of that capability to open fire with large-caliber
antitank missiles at extended ranges. In the Saluqi valley fighting, for example, Hezbollah ATGM
crews engaged Israeli tanks from firing positions north of the Litani River at ranges of over three
kilometers.97 Hezbollah also made very extensive use of long-range rockets to target Israeli towns and
cities at distances of over 30 kilometers.98 Exploitation of heavy weapons’ range to maximize their
lethality is not inconsistent with an intent to hold ground, however, and these longer-range attacks
were not conducted in a way that suggests an intent to break contact before accepting decisive
engagement: Hezbollah rocket fire continued for most of the war, and, as noted above, Hezbollah
ATGM fire in the Saluqi valley continued even after the launchers came under effective return fire
from their targets.

There was thus a substantial volume of close-quarters combat in 2006; some of the defenders
involved may have expected to annihilate the attackers by surprise safely at point-blank range, but in
many of these cases the defenders were accepting decisive engagement in the context of protracted
firefights that are more consistent with an intent to hold ground.99

THE INCIDENCE OF COUNTERATTACK

Defenders who seek to hold ground must counterattack periodically to retake lost positions.
Deliberately closing with the enemy in a counterattack, however, usually involves a greater degree of
exposure than does a well-prepared defense. Archetypical guerillas who seek one-sided attrition of
the enemy but not the retention of ground thus make very sparing use of counterattack by maneuver.
Hence the greater the observed incidence of counterattack, the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

Hezbollah did not routinely or uniformly counterattack when driven from positions, as German
defenders, for example, typically did in World War II.100 But there are multiple documented examples
nevertheless of Hezbollah counterattacks in 2006. At Marun ar Ras on July 20, 15 to 30 Hezbollah
fighters advancing from the direction of Bint Jubayl conducted a deliberate assault on an Israeli
company position occupying a group of buildings on the crest of Hill 951. The Hezbollah attackers
divided into two elements, supported by fire from a school building in the town east of the hill,
striking the Israeli company simultaneously and by surprise, opening fire from a range of 40 meters,
mounting multiple attempts after being beaten back initially, and eventually reaching hand-to-hand
combat with the defenders.101 At Bint Jubayl, a detachment of 40 to 60 fighters attacked Israeli
defenses on Hill 850. The attackers were again divided into a main and secondary effort, with
supporting ATGM fire from two directions and at least sporadic indirect-fire support from remotely
located mortar teams. The attack closed to within 10 meters of the Israeli positions before being
driven off.102 In the casbah at Ayta ash Shab, Hezbollah fighters assaulted, and succeeding in entering,
a group of IDF-defended buildings.103 At Muhaybib, 15 to 20 Hezbollah fighters assaulted IDF-



defended buildings in groups of 3 to 4, operating on multiple axes, and supported by ATGM fire.104

At Ghanduriyih, a single team of 3 to 5 fighters counterattacked the IDF after it had taken up positions
in the casbah.105 At Dayr Siryan, Hezbollah fighters assaulted Israeli positions from two directions
with supporting fire from rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs).106 At Tayyibeh on July 29, 10 Hezbollah
fighters counterattacked after the IDF took the first in a line of Hezbollah-occupied houses, in an
apparent attempt to retake the building.107 In fact there are many accounts of apparent counterattacks
from across the theater; not all of these, however, can be distinguished unambiguously from confused
movement toward undetected Israeli positions, ambush attempts, or other actions that may not have
involved the intention to regain lost ground.108 None of these actions, moreover, was at anything
larger than platoon scale, and none succeeded in securing its territorial objective. But the
engagements noted above were all unambiguous, deliberate attempts to close with Israeli defenders in
positions recently taken by the IDF in ways that imply an intent to regain lost ground.109

THE INCIDENCE OF HARASSING FIRES AND UNATTENDED MINEFIELDS

Defenders seeking to hold ground by halting a determined attacker’s advance require aimed fire in
heavy volume. Minefields and other barrier systems can be of great assistance to any defender, but
their ability to halt attackers is much reduced if the barrier is not overwatched by direct fire to
interfere with clearance or avoidance. Aimed direct fire, however, requires an exposure to return
fire. Archetypical Fabians who do not seek to halt an advance outright but merely to inflict casualties
can avoid return fire by striking from a safe distance with harassing indirect fires and unattended
minefields, and they will often prefer this. Harassing fires and unattended minefields can occur in any
kind of conflict, but massed indirect fire and minefields or barriers tied in with direct-fire overwatch
are thus much more common in archetypically Napoleonic warfare. Hence the greater the observed
incidence of massed indirect fires and overwatched minefields, the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

Hezbollah in 2006 made considerable battlefield use of indirect fire, especially mortars, and had
mined substantial stretches of southern Lebanon. But rarely was Hezbollah mortar fire concentrated
or intense. There were exceptions: at Markaba, for example, one IDF unit received at least 120
mortar rounds in the course of the assault.110 And of course Hezbollah’s rocket fire on Israeli civilian
targets was heavy and sustained. Most battlefield mortar use, however, was accurate but light in
volume and variable in its targeting.111 Hezbollah minefield employment was sometimes tied into
direct-fire defensive systems in a systematic way and sometimes not. The defenses in Ghanduriyih,
for example, included mines and obstacles overwatched by fires.112 The main approach route up the
Saluqi valley to the Litani River was mined and overwatched by well-concealed ATGM positions,
requiring the IDF to undertake deliberate assault clearance by combined-arms teams of combat
engineers, tanks, and artillery.113 Hezbollah defenses at Marun ar Ras were coordinated with
elaborate mining of the main roadway at Junction 8; detonation of these explosives triggered the
direct-fire action in defense of the town on July 20.114 Some minefields south of the Litani were
organized to canalize IDF vehicles into open ground within range and in view of ATGM positions
north of the river.115 Yet the most extensive Hezbollah minefields could readily be bypassed, and
Israeli combat engineers encountered relatively few integrated barrier defenses requiring deliberate
combat clearance under fire.116 Booby traps were common, especially in and around abandoned
houses, but little of the actual combat action took place through defended barrier systems, and massed
indirect fires on assault forces in breaching operations were infrequent.117



3. Dispersion
Fabian irregulars employ widely distributed forces at low and uniform densities; archetypically
Napoleonic armies operate in greater density and concentrate differentially at particular points.
Hence the greater the relative forward concentration of combatants at the fighting front, the less
Fabian the actor’s methods. Hezbollah deployed a troop density in the decisive region south of the
Litani that was lower than many state armies in the world wars, and Hezbollah’s forces were
significantly more uniformly disposed than these. But as state troop densities have fallen over time,
even state militaries now rarely concentrate to levels much in excess of Hezbollah’s in 2006.

Hezbollah’s exact strength in 2006 is unknown, but Western estimates vary from a low of around
2,000 to a high of around 7,000.118 Assuming a midrange figure of 4,500, and assuming that the great
bulk of these forces were forward deployed south of the Litani, this implies an average density of
around six fighters per square kilometer in the critical sector; this local concentration would have
been perhaps 10 times higher than an archetypically Fabian uniform territorial defense of Lebanon
would have produced.119

Midcentury state militaries deployed at much higher local densities, and much less uniformly over
the theater as a whole. The French in 1940 defended the Maginot Line with 75,000 troops over 1,260
square kilometers, for a local density 10 times that of Hezbollah; the 1944 British offensive in
Operation Goodwood concentrated its assault force to a local density perhaps 30 to 50 times greater
than that of their forces in the Normandy theater overall, or a ratio of local to theater density at least
three times higher than Hezbollah’s in 2006.120 As figure 3.8 illustrates, however, the ongoing,
progressive decline in typical state military force-to-space ratios over time since 1900 had reduced
normal state “conventional” troop densities radically by the late 20th century. For example, the US
defense of Saudi Arabia in 1990, as noted above, deployed a density of under three troops per square
kilometer on the critical coastal sector, which was actually less than Hezbollah’s likely density in the
crucial sector south of the Litani in 2006, and the US distribution of forces within that defended zone
was not radically less uniform than Hezbollah’s.121 In important respects, the ongoing reduction in
state force-to-space ratios over time has resulted in a standard of state practice not significantly more
concentrated or less uniform than Hezbollah’s.

4. The Balance of Brute Force and Coercion
The Napoleonic extreme at the strategic level of war relies heavily on brute force to seize or protect
the disputed stake in the conflict without any voluntary decision to concede on the opponent’s part.
The Fabian extreme, by contrast, is strictly coercive, manipulating the enemy’s costs and benefits to
induce the enemy to concede a stake that it could still seize or withhold if it chose. Coercion is
widely employed, even by powerful state actors in world wars; brute force, by contrast, is never
encountered above the tactical level in the pure Fabian archetype. At the strategic level, an
observation of coercive action per se is thus a relatively weak indicator of the difference between
Napoleonic and Fabian methods, but the more extensive the role of brute force in conduct above the
tactical level the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

Hezbollah’s military strategy in 2006 is disputed, and its representatives’ stated views on this are
insufficient to establish the intended role of coercion and brute force definitively. And unlike its
tactics, Hezbollah’s strategy cannot be determined unambiguously via primary-source IDF



interviews. Its strategic intent thus cannot be observed directly. One can, however, deduce from
Hezbollah’s observed behavior at the tactical and operational levels a strategic logic consistent with
that behavior, and exclude otherwise plausible alternative accounts, subject to the assumption that
Hezbollah is an instrumentally rational actor (in the minimal, Clausewitzian sense that its actions are
means to obtain political ends).

In particular, Hezbollah’s observed behavior is consistent with a model in which a largely brute
force pattern at the operational level is designed to serve largely coercive strategic ends—a
combination that falls short of the pure Napoleonic archetype, but which is very common in interstate
great power warfare all the same. As a much weaker actor, Hezbollah surely understood that it could
not destroy Israel or the IDF by force of arms in 2006. It also surely realized that Israel was capable
of invading Lebanon and reestablishing or expanding on its pre-2000 occupation. A preeminent
requirement for any rational Hezbollah strategist would thus have been to design a means of deterring
Israel from such a reoccupation, or coercing it into halting one should deterrence fail.122 In principle a
variety of means for coercive pain infliction were available to Hezbollah; several of these options,
however—and especially the use of suicide bombers—had been undermined by Israel’s internal and
border security policies. But rockets, which overfly border defenses and checkpoints, remained a
powerful threat to Israeli population centers. Ideally, long-range launchers deployed in central or
northern Lebanon would provide the needed coercive threat from locations beyond the reach of any
plausible Israeli invasion. Long-range launchers, however, are large, distinctive, and relatively few
in number, leaving them vulnerable to preemptive destruction by Israeli air strikes.123 Shorter range
rockets are smaller, easier to conceal, vastly greater in number, and potentially much less vulnerable
to aerial preemption—but their range limited them to deployment in close proximity to the Israeli
border and hence left them vulnerable to destruction by a ground invasion. This left Hezbollah with a
dilemma: if they removed their chief coercive weapons from the reach of the Israeli Army, they
would be vulnerable to the Israeli Air Force; if they used weapons survivable against the Air Force,
they would be within reach of the Army.

The apparent solution to this dilemma was to rely chiefly on short-range rockets that could be
concealed from air attack, but to protect these from ground invasion via a Hezbollah ground defense
that would have to adopt a brute force operational doctrine of denying the IDF access to the launch
areas.124 Complete brute force denial would be impossible—the IDF was, and is, too strong. But if a
ground defense could hold long enough, it would enable ongoing rocket fire in the meantime to inflict
mounting coercive pain on Israeli society. Retaliatory Israeli air strikes, moreover, could be expected
to inflame regional and world opinion, placing international political pressure on Israel to relent.125

Neither of these coercive mechanisms, however, is quick—it takes time for political pressure to build
and for leverage on Israeli decision makers to mount; even a massive wave of rocket attacks would
have little coercive effect if it were a short-term spasm with no prospect of longer-term continuation
and escalation. The key operational-level requirement was thus to buy the time needed for the
coercive campaign to succeed—to prevent the Israelis from getting quick access to the key launch
areas on the scale needed to search the terrain exhaustively and uproot concealed rocket launchers
before enough pressure could be built on the Israeli government to yield the issue at stake.

This operational requirement could not be met with highly Fabian tactics, which allow enemy
forces into the country but gradually penalize them for their presence with hit-and-run casualty
infliction. Hezbollah could not preserve a system of hidden rocket launchers long enough for what



might have to be thousands of individually small warheads gradually to build coercive pain if the IDF
had ready access to the terrain in southern Lebanon. A brief incursion by tens of thousands of IDF
soldiers might suffer a handful of losses to guerilla ambushes, but in the meantime it could roll up the
entirety of Hezbollah’s primary rocket force, end the coercive campaign against Israeli cities, then
withdraw before its own casualties became prohibitive either. So Hezbollah set about the
construction of a brute force defensive capability in southern Lebanon that might be able to delay an
Israeli invasion long enough to enable a coercive strategy to succeed.

This analysis is broadly consistent with some assessments of Hezbollah’s strategy in 2006.126 But
many have argued that Hezbollah intended its ground forces, as well as its rocket forces, to function
coercively—as a classical guerilla approach at both the strategic and the operational level in which
the ground force role was to impose pain via IDF military casualties rather than to contest control of
southern Lebanon.127 And surely Hezbollah welcomed the coercive benefit of killing Israeli soldiers.
But their observed behavior is inconsistent with a conclusion that this was the primary mission of
Hezbollah’s ground forces.

In particular, the tactics they actually employed in 2006 are much more consistent with an intention
to hold ground than they are with an assumption that territorial control was unimportant and that their
goal was the archetypical Fabian aim of attrition per se. As I argue above, Hezbollah fighters
defended positions too long, at ranges too short, with counterattack too often, to square with a model
of classical Fabian intent. Nor did they exploit the potential of civilian intermingling in nearly the
degree one would normally expect from a purely Fabian force, as I argue below. This is not to say
that Hezbollah’s operational doctrine was one of Maginot Line static defense, either—they accepted
decisive engagement at some times and places but not others, they counterattacked to regain some lost
ground but not all, and they used mines and indirect fires to complement direct-fire territorial
defenses in some places but as harassment tools in others. And their operational level intent appears
to have been to delay rather than to hold indefinitely. Like most real militaries, Hezbollah’s tactics
were between the extremes. But their tactics were especially far from the Fabian guerilla extreme. If
their intent had been merely to coerce Israel through the killing of IDF soldiers, they could have done
so at much more advantageous loss-exchange ratios (and hence have continued such attrition longer,
and killed more Israelis with the forces available to them) if they had not accepted decisive
engagement by holding positions so long, or if they had not attempted counterattacks, or if they had
persuaded civilians to remain under lower-intensity combat and intermingled their fighters with the
population. The tactical choices they made in 2006 are difficult to reconcile with an assumed intent to
forgo brute force on the ground in favor of a pure Fabian approach.

That said, one should be wary of attributing too much prescience or strategic foresight to
Hezbollah in 2006. Hassan Nasrallah and the Hezbollah leadership were surprised by the severity of
the Israeli response to the July 12 kidnapping; they had not anticipated this and clearly had not
intended war on this scale in 2006.128 Hezbollah’s reaction to the Israeli invasion thus involved an
important degree of improvisation following a kidnapping that was apparently not designed for the
result it caused. Yet Hezbollah was not improvising from scratch. The 2006 campaign appears to
have been the product of a fairly generic plan for the conduct of an unspecified future war with Israel,
which may or may not have been well suited to the circumstances in which they found themselves, but
was available on short notice at the time. Most state militaries develop a variety of contingency plans
for possible future conflicts, which they work out in peacetime, well in advance of an actual crisis,



then shelve for possible future use. Thus, such plans cannot anticipate the political particulars of the
crisis that may bring war in any actual case. Ideally they are updated and adapted to the situation as it
unfolds, but in Hezbollah’s case, the 2006 war was a surprise, and Israel’s quick escalation left them
with little time for strategic adaptation. What they did have was a generic design and a series of
elaborately prepared defensive works and rocket launch sites developed for that design. So they used
what they had. The result was a coherent campaign at the tactical through theater level—and one that
was in many respects more state-like and midspectrum than often expected from nonstate actors—but
this campaign may or may not have ultimately served Hezbollah’s larger grand strategic interests.129

5. Distinguishability of Combatants and Civilians
Classical guerillas obtain much of their cover and concealment via intermingling with innocent
civilians with whom they seek to blend in; actors at the Fabian extremum thus wear versions of
typical civilian clothing, operate among the civilian population, and avoid the use of large-caliber
weapons that are difficult to conceal under civilian clothing even when such weaponry is available.
By contrast, archetypically conventional armies at the Napoleonic extremum avoid civilians where
possible, use uniforms or other distinguishing marks to differentiate combatants from noncombatants,
obtain cover and concealment via terrain rather than civilian intermingling, and exploit the heaviest
weapons available to maximize their firepower. Hence the greater the incidence of uniformed
combatants, the greater the physical separation of combatants from civilians, and the more extensive
the use of available heavy weapons, the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

Hezbollah’s forces were largely segregated from the civilian population in the 2006 campaign.
Hezbollah is often described as having used civilians as shields in 2006, and in fact they made
extensive use of civilian homes as direct-fire combat positions, and to conceal launchers for rocket
fire into Israel.130 Yet the villages Hezbollah used to anchor its defensive system in southern Lebanon
were largely evacuated by the time Israeli ground forces crossed the border on July 18. As a result,
the key battlefields in the land campaign south of the Litani River were mostly devoid of civilians,
and IDF participants consistently report little or no meaningful intermingling of Hezbollah fighters
and noncombatants. Nor is there any systematic reporting of Hezbollah using civilians in the combat
zone as shields. The fighting in southern Lebanon was mostly urban, in the built-up areas of the small
to medium-size villages and towns typical of the region. But it was not significantly intermingled with
a civilian population, which had largely fled by the time the ground fighting began. Hezbollah made
very effective use of local cover and concealment, but this was obtained almost entirely from the
terrain—both natural and man-made.131

As for distinguishing markings, in 2006, the great majority of Hezbollah’s fighters wore uniforms.
In fact, their equipment and clothing were remarkably similar to those of many state militaries—
desert or green fatigues, helmets, web vests, body armor, dog tags, and rank insignia.132 On occasion,
IDF units hesitated to open fire on Hezbollah parties in the open because their kit, from a distance,
looked so much like that of IDF infantry: at Addaisseh, seven Hezbollah fighters were mistaken for
Israelis until an IDF soldier noticed that one of them was wearing track shoes.133 Again there were
exceptions: at Marun ar Ras, most fighters were seen in uniform, but some armed combatants were
also observed in civilian clothes; 2 of 20 bodies of dead Hezbollah fighters at At Tayyibeh were
found in civilian clothing; 2 fighters in civilian clothes were observed at Frun, and a few more at Al
Qantarah; at At Tiri, combatants were observed in uniform pants but not tops.134 But the great majority



of Hezbollah fighters in 2006 were uniformed and visually distinguishable from civilians.135

Hezbollah also made extensive use of the heavy weapons at its disposal. From long-range surface-
to-surface missiles, to heavy ATGMs such as the Kornet, to radar-guided antiship missiles, to heavy
versions of crew-served machine guns such as the 12.7-millimeter DShK, Hezbollah did not restrict
itself to light weapons that could be concealed in civilian garb—it used what it had in an effort to
maximize its firepower against the Israelis.136

6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War
Archetypically Fabian warfare is a relatively uniform, undifferentiated territorial defense, without a
distinguishable front or rear, waged by guerillas fighting largely where they live; archetypically
Napoleonic armies differentiate the theater into distinct covering-force zones, main battle areas, rear
areas, and communication zones, and sectors of main effort as opposed to supporting or economy-of-
force areas. Hence the more uniform or undifferentiated the military organization of the theater of
war, the greater the degree to which the actor’s methods approach the Fabian extreme.

Our ability to distinguish the theater-level military organization of southern Lebanon is limited by
our lack of access to senior Hezbollah sources. We do know, however, that IDF ground forces
entered some areas without resistance, whereas other locations were heavily—and apparently
preferentially—defended. Rabb ath Thalathin, for example, was entered on July 30 without
opposition.137 Blida, Rshaf, Marjayoun, Marwahin, and Kafr Kila were all entered without receiving
fire.138 By contrast, villages such as Bint Jubayl, Marun ar Ras, Ghanduriyih, At Tayyibeh, Muhaybib,
Dayr Siryan, Aytarun, Bayt Yahun, Al Qantarah, and Markaba were all stoutly defended; the natural
approach route through the Saluqi valley was manned and contested.139 Villages commanding key
road junctions in the central part of the theater such as Bint Jubayl and Marun ar Ras were especially
heavily defended, and key terrain commanding the approaches to these junctions, such as the Shaked
outpost overlooking Marun ar Ras, was garrisoned and fortified.140 The southwestern sector (An
Naqurah to Ramyah), by contrast, offered less-defensible terrain and appears to have been only
lightly held.141 Villages near the border with Israel were systematically better prepared for defense
and more strongly manned than those in the interior.142 Supplies and ammunition were stockpiled in
locations commanding key terrain; other positions appear to have received little logistical
prepositioning.143

Perhaps most important, Hezbollah exercised a degree of hierarchical, differentiated command and
control over subunits operating in key areas during the campaign, making apparent decisions to favor
some sectors over others, hold in some places but yield in others, counterattack in some locations but
withdraw elsewhere. A formal chain of command operated from designated and well-equipped
command posts; used real-time communications systems including landline cables and encrypted
radio; issued orders; changed plans; and moved some elite units over considerable distances from
rearward reserve areas to reinforce the key battle for the communications network in the central
sector.144

The scale of differentiation and articulation should not be exaggerated—much of the Hezbollah
defense was static; reserve movements were very small scale; Hezbollah commanders rarely
succeeded in adapting to changing conditions quickly or responsively; and Hezbollah’s limited
freedom to maneuver under Israeli air supremacy made any large-scale integration for mobile defense
at the theater level impossible even if Hezbollah would have attempted this otherwise. But neither



were their dispositions in southern Lebanon an undifferentiated territorial defense without
distinctions between front and rear, or main effort and economy of force; the theater of war was
clearly articulated for military purposes into differentiated sectors of operations with distinctions in
emphasis and role.145

Hezbollah Proficiency of Execution in Lebanon, 2006
A final important distinction concerns Hezbollah’s proficiency of execution, which offers an
opportunity for process tracing. The causal logic of the new theory turns on the unusual complexity of
midspectrum as opposed to purely Napoleonic or Fabian war fighting, and the claim that mature
institutions and existential stakes are required for military actors to field forces with the specialized
skills and interpersonal trust needed to cope with this complexity under fire. Of course, inept
performance is possible whether one attempts Napoleonic, midspectrum, or Fabian methods, and as
Clausewitz’s concept of friction implies, perfect military execution is impossible for real militaries
in the fog, fear, and fatigue of battle. But variations of degree can be observed in the proficiency of
different military organizations, and the new theory’s causal logic implies that institutionalized, high-
stakes actors should display reasonably competent execution of midspectrum methods in combat. Did
Hezbollah?

Hezbollah’s proficiency of execution in 2006 was imperfect, but well within the experience of
many states—and especially, Arab states waging war against the IDF. Hezbollah did some things
very well. As noted above, their fighting position siting and preparation were very effective,
affording consistently strong cover, concealment, and fields of fire. As noted above, their fire
discipline was excellent.

Hezbollah effectively coordinated direct fires in support of its counterattacks, often from multiple
directions.146 Barriers and overwatching ATGM positions were sometimes integrated with
considerable skill over multikilometer distances: east of Ghanduriyih, for example, a series of
minefields were placed in locations that canalized Israeli columns into engagement areas exposed to
ATGM fire from concealed launchers located north of the Litani River some five kilometers away.147

And Hezbollah mortar fire was consistently accurate and responsive.148

Other things were done much less well. As noted above, Hezbollah demonstrated reasonably
effective combined-arms cooperation when operating from static positions, especially in direct fire,
but had much more difficulty coordinating suppressive indirect fire in support of moving elements.
Their adaptation to unexpected developments was often limited: where Hezbollah organized linear
defenses, these were often flanked by Israeli attackers; the defenders, however, typically either fought
on in the same positions or simply withdrew, rather than forming a new front to meet the assault.
Although Hezbollah made apparent attempts to monitor Israeli communications networks, some of
which (such as medical evacuation nets) operated in the clear, there is no evidence they were able to
exploit any information gained.149

Hezbollah demonstrated little ability to control or coordinate the maneuver of large formations.
Counterattacks, for example, never exceeded platoon strength, and many were considerably smaller,
with individual maneuver elements sometimes as small as 3 to 5 soldiers; deliberate retrograde
movements were normally limited to handfuls of combatants at a time; small detachments often fought
isolated actions; and whereas perhaps 60 to 100 commandos were moved over great distances, no



large reserve was withheld or maneuvered to counterconcentrate against IDF movements, and
movements of Hezbollah forces within their forward defenses were small scale and over short
distances.150 This should be kept in context: the entire size of the Hezbollah combatant force in
southern Lebanon was probably well under 7,000, or less than the strength of two US Army brigades
—hence battalion- or brigade-size maneuver would be unrealistic. But the scale of maneuver
attempted by Hezbollah in Lebanon was nonetheless very small by Western standards.151

Hezbollah direct-fire marksmanship was mixed. Small-arms fire, for example, was systematically
inaccurate and caused few casualties.152 Hezbollah ATGM crews, by contrast, could strike targets
from extraordinary ranges: Israeli armored vehicles were regularly hit by missiles fired from four to
five kilometers away. Hezbollah frequently fired such missiles in salvos at single targets, however,
and IDF armored vehicles normally maneuvered evasively and used smoke for obscuration once
under attack. The result of this combination was that the ratio of ATGM hits to total launches could be
very low. In the Saluqi valley fighting, missiles were fired in volleys of perhaps a dozen rounds at a
time, of which one to two would hit their targets; an IDF combat engineering battalion in Ghanduriyih
received six to eight ATGM launches while maneuvering at night with no hits; on the night of August
12 outside At Tayyibeh a formation of more than 15 tanks received over a dozen Kornets fired from
the village of Yuhmur, north of the Litani River roughly five kilometers away, suffering three hits, all
of them against stationary vehicles—no moving targets were hit; in another engagement at At
Tayyibeh, one of a volley of four Saggers hit an IDF D9 armored bulldozer; the survivors popped
smoke, but Hezbollah continued firing without further success.153 The net result was a potentially
lethal threat, but a very large expenditure of missiles per target struck.154

On balance, this yields a mixed picture of Hezbollah proficiency: it did some things very well,
such as its use of cover and concealment, its preparation of fighting positions, its fire discipline and
mortar marksmanship, or its coordination of direct-fire support. But it also fell far short of
contemporary Western standards in small-arms marksmanship and in controlling large-scale
maneuver, integrating movement, using direct fire support, combining multiple combat arms, and
reacting flexibly to changing conditions. Hezbollah appears to have attempted a remarkably state-like
midspectrum system of tactics and theater operational art, but there is a difference between trying and
achieving, and in 2006 at least, Hezbollah’s reach in some ways exceeded its grasp.

Yet Hezbollah is hardly alone in this. Many state actors have fallen far short of today’s Western
standards of military proficiency, both in today’s world and historically. Saddam’s “elite” Iraqi state
Republican Guard, for example, proved systematically incapable of integrating movement and
indirect fire support, combining multiple combat arms, reacting flexibly to changing conditions, or
consistently hitting targets with either small- or large-caliber weapons; in two wars with the United
States, the Iraqi state military’s use of cover and concealment, combat position preparation, and fire
discipline were consistently far less proficient than Hezbollah’s.155 The Italian state military in 1941
proved much less proficient in conventional warfare than did Hezbollah in 2006; French defenses on
the critical Sedan front in 1940 were more exposed and no more able to react to changing conditions
than those of Hezbollah.156 The Egyptian state military proved systematically less adept than
Hezbollah in cover and concealment and little better than Hezbollah in coordinating large-scale
maneuver with combined arms or in flexibly responding to changing conditions in 1956 or 1967; the
Syrian state military did no better in 1967, 1973, or 1982.157 In fact, Hezbollah inflicted more Israeli
casualties per Arab fighter in 2006 than did any of Israel’s state opponents in the 1956, 1967, 1973,



or 1982 Arab-Israeli interstate wars.158 Hezbollah’s skills in conventional war fighting were clearly
imperfect in 2006. But they were also well within the observed bounds of other state military actors
in the Middle East and elsewhere, and significantly superior to those of many such states—as the new
theory’s causal logic anticipates for actors with Hezbollah’s internal political makeup.

Alternative Accounts
The analysis above is broadly consistent with some prominent accounts of the 2006 campaign.159

Others, however, are more substantially at odds with the analysis here.
Some, for example, have characterized Hezbollah in 2006 as an essentially terrorist organization

using an information-age version of the asymmetric military methods seen as typical of nonstate actors
historically. In this view, Hezbollah’s goal was to win an information war for public opinion within
and beyond Lebanon, solidifying its political position as the standard-bearer for Arab resistance to
Israel by drawing Israel into a guerilla war it could not win while publicizing the inevitable Israeli
miscues and civilian fatalities. The tactics to implement this strategy are seen as a higher-tech version
of standard guerilla warfare: sniping, albeit with modern antitank missiles; hit-and-run ambushes;
roadside bombs; harassing mortar and rocket fire, often against civilian targets in Israel; the use of
Lebanese civilians as human shields to protect guerillas against Israeli firepower; and efforts to goad
a state military into overuse of violence and widespread killings of innocents. What was new, in this
account, was mainly Hezbollah’s use of the internet and sympathetic cable news networks to
publicize its military actions, which are held to have been intended chiefly as spectacles to attract this
publicity.160 A closer analysis, however, shows little correspondence between the actual evidence of
Hezbollah’s military behavior and the intuition behind such characterizations. Hezbollah in 2006 was
indeed higher tech than many earlier nonstate actors, but its use of that technology was closer to that
of traditional state militaries in “conventional” wars than to the model of nonstate guerilla warfare
assumed in such accounts.

Others see the truly distinctive feature of Hezbollah’s method and strategy as their integration of
military, political, and social action. Certainly Hezbollah’s combination of building grassroots
domestic support and using military resistance against a hated foreign opponent has been highly
distinctive and successful for them.161 And it may well account for their unusual internal cohesion,
their high degree of support from their Shiite base, their influence in Lebanese politics, and even
some aspects of their relative proficiency in combat (such as their ability to conceal prewar military
preparations from Israeli intelligence, or their ability to recruit talented human capital for service).
None of this, however, is actually at odds with anything in the new theory or the account above. This
theory seeks to explain one aspect of nonstate behavior: their choice of concealment and exposure in
combat as embodied in the distinction between Fabian and Napoleonic tactics and operations. This is
an important aspect, inasmuch as it underlies the commonplace distinction between state and nonstate
status in the making of war. But it is not everything. And in particular, it treats the deeper causes of its
central explanatory variables as exogenous: if the actor is institutionally mature and motivated by
existential stakes, the theory makes the same predictions regardless of how or why they came to be
this way. Hezbollah’s Lebanese domestic politics are thus neither confirmatory nor disconfirmatory
evidence for the theory.

Still others see Hezbollah essentially as an Iranian puppet, waging a proxy war with Israel on



behalf of its patron and thus to be properly viewed more as an arm of Iranian state policy than as an
independent actor, state or not.162 Certainly Hezbollah has always had an extremely close relationship
with Tehran, and surely much of Iran’s reason for its support was Hezbollah’s utility to them in their
conflict with Israel. Yet almost all nonstate military actors have outside patrons, even actors whose
military methods are very different from Hezbollah’s—the fact that Hezbollah often acts as a proxy
for Iran does not explain why its methods are so different from those of many other nonstate actors,
who also act as proxies for state patrons. Ceteris paribus, most patrons would prefer lethal, effective
proxies, yet many fail to get them. Of course, Iran invested very heavily in Hezbollah. Yet this did not
produce a material balance vis-à-vis Israel that was significantly better than in most wars between
nonstate actors and state opponents—even with Iranian assistance, Hezbollah still faced massive
material inferiority against Israel (as noted above). For the new theory, the crucial challenge is to
explain variance in the behavior of nonstate actors who almost all have state patrons; the existence of
a close relationship between Hezbollah and Iran does not in itself distinguish this from other cases,
nor does it explain Hezbollah’s particular choice between lethality and concealment.

Theoretical Implications
How do these observations square with the predictions of the respective theories? There are
significant discrepancies between the details of the case and the expectations of tribal culture or
materialist theories. Hezbollah in 2006 was a nonstate actor from a tribal culture at a major material
disadvantage vis-à-vis a powerful state opponent. The commonplace expectation for such actors
would be Fabian guerilla warfare at high levels of concealment and modest lethality. Yet their actual
behavior was far more “conventional” than this. Nor did Hezbollah combine conventional weapons
with irregular tactics, as hybrid warfare theorists expect: Hezbollah’s tactics were no more
“irregular” than those of most states. The Party of God’s military behavior in 2006 was thus at odds
with the expectations of both cultural and materialist theories.

In the new theory’s terms, Hezbollah’s military behavior was neither Fabian nor Napoleonic but
well to the interior, midspectrum region of the range depicted in figure 2.1: the net of the behavioral
traits described above yields a coded dependent variable value for the index measure presented in
chapter 2 and the appendix of 3.50 on the theory’s six-point scale.163 This is as the new theory would
expect for a nonstate actor with mature natural order institutions, existential stakes, and 2006-era
weapon technology. In fact, the functional form presented in the appendix predicts a dependent-
variable behavioral score of 3.497 for Hezbollah in 2006,164 a remarkably close fit to the observed
value of 3.50. And Hezbollah’s proficiency of execution was well within the bounds of many states in
interstate conflict, which is consistent with the causal mechanism from which the theory derives its
prediction for the case. Neither the observation nor the formal prediction resembles the orthodox
“guerilla” model of nonstate warfare in much of the literature; nor are the details of Hezbollah’s
conduct as consistent with the “hybrid” materialist variant as they are with the expectations of the
new theory. No theory fits observed data perfectly, but the new theory thus offers a stronger fit than
either culturalist or materialist alternatives.

On balance, the new theory thus outperforms the orthodox alternatives in a case where one would
reasonably have expected the opposite. While no single case can ever validate any theory, much less
one specified on a continuum, this does establish a degree of correspondence between the new theory



and an important example of real warfare; it shows a closer correspondence for the new theory than
the alternatives in a critical case; and it thus offers grounds for shifting our confidence in the
respective theories accordingly.



 

6
The Jaish al Mahdi in Iraq, 2003–8

IN THIS CHAPTER I present the second of five case method tests. Muqtada al Sadr’s Jaish al Mahdi
(JAM) militia was among the more prominent nonstate opponents in recent US military history. They
were responsible for a major fraction of US combat casualties in Iraq; they played an important role
in the sectarian warfare that was so central to the overall violence in the country in 2006–7; and their
role in that sectarian struggle reshaped the demographic makeup of Baghdad, with the Shiite JAM
driving their Sunni rivals from much of the city by mid-2007.

Of special importance for my purposes, the case also offers an unusual opportunity for theoretical
leverage, as it approximates a controlled comparison with Hezbollah in 2006. Both were Shiite Arab
actors in tribal societies. Both were confronted with materially superior Westernized state militaries.
Both had at-risk populations of supporters to protect. And both had external support from the same
Iranian patron. Tribal culture and materialist theories would thus expect both militaries to adopt
similar, classically guerilla methods; if anything, tribalism was probably stronger in 2006 Lebanon
than in 2003 Iraq, which would imply more-Fabian methods for Hezbollah than for the JAM if a tribal
culture explanation were the strongest account of nonstate behavior. By contrast, their internal politics
were very different: the JAM was riven by personalized factionalism and motivated increasingly by
profit and political opportunism, whereas Hezbollah was institutionally mature with high stakes in its
conflict with Israel. The new theory thus predicts very different behavior for the two actors, with
Hezbollah’s internal politics encouraging midspectrum methods and the JAM’s institutions and stakes
preventing this. In fact the case largely corroborates the new theory and contradicts the others, under
conditions that warrant a greater shift in confidence than would typically be possible from a single
case study.

I develop this argument in five steps. First, I outline briefly the main events of the case. Second, I
develop values for the main independent variables associated with the competing theories. Third, I
treat the theory’s dependent variable of observed military behavior. Fourth, I process-trace the
relationship between the theory’s causal logic and the events of the case through a discussion of the
JAM’s proficiency of execution. I conclude by assessing the relative fit between prediction and
observation given this analysis, and the case’s implications for the theories under study.

Overview of Events
The Jaish al Mahdi (sometimes called the “Mahdi Army” in the West) was created by the upstart
Shiite cleric Muqtada al Sadr in 2003, shortly after the US invasion toppled Saddam Hussein’s



Ba’athist government in Iraq. Saddam had ruled with an iron fist for almost a quarter century, and his
sudden removal created a military and political vacuum. This vacuum brought a security dilemma in
which Iraq’s Sunni and Shiite sectarian communities (and Arab and Kurdish ethnic groups) each
feared that others would settle old scores, restore lost privileges, or prey on rivals. The new
American-led administration was slow to establish real control, allowing looting and general
disorder that heightened fears and encouraged disempowered former Ba’athists to organize for
revanchist insurgency. Saddam’s regime had been dominated by Sunnis and had brutally repressed
Shiite and Kurdish insurrections; growing signs of Sunni Ba’athist insurgency by mid-2003 thus
created strong incentives for Shiites to mobilize in self-defense given the authorities’ apparent
inability to restore order. Among the most threatened of Iraq’s Shiites were those of the massive
Shiite slum in northeast Baghdad, Sadr City, whose poverty and proximity to wealthier Sunni
neighborhoods unnerved both communities: Sunnis feared the loss of their property and privileges to
newly empowered Shiite slum dwellers; Sadr City residents worried that Sunni death squads would
kill to prevent this.1

Such conditions were ripe for sectarian political entrepreneurship. Among the most successful
such entrepreneurs was Muqtada al Sadr. The son-in-law of a prominent Shiite dissident of the
Saddam era, Sadr seized the opportunity to position himself as the defender of the downtrodden Shiite
masses, juxtaposing himself simultaneously against revanchist Sunnis, American occupiers, and a
wealthier Shiite establishment that he framed as distant and out of touch. From his base in Sadr City,
he organized both a political movement, the Office of the Martyr Sadr (OMS, named for his revered
father-in-law, who had been killed by Saddam), and an armed militia, the Jaish al Mahdi.2

The JAM’s initial purpose was Shiite self-defense, and especially the protection of Sadr City slum
dwellers from Sunni death squads. But Sadr’s aspirations were broader, both politically and
militarily. The traditional Shiite establishment had adopted a tolerant stance toward the American
military presence, which they saw as a bulwark against Ba’athist revanchism. Sadr, by contrast,
lacking traditional religious credentials or social stature, saw an opportunity to outflank the Shiite
establishment politically by appealing directly to popular frustration with foreign military occupation.
He thus adopted a public stance of fiery opposition to the United States and its troop presence.
Together with his enthusiastic acceptance of Iranian assistance, this led to increasing tensions with
the American-led Coalition.3

These tensions led to a series of military confrontations with Coalition forces. The first followed
the US Army’s March 2004 shutdown of the OMS-run newspaper al-Hawza, which the Coalition
believed had been inciting violence against Coalition forces. The JAM responded with a wave of
violence, storming police stations and government offices across much of central and southern Iraq.
Coalition forces then counterattacked to restore control. The result was several months of sustained
combat between JAM militiamen and US troops in Karbala, Najaf, Kufa, Baghdad, Basra, and
elsewhere. After his militia suffered heavy losses, and with Coalition forces in control of almost all
the contested areas, Sadr ordered a cease-fire in June.4

The JAM then attacked an Iraqi police station in Najaf on August 5, spurring another battle when
American soldiers and Marines intervened. For the next three weeks, fighting raged across Najaf’s
seven-square-mile Wadi as-Salaam cemetery and surrounding city streets. Sadr then negotiated
another cease-fire, with the JAM’s fighters surrendering their weapons before being allowed to leave
and with Coalition forces then reoccupying the battlefield.5



The JAM’s next major action followed the Al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) bombing of the Shiite Golden
Dome mosque in Samarra in February 2006. The destruction of the mosque, a major Shiite shrine, led
Sadr and other Shiite militia leaders to conclude that the government had failed in its duty to protect
the Shiite community at large from Sunni insurgent depredations. Until then, the JAM’s stance against
Sunnis had been mostly defensive; after Samarra, however, Sadr ordered a broad offensive against
Sunni insurgents and civilians in Baghdad. This offensive moved outward from Sadr City, with the
JAM first establishing beachheads west of the Tigris in the Shiite enclaves of Kadhimiya in the north
and West Rashid in the south. From there the JAM began infiltrating the accessible mixed districts of
Shula, Huriya, and Washash adjoining Kadhimiya, and Jihad, Bayaa, and Abu T’Shir in the south.
Conquests in these areas were used to establish forward bases and lines of communication for further
drives into the heart of Sunni central Baghdad; by early 2007 the JAM had driven the Sunnis from
much of Mansoor, Karkh, Adel, Ghazaliyah, Doura-Mekanik, Ferat, Aamel, and Saydiyah.6
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Coalition forces responded to this violence by reinforcing Baghdad in an attempt to stabilize the
capital. Two successive operations were launched to halt the sectarian bloodshed and establish
control, Operation Together Forward in June, and Operation Together Forward II in August. Unlike
the earlier US counterattacks, however, these moves faced a much larger opponent: the JAM had
grown in the interim and now fielded a force of multiple thousands in the capital, and the Coalition
was now caught in the middle between the JAM and its Sunni insurgent enemies, both of whom
targeted Coalition forces. To cope with opposition on this scale (and to further what was then the
overall US strategy of rapid transition to Iraqi security responsibility), Operations Together Forward
and Together Forward II were designed to rely heavily on Iraqi government soldiers and police. Yet
the Iraqi Army (IA) and National Police (INP) proved slow to respond and ineffective in combat,
leaving US forces without the strength needed to suppress the violence, which escalated rapidly.7

This crisis eventually led to a major change in US strategy, with a combination of significant
reinforcements for US troops in the capital, a new commander in General David Petraeus, and new



methods emphasizing distributed dispositions, dismounted patrolling, and direct provision of
population security by US, not Iraqi, forces. This “Surge,” or Operation Fard al-Khanoon, as its
Baghdad component was known, was accompanied by a large-scale realignment of the JAM’s
primary Sunni opposition, which increasingly stood down in a series of negotiated settlements with
US commanders. With this reinforced US presence increasingly freed of the need to fight Sunni
insurgents, it turned its attention increasingly on the Shiite JAM. Sadr fought on for a time, but faced
with an increasingly one-sided struggle against a reinforced Coalition that could focus its efforts on
his militia, he announced another cease-fire on August 29, 2007, effectively ending his third major
battle of the war.8

The JAM’s final campaign began with the Iraqi government’s offensive against the Sadrist
presence in Basra in Operation Sawlat al-Forsan (“the charge of the knights”) beginning on March 25,
2008. Designed to establish government control of a city that Iraqi prime minister Nouri al-Maliki
had judged to be under militia rule, the offensive bogged down against heavy JAM resistance. Iraqi
Army officers had been planning a coordinated action with US support, but Maliki short-circuited this
and launched the attack prematurely without meaningful Coalition involvement; without this, the IA
proved unable to make headway. A surprised Coalition command rushed an ad hoc combination of
US reinforcements and supporting air strikes into the battle, which quickly turned the tide. With
Iranian mediation, Sadr then negotiated yet another cease-fire, ending combat in Basra on March 30.9

Maliki then sought to exploit his apparent victory in Basra by expanding the offensive to al-Amara,
where the IA advanced into JAM-held areas to assert government control. Sadr responded to these
moves with a counteroffensive in Baghdad. His political and military base in Sadr City was still
mostly free of US or government forces; he thus ordered JAM militia based there to attack
government troops and facilities in retaliation for the government offensive in Basra, including a
wave of rocket attacks against the Coalition nerve center in the “Green Zone” across the Tigris River.
The United States responded with a counteroffensive into Sadr City itself, with the intention of
clearing the neighborhoods from which the rockets were being launched. The result was a final
sustained battle between the JAM and US forces, as the combined US-Iraqi assault moved directly
into Sadr’s base. In more than six weeks of fighting, the JAM failed to drive out the Coalition forces,
and Sadr declared a final cease-fire on May 10, after which he formally disbanded the JAM on June
13, 2008.10

Sadr’s formal announcement notwithstanding, his followers remain armed, and it is widely
understood that Sadr retains the ability to renew hostilities should he find this in his interest. As of
early 2012 he claimed the existence of a new, “Muqawimun” militia to defend the interests of Iraqi
Shia by force if necessary. But the formal existence of the Jaish al Mahdi had thus come to an end as
of June 2008—and its combat record as an explicit militia organization ended with the conclusion of
open hostilities in Sadr City in May.11

Independent Variables
How does the JAM’s behavior compare with the respective theories’ predictions? As with
Hezbollah, I first characterize the JAM in terms of the critical independent variables of tribal culture,
military materiel, and internal politics.



The Jaish al Mahdi and Tribal Culture
As in much of the Arab world, Iraqi culture has important tribal elements. Loyalty to family, clan, and
tribe influenced economic behavior, marriage choices, and social status in 2003–8 Iraq, as they did in
Lebanon before 2006. And as it has in Lebanon, in Iraqi society conflict between tradition and
modernizing forces has tended to reduce the net effect of tribalism over time. But this tendency has
been neither uniform nor monotonic; national politics and military exigency have reinvigorated
tribalism in Iraq since the late 1980s, but more strongly for rural Sunnis than for urban Shiites. For the
JAM, the result was a cultural context that was certainly more tribal than, say, that of its US military
opponents, but which was significantly less tribal than that of their Sunni rivals in Iraq or even the
Shiite Hezbollah of Lebanon in 2006.

Iraqi tribal culture had been under pressure from a combination of Ottoman land reforms, British
colonial repression, and gradual urbanization beginning as early as the mid-19th century. The
traditional tribal hierarchy was built on inherited family ownership of agricultural land; as these
patterns of dynastic wealth concentration were disrupted, the patriarchs’ (or sheiks’) influence
diminished relative to governmental or religious authority figures.12 This process accelerated after the
“14 July Revolution,” which replaced Iraq’s Hashemite monarchy with the Ba’ath Party’s pan-Arab
nationalism in 1958: the Ba’athists’ commitment to a self-conscious modernism put a premium on
state institutions and further marginalized the clan and tribe as political actors.13

But the sheiks’ authority was never completely erased. As in Lebanon, tribal influence in the
social and economic spheres proved more resilient than it was in politics per se.14 And tribalism in
Iraqi politics saw a major revival with the series of national crises beginning in the 1980s.

In 1980 Saddam Hussein invaded neighboring Iran. After initial successes, his offensive bogged
down, saddling Iraq with a long war of attrition against a larger, wealthier, and more populous
opponent. To survive, Saddam turned to any source of support he could—including Iraq’s tribes.
Once a bitter opponent of tribalism as a throwback to a primitive past, Saddam now courted the
sheiks, using them as vehicles for recruitment of tribesmen into the Iraqi Army.15

After a long, bitter war and compromise settlement with Iran, Saddam then invaded Kuwait in
1990. Western intervention on behalf of the Kuwaiti monarchy expelled Iraqi forces, imposed a
humiliating defeat on the Iraqi military, and spurred uprisings among Iraq’s restive southern Shia and
northern Kurds. This was accompanied by harsh UN economic sanctions that crippled the Iraqi
economy and isolated the Ba’athist regime in the international system. These developments posed an
existential threat to the Iraqi regime. Saddam responded by grasping for any source of legitimization
and authority within reach; this included a reversal of the Ba’ath Party’s prior secularism and a
deliberate turn to Islamist rhetoric as a means of rallying support against the West.16 But it also
included a redoubled outreach to Iraqi tribal leadership.

Saddam now tried to frame tribal culture as a cornerstone of Iraqi national identity. He courted the
sheiks as grassroots leadership figures, promoting them as authentic representations of traditional
authority, publicizing his own tribal background, and referring to himself as the Iraqi “sheik of
sheiks.” He armed and funded supportive tribal leaders to co-opt them as allies against the Kurdish
and southern Shia uprisings, deputizing them to perform security duties and thus freeing state soldiers
for action against the rebels. He revitalized traditional tribal dispute resolution mechanisms,
empowering western Sunni sheiks with authority to settle even murder cases outside the state judicial
system, and allowing others increased powers in civil and lesser criminal cases. In the process, a



tribal system that had been in decline for generations found a new lease on life under the deliberate
sponsorship of Saddam and the Iraqi state.17

This process of retribalization, however, was not uniform in its effects. The tribal system had
always been stronger in rural areas than in cities, so its revitalization had less effect on urban
populations.18 Tribal organization had also traditionally been less cohesive among Iraqi Shiites than
for Sunnis, with smaller, splintered clans and subclans.19 Together these contributed to a weaker
traditional role for the tribe relative to the mosque among Iraqi Shia, and thus a weaker social
foundation for tribal regeneration.20 And Saddam’s tribal outreach was deliberately designed to
strengthen his hand against insurrections in the Kurdish north and Shiite south; hence its benefits were
directed disproportionately toward Arab Sunnis who could be relied on to back the regime against
the rebels.21 Shia tribes were thus less favored than others, and urban Shiites least of all. The net
result of this was both to further the social and economic marginalization of Muqtada al Sadr’s future
political base, and to leave poor urban Shiites less connected to or influenced by traditional tribal
mores than many other Iraqis—and especially the rural Sunnis so favored by Saddam.

As a whole, Iraqi society had thus been subject to more than a decade of deliberate state
cultivation of tribal values by the time of the US invasion in 2003, and this policy had reversed at
least some of the general decline in Iraqi tribalism over the preceding generations. But this trend has
largely bypassed the poor urban Shiite population from which the Jaish al Mahdi drew its support and
recruited its fighters. This is not to say that the JAM’s culture was free of tribal influence or that it
was somehow insulated from the norms and values of the surrounding society.22 But it is fair to say
that tribal norms probably played a less salient cultural role for the urban JAM between 2004 and
2008 than they did for Hezbollah’s more rural southern Lebanese population base in the years leading
up to the 2006 campaign. Both were clearly more tribal than the Israeli or American state militaries;
but the JAM was probably less so than Hezbollah.

The Jaish al Mahdi’s Military Materiel
Materialist theories expect materially inferior nonstate actors to resort to Fabian military methods.
The new theory posits an interaction effect between materiel and internal politics wherein advanced
technology can enable midspectrum methods for outnumbered nonstate actors with mature institutions
and existential stakes. The JAM had some access to modern weaponry, but was at a major
disadvantage in both quantity and quality of materiel relative to the US military.

Estimates of the JAM’s numerical strength are uncertain at best. But official US assessments
reportedly ranged from 6,000 to 10,000 fighters in Baghdad in 2006. By 2007–8, intelligence
estimates put the JAM’s overall strength at 25,000 to 40,000 active combatants (including their
Iranian-trained “Special Groups”), with a large body of tacit sympathizers providing logistical,
intelligence, or other support.23

These fighters were armed with a variety of mostly light weapons, including the ubiquitous AK-47
assault rifle, hand grenades, RPG-29 rocket-propelled grenade launchers, sniper rifles, and light
crew-served machine guns. Some JAM elements, and especially the Special Groups, had access to
simple indirect-fire systems, including 60-millimeter and 81-millimeter mortars and 107-millimeter
Hesab, 122-millimeter Grad, and 240-millimeter Fajr rockets. The JAM also modified standard
mortar shells to increase their range by adding field-expedient rocket motors (creating “IRAMs,” or
Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortars), and they are rumored to have had access to at least some SA-



14 Strela handheld guided antiaircraft missiles.24

The JAM’s most effective weapons, however, were improvised explosive devices, or IEDs. At
their simplest these could be nothing more than scavenged artillery shells concealed under roadside
debris with basic detonators and trip wires to trigger the explosives when contacted by a passing
soldier. These simple early designs were quickly augmented with more elaborate devices using
pressure plates to trigger buried explosives constructed with minimum metal content to thwart metal-
sensing mine detectors; other designs relied on radio controls from garage door openers or
communications transmitters to trigger explosives remotely upon command from hidden observers.
Explosive charges grew from single shells to “daisy-chains” of multiple rounds wired together to
respond to a single trigger, or multiple antipersonnel or antitank land mines buried one atop the other
to increase blast yield. By 2007, massive charges buried under roadways were capable of destroying
US M-1 Abrams tanks and overturning M-2 Bradley armored infantry fighting vehicles.25

Perhaps the best known, and certainly the most dangerous, of these were the EFPs, or Explosively
Formed Projectiles, in widespread use by 2007 in Baghdad and elsewhere. EFPs used a modern,
specially engineered shaped charge to project a slug of metal at near-hypersonic speeds over
distances of up to 30 meters. Designed to penetrate the weaker flank and rear plates of passing
armored vehicles, these weapons were often emplaced in arrays of a half dozen or more charges
aimed at stretches of roadway along which Coalition convoys were expected. Their range enabled
them to be concealed at a distance from the roadside, making early detection harder; remote
detonation techniques allowed hidden observers to trigger an attack from still further away.
Simultaneous detonation of multi-EFP arrays increased hit probabilities and created a chance of
multiple strikes against a given vehicle or convoy. Multiple strikes, however, were not necessary for
lethal effects—the EFPs in use by the JAM by 2007 could penetrate in a single shot any Coalition
armored vehicle deployed in Iraq through the end of the conflict, and the projectiles’ size made
penetration very likely to kill or injure multiple crewmembers or to destroy the vehicle outright if the
round struck fuel or ammunition within.26 These EFPs were the most effective—and the most
advanced—weapons in the JAM arsenal.

Little is known about the revenue stream supporting these forces. The JAM derived significant
income from taxation, control of staple commodities such as gasoline and cooking oil needed by
Shiite communities, diversion of revenue from the tourist trade to Shiite shrines in Karbala, patronage
deriving from OMS parliamentary representation and control of the Ministries of Health,
Transportation, and Agriculture, and other sources; the scale of these revenues, however, is
unknown.27 Iran clearly provided substantial financial aid to the JAM; Iranian assistance to the JAM
Special Groups has been estimated at anywhere from $9 to $36 million a year by the US military, and
Iranian support for the mainstream JAM militia reportedly approached $1 billion a year in 2004.28

But the ultimate scale of Iranian funding remains unknown.
The JAM’s Coalition opponents, by contrast, had much greater resources at their disposal. At the

time of the Samarra Mosque bombing that spurred the JAM’s 2006 offensive in Baghdad, the United
States deployed a force of about 130,000 troops in Iraq, together with another 20,000 foreign allies
and 230,000 Iraqi government soldiers and police. By mid-2007, the Bush administration’s “Surge”
had increased these figures to over 160,000 US and over 350,000 allied and Iraqi personnel.29 These
forces were but a portion of global US military power, moreover; though it could not have sustained
in steady state a force any larger than the 160,000 troops deployed in mid-2007, the United States in



principle had at its disposal a force of over 1.4 million personnel under arms overall, constituting the
world’s second-largest military in 2007. Even the Iraqi contribution alone made up the world’s 10th-
largest military in itself.30

These government forces varied in their equipment. Iraqi local police in particular were very
lightly armed, traveling mostly in unarmored pickup trucks and carrying little more than the AK-47s
used by their JAM opponents. Iraqi Army and National Police units were better armed, with access to
armored Humvees and some wheeled armored cars, body armor, crew-served automatic weapons,
and at least some basic night vision and communications equipment. But they had no meaningful heavy
weapons and limited reconnaissance, surveillance, logistical, or aviation support. Non-US foreign
troops were generally better armed, with British forces approaching US standards, especially in
armor and armaments if not in surveillance and information processing. US forces, by contrast,
defined the global state of the art in military materiel, with thousands of M-1 Abrams tanks; M-2
Bradley infantry fighting vehicles; MRAP (Mine Resistant Armor Protected) vehicles; specialized
route clearance vehicles; AH-64 Apache attack and UH-60 Blackhawk air assault helicopters; AC-
130 Spectre gunships; B-1B, F-15E, F-16, and A-10 strike aircraft; Predator, Reaper, and Scout
drones; and a full panoply of sophisticated soldier-level equipment, electronics, sensors, and data
processing systems. While Iraqi forces were poorly armed, US troops were unquestionably the best-
equipped counterinsurgents in history.31

The funds devoted to operating and maintaining these forces were vastly greater than those
available to the JAM. By mid-2007 the United States alone was spending some $131 billion a year in
Iraq, with perhaps $126 billion of that underwriting US operations and $5.5 billion devoted to
assistance for Iraqi forces.32 The forces deployed in Iraq were also benefitting from research and
development, training, mobilization, and other institutional capabilities whose budgets were not
normally counted in standard assessments of spending for Iraq; hence some additional fraction of the
over $436 billion a year the United States spent on defense overall in 2007 could also be credited to
support for the war effort in the Gulf.33

Yet even so, this enormous force was widely considered undersized for the job. US military
doctrine of the time called for a ratio of roughly one capable security force provider per 50 civilians
in a country to be stabilized in counterinsurgency.34 For a country of Iraq’s population, this standard
implies a requirement of about 600,000 capable counterinsurgents to succeed.35 It is far from clear
that the Iraqi security forces of 2007 met this standard; depending on how they are counted, Coalition
forces in Iraq may have fallen short by as much as a factor of three or more even at their peak
numerical strength.36

Of course, this apparent shortfall is not attributable strictly to the JAM. The US military
worldwide had important commitments to meet in Afghanistan and elsewhere. And Coalition forces
in Iraq per se were fighting a combination of opponents including multiple Sunni insurgent factions;
the bin Laden–affiliated Al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI); and other Shiite militias, some of which, such as the
ISCI (Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq) or Fadhila forces, were nominally integrated into the official
Iraqi police. Some of these enemies fielded substantial forces: US intelligence reportedly estimated
secular Sunni insurgent strength at perhaps 8,000 to 20,000 or more fighters in 2007, with AQI
fielding another 5,000 in early 2008.37 Coalition efforts were thus spread over a wider range of
enemies than just the JAM.

The same could be said for the JAM itself, however: it was founded in the first place to defend



Shiites from Sunni insurgents, and throughout 2007 in particular it fought a continuous battle against a
variety of Sunni factions in the streets of Baghdad. Like the Coalition, the JAM faced multiple
opponents. The Iraq War involved a complex web of fault lines; most combatants were forced to split
their attention across multiple enemies.

As with Hezbollah, the net result was thus a material balance that strongly favored the Coalition of
state militaries over their nonstate Jaish al Mahdi opponent (or, for that matter, over all Iraqi nonstate
actors collectively). Counting just the active-duty US, UK, and Iraqi government ground forces, the
state militaries outnumbered the JAM by a factor of 31 to as much as 41 (depending on how one
counts the ISF and assuming that the JAM numbered about 33,000). The Western members of the
Coalition fielded weapons and equipment far superior to the JAM’s in all categories but perhaps one
(the JAM’s EFPs had no Coalition equivalent but were certainly very effective); Iraqi forces were far
less capable, but even so their materiel was generally no worse than the JAM’s.

The magnitude of this material asymmetry, however, was probably not radically different from that
facing Hezbollah against the Israeli state in 2006. Whereas the Hezbollah/IDF troop ratio was
perhaps 15 to 65:1, the Coalition/JAM ratio was around 31 to 41:1. Neither Hezbollah nor the JAM
could match the armor, aviation, or surveillance capabilities of their state opponents. For both
Hezbollah and the JAM, their one area of meaningful technological competitiveness was in antiarmor
capability: guided antitank missiles for Hezbollah, and EFPs for the JAM. And whereas Hezbollah’s
Kornet and Metis-M missiles were nominally more sophisticated than the JAM’s EFPs, the urban
battlefields on which the JAM fought made the theoretical range advantage conveyed by the Kornet
and Metis-M irrelevant for the battles the JAM would have to fight.

In practical terms, both Hezbollah and the JAM thus fought at major overall material
disadvantages typical of most wars between state and nonstate combatants, albeit with an ability to
compensate technologically in the crucial category of antiarmor weapons.

JAM Internal Politics
The new theory emphasizes two dimensions of an actor’s internal politics: its stakes, and its
institutions. Limited stakes and weak institutions are expected to discourage complex midconcealment
methods; existential stakes and mature institutions permit such methods for actors with advanced
weapons.

THE JAM’S STAKES

The external stakes for the JAM were never existential. Muqtada al Sadr is widely viewed as an
opportunist, who saw the JAM as a vehicle for advancing his personal political ambitions. To do
this, he positioned the JAM variously as a defender of Shiite civilians from Sunni death squads, as an
armed nationalist resistance against foreign occupation, as a force for the poor over the rich, and as a
less constrained alternative to Prime Minister Nouri al Maliki’s state security forces. Meanwhile
much of the militia’s leadership saw the JAM chiefly as a means of extracting rents from a dependent
population or from Iranian patrons. Iraqi Shiites, as a whole, faced serious threats in an intense,
potentially zero-sum war of identity with Sunni insurgents. And Sadr, like other Shiite elites, faced
potentially lethal internal threats from rival politicians seeking to monopolize the state’s coercive
power in an intra-Shiite contest for political power. But Sadr never faced an existential threat from
his external foes—that is, the US military or Sunni insurgents outside the Shiite Iraqi regime. In the



complex ecology of Iraq’s combatant parties between 2004 and 2008, the JAM could safely assume
that others would prevent its actual annihilation or that of its Shiite base, enabling it to pursue
narrower and more limited ends at others’ expense.

Sadr’s stated aim in establishing the JAM was to resist foreign occupation. His initial manifestos
called for a joint Sunni-Shia nationalist front to compel the US-led Coalition to withdraw, and he
maintained a consistently antioccupation stance after that.38 He withdrew his participation from
Maliki’s coalition government in November 2006 after Maliki declined to establish a timetable for
American withdrawal, and his opposition to the foreign presence played an important role in blocking
its continuation in the Status of Forces negotiations of 2008 and 2011.39 Much of the JAM’s early
combat experience came in its two confrontations with American troops in 2004, the first of which
resulted directly from US concern with Sadr’s encouragement of violence against occupation forces.40

Nationalist resistance to hostile occupation can often create existential stakes and zero-sum war
aims as foreign powers seek to annihilate the threat and nationalists struggle for survival. The JAM,
however, faced no such threat from the Coalition in Iraq. This was because the Coalition was
effectively aligned with the Shiite majority, and the Shiite mainstream political establishment was
unwilling to risk alienating Sadr’s urban base with an all-out crackdown on his movement. The Shiite
establishment thus shielded Sadr from the Coalition, who could constrain but not eliminate the JAM,
and Sadr surely knew this.

The Shiite political establishment of the period 2004–8 centered on a clerical and economic elite,
much of which had opposed Saddam Hussein from exile in Iran and elsewhere during the 1980s and
1990s. When the Americans deposed Saddam, this group sought to stage-manage a transition to a
government dominated by Iraq’s Shiite majority and led by themselves. Their status as elites and
former exiles, however, left them vulnerable to charges that they were out of touch with the growing
urban masses of disenfranchised Shiite poor whose fortunes had deteriorated under Saddam. Sadr,
excluded from the traditional elite by his youth and inexperience, had astutely exploited this weakness
by positioning himself as a populist voice of the Shiite downtrodden; as such he posed an important
political threat to the Shiite establishment. Under the influence of Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, the
establishment saw Ba’athist restoration as the primary threat and sought Shiite unity as a means of
preventing this: Shiites constituted a clear majority of the Iraqi population, and Sistani’s circle
understood that a majoritarian government would serve Shiite interests if Shiites could vote as a
block and exploit their numbers. Moreover, they saw the American presence in mostly benign terms:
the Americans supported a majoritarian democratic system that would ultimately empower a unified
Shiite community, and the American military could serve as a bulwark against Sunni revanchist
insurgency.41

The Sadrist movement, however, imperiled all this: Sadr threatened to split the Shiite vote,
enabling the Sunni minority to reclaim power, and his opposition to the American presence would
expose an immature government to attack from Sunni revanchists if he actually succeeded in
compelling a US withdrawal. In principle, the Shiite establishment could have responded to this
threat by trying to crush Sadr outright. But this would have been an extremely dangerous strategy,
risking a fundamental fracture of the Shiite community—and one that could easily leave the
establishment on the losing side if Sadr succeeded in painting them as defenders of privilege and
puppets of foreign interests. Instead, they chose appeasement and sought to co-opt Sadr by trying to
accommodate him within a big-tent model of Shiite politics, while constraining his more extreme



tendencies to prevent him from undermining Shiite unity or alienating the Americans to the point of
withdrawal. At the same time, the Shiite establishment worked to prevent the Americans from forcing
a showdown that would compel them to take sides and risk a permanent rupture with the Sadrists.42

The result was repeated intervention by Sistani and his allies to broker cease-fires between Sadr
and the Americans that left the JAM short of victory but kept the United States from destroying his
militia.43 The implications for Sadr were obvious: he could safely provoke the foreigners for political
gain with little risk that state forces would annihilate him, as long as he stayed within the
establishment’s limits and did not himself compel a final showdown. An all-out campaign to evict the
occupiers would raise the stakes and risk an otherwise unnecessary existential struggle with the
combined forces of the Shiite establishment, its government security forces, and its American allies;
by contrast, a limited military campaign was safe and survivable and would provide a national stage
for political self-promotion. Sadr chose the latter. Unlike many nationalist resistance forces, the JAM
could thus wage a limited war against the occupiers with little fear that the occupation army would
crush them.

A second important objective for the JAM was sectarian. Sadr’s nationalist platform called for
Sunni-Shiite unity to evict the foreigners, but his political base in Sadr City was exposed to violence
from Sunni insurgents, and Sadr used the JAM to defend them. This initially defensive aim expanded,
however, after the Samarra Mosque bombing in February 2006. Grassroots Shiite anger at their
government for failing to protect the shrine offered Sadr an opportunity, and he exploited it by
launching an offensive designed to drive wealthier Sunni populations from Baghdad and thereby clear
residential blocks for occupation by poor Sadrist Shiites. The ensuing sectarian offensive became one
of the largest contributors to aggregate violence in Iraq in 2006–7.44

Sectarian identity conflicts often pose existential threats to the combatant parties, who commonly
fear genocide from their rivals and mobilize accordingly. Here, too, though, the JAM faced lesser
risks. Sadr’s offensive quickly demonstrated that the JAM was militarily superior to its Sunni
opponents in Baghdad—the JAM made continuous progress and by mid-2007 had pushed the Sunnis
from much of the city. If it ever came down to a sectarian fight to the finish between substate Sunni
insurgents and JAM militiamen, all indications were that the JAM would win: battlefield results gave
Sadr little reason to fear annihilation by Sunni militants. The only combatant with the military
capacity to destroy the JAM was the US-led coalition of state armies, but these were constrained by
Shiite politics to limited warfare and containment only. For Sadr, sectarian warfare thus offered a
prospect for gain at Sunni expense with limited downside perils.45

An increasingly important aspiration for the JAM was economic profit. The Shiite government’s
deference to Sadr left the JAM as the primary armed force in Sadr City. With Sunni death squads as
an ever-present threat that only the JAM could thus counter, the militia found itself with great power
over a Shiite population who were dependent on it for their very lives. Some commanders exploited
this dependency to wrest gangland control over staple commodities such as rice, fuel, and cooking
oil, and to extort protection payments from Shiite merchants and businessmen. As the JAM expanded
its zone of control in 2006, the scope for economic predation increased, as did the scale of potential
profit. Sectarian cleansing enabled looting in the wealthier Sunni neighborhoods of central Baghdad,
while the JAM’s increasing strength and influence increased the Sadrists’ ability to land government
ministries and the lucrative patronage opportunities these offered. Without a militia, Sadr would still
have been an influential politician with the ability to command patronage—but with a powerful army



at his disposal his ability to extract rents soared, and this opportunity for profit was an important
motivation for many of Sadr’s commanders.46 In the new theory’s terms, the JAM’s stakes were thus
distinctly limited.

JAM INSTITUTIONS

In the new theory’s terms, the Jaish al Mahdi was a fragile natural order actor. It had multiple
suborganizations and a nominal hierarchy of specialized entities, but real decision-making power was
personalized rather than institutional, with multiple charismatic leaders relying on an internal balance
of power among their armed followers to adjudicate conflict in the absence of meaningful procedural
checks on elite action. Economic activity was tightly controlled by militia leaders for the enrichment
of themselves and their fighters. And the internal balance of power itself was fluid and unstable,
yielding repeated factional struggles that produced extensive intra-JAM violence and a progressive
decay in Sadr’s ability to exercise plenary control over his lieutenants’ fighters.

Sadr’s organization was modeled loosely on the Lebanese Hezbollah, and like Hezbollah it had a
political wing, the OMS (Office of the Martyr Sadr), and a military wing, the JAM militia. The OMS
maintained political cells and physical offices in multiple Iraqi cities, and it successfully fielded
parliamentary candidates in multiple national elections. Like Hezbollah, the OMS ran an
extragovernmental court system, it did voter outreach, and it organized committees on education,
media, social health, religious affairs, and Friday prayers.47

Unlike Hezbollah, however, the OMS was never able to deliver real services through these civil
suborganizations. Sadr’s leadership style was chaotic, and the OMS lacked a clear internal hierarchy,
a formal policy-making process, or any designated senior advisory or deliberative bodies—there was
no OMS Politburo to adjudicate decisions, which instead were products of an opaque process of
informal consensus building among Sadr and his chief lieutenants. And its original revenue base was
limited to a modest religious tax (the khum) exacted from an impoverished population, which left it
without the resources to accomplish extensive civil functions directly. Instead, Sadr opted for an
indirect approach, using his influence in Parliament to secure appointments for his allies to head
formal state ministries of health, transportation, and agriculture. This allowed the administrative
apparatus of the official Iraqi state to provide services while enabling Sadr to claim credit through
the ministers’ affiliation with the OMS, without requiring Sadr’s own organization to deliver benefits
directly.48

The JAM militia was organized into often floridly named squadrons (one was called the al-’Amr
bil Ma’ruf wa al-Nahi ‘an al-Munkar squadron, or “prescribing good and prohibiting transgression”)
raised from given neighborhoods under the command of leaders drawn from the same population.
Squadron commanders were expected to lead their fighters in combat, but formal rank structure was
limited. Members carried identity cards unique to their squadron but were not regularly paid by the
organization and were expected to provide their own personal weapons and equipment.49 In addition
to its fighting strength in the squadrons, the JAM maintained separate intelligence and internal
surveillance organizations with separate identity cards and membership. After 2005 the JAM was
supported by the “Mahdist Institute” (al-Ma’had al-Mahdawi), a propaganda office created “to teach
Sadrists the basics of Shiite faith and the purpose of the al-Mahdi army.”50

Like the OMS, however, leadership in the JAM militia was personalized, with authority flowing
more directly from the individual commander than from the office he held and with haphazard



procedures for coordination and control. Sadr tried repeatedly to reign in JAM commanders who
ignored plenary guidance, and the JAM’s internal policing organization was created to enable this,
yet he was never able to impose his orders on unwilling subordinates, and his authority over the
squadrons grew increasingly tenuous over time. Among the reasons for his 2007 cease-fire was his
recognition that he had lost control over JAM commanders in Karbala, who had ignored his calls for
calm, and it is widely believed that Sadr cooperated with Coalition efforts to arrest wayward
lieutenants, handing them over to the Iraqi Ministry of Interior for prosecution as a substitute for a
functioning internal control system or an ability to enforce compliance with his orders. As an Iraqi
interviewed by the International Crisis Group put it: “One [JAM] gang has nothing to do with another.
If one Mahdi Army group arrests your brother and you appeal to another group for help, you won’t get
anywhere. They can’t do anything.”51 On paper, the JAM had multiple suborganizations and a lean but
hierarchical command system; in practice, these organizations functioned more as independent tools
of their own commanders than as a centrally coordinated whole.52

The JAM was deeply involved in the economy, with extensive rent extraction for the benefit of
militia leaders and their followers. Sadr’s licit revenues from khum payments were too small to
support a movement of the size he intended. Iranian support for Sadr’s military wing funded a
significant scale of militia operations, but JAM commanders quickly took advantage of their positions
to extract additional revenue directly from the population in the areas they controlled. In fact, much of
the economy in Sadr City and JAM-occupied Baghdad came to be dominated by the militia, which
imposed surcharges on essential commodities. Crude oil moving from the southern oil fields to the
port at Um Qasr was routinely redirected into the black market for the benefit of JAM cadres in
Basra; the refinery at Baiji, the largest in Iraq, was controlled by the militia and used to fund the
leadership. Some JAM commanders ran kidnapping and extortion rings; others operated protection
rackets in which businessmen were required to pay them a fee for protection mostly against the JAM
itself, whose fighters would attack any who declined participation. By 2007 the militia had
established gangster-like control of most commerce in the areas under their control; the rents
extracted thereby had become a major source of independent income for many JAM commanders, a
major motivation for many JAM combatants, and an important contributor to Sadr’s difficulty in
extending his control over subordinates who enjoyed significant local revenue streams as a result of
their own arms rather than the organization’s formal budget or directives.53

This combination of weak formal hierarchy with limited capacity to adjudicate internal disputes
and an increasing capacity for local commanders to raise their own revenue via control of local
commerce created an unstable internal balance of power in which factional disputes were frequent,
deep, and often violent.

These surfaced as early as the Battle of Najaf in August 2004. In the midst of the fighting, Qais
Khazali, one of Sadr’s top lieutenants and a prominent spokesman for the Sadrist movement, broke
with Sadr and began issuing battlefield orders to his supporters without the approval of Sadr or the
JAM plenary leadership. Together with Abd al-Hadi al-Darraji, Khazali’s faction then rejected
Sadr’s cease-fire deal and continued its attacks on Coalition forces in Baghdad in violation of the
pact reached between Sadr, Sistani, and the Coalition. Notwithstanding this insubordination, Sadr
was unwilling to hazard a total breach with Khazali’s supporters, and the two negotiated an uneasy
reconciliation in which Khazali and two confederates were named to supervise the OMS’ political
offices in March 2005.54 This reconciliation was never complete, however, and Khazali’s “Special



Groups” faction gradually moved away from Sadr’s direct control and into closer alignment with its
Iranian backers in Tehran’s Revolutionary Guard Quds Force.55

As the Najaf fighting concluded, Ayatollah Kazem al-Haeri, an early Sadrist ally and major
financial conduit for the movement, publicly disassociated himself from Sadr and issued a fatwa
instructing his followers to cease the religious tax payments to the OMS that had made up much of
Sadr’s domestic revenue to that time. Al-Haeri was reportedly alienated by Sadr’s military
adventurism in Najaf, and its failure was the last straw for him and his supporters. This caused an
immediate financial crisis for the JAM, which was then struggling to replace its losses from the
fighting in Najaf and to compensate the families of the militiamen killed there; the loss of funds
controlled by Haeri accelerated the JAM’s search for other revenue and its increasing turn toward
criminality. Like Khazali, however, Haeri was not simply ousted, as Hezbollah had done with Subhi
al Tufayli and his faction; instead an ambiguous relationship continued until the two formally
reconciled in 2007, when Haeri agreed to supervise Sadr’s religious studies in Iran.56

In Basra in 2005, Sheik Ahmed al-Fartousi, the JAM’s chief commander in the city, led an
increasingly independent program of attacks on British occupation forces in the city. This produced
tension with the JAM plenary leadership that culminated in an unsuccessful attempt by Sadr to relieve
Fartousi of his command; Fartousi, however, ignored the edict and continued operations until he was
arrested by the British in September 2005.57

By 2007 such internal dissension had produced at least four separate splinter groups with ongoing
ties to the OMS that were conducting ongoing operations alongside the mainstream JAM but largely
beyond the direct control of Muqtada al Sadr. The “Noble JAM” sought reconciliation with the
Coalition, cooperating covertly with American forces in the Shula and Huriya neighborhoods of
northwest Baghdad and informing on their nominal comrades. Khazali’s Special Groups, conversely,
wanted more aggressive action against occupation forces than the mainstream JAM did, emplacing
sophisticated EFP arrays and mounting frequent rocket and mortar attacks against the foreign presence
in the Green Zone. The al-Araji faction operated under the brothers Hazem and Bahaa al-Araji and
competed with mainstream JAM and the Khazali Special Groups to control the Kadhimiyah shrine
just west of the Tigris River. And a variety of criminal gangs operating under the JAM aegis fought
over smuggling routes and economic access.58

Other factions active at various times included the Sayyid ash-Shuhada Movement, the Defense of
the Holy Shrines Brigade, the Dhi Qar Organization, and the Karbala Brigade, all operating as cells
of the JAM but with relative independence from Sadr, and sometimes in opposition to one another.
Some were opposed to Sadr’s repeated cease-fires and compromises with the Americans and with
the Shiite clerical establishment; some rejected his willingness to participate in the Maliki
government; some wanted more aggressive attacks on Sunni civilians; some chafed against attempted
restrictions on profiteering, kidnapping, and corruption; some proved more responsive to Iranian
wishes than to Sadr’s.59

Faced with this increasing fragmentation, Sadr tried to reestablish control. Beginning in February
2007, he established the Thahabiya or “Golden Brigade” cell, with the mission of identifying and
purging rogue elements operating outside his direction. Operating covertly under Sadr’s guidance,
cell members were empowered to imprison or assassinate nominal comrades as a means of enforcing
loyalty to the plenary leadership. As many as several hundred JAM leaders and faction members
were eventually killed, jailed, or expelled by Golden Brigade operatives.60



Nor was internecine violence limited to the Golden Brigade’s operations. In fact, firefights
between neighboring squadron leaders were common. As an Iraqi resident of the Shula neighborhood
in Baghdad reported in 2007: “A fratricidal war within the Mahdi Army has been raging. The other
day, Mahdi Army members hit one of my friends in the Hurriya neighbourhood. He lodged a
complaint with the Maktab al-Sayyid al-Shahid in Shu‘la. The office then dispatched four Mahdi
Army men to summon the suspects to Hurriya. In response, Mahdi Army members from Hurriya
attacked the Shu‘la envoys. To this day, Mahdi Army members are killing each other in Hurriya over
this incident.”61

The net result was a deeply divided organization where internal loyalties were never clear. Unlike
Hezbollah, where an early schism yielded decisive, permanent expulsion of a discrete and overt
dissident element, the JAM suffered a continuous, ambiguous, internal struggle in which sometimes
covert sub-elements with access to their own funding (whether via crime, corruption, or Iranian
connections) pursued their own agendas regardless of plenary direction but without a clear, public
break with the plenary leadership. This factional insubordination, moreover, could have lethal
consequences for nominal cobelligerents, as Noble JAM dissidents exposed mainstream JAM to
Coalition attack; al-Araji, Khazali network, and mainstream JAM contended over religious sites;
criminal gangs fought over turf; and Golden Brigade enforcers hunted down dissidents for expulsion
or assassination. The combination of ambiguity and danger this produced made trust within the
military organization extremely risky for all concerned.

Dependent Variable: JAM Military Behavior
Given these characterizations, how does the JAM’s military behavior correspond with the respective
theories’ predictions? On balance, JAM methods, though not purely Fabian, were closer to the Fabian
extremum than to Hezbollah’s midspectrum behavior. To adjudicate this complex, interpenetrated
admixture of behaviors that do not conform in any simple, uniform way to either of the popular
stereotypes of state “conventional” or nonstate “irregular” methods, I again use the detailed criteria
presented in chapter 2 and the appendix, coding the JAM’s behavior in terms of its stealthiness; its
commitment to taking and holding ground; its dispersion; coercion; the distinguishability of its
combatants from noncombatant civilians; and its functional differentiation within the theater of war.

1. Stealth
Cover and concealment are the heart of Fabian war fighting. While individual militiamen varied in
their skills, JAM positions were mostly well concealed prior to the initiation of fire.

In combat with Americans, the JAM fought mostly from within buildings in dense urban areas. In
such settings, it was typically very difficult to locate shooters before they opened fire, and JAM
fighters typically got the first shot in engagements with US forces. Militiamen were particularly adept
at hiding IEDs among trash and other detritus along roadsides until detonation against passing US
columns. But while JAM fighters were typically covered and concealed until firing, they often found
it difficult to sustain fire without detection. JAM fighters were also systematically unable to master
movement techniques for secure maneuver outside buildings, and militiamen were often casual in
their dispositions when they believed they were not under observation, simplifying detection from
overhead systems such as drones or helicopters. In static indoor positions prior to contact, JAM



concealment was typically sufficient to prevent detection—but the JAM found concealed maneuver in
the open systematically challenging.62

2. Taking and Holding Ground
Archetypically Fabian forces do not take and hold ground; archetypically Napoleonic ones never
voluntarily relinquish it. The JAM clearly sought to cleanse urban neighborhoods of Sunni civilians to
clear these for occupation by Shiite squatters. But they rarely contested ground when challenged by
US military forces.

To assess the JAM’s relative commitment to taking and holding ground I use the four observable
referents of this commitment presented in the appendix: the duration of firefights; the proximity of
attackers to defenders; the incidence of counterattack; and the incidence of harassing fires and
unattended minefields.

THE DURATION OF FIREFIGHTS

Extended firefights in place are characteristic of Napoleonic methods, whereas Fabian tactics
encourage brief ambushes that allow fighters to escape without risking decisive engagement. In Iraq,
JAM fighters rarely stood their ground for sustained engagements.

Modal firefight duration for the JAM was very brief—often just a few minutes. Contact was
commonly initiated by the JAM, via ambush (often in conjunction with an IED detonation), by sniper
fire, or by harassing mortar or rocket fire. This fire could be intense, but rarely did it continue very
long after US forces opened sustained counterfire. Rather than remaining in place or maneuvering to
alternate or supplementary firing positions to sustain pressure on US forces, JAM fighters typically
broke contact and withdrew upon receiving meaningful fire against their original locations.63 Of
course there were exceptions—on at least one occasion a JAM detachment of 35 fighters sustained an
eight-hour-long night engagement against US forces; a 30-fighter detachment remained in contact for a
four-to-six-hour firefight against an entire US infantry company.64 But such exceptions were rare.
Battles such as Najaf in 2004 and Sadr City in 2008 could continue for days or even weeks but
consisted of an often-disjointed collection of brief local firefights rather than sustained combat to
contest particular fighting positions.65

PROXIMITY OF ATTACKERS TO DEFENDERS

Napoleonic control of terrain often requires fighters to accept decisive engagement on the defense and
to seek it on the attack; this requires Napoleonic fighters to accept close contact with the enemy in
ways that Fabian self-preservation need not. In Iraq, the JAM sometimes fought at safe distances via
unattended IEDs, sniping, or indirect fire from rockets or mortars. But the JAM’s preference for urban
terrain made long-range direct fire very difficult—lines of sight in built-up areas are rarely long
enough to enable shooting from distances in excess of a couple of hundred meters, regardless of one’s
commitment to taking or holding ground. If the JAM had sustained close contact at such ranges, this
would be consistent with acceptance of decisive engagement for Napoleonic control of territory—but
in conjunction with the brief duration of the modal firefight, the JAM’s frequency of close-range
engagement is more suggestive of Fabian ambushes and raids under the geographic constraints of
urban warfare than of Napoleonic willingness to accept decisive engagement in defense of ground.

In fact, most JAM direct-fire engagements took place at very short range—typically shorter than



300 meters and often less than 100. In fact, some fire was exchanged at ranges of 50 meters or less: in
the Battle of Sadr City in 2008, for example, US armored vehicle crewmembers in open hatches
killed multiple JAM fighters on rooftops using M-4 carbine fire from as little as 20 meters away.66

Yet the dense urban terrain could still allow militiamen who wished to break contact to open fire
from windows or sometimes rooftops at nearly point-blank range then escape from counterfire by
quickly exiting the building through rear doors, tunnels, and alleys. This method was not always
successful. Rapid counterfire could sometimes kill the shooter before he could flee, and US
commanders learned to use staggered, parallel columns and overwatch from attack helicopters or
drones to increase the odds of intercepting fleeing gunmen as they exited the scene of an ambush via
alleyways.67 But the nature of the terrain in urban battlefields such as Sadr City, Kadhimiyah, West
Rashid, Najaf, or Basra meant that most direct-fire actions would be at very short ranges—even when
a Fabian defender sought to avoid decisive engagement.68

INCIDENCE OF COUNTERATTACK

Napoleonic control of terrain often requires counterattack to regain lost ground; pure Fabian concern
with limiting exposure precludes costly counterattacks and instead bids fighters to melt away once
dislodged. In Iraq, the JAM sometimes sought to regain key locations once lost but did not routinely
counterattack when driven from its positions. And even when the JAM did seek to regain key terrain,
this was normally attempted via an increased tempo of raids and harassment rather than a systematic
effort to overrun positions.

JAM militiamen normally broke contact and withdrew once taken under effective fire. US forces
would sometimes then encounter new positions as they advanced, but subsequent engagements would
more commonly involve US forces on the move encountering stationary JAM fighters disposed to the
rear of the initial contact, rather than stationary US forces struck by moving JAM elements advancing
on their former locations. Where militiamen did approach US forces, moreover, this was typically in
very small formations (often as small as three to five fighters) and sometimes involved ill-considered
tactics such as frontal assaults by militiamen in civilian cars and pickup trucks, firing from open car
windows and truck beds. It is difficult to know whether such counterproductive efforts were the result
of deliberate command decisions or idiosyncratic impulses from enthusiastic but untrained local
elements.69

When US forces threatened key locations, JAM resistance often stiffened, as was the case during
the 2008 Battle of Sadr City when US troops cleared JAM rocket launch locations within range of the
Green Zone and erected 12-foot-tall concrete barriers to restrict JAM reentry. The JAM clearly
hoped to drive American troops back out before US control could be consolidated. And JAM units
sometimes launched set-piece assaults on Iraqi Army checkpoints and other static positions. The
latter, however, were normally closer to raids in force than to attempts to seize and hold lost ground.
And JAM counterpressure against American forces in Sadr City mainly took the form of an increased
frequency of raids and sniper attacks (especially against US engineering elements engaged in wall
construction), coupled with more-frequent ambushes against moving US forces—rarely did JAM
counterpressure take the form of a sustained advance by significant forces to recapture lost ground by
driving US forces out.70 The JAM rarely displayed a Napoleonic willingness to accept exposure and
decisive engagement in order to recapture positions once lost.71

THE INCIDENCE OF HARASSING FIRES AND UNATTENDED MINEFIELDS



Fabian methods rely heavily on harassing fires and unattended minefields. In Iraq, the JAM made
extensive use of harassing indirect fires from rockets and mortars. Minefields (in the form of IED
emplacements) were the JAM’s single most common—and most lethal—weapon, but many were
overwatched by militiamen in direct-fire positions rather than being left wholly unattended.

Through much of the 2006–8 period, the Green Zone in Baghdad was subject to regular, sometimes
daily, fire from JAM rocket and mortar teams located in Sadr City and adjoining areas. These attacks
rarely involved more than a half dozen rounds at a time, hastily fired from expedient mobile
launchers, which then moved to restore concealment. In the spring of 2007 in particular, a pattern
could be observed in which JAM indirect-fire attacks against Green Zone targets would gradually
improve in accuracy over a period of days or weeks while US attack helicopter crews hunted the
firing teams; when the helicopters eventually succeeded, indirect-fire accuracy would drop with the
arrival of new, unseasoned JAM crews to replace those killed, and the process would repeat. This
indirect fire was never massed in sufficient concentration to pose a threat of destroying major
headquarters facilities or inflicting mass casualties. But it killed and wounded some headquarters
personnel, it complicated movement with periodic lockdowns of the complex during attacks, and it
compelled the construction of bunkers for protection and the deployment of expensive C-RAM close-
in weapons systems to intercept as many incoming rounds as possible.72 The JAM displayed similar
methods in southern Iraq, particularly against British bases around Basra.73

Whereas harassing indirect fire inflicted relatively few Coalition casualties, JAM IEDs were
extremely lethal. Overall, IEDs in Iraq killed almost 2,200 soldiers, or about 45 percent of all
Coalition fatalities in the war.74 Not all these weapons were emplaced by the JAM, but the IED was
the JAM’s signature weapon and easily its most effective capability. Thousands of them were
emplaced throughout the JAM’s operating areas between 2004 and 2008.

Relatively few of these were unattended, however. In fact the JAM commonly used IEDs to trigger
ambushes in which Coalition vehicles struck by the mines were then attacked with concentrated small
arms fire and RPGs; JAM IEDs were intended not merely for harassment but as their primary means
of inflicting casualties and restricting Coalition freedom of movement. Of course, IEDs emplaced by
militiamen who later withdrew or were driven from their positions then became unattended if not
previously detonated or cleared by Coalition forces; JAM-occupied positions could thus remain
dangerous long after the fighters departed, until Coalition clearance efforts removed the ordnance.
And some IED emplacements were never designed to be overwatched and were indeed intended
merely to harass. But most field reports suggest that most IED detonations in actively contested
territory were tied into defended positions for use as the centerpiece of ambushes and were thus
intended for more than simply harassment.75

3. Dispersion
Pure Fabian methods mandate dispersed postures that produce low, uniform troop densities. In Iraq,
the Jaish al Mahdi deployed an unusually high density of fighters theaterwide by 2007 but disposed
them relatively uniformly in their primary operating areas.

By 2007 the JAM probably deployed somewhere between 25,000 and 40,000 fighters and was
active in several of Iraq’s largest cities—especially Baghdad, Basra, Karbala, and Najaf.76 If we
combine the area of these cities as the JAM’s effective theater of operations, this implies a
theaterwide density of about 60 to 90 fighters per square kilometer in 2007. This is a very high troop



density for a nonstate actor—the JAM lower bound is still more than six standard deviations above
the mean troop density for the 41 nonstate actors in figure 3.9. In fact, the JAM’s lower bound is
actually higher than the median state value for World War II cases in figure 3.8 and is more than 25
times higher than the US troop density in Operation Desert Shield in 1990.

The JAM’s disposition of these troops, however, was much more uniform than most state actors’
disposition of troops. The Jaish al Mahdi did not literally distribute its fighters evenly across the
territory in which it operated—it reinforced areas of active combat at the expense of others. In the
2008 Battle of Sadr City, for example, the JAM deployed a local density of about 100 fighters per
square kilometer in the two neighborhoods the United States had targeted for clearance, yielding a
maximum concentration of around 1.1 to 1.7 times their theaterwide average density.77 By contrast,
state militaries in mid-to-late 20th-century interstate warfare often deployed local concentrations at
densities more than 20 times greater than their theaterwide values.78 The nonstate Fabian extremum
would be uniform dispositions with a local-to-theaterwide ratio of 1.0; JAM concentration was
between the two—but much closer to the latter than the former.

4. The Balance of Brute Force and Coercion
Most warfare involves some mix of brute force and coercion; even very Napoleonic methods include
coercing some enemy survivors to surrender or withdraw. But whereas Napoleonic methods do this
by threatening brute force annihilation if survivors fight on, pure Fabian methods rely on gradual
attrition that coerces by threatening not annihilation but cumulative costs that will eventually exceed
stakes even if most enemies survive. In Iraq, the JAM’s methods relied mostly on gradual coercive
attrition—both against rival Sunni nonstate forces and against the US state military.

The JAM’s 2006–7 battle with Sunni insurgents in Baghdad was clearly designed to drive Sunni
civilians and insurgents from city neighborhoods. But little of this involved true brute force in
Schelling’s terms: taking an objective with no decision on the enemy’s part to cede it. In this context,
true brute force at the tactical level would require outright destruction of defending forces who
remained in contested territory, enabling JAM fighters to occupy city blocks over the dead bodies of
their defenders. (This is what “decisive engagement” means: a willingness to contest ground to the
death if the enemy refuses to withdraw.) In 2006–7, JAM fighters rarely pressed the issue to this
point. More commonly, the JAM relied on sniping, raids, ambushes on moving rival groups caught
outdoors, mortar and rocket fire, and, especially, death squad activity in which civilians were
abducted and murdered under the cover of darkness to intimidate Sunnis and encourage living
civilians and fighters to leave. At that point, the JAM would advance to occupy the abandoned
buildings, and Sadrist Shiite civilians would follow in their wake. This resulted in a systematic
advance that extended JAM control over large parts of metropolitan Baghdad by mid-2007—but
much of this advance was accomplished by coercing Sunnis to leave by threatening chronic violence
on an intolerable scale if they stayed, resulting in a decision by the Sunnis themselves to vacate the
contested ground. It was not a large-scale effort to overrun actively defended urban positions by
annihilating their defenders.79

When US forces entered Sadr City in 2008, the frequency of JAM attacks went up, the size of
militia elements committed to individual firefights went up, and Americans entering the JAM
stronghold were particularly targeted. But here, too, militiamen rarely accepted decisive engagement
in the defense of ground. And no specific location was ever contested by more than a small fraction of



the estimated 2,000 to 4,000 militiamen available to the JAM in Sadr City—Sadr does not appear to
have been willing to risk a fight to the finish by committing all his available forces to drive the
Americans out by destroying those who tried to stay. To the extent that the JAM response was
centrally coordinated, the logic appears to have been to inflict over time enough cumulative losses on
US invaders to persuade them to leave Sadr City rather than suffer chronic casualties at this rate if
they stayed.80 Sadr was willing to dial upward at the margin the intensity of this coercive attrition
when US forces entered the politically sensitive terrain of Sadr City, but his methods amounted to a
willingness to allow US troops to enter (he did not fight to the finish at the frontier) followed by a
more intensive program of coercive attrition afterward to persuade them to leave. Napoleonic
combatants rely heavily on brute force and accept decisive engagement frequently to seize and hold
broad swaths of terrain; midspectrum armies use brute force selectively and fight to the finish only for
control of key locations. Sadr’s JAM, by contrast, rarely if ever accepted brute force decisive
engagement—even when the United States invaded the heart of his political base in Sadr City. Sadr’s
strategy was much more reliant on coercion.81

5. Distinguishability of Combatants and Civilians
Combatant intermingling with civilians, use of civilian clothing, and avoidance of heavy weapons are
closely associated with Fabian methods. In Iraq, JAM militiamen fought among dense concentrations
of civilians, systematically avoided military clothing, and had few heavy weapons at its disposal.

Almost all the JAM’s combat activity was in urban environments, and many of these were among
the most densely populated urban areas in Iraq. The teeming slum of Sadr City, for example, held a
population of about 2.4 million in an area of just 35 square kilometers, for a density in 2008 more
than twice that of Manhattan.82 And unlike with Hezbollah’s campaign in 2006, in the Iraq War these
civilians were not evacuated—the JAM relied on them to restrain Coalition firepower, and JAM
militiamen typically fought from within occupied buildings in densely occupied neighborhoods.83

Nor did the JAM wear distinguishing clothing. Militiamen carried identification cards; OMS
noncombatant officials sometimes wore armbands, pins, or other insignia on special occasions; and
propaganda pictures often show Mahdi Army militiamen in military formations with black clothing
and sometimes camouflaged fatigues.84 But in fact the Sadrist organization provided no uniforms or
other military equipment to its recruits, and there is no evidence of any systematic use of clothing to
identify them as combatants. Field reporting from US combatants indicates that few if any of the
fighters they encountered wore distinguishing military clothing.85

Napoleonic war fighters use all firepower at their disposal; classical Fabian insurgents eschew
heavy weapons even when available in favor of smaller, easier-to-conceal light arms. In Iraq, the
JAM had few heavy weapons available to it—unlike Hezbollah, it owned neither long-range missiles
nor crew-served guided antitank weapons, and it had access to no tanks and no heavy artillery. It is
believed to have had access to some SA-14 man-portable infrared antiaircraft missiles, but there is
no evidence of JAM fighters using them against Coalition aircraft.86 Their heaviest weapons in
regular use were their 107-millimeter Hesab, 122-millimeter Grad, and 240-millimeter Fajr rockets;
all, however, were fired from simple launch rails, often carried in civilian flatbed or pickup trucks,
and could be easily concealed prior to use.87 It is unclear how the JAM would have used heavier
weapons if available—they had few such systems at their disposal.88

6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War



6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War
State armies typically break combat theaters down into multiple distinct spatial zones with different
military functions. Pure Fabian nonstate warfare, by contrast, lacks clear distinctions between front
and rear, or forward and reserve, or logistical and combat zones. In Iraq, the Jaish al Mahdi’s
behavior lay between these two models.

In 2006–7, for example, JAM operations in Baghdad displayed a clear distinction between a
moving front, where the bulk of combat activity occurred, and a relatively quiet rear. Much of the
fighting in Baghdad in this period took the form of JAM offensives against Sunni civilians and
insurgent cells, aimed at cleansing Sunni neighborhoods for resettlement by OMS-sympathetic Shiite
families from Sadr City (until late 2007, US forces were not central to most of this combat; Iraqi state
army and police were either on the sidelines or complicit with the JAM). At any given time, the JAM
focused on Sunni neighborhoods adjoining Shiite areas; once the next-nearest Sunni neighborhood
was cleansed, the JAM moved on to the next, where the fighting continued—yielding a moving
sectarian frontline at the sectarian boundary, along which most of the city’s violence was
concentrated.

In early-to-mid-2006, for example, the primary sectarian battlefields in the capital were in the
neighborhoods bordering Kadhimiya, just west of the Tigris River to the city’s north, and around
West Rashid in southern Baghdad. The city’s pre-2006 sectarian demography was something of a
patchwork quilt, but west of the Tigris, central Baghdad was generally Sunni with intermingled
neighborhoods north and south of this and two predominantly Shiite enclaves beyond these:
Kadhimiya in the north and West Rashid in the south. After the Samarra Mosque bombing in February,
JAM militiamen established lines of communication from their primary base in Sadr City into
beachheads west of the Tigris in these two Shiite quarters. In the north, the JAM then began
infiltrating the accessible mixed districts to the south and west of Kadhimiya. The result was a sharp
increase in fighting in Shula, Huriya, and Washash. By October 2006 these cleansing efforts had
succeeded, much of northern Baghdad had become homogeneously Shiite, and violence there
diminished. But sectarian fighting did not then stop—it simply moved. The JAM then drove south into
Sunni Mansoor, southeast into predominantly Sunni Karkh along Haifa Street, south into Adel, and
southwest into Ghazaliyah. In southern Baghdad, the JAM moved outward from its base in West
Rashid, clearing areas with large Shiite populations such as Jihad, Bayaa, and Abu T’Shir and into
the predominantly Sunni neighborhoods of Dora and Mechanic to the east, Ferat to the west, and both
Aamel and Saydiyah to the north. In the process they extended their line of communications from Sadr
City to enable further advances south and southeast into the heart of Sunni central Baghdad.89 At no
point, moreover, was the violence uniformly distributed over the intermingled sections of the city.
Even during the fighting for intermingled Shula, Huriya, Washash, Saydiyah, and Aamel, bloodshed
was concentrated at the frontlines of the JAM advance through these districts from their bases in
Kadhimiya and West Rashid, with localities off these frontiers relatively quiet.90

But while there was an identifiable distinction between front and rear, there was nothing
resembling a true communications zone with a dedicated supporting infrastructure. There were IED
workshops hidden in sheds and garages, and weapons caches hidden throughout the JAM’s area of
control, but no orthodox logistical depots or maintenance facilities. The civilian OMS maintained
fixed administrative and political offices, and the JAM militia leadership used specific buildings,
often mosques, as military headquarters and adapted others for use as interrogation or torture



facilities. But the leadership also moved irregularly among safehouses in unspecialized buildings, and
it is unclear how reliant the JAM was on specific structures for command and control. Fighters often
used known routes to reinforce combat sectors, or to move weapons and ammunition, and
occasionally used mosques as staging grounds for raids, but there were no apparent persistent reserve
assembly areas. The JAM thus did not operate a uniform, undifferentiated theater of war, but neither
did they maintain the degree of spatial articulation of function typical among great power state
militaries.91

JAM Proficiency of Execution
The JAM’s proficiency of execution offers an opportunity for process tracing. The causal logic of the
new theory implies that weakly institutionalized, limited-stakes actors should display limitations of
skill and military coordination that would render complex, midspectrum warfare impractical if
attempted. In Iraq, the JAM chose methods whose technical demands were modest. Their skills in
executing even these undemanding methods varied, however—both across tasks and across
suborganizations within the JAM—suggesting a very limited potential to master the much more
complex techniques of modern midspectrum war fighting had these been attempted.

In general, the Iranian-trained Special Groups were the most proficient JAM fighters. They were
particularly adept at placement of IEDs, and especially the more sophisticated Explosively Formed
Projectiles (EFPs) that proved so lethal to US forces; almost half the casualties suffered by US forces
in Iraq were attributable to IEDs, the great majority of which were hidden effectively enough to
remain undetected prior to detonation. Special Group mortar and rocket crews also displayed decent
marksmanship; especially against fixed targets, they proved able to hit with modest needs for
registration fire, and they were adept at concealing launch platforms and moving quickly after firing.92

By contrast, JAM small-arms marksmanship and fire discipline were systematically poor. While
some snipers could hit individual targets at nontrivial ranges, most JAM militiamen tended to spray
ammunition rather than firing aimed shots. Combined-arms integration was extremely limited: the
JAM could coordinate IEDs and direct-fire small arms on a small scale in local ambushes, and they
could sometimes support these with mortar fire against fixed preregistration points, but they had great
difficulty coordinating action by multiple units to block US reinforcements, they were rarely able to
adjust mortar fire against moving targets to sustain suppression during an engagement, and they could
not coordinate movement with suppressive fire to advance in contact. Maneuver of any kind on a
scale larger than dozen-fighter detachments was very rare. Firing positions rarely provided
overlapping fields of fire, and it was uncommon for JAM militiamen to move between supplementary
or alternate firing positions to sustain contact as Americans returned fire. Individual fighters
sometimes dashed suicidally into the open to fire on US troops, and militiamen displayed poor
camouflage discipline when not in direct contact. Many US participants described mainstream JAM
tactical execution as amateurish—even for the simple tactics they were attempting.93 These
shortcomings in proficiency are consistent with the new theory’s causal logic for weakly
institutionalized, limited-stakes actors such as the Jaish al Mahdi.

Theoretical Implications
Given the codings above, what do the respective theories predict for the JAM’s military behavior?



And in particular, how would their expectations for the JAM from 2004 to 2008 compare with those
for Hezbollah in 2006?

Tribal culture theories would expect substantially Fabian behavior from both actors, given their
tribal social structures. But whereas the JAM’s urban base in Sadr City had seen a significant decay
in tribal norms in the decades prior to 2003, rural southern Lebanon, from which Hezbollah drew
much of its strength, was still a more traditional society with stronger tribal norms in 2006. Tribal
culture explanations would thus predict at least fairly Fabian methods from both, but with Hezbollah
closer to the Fabian extremum than the JAM.

Orthodox materialist theory would expect strongly Fabian methods from both actors, but to an even
greater degree for the JAM than for Hezbollah.94 Both were overmatched by materially superior
developed-world state militaries. Both militias did have nontrivial access to high-lethality weapons
—but whereas Hezbollah deployed long-range antitank missiles capable of killing Israeli tanks at
distances of over five kilometers, the JAM’s most lethal antiarmor system was the EFP, whose range
was limited to roadside employment against passing armored vehicles. Given the urban terrain in
which the JAM operated, this range restriction was less consequential than it would have been in the
more open terrain of South Lebanon, but the EFP was clearly less versatile than Hezbollah’s Kornet
and Metis-M antitank missile systems. Neither nonstate actor deployed materiel comparable to their
state opponent, but Hezbollah’s deficit was smaller at the margin than the JAM’s.95

The new theory, by contrast, predicts much more Fabian methods for the JAM than for Hezbollah.
In the new theory’s terms, both actors deployed enough modern weapons to penalize hostile
concentration if employed properly, but the two actors’ internal politics were very different.
Hezbollah was a mature natural order actor with existential stakes; the JAM had fragile natural order
institutions with limited stakes. This internal political difference should have made it virtually
impossible for the JAM to overcome the collective action dilemmas of midspectrum warfare,
whereas Hezbollah should have been able to adopt much of the midspectrum approach.

The observed outcome is strongly at odds with tribal culture theory, somewhat at odds with
materialist theory, and strongly consistent with the new formulation. By the coding in the appendix,
the JAM’s score on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum of figure 2.1 is 1.3.96 Hezbollah’s is 3.6. In the
categorical simplification of table 4.1, this makes the JAM a “mostly Fabian” actor, whereas
Hezbollah is “midspectrum.” The rank ordering of these two Shiite tribal organizations is thus the
opposite of tribal culture theory’s prediction. And the more tribal Hezbollah actually displays
remarkably “conventional” state-like military behavior for a nonstate actor with the kind of tribal
social organization often associated with “irregular” Fabian war fighting. Materialist theory gets the
rank ordering of the two actors right and correctly anticipates the JAM’s strongly Fabian methods—
but as noted in chapter 5 above, it underpredicts the scale of Hezbollah’s departure from irregular
Fabianism.

The new theory thus displays the most consistency with the case. With a weak institutional
foundation, a shifting internal balance of power among armed elites, frequent factional struggles, and
periodic internal violence, the JAM created an environment in which cooperation among
interdependent specialists would have been extremely risky for its fighters. Nor did it make sense for
Sadr to accept the internal political risks of military professionalization—or to spend the resources
needed for expensive training—in a setting where the downside risk of failure for him was limited.
The result was a military force that was systematically unable to overcome the collective action



dilemmas or meet the skill requirements of complex midspectrum warfare—and which therefore
defaulted to simpler, lower-risk, less interdependent, much more Fabian methods. Whereas
Hezbollah’s stakes and institutions enabled it to exploit the military advantages of midspectrum
warfare, the JAM’s internal politics did not. And the result was midspectrum behavior for Hezbollah
but much more Fabian behavior for the JAM—as the new theory expects.

That said, the case is not a perfect fit with the new theory, either. The functional form presented in
the appendix predicts a “very Fabian” score of 0.9 for the JAM, given its institutions, stakes,
technology, and material imbalance with the United States.97 The JAM was a mostly Fabian actor in
Iraq, with a score of 1.3 on the six-point scale presented in the appendix, but this is a somewhat
higher (less Fabian) score than the formalization predicts. What explains the divergence? I would
argue that in this case, the theory is actually a better guide to optimal military behavior than the
actor’s practice. Recall that the theory presented here is a rationalist conception: it assumes that
actors will generally adopt methods well suited to their circumstances, and it seeks to identify what
these optimal methods will be. In Iraq, the JAM suffered debilitating losses in its periodic battles
with American forces. These losses, combined with the increasingly predatory economic behavior
resulting from its internal political weaknesses, left Sadr with little choice but to declare a cease-fire
in 2007 and disband the militia altogether in 2008. The theory here would explain this result as the
consequence of an actor who attempted methods that were more Napoleonic than its politics could
sustain. The JAM in Iraq was hardly a highly Napoleonic, state-like actor. But military methods exist
on a continuum, and one of the benefits of acknowledging this is to clarify the consequences of
differences in degree: the JAM was very Fabian, but its military fortunes would probably have
improved if it had been even more so.



 

7
The Somali National Alliance in Somalia,

1992–94

IN THIS CHAPTER I present the third of five case method tests: Mohammed Farah Aideed’s Somali
National Alliance (SNA) militia, from its founding in 1992 through the withdrawal of its American
opponents in 1994. Somalia’s warlords are often seen as a defining example of nonstate irregular
military methods. This prominence is due largely to the SNA’s startling ability to inflict 76 casualties,
including 19 deaths, on a highly trained, heavily equipped force of 160 US Rangers, Delta Force
commandos, and Navy SEALs in the October 1993 engagement made famous by the 2001 film and
1999 book Blackhawk Down.1 The SNA’s salience in the popular understanding of nonstate warfare
makes it an important case for any theory of nonstate warfare. But for tribal culture theorists it is
especially significant. Somali culture was as strongly tribal as anywhere in the modern world, making
it an especially important case for those who see tribalism as an important determinant of nonstate
war making. Somalia thus approximates an Ecksteinian critical case for such theories: if they are to
succeed anywhere, they should succeed here.

I will argue, however, that the fit between SNA methods and tribal culture expectations is at best
imperfect. Certainly the SNA was not the Wehrmacht, and its behavior was far from the popular
conception of conventional warfare. But neither did it match the popular conception of irregular
guerilla warfare. Even in Somalia, warlords sought to take and hold ground. Their battles had clear
front lines, and Aideed’s militia was willing to accept decisive engagement and conduct sustained
close combat over a 15-hour battle against elite, heavily armed state soldiers who had adopted a
positional defense in favorable urban terrain with extensive air cover. This was not a hit-and-run
ambush by furtive guerilla raiders unwilling to close with a prepared enemy. The net result was still
much closer to the Fabian extreme than its Napoleonic alternative—in the new theory’s terms, SNA
methods were much more Fabian than Hezbollah’s in 2006, for example. But the SNA demonstrates
that even a radically tribal organization at a major material disadvantage will still display an interior
choice of military methods that includes important elements of intuitively “conventional” war fighting.

As with other cases, I develop this argument in five steps. First, I outline briefly the main events of
the case. Second, I develop values for the main independent variables associated with the competing
theories. Third, I discuss the new theory’s dependent variable of observed SNA military behavior.
Fourth, I process-trace the fit between the theory’s causal logic and the proficiency of the SNA’s
execution of its chosen methods. Finally, I compare the SNA’s behavior to the respective theories’
predictions given these values, assess the relative fit between prediction and observation, and



evaluate the case’s implications for the theories under study.

Overview of Events
The Somali National Alliance was an outgrowth of the insurgency that toppled Siad Barre’s socialist
government in 1991. Barre’s invasion of neighboring Ethiopia in the Ogaden War of 1977–78 had
gone badly for Somalia. With defeat came the loss of all territory taken in the war’s early offensives,
economic crisis stemming from the war’s high cost, and Ethiopian support for anti-Barre resistance
forces within Somalia. Barre responded with repressive measures designed to limit internal threats to
his regime—imprisoning suspected coup plotters, launching reprisals against communities thought to
support dissidents, and eventually killing more than 120 people in Galcayo and Belet Weyn. This
crackdown led to the withdrawal of most foreign aid by 1990, further crippling an already
deteriorating economy, and stimulating popular resistance to the regime.2

Insurgent activity was initially concentrated among clansmen from the Majertain Darod and Isaq
tribes, who had suffered disproportionately in the war (the Ogaden battlefields spanned traditional
Isaq grazing lands). With Barre’s Galcayo and Belet Weyn massacres, however, the insurgency
expanded to the Hawiye clan, which formed the United Somali Congress (USC) and its associated
militia and began active combat operations against the regime.3

The USC military campaign was led by Mohammed Farah Aideed. Aideed was an Italian- and
Soviet-educated officer in the Somali state security forces who rose to service as intelligence
minister following the coup that brought Siad Barre to power in 1969. Barre shortly thereafter had
Aideed arrested as a suspected coup plotter; after five years in prison, Aideed was then rehabilitated,
serving as an aide-de-camp for Barre before the president named him Somali ambassador to India to
remove him from Mogadishu. Aideed used the time abroad to plot his return, however. As a Habr
Gidr Hawiye, a senior government official, and an experienced soldier, he had a background that
made him a natural choice for the USC, which persuaded him to leave New Delhi and return to
Somalia as the USC’s “father of war” in 1990.4

MAP 7.1. Somalia

In the meantime, Barre’s repression encouraged other opposition groups to organize and join the
insurgency, which rapidly grew in strength. With the USC in a leading role, this mounting resistance
drove Barre’s forces from the capital in Mogadishu in January 1991, and the regime fell.5

As Aideed and his forces pursued Barre south, the USC established a new government in
Mogadishu under Ali Mahdi Mohammed, a leader of the urban Abgal subclan of the Hawiye. Aideed,
of the rural Habr Gidr Hawiye subclan, saw this as usurpation of his right to rule by virtue of his
military role in Barre’s ouster. This combination of personal and subclan rivalry split the USC into



factions, with Aideed’s Habr Gidr forming the Somali National Alliance (USC/SNA) and Ali
Mahdi’s Abgal creating the Somali Salvation Alliance (USC/SSA). The SSA quickly mobilized its
own military wing from Abgal clansmen, yielding two armed Hawiye militias.6

The result was a civil war in which the respective USC militias fought for control of the capital
and what remained of the central government. In the meantime, the other opposition groups that had
been active against Barre commenced operations of their own against one another and the self-
proclaimed USC government, beginning an era of chronic internecine warfare that continues today.7

This conflict tipped an already perilous economy into a condition of mass starvation. Facing a
humanitarian crisis, the United Nations Security Council intervened. On April 24, 1992, it established
the United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM I), which dispatched a team of 50 unarmed UN
observers to monitor an ostensible cease-fire between Aideed and Ali Mahdi. This was followed on
July 26 with an emergency airlift of food and medicine together with a force of 500 UN peacekeepers
to oversee its distribution. This Pakistani peacekeeping contingent proved ineffective, however, as its
limited strength and restrictive rules of engagement left it mostly confined to its base at the Mogadishu
airport. In the meantime, Somali militias systematically commandeered aid deliveries, which they
used to pay their own fighters and to control civilian populations. With the crisis worsening, the
Security Council thus moved on December 3 to implement a Chapter VII humanitarian operation via
Resolution 794, which authorized member nations to use “all necessary means,” without the consent
of the local parties to the conflict, to ensure the delivery of humanitarian supplies. The UN then
dispatched a US-led multinational force of 33,000 (of whom 28,000 were Americans under
Operation Restore Hope) as the “Unified Task Force” or UNITAF, which deployed to Somalia
beginning on December 9.8

UNITAF proved more effective, and the threat of starvation receded as UNITAF’s security
umbrella enabled aid delivery and relief work. But UNITAF was meant only as a transitional effort
pending a transfer of responsibility from American to other international forces, preferably with a
permanent cease-fire among the warring Somali factions. Efforts to broker this cease-fire failed,
however, and militia fighting resumed even as aid distribution continued. As UNITAF reached the
end of its mandate, the Security Council thus authorized a follow-on mission, UNOSOM II, to be
undertaken under UN command (though with an American admiral, Jonathan Howe, as the UN
commander), and with a much smaller US contingent, beginning on May 1.9

On June 5, a Pakistani column dispatched to inspect an SNA weapons storage site was ambushed
by Aideed’s forces, which killed 24 UN soldiers. The following day, the Security Council passed
Resolution 837, authorizing action against those responsible for the deaths and specifically naming
the SNA. Violence against UNOSOM II components continued, however. In August a remote-
controlled bomb killed four US soldiers, and a landmine wounded six. By this time, Admiral Howe
had concluded that the reason the cease-fires had failed was the intransigence of Somali warlords,
and especially Aideed. Together with UN secretary general Boutros Boutros-Ghali, who had
developed an intense dislike for Aideed in previous interactions, Howe decided that a stable Somalia
required the elimination of Aideed and his fellow militia leaders. To this end, Howe arranged for an
American contingent of special forces to be deployed to Somalia and tasked with killing or capturing
these leaders. US Task Force Ranger, consisting of a reinforced company of Army Rangers, a
squadron of Delta Force commandos, and elements of the 160th Special Operations Aviation
Regiment, was thus deployed to Mogadishu in August 1993.10



Task Force Ranger began a series of operations designed to kill or capture senior leaders of the
SNA. One of these, on October 3, resulted in the loss of two American Blackhawk helicopters. The
ensuing battle to secure the crash sites and evacuate their casualties ultimately resulted in the 19 dead
and 57 wounded Americans that seared “Blackhawk Down” into US popular awareness. The Clinton
administration responded with a short-lived reinforcement meant to facilitate recovery of the captured
pilot of one of the downed helicopters, but it soon withdrew all US forces from Somalia, with the last
US troops departing on March 3, 1994. UNOSOM II continued for a time without its US contingent,
but on March 28, 1995, the remaining international forces withdrew, and the UN mission ended.11

MAP 7.2. Mogadishu

In the meantime, the Somali civil war continued. Fighting between the SNA and SSA intensified,
with Aideed’s forces pushing outward and capturing Baidoa, Hoddur, and Dalow, and with sharp
fighting along the contested frontier in Mogadishu. On the strength of SNA battlefield advances,
Aideed declared himself president of Somalia in June 1995, but this neither ended the fighting nor
attracted foreign recognition. And in a fierce firefight between SNA and SSA militiamen in
Mogadishu on July 24, 1996, Aideed was fatally wounded and died a few days later on August 1.
Leadership of the SNA passed briefly into the hands of his son, Hussein Mohamed Farrah, a US
citizen and former Marine infantryman. But with the elder Aideed’s passing the SNA was soon
disbanded, merging instead into the new organization of the Somalia Reconciliation and Restoration
Council (SRRC). Somalia’s civil war raged on even so, but without the Somali National Alliance.12

Independent Variables
How does the SNA’s behavior compare with the respective theories’ predictions? I begin with the
theories’ independent variables of tribal culture, military materiel, and internal politics.

The SNA and Tribal Culture
Somali culture in the 1990s was strongly tribal. Siad Barre, like Saddam Hussein, had come into
office with a modernizing agenda that sought to replace traditional Somali tribalism with a
combination of socialist political ideology and nationalism. But like Saddam, he reverted to a
deliberate revival of tribalism when military defeat and economic crisis threatened his regime; this
reversal both reflected and reinforced the persistent power of tribal allegiance in Somali culture.13

For centuries, family lineage and descent have shaped much of Somali society, from national
politics to commerce and economic relationships, dispute resolution and adjudication, marriage
patterns, and social status. Somali clan structure in the 1990s was dominated by six confederations:
the Digil and Rahanweyn of southern Somalia, the Dir in the northwest, the Isaq in the north, the



Darod of central and southern Somalia, and the Hawiye of central Somalia and Mogadishu. Each in
turn comprised multiple clans with memberships of under 100,000: the Darod, for example, was
made up of the Dulbahante, Majertain, Warsangali, Ogadeni, and Marehan clans; the Hawiye
subsumed the Gurreh, Ajuran, Mobilen, Habr Gedir, Sheikkel, and Abgal. Clans were further
subdivided, down to the diya, or the kin group of as few as 100 male relatives responsible for paying
blood money in the event that a member committed a capital crime against someone outside the
group.14

This clan structure was so omnipresent in Somali life that the standard first question when Somalis
met in the 1960s was to ask not “what do you do?” or “where are you from?” but “what is your
clan?”15 Unsurprisingly, such a ubiquitous institution had important influence on national politics. In
colonial times, the Hawiye and Isaq tended to dominate civil administration given their predominance
in and around Mogadishu, whereas the Somali military was disproportionately drawn from the rural
Darod; British and Italian authorities manipulated the traditional rivalries among these groups to
maintain control.16

Siad Barre’s government, though nominally opposed to tribalism, was in fact disproportionately
stocked with members of Barre’s own Marehan clan: whereas the Marehan had been mostly excluded
from the colonial administration, they secured 3 of the 25 seats in Barre’s new Supreme
Revolutionary Council (SRC), with 7 of the rest going to other Darods. Barre’s nephew was made
commandant of the Air Force; his son-in-law became director of the National Security Service; his
son Abdurahman Siad “Maslah” was named commander of the critical military district of Mogadishu.
Conversely, the once-influential Habr Gidr was reduced to just one of the seven SRC seats allocated
to the Hawiye. The military was similarly dominated by Barre’s Marehan: by 1987 perhaps 50
percent of the entire senior command was drawn from this single clan, as were most artillery and
armor officers in Mogadishu. Somalis widely believed that the Barre government amounted to a tribal
alliance between the three major clans of the Darod confederacy: Barre’s Marehan, his mother’s
Ogadeni, and his son-in-law’s Dulbahante.17

The insurrection that toppled the Barre regime was in turn fueled by clan resentment. The Hawiye
and Isaq, in particular, were frustrated with their loss of status and influence under Barre. As tensions
mounted in the aftermath of the Ogaden War and Barre’s security services grew increasingly
repressive, both confederations formed militias, which became the core of the subsequent
insurgency.18

The post-Barre civil war similarly organized itself along tribal lines. Each of the major combatant
forces was built around a clan. The Somali National Front (SNF) was Marehan. The Somali National
Movement (SNM) was chiefly Isaq, with some participation by Hawiye subclans. The Somali
Patriotic Movement (SPM) was mainly Ogandenis. The Somali Salvation Democratic Front (SSDF)
was dominated by the Majertain. The United Somali Congress (USC) was Hawiye. A series of fluid
alliances and realignments formed among these parties as battlefield fortunes shifted, and parties
themselves periodically divided and recombined: the USC, for example, fractured into Aideed’s
Somali National Alliance (SNA) and Ali Mahdi’s competing Somali Salvation Alliance (SSA);
Aideed’s SNA then formed a loose alliance with the Ogadeni SPM under Colonel Omar Jess.
Throughout, however, the basic alignments were shaped by tribal identity: the USC, for example, split
along clan lines, with the rural Habr Gidr Hawiye forming the SNA and the rival urban Abgal
Hawiye forming the SSA.19



Economic life, like politics, was shaped by tribal identity. Access to agricultural and pastoral
land, for example, was associated with clan and diya membership. Livestock were often owned by
tribal groups rather than individuals, and members were obligated to defend tribal herds and grazing
lands from rivals when necessary. Urban merchants and bureaucrats arranged jobs and patronage for
rural kin and provided capital for pastoral clansmen to buy and maintain animals. Urban tradesmen
and businesses were often associated with particular clans; the Herti of the Majeerteen clan, for
example, controlled much of the business activity in Kismaayo. Basic financial services were often
provided along kinship lines: without a meaningful insurance industry, life insurance for traffic
accidents was provided via the blood payments of the traditional diya.20

Dispute resolution had powerful tribal elements. Informal tribal courts, or guddi, settled many
intraclan conflicts via arbitration; the shir, or tribal assembly of all adult males, could be used to
debate issues of disagreement within the group. Where the dispute was between members of a diya-
paying group, its elders would enforce settlement terms; resolution of disputes between members of
different diya-paying groups was subject to elaborate negotiation and could easily lead to violence if
these negotiations failed. Crimes of murder, assault, and “insult” were commonly resolved by tribal
guddi or shir; if the parties were unsatisfied, resort could be made to state courts, but the government
recognized informal resolutions as legal if the parties agreed. At times state courts would enforce
informal resolutions reached by guddi or shir. Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the existence of an
unusually well-trained police force in the Barre era, informal tribal dispute resolution led to frequent
interclan violence and sometimes extended internecine fighting between heavily armed tribesmen.21

Social life and marriage patterns were also strongly tribal. Cousin marriage, for example, was
widespread as a means of keeping property within lineage groups. Cross-clan unions were common
but were typically structured for political purposes as means of building alliances or resolving
conflicts between clans. In fact, unmarried women were regarded as an important currency in
interclan negotiations over conflict resolution; an exchange of brides was a commonplace means of
sealing an agreement. In such cases, the partners were expected to owe mutual allegiance to both
clans (children were expected to align chiefly with the matrilineal line).22

In fact, the ubiquity of clan and tribe in Somalia trumped most other sources of identity and social
organization—including religion. Whereas Somalia had been Muslim since perhaps the 11th century,
religious authorities played limited roles in Somali society in the 1990s. Imams were expected to
assist in conflict mediation where tribal elders proved unable to resolve disputes between diya-
paying groups; religious learning and piety were valued and afforded a degree of social status to
individuals. But rarely did religious authorities play a central role in political or economic life.23 As
Clint Watts, Jacob Shapiro, and Vahid Brown put it: “Somali political culture is exceptionally
pragmatic.… Related to this is a culture of negotiation that permeates Somali society and encourages
Somalis to recalculate their bargaining position in partnerships on a daily basis. This aspect of
Somali political culture provides little traction for movements based on sustained commitment to an
abstract cause.”24 Tribalism was as important a feature of Somali culture in the 1990s as in any
society of its time.

The SNA’s Military Materiel
Both the new theory and prior materialist views see materiel as important, but with different
implications—orthodox materialists see inferior materiel as a sufficient cause of nonstate Fabianism;



the new theory does not, and it emphasizes the interaction of technological sophistication and internal
politics. The SNA in Somalia, like many nonstate militias, employed mostly light weapons. But its
material holdings depart from commonplace images of ragtag guerilla militias in two important
respects: it had access to some surprisingly sophisticated guided weapons, and its gross balance of
material strength varied enormously over time as a result of changing opposition. In 1991–2, when the
SNA was at war chiefly with comparable nonstate rivals, the material balance between the primary
combatants was not grossly asymmetric. Some were stronger than others, but none dominated in the
way a state often outweighs a nonstate enemy. This changed dramatically in 1993 with the two major
UN interventions of UNITAF and UNOSOM II. The international forces deployed by the UN, and
especially their American components, were vastly superior to the SNA in firepower and in numbers
of trained, professional combatants. The 1993 fighting in which these foreign forces were active
combatants was thus highly asymmetric in physical military wherewithal. When this foreign presence
withdrew, the material balance returned to its earlier condition of relative symmetry.

As with most nonstate actors, the SNA’s order of battle can only be approximated. Estimates of
their numerical strength range from 5,000 to 10,000, with perhaps 1,500 deployed in Mogadishu.25

But these estimates are complicated by the Somali practice, common among nonstate militias, of
complementing a smaller force of full-time professional fighters with much larger numbers of part-
time combatants of varying commitment and military obligation. Americans in TF Ranger reported
large numbers of apparently civilian sympathizers, including women and children, carrying arms and
firing on US and UN soldiers but without evident skill or military training. As a function of whom one
chooses to count, SNA combatant strength in 1993 was probably thus either less than 5,000 (in full-
time fighters) or more than 10,000 (in total individuals under arms), but the upper bound includes
large numbers of amateurs whose primary occupation was not warfare.26

Their equipment was primarily light infantry weaponry. The great majority of SNA combatants
were armed with AK-47 assault rifles. Full-time fighters complemented these with RPG-7 rocket-
propelled grenade launchers, hand grenades, sniper rifles, mortars, command-detonated mines, crew-
served machine guns, and 106-millimeter recoilless rifles. Available crew-served weapons were
often mounted on unarmored pickup trucks or jeeps called “technicals,” affording a degree of
mobility albeit without protection.27

But heavier weapons were available. The Barre regime deployed a well-equipped state military
with almost 300 main battle tanks (including 123 US-made M-47s and 110 Soviet-made T-54/55s),
over 450 Soviet- and Italian-made armored personnel carriers, over 200 towed artillery pieces, 100
Milan and TOW antitank guided weapons, 70 SA-2, SA-3, and SA-7 antiaircraft guided missiles, and
an air force with 50 MiG17, MiG21, and J-6 fighters.28 When the regime fell, some of this arsenal
devolved to the remnant fighting on behalf of the SNF in southern Somalia, some left the country, but
much remained behind in ill-defended depots.29 Various militias, including the SNA, claimed parts of
it: the SNA, for example, eventually acquired at least one SA-7 “Grail,” 86 TOW missiles, 34
artillery pieces, a handful of tanks, and a variety of mortars and 106-millimeter recoilless rifles.30

Beyond the mortars and recoilless rifles, little of this was ever used in combat. Many of the heavier
weapons, and especially the armored vehicles, were inoperable owing to faulty maintenance; others
presumably lacked trained crews and operators.31

But in practical terms, there was far more—and better—weaponry available to the SNA and its
rivals than they actually employed in combat: in fact, the precision-guided TOWs in SNA stockpiles



were broadly comparable in technological terms to the Kornet and Metis-M antitank missiles
Hezbollah wielded so effectively against the IDF in Lebanon 13 years later.32 Had the SNA used just
the TOW missiles they owned against UNITAF and UNOSOM II forces with anything like
Hezbollah’s skill, the results could have been much heavier UN casualties: the relief column that
ultimately fought its way through heavy SNA resistance to reach the TF Ranger perimeter on October
4 was heavily dependent on tanks and armored personnel carriers for protection; these vehicles
would have been extremely vulnerable to well-directed TOW missile fire. None was received, but
this was not because the weapons were unavailable to the SNA’s nonstate militia.

It is impossible to know what financial resources Aideed had at his disposal for operating and
equipping this force. The Barre regime had been the recipient of substantial military aid before its
collapse: from FY 1982 through FY 1986, for example, the United States provided over $266 million
in security assistance and sold $172 million in weapons to the government; some estimates place total
Somali arms imports at $580 million between 1979 and 1983.33 In 1988, however, the United States
cut off military aid, and the regime’s mounting economic difficulties contributed to systematic
shortages of parts and ammunition.34 Once the regime fell, nonstate militias had access to far smaller
revenue streams. Ethiopia had supported several insurgent factions during the resistance to Barre, but
it is unclear how much of this continued after Barre fell.35 Al Qaeda is reported to have sent technical
advisors to assist the SNA once it became engaged with Americans in UNITAF and UNOSOM II, but
there are no reports of meaningful financial transfers.36 Somali militias preyed systematically on
international aid flows, which constituted a meaningful fraction of their overall revenue; such aid
totaled almost $900 million in 1993 alone, but it is impossible to know how much of this was
diverted, or how much of the diversion went to military purposes.37 By comparison with Hezbollah or
the Iraqi Jaish al Mahdi, the SNA almost surely had less revenue at its disposal, but how much less is
unknown.

The SNA’s indigenous rivals were similarly sized, equipped, and funded. Ali Mahdi’s SSA was
Aideed’s principal Somali opponent; the SSA was probably somewhat smaller and less well
equipped than the SNA, but the material difference was not overwhelming in itself: estimates of SSA
combatant strength range from 5,000 to somewhat under 10,000.38 As the descendant of the Barre
regime’s military, the SNF in southern Somalia probably inherited more than its share of Barre’s
equipment, but there is little evidence that the SNF proved much better than the SNA at sustaining it in
the field, and estimates of SNF combatant strength range from 1,000 to 3,000, or perhaps a fifth to a
half of Aideed’s.39 The Isaq Somali National Movement was estimated to field perhaps 5,000 to
6,000 fighters in 1993; the Majertain Somalia Salvation Democratic Front was thought to have around
3,000; the Ogadeni Somali Patriotic Movement had perhaps 2,000 to 3,000.40 None were radically
stronger than the SNA.

International forces, by contrast, were. The UN’s member states could in principle have deployed
almost unlimited forces to Somalia; the United States alone had more than two million personnel
under arms in 1993, an annual defense budget of over $270 billion, and a sophisticated, diversified
arsenal of cutting-edge weaponry.41 Obviously no UN member sent more than a minute fraction of its
national military to either mission, but even so the forces sent were large and capable by the
standards of the respective Somali militias they were opposing.

UN forces in UNITAF numbered 37,000, of which the majority (21,000) were American.
UNOSOM II was smaller, with about 30,000 troops, and the American contingent of 4,200 was much



smaller. But these Americans included the 450 special operations forces of TF Ranger and were
heavily supported from the air. Aircraft available to the task force included MH-60 Blackhawks,
MH-6 assault helicopters, AC-130 gunships with 105-millimeter and 40-millimeter cannons, AH-1
Cobra attack helicopters with TOW missiles and 20-millimeter cannons, AH-6 attack helicopters
with 2.75-inch rockets and 7.62-millimeter miniguns, and OH-58A helicopters for reconnaissance.
The firepower inherent in these aircraft dwarfed anything actually fielded by Somali militiamen. A
single AH-6 could saturate a football-field-sized target with minigun fire in five seconds; in the
October “Battle of Mogadishu” repeated strafing runs by such weapons held forces of perhaps
hundreds of Somalis at bay throughout the evening of October 3–4. US ground soldiers were
equipped with state-of-the-art body armor, communications, and night vision equipment; M-16 and
CAR-15 assault rifles; .50 caliber M-2, 7.62-millimeter M-60, and 5.56-millimeter M-249 machine
guns; and M-203 rifle-mounted and MK-19 automatic grenade launchers. The MK-19 could project
40-millimeter explosive grenades to ranges of over 1,500 yards at a cyclic rate of over 300 rounds a
minute; each grenade could kill anyone in a 15-foot radius. The M-2 could penetrate the frontal
protection of Soviet-made armored personnel carriers at ranges in excess of 600 meters at a rate of
up to 550 rounds a minute; American special forces’ body armor could stop a Somali AK-47 round at
all practical ranges. Allied Malaysian and Pakistani elements added German-made Condor armored
personnel carriers and US-made M-48 tanks.42 Numerically, these forces were sizeable but not vastly
superior to those of their Somali opponents. The UN participants in UNOSOM II fielded more troops
than any one militia taken alone, and about three times as many as Aideed’s SNA, but the UN was
responsible for territory that put it in potential conflict with multiple militias who could, in principle,
have equaled or exceeded the UN’s numbers if they had cooperated against it. And the 160 soldiers of
TF Ranger were greatly outnumbered by the SNA fighters committed in Mogadishu on October 3. But
the firepower at the disposal of these foreign troops was vastly superior in weight and accuracy,
giving a significant material edge to the UN. The magnitude of this edge was thus important—but
probably no greater than that enjoyed by the Israelis over Hezbollah in 2006 or by the United States
over the JAM in 2007.

SNA Internal Politics
The new theory emphasizes two dimensions of an actor’s internal politics: its stakes, and its
institutional development. Existential stakes and formal institutions permit complex midspectrum
methods for nonstate actors if their technology is lethal enough; limited stakes and institutions are
expected to encourage simpler, more Fabian war fighting.

THE SNA’S STAKES

Until the deployment of TF Ranger in August 1993, the combatants in post-Barre Somalia were
fighting mainly over the distribution of economic gain derived from international aid flows. While a
few actors—notably Mohammed Farah Aideed—clearly harbored fond hopes of political power and
had developed at least some rudimentary ideology to support that ambition, few of their followers
shared this. Whatever Aideed’s personal hopes, his organization waged war to affect the marginal
distribution of economic spoils, as did its rival militias. When Admiral Howe decided that Aideed
would have to be eliminated, however, and deployed TF Ranger to this end, the SNA’s stakes
escalated to self-preservation, and the war politicized, with Aideed’s Habr Gidr clan unifying behind



him and broad popular opposition to the UN presence mobilizing quickly. When the United States
then withdrew in 1994, this existential threat was removed and the SNA’s stakes returned to the
profiteering of the pre-Ranger period.

Before 1993, fighting focused chiefly on critical income-producing assets such as aid distribution
centers, ports, other transportation junctions, and productive agricultural areas. The port of
Kismaayo, for example, was a major point of entry for international aid and thus offered the
opportunity to extract transit payments, divert shipments, or extort protection money. Kismaayo was
consequently a major battleground where General Mohammed Said Hersi Morgan and Jess’s forces
contested each other’s access to this aid flow. In Mogadishu, commercial sites were fought over for
their value in looted machinery, copper, or other materials; aid distribution centers and the associated
food transportation and storage infrastructure were hotly contested; residential areas taken by militias
were then rented back to the UN, foreign NGOs, or even their former owners at extortionate rates.
“Cleansing” offensives to push rival populations from their homes for replacement with squatters, as
was seen in Iraq, were less common than struggles to exclude rival clans from lootable economic
assets.43 As Ken Menkhaus put it: “the wars of 1991–92 morphed into a classic example of ‘greed-
based’ warfare; militiamen mainly fought in order to loot civilians.”44

Those militiamen displayed little fealty to causes beyond profiteering. Somali fighters were
notorious for switching sides in response to offers of superior pay. The UN and private NGOs, for
example, had to hire security forces to protect their aid shipments and staff; these security forces were
drawn from the same clan groups that preyed on the aid. Individual gunmen could work for the SNA
stealing UN food aid one week, then take their guns and supporters into UN employ protecting that aid
from their own Habr Gidr clansmen the next, switching roles yet again later if offered more money by
others.45

In fact few Somali warlords even bothered to issue ideological manifestos or to make any explicit
appeals for others to join them on policy grounds; recruitment was overwhelmingly based on the
prospect of looting organized along clan lines.46 In this, Aideed was a partial exception: though they
were little noticed, he published a series of rambling disquisitions laying out a nationalist political
program for Somalia.47 These proclamations are noteworthy chiefly for their rarity among Somali
combatants. Nor is there much evidence that Aideed’s own followers shared his vision: the SNA
made no systematic effort to proselytize or mobilize political support among civilians outside
Aideed’s Habr Gidr subclan prior to 1993; nor did Aideed’s survivors in the SNA leadership seek to
advance his published program after his death.48 The SNA was clearly interested in advancing the
Habr Gidr’s power, influence, and wealth at the expense of rival clans, but this was a matter of
economic self-interest for a kin group, not an expression of ideological ambitions meant for all
Somalis.

But whereas the war was essentially a contest for the division of economic spoils prior to 1993,
the arrival of TF Ranger in August of that year changed its complexion and altered the stakes for
Aideed and the SNA. Admiral Howe announced his aim of Aideed’s death or capture publicly in
June, even posting “wanted” signs around the capital offering a reward for Somalis to turn him in or
provide information. (Aideed responded with his own posters, offering a much larger reward for
Howe’s death or capture.) Given the military wherewithal at Howe’s disposal, his threat was taken
very seriously by the SNA. In fact the Habr Gidr’s elders gave extended consideration to turning over
Aideed to the UN for prosecution; internal deliberations over Aideed’s disposition continued for



weeks even as Howe began using his reinforcements to conduct raids and air strikes aimed at
achieving his objective unilaterally.49 One such air strike resulted in two American helicopters firing
16 TOW missiles into a home where Habr Gidr elders were meeting to discuss Aideed’s fate. The
missiles failed to kill Aideed, but they did destroy the building and kill more than a dozen other
elders, radicalizing the survivors and ending any prospect of cooperation.50

The heavy-handed methods used in the air strike and in ongoing Ranger and Delta raids alienated
the general public as well. Whereas earlier UN military action had been apparently linked with
humanitarian aid provision in the face of famine and with nonpartisan suppression of violence, the
new manhunt and its associated collateral fatalities, break-ins, abductions, and low-altitude
helicopter overflights (whose rotor wash could knock down pedestrians, blow down market stall
tables, and raise suffocating clouds of dust) looked more like an aggressive effort to disempower the
Somali Habr Gidr in favor of a foreign overlord (Howe). Popular passions had been muted in an
interclan struggle for spoils going chiefly to wealthy warlords, but the public were now easily
mobilized in opposition to an apparent power grab by a foreign occupier.51

The net result was to change the stakes for Aideed and the SNA. Whereas in 1992 the war was
mainly a contest over prospective economic gain for Somali warlords, many of whom had already
grown wealthy from such looting, by mid-1993 the war had transformed into a life-and-death struggle
for personal survival for the SNA’s leadership, and a popular war of resistance to hostile occupation
for many of their followers. The SNA’s leaders had now been named by a superpower’s local
viceroy as targets to be killed or captured, and that superpower had demonstrated its bona fides by
killing over a dozen of them while clearly intending to remove the rest as quickly as possible. Somali
noncombatants who may once have seen foreign troops as protectors now increasingly resented them
as an arrogant foreign army willing to kill some civilians and humiliate others to get its own way on
who should be ruling over Somalis. This unified Somali civilians against TF Ranger and would have
convinced any rational Habr Gidr elder to set aside internal differences and do whatever was
necessary to defend their lives and freedom against a highly credible threat from Admiral Howe.

Yet this threat proved short-lived. From Howe’s 1993 announcement through the end of 1994,
Aideed and his colleagues faced a serious prospect of death or imprisonment if they failed on the
battlefield. But their performance against TF Ranger in the Battle of Mogadishu led to a Western
withdrawal that removed this threat and returned the war to the chiefly economic stakes it had posed
before 1993. The war continued long after TF Ranger left, but with the departure of Howe and the
Americans its nature reverted to a contest over the distribution of spoils without a meaningful
ideological component and with limited downside risk of annihilation or imprisonment for the
warlords who waged it.52 The SNA thus waged war for interests that were existential for its
leadership, but only briefly. For most of its existence, the SNA and its militia were fighting for much
lesser stakes.

THE SNA’S INSTITUTIONS

The SNA was a prototypically informal, tribal organization without any meaningful formal or de jure
institutional structure. A council of elders held real decision-making power for major issues, such as
the disposition of Aideed following Admiral Howe’s edict. Its membership comprised the senior
figures in the Habr Gidr’s main subclans and could trace lineage relationships (real or asserted) to
one another by birth or marriage. As president of the SNA, Aideed was its nominal leader and held



primus inter pares status, but Aideed’s actual ability to impose decisions on other elders was limited.
Instead, as in most tribal systems, the council operated under a norm of decision by consensus
following extensive discussion; disagreement could produce extended periods of internal bargaining,
as in the deliberations prior to the Abdi House raid of July 12, 1993. Specialized functions could be
delegated to particular individuals: Osman Atto, for example, served as the SNA’s chief financier;
Aideed led the clan’s military forces. But these grants of authority were personal, not institutional:
when Aideed was killed in 1996, the military leadership succession went not to a lieutenant or
unrelated second in command, but to Aideed’s son Hussein Mohamed Farrah, who returned from the
United States to take the reins in his father’s place.53

Nor was there any meaningful structure of agencies, offices, staffs, or other persistent, impersonal,
hierarchically organized division of labor. Subclans and factions instead operated with a great deal
of autonomy under limited formal coordination or direction, with most retaining their own military
forces capable of independent action against rivals from without or within. There was no formal
system of legal or administrative sanction to enforce collectively reached decisions; alliances of
elders could threaten ostracism or violence in the event of noncompliance with collective decisions,
but it was the balance of power within the leadership ranks that determined enforcement, and
enforcement was a product of elders’ choices not a constraint on them. Economic activity in areas
under SNA control was effectively monopolized by the Habr Gidr clan and its leadership; there was
little or no meaningful independent commercial activity outside the control of tribal strongmen or
independent of their influence.54

This tribal organization was subject to major factional tensions both before and after the struggle
with Howe. The SNA was born as the product of an internal fissure between the Habr Gidr and
Abgal clans of the Hawiye confederation, and factionalism continued within the SNA even as it
waged war with its erstwhile confederates. Osman Atto, for example, maintained a sizeable private
militia largely outside Aideed’s authority and sought to supplant Aideed in his leadership role.
Tensions between their respective camps subsided for a time following Atto’s capture by the UN and
Aideed’s subsequent role in negotiating his release, but the rivalry rekindled after TF Ranger’s
withdrawal, with Atto and his fighters publicly defecting from the SNA in 1994 to ally instead with
Ali Mahdi and the SSA.55 In fact when Aideed was killed in factional fighting in 1996, it was
believed by many to be at the hands of Atto’s militiamen.56 Atto subsequently changed sides again, as
the fighting increasingly devolved to rival subclans within the Habr Gidr and Abgal; by 1995, conflict
within these clans had largely supplanted warfare between them.57

This is not to say that the SNA’s prototypically informal institutional structure was invariant.
Though never highly bureaucratized, its degree of internal coordination and hierarchical direction
increased meaningfully (if briefly) during TF Ranger’s deployment in 1993. Aideed and Atto, for
example, set their differences aside in the face of an existential common threat from the UN. A
potentially fractious internal debate over Aideed’s future following Howe’s June pronouncement was
ended with the Abdi House raid, after which the Habr Gidr unified around Aideed. Formerly
freelancing subclan militias followed centralized leadership direction during the October battle
against the Americans in Mogadishu. All this represents movement toward a minimal version of
fragile natural order institutionalization. Its fragility was clear, however: with the withdrawal of TF
Ranger in 1994 the SNA quickly lost any semblance of such coordination and reverted to its earlier
condition of fluid, violent, internal realignment and unconstrained warlordism, marked by Atto’s



defection in 1994 and continuing through the SNA’s final disestablishment in 2002.

Dependent Variable: SNA Military Behavior
Somali warlords’ military behavior is often seen as a defining example of “irregular” or “guerilla”
methods. Yet on close examination even the SNA fails to live up to the popular stereotype in
important respects—few would mistake the SNA for a great power army, but to pin down its actual
relationship to the Fabian ideal requires a detailed treatment of each observable referent of its
position on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum as presented in chapter 2 and the appendix: stealth;
commitment to taking and holding ground; dispersion; coercion; distinguishability of combatants from
noncombatant civilians; and functional differentiation within the theater of war.

1. Stealth
At the Fabian extremum, actors sacrifice lethality for maximum cover and concealment; the
Napoleonic archetype sacrifices stealth for maximum lethality. The SNA’s full-time professional
militiamen systematically adopted covered firing positions when stationary. Their part-time amateur
fighters sometimes sought expedient cover but without apparent systematic selection of fighting
positions for stealthiness. Neither group, however, adopted techniques that would allow systematic
exploitation of cover on the move.

The armed civilians who converged on TF Ranger’s positions on October 3 displayed little
apparent concern with selecting or occupying covered or concealed fighting positions; movement
toward the objective dominated stealth as an apparent goal, and these fighters typically fired on the
move or from short halts behind, at most, expedient obstacles in the urban detritus of the streets.
Movement itself was largely exposed with little apparent effort at suppressive fires to support
maneuver by short rushes.58

The SNA’s full-time professionals, by contrast, appear to have sought out windowed building
interiors and defilade positions at constructed roadblocks that would provide cover and concealment
with a field of fire toward enemy positions.59 As one US participant put it: “They used concealment
very well. Usually all you saw of a shooter was the barrel of his weapon and his head.”60 Most of the
fire received by the US relief convoy as it drove through the SNA defenses around the Bakara Market
was from building interiors or concealed rooftops in locations difficult to locate before firing
activity.61 It is unclear how extensively prepared or reconnoitered these positions were, and positions
for weapons larger than personal small arms were typically exposed.62 And there is no evidence that
any of the Somali fighters, full-time or amateur, attempted to combine short rushes with systematic
suppressive fire to enable covered maneuver. But the full-time subset of the SNA’s fighting force
appears to have sought out firing positions that afforded at least basic cover and concealment.63

2. Taking and Holding Ground
At the Fabian extremum, combatants never accept decisive engagement to contest ground; at the
Napoleonic extremum, fighters always do. The SNA’s behavior reflected neither of these extrema.

To assess the SNA’s relative commitment to taking and holding ground I use the four observable
referents of this commitment presented in the appendix: the duration of firefights; the proximity of
attackers to defenders; the incidence of counterattack; and the incidence of harassing fires and



unattended minefields.

THE DURATION OF FIREFIGHTS

Archetypically Napoleonic tactics are associated with extended firefights where defenders remain in
position and under fire, whereas pure Fabian methods are associated with short-duration, hit-and-run
ambushes or raids. In Somalia, the SNA did indeed engage in short-duration ambushes, but they also
conducted multiple sustained engagements with UN forces, including a 14-hour-long battle with TF
Ranger in Mogadishu.

All militaries sometimes conduct short-duration ambushes and raids. And certainly the SNA did,
too. The August 8 roadside bombing that killed four US soldiers was a hit-and-run action that lasted
only minutes before the SNA fighters who triggered it disappeared, as were similar actions on August
19 and 22.64 On June 12 an infantry company from the US 10th Mountain Division was ambushed by
the SNA in a “brief but intense” action on the 21 October Road.65 Through July and August SNA
militiamen regularly harassed UN bases with mortar and RPG rounds fired by crews who
immediately fled the scene before air strikes or counterfire could be brought to bear.66

The important distinction, however, is whether such short-duration actions are accompanied by
sustained firefights: for conventional armies, sustained firefights are expected; for guerillas, they are
not. Yet the SNA did sustain such firefights. The October 3 Battle of Mogadishu was an intense,
close-quarters struggle that began shortly after 3:30 p.m. on the afternoon of the third and did not end
until after 5:45 a.m. the following day—more than 14 hours later. In fact the battle would have
continued even longer if the SNA had had its way: it was the UN, not the SNA, that disengaged to end
the fighting. The relief column that ultimately extracted TF Ranger had to fight its way into and out of
the Bakara Market; SNA fighters were resisting fiercely until UN forces crossed out of Aideed’s zone
of control and withdrew to their bases.67

Nor was the October 3–4 battle the only such sustained action. On June 17, Moroccan forces
fought a four-hour-long battle with SNA militia near the Digfer Hospital in Mogadishu; it was the
Moroccans, not the Somalis, who broke contact and withdrew. On September 6, Nigerian forces that
had just relieved an Italian garrison in downtown Mogadishu were attacked and pinned down for
three hours of continuous combat; again it was the UN forces that disengaged. On September 9, US
and Pakistani troops clearing roadblocks near the Cigarette Factory were attacked by a mixed force
of perhaps 1,000 SNA fighters and armed civilians; the ensuing battle lasted over two hours before
US helicopter gunships drove away the attackers. On September 13 a US Quick Reaction Force
(QRF) from the 10th Mountain Division was ambushed southeast of Benedir Hospital in the
Mogadishu Medina; the ensuing firefight lasted two hours and ended only when US forces fought their
way out of the engagement area. On July 2, SNA fighters ambushed an Italian detachment along Balad
Road near the Pasta Factory in Mogadishu; after nearly four hours of continuous combat the Italian
commander negotiated a cease-fire to permit the withdrawal of his forces. The June 5 SNA ambush of
the Pakistanis that killed 24 UN soldiers and triggered UNSC Resolution 837 was a three-and-a-half-
hour fight in which the Pakistanis were ultimately extracted from an ongoing battle by multiple UN
relief columns.68

Certainly the SNA did its share of hit-and-run fighting. But it was also prepared to accept
sustained combat in place and did so, occasionally before the passage of UN Resolution 837 in June
and Admiral Howe’s decision to kill or capture the SNA senior leadership, but increasingly so



thereafter.69

PROXIMITY OF ATTACKERS TO DEFENDERS

Archetypically Napoleonic armies accept decisive engagement as attackers close with their positions,
and they seek decisive engagement when on the offensive; pure Fabian guerillas break contact while
distant enough to enable safe withdrawal. In Somalia the SNA certainly did some of its fighting at
safe distances via unattended landmines, remotely detonated roadside bombs, sniping, and mortar or
rocket fire.70 But state militaries sometimes do the same. As with battle duration, the real question is
whether nonstate fighters complement this with close-quarters fighting at greater risk to themselves.
And the SNA certainly did.

In fact, the October Battle of Mogadishu was fought at remarkably short ranges. American
participants commonly report Somali militiamen exchanging fire with US Rangers and Delta Force
soldiers at distances of under 50 meters. Urban terrain can sometimes enable relatively safe sniping
from even very short ranges if the shooter has arranged for hidden withdrawal routes through building
interiors or narrow alleys. But the fighting in Mogadishu was often so close that disengagement would
have been dangerous even in the urban environment. Americans and militiamen fought as close
together as opposite sides of low mud walls less than a couple of feet thick; at such distances, simple
hand grenades could easily kill or disable anyone unable to kill the enemy first. Fire was regularly
exchanged across distances as short as the width of a city street between fully exposed shooters who
could not reasonably have expected to survive and withdraw if they missed their target.71 Journalist
Mark Bowden reports accounts of Somali civilians trying to discourage others from approaching the
downed Blackhawks given the obvious danger of closing with US combat troops, yet mobs continued
to do so even in face of withering American fire; by late afternoon on the opening day of the battle it
was clear that US troops were fighting for their lives, and many of the earlier strictures on harming
noncombatants had melted away in the heat of battle with the result being prodigious volumes of
American fire. Yet thousands of Somalis—civilians as well as militiamen—pressed onward into
close contact at ranges of as little as 10 to 15 feet.72 The brigade commander of the 10th Mountain
Division relief force characterized typical firefight ranges during their rescue mission as “a matter of
feet.”73

Elsewhere SNA fighters closed to similarly short ranges in firefights with UN forces. In the June
14 battle between the SNA and the Moroccans, militiamen using women and children as shields
advanced to within 35 meters of UN positions. In a June 17 firefight with a joint Italian-Moroccan
force, SNA fighters again closed to ranges of 30 to 40 meters. In the September 13 action between the
SNA and elements of the US 10th Mountain Division, the SNA ambush elements engaged at ranges of
30 to 200 meters.74 Then-major Martin Stanton of the 10th Mountain Division’s Task Force 2–87
Infantry estimates that the average engagement range for combat with militiamen in his area of
operations was less than 25 meters.75 The SNA did sometimes fight from safe distances, but it was
also prepared to close with the enemy and did so regularly.76

INCIDENCE OF COUNTERATTACK

Archetypically Napoleonic defenders counterattack at the cost of greater exposure; pure Fabian
guerillas avoid costly counterattacks and instead melt away once dislodged. The issue underlying the
distinction is territorial control: it is because Napoleonic defenders are expected to hold ground that



they must counterattack to regain it; Fabian fighters with less commitment to holding ground are not
expected to risk the exposure this requires. In Somalia, fighting between rival warlords involved
frequent counterattacks to regain control of economically valuable locations. This internecine warfare
was thus highly territorial, though ground per se was important only when it offered specific
commercial value. Against foreign enemies who posed an existential threat, this territoriality became
more pronounced and less economically focused. In particular, by fall 1993 the SNA was mounting
increasingly violent counterattacks against UN forces that entered territory the SNA was using to
shield Aideed and his lieutenants from Admiral Howe’s counterleadership campaign; these
counterattacks climaxed in the Battle of Mogadishu in response to UN penetration of the SNA’s
critical Bakara Market stronghold.

Combat between rival Somali militias was frequently a seesaw affair in which commercially
lucrative assets changed hands repeatedly; such repossessions represent territorial counterattacks to
regain lost ground.77 Beginning in 1991, for example, hundreds of kilometers of southern agricultural
land between Mogadishu and the Kenyan border came under control of successive warlords in a
series of freewheeling offensives and counteroffensives using mostly jury-rigged technicals to move
fighters and project force.78 The port of Kismaayo was subject to repeated attacks and counterattacks
by militias trying to control its commerce; the UN’s unwillingness to prevent Morgan’s militia from
driving Aideed’s ally Jess from the city in February 1993 contributed to Aideed’s growing
disaffection with the UN and led Jess to mount a major counteroffensive there in May.79 Mogadishu
neighborhoods with lootable assets were hotly contested, and the city itself was the target of a major
counteroffensive by former Barre regime elements allied with the SNF in 1991, which reached the
capital’s outskirts in April before being driven back in turn by the SNA.80

The UN intervention initially muted, but ultimately reinforced, the SNA’s willingness to
counterattack for control of territory. The UN presence threatened warlord interests from the very
beginning—after all, its purpose was to protect aid shipments that the SNA and others had been
looting. But an outright war against the UN would clearly have been costly to the militias, and in a
war for profit cost is taken seriously. Hence the militias mostly tolerated the foreign troops initially,
allowing them considerable freedom of movement through formerly militia-controlled areas while
gradually testing the UN’s limits to see how much theft could be accommodated without triggering
open warfare.

Had this process continued, it is possible that a stable equilibrium could have emerged in which
the warlords and the UN arrived at a mutually tolerable rate of theft. Such equilibria are common in
weak states, wherein struggles between state authority and nonstate militias sometimes yield mutual
coexistence between forces that cannot monopolize power but can prevent the other from doing so. In
such cases, territorial “control” is often incomplete and permeable, with overlapping spheres of
partial influence, and with multiple actors able to move through the same areas, sometimes triggering
combat but other times not.81 In the Somali context, this could have produced a UN-enforced ban on
major offensives or outright interdiction of aid, but with substantial latitude allowed for warlords to
profiteer short of inducing famine, and with UN troops enjoying significant freedom to patrol in
enforcement of the implicit deal as long as they looked the other way while warlords took a partial
cut from international aid flows. Such equilibria are imperfect, and periodic bloodshed is
commonplace in a form of violent tacit bargaining over terms and limits. But the very persistence of
such equilibriums suggests that the violence can remain within mutually tolerable limits for extended



periods. In such a scenario, true territorial control would have been limited; fighting would have been
mostly hit-and-run harassment at the margins of the SNA’s allowable scope of looting; and
“counterattacks” in the normal sense would have been very rare.

For Admiral Howe, however, it was an intolerable affront to decency to allow warlords to loot
international aid meant for starving Somalis; Howe would not accept theft on anything like a scale
sufficient to satisfy the SNA. Nor was Howe (or the UN General Assembly) willing to tolerate the
SNA’s gradually escalating attacks on UN forces. Howe and the UN responded by escalating the
conflict into a zero-sum struggle for exclusive control, with a particular emphasis on eliminating
Aideed and the others he saw as responsible for militia predation. This changed the stakes for the
SNA in a way that also changed the meaning of terrain and its control, and changed significantly the
SNA’s incentives for counterattack.

Before this, critical terrain was certainly lucrative, but no single piece of ground was decisive,
and none truly had to be held. For highly valuable assets like Kismaayo, aid distribution points, or
productive agricultural centers, fighting was worth the cost, but control could be relatively fluid, and
actors could lose and then regain it over and over. Now, however, SNA leaders’ personal survival
turned on their ability to hide themselves from UN raids—and this required meaningful, persistent
control of a large, contiguous territory in which to hide. If UN forces were free to move about
Mogadishu, conduct searches, man checkpoints, observe traffic, and arrest and interrogate suspects or
potential informants, they would eventually find any SNA leader who tried to remain viable as a
militia commander. To survive against such a manhunt would have required Aideed and his
lieutenants to lie so low as to lose their ability to command their organization, which would have
withered in the meantime without leadership. This degree of UN access and freedom of movement
would also have starved the SNA of its chief revenue source in diverted aid. For the SNA to survive
as a combatant militia (and for Aideed to have retained his freedom), it now needed to exclude UN
forces from critical terrain wherein the leadership could carry out its essential command functions
without capture by the UN.

The result was an increasingly territorial conflict. Militia arms caches and cantonment points had
long been flashpoints, but much of the violence had previously occurred at random points along UN
patrol routes; now there were increasingly clear frontiers delineating areas of more-or-less
contiguous SNA control within which an intense firefight was a near certainty for UN convoys. In
Mogadishu, for example, the K-4 traffic circle was understood to be the southwestern boundary of
Aideed’s territory; a Pakistani checkpoint there constituted the limit of safe movement for the UN by
October 1993.82 In the October 3–4 battle, relief columns passing this checkpoint into the Black
Sea/Bakara Market neighborhood immediately began to receive fire; convoys crossing it in the
opposite direction reached sanctuary and were not fired on even though surrounded by crowds of
Somalis.83 On the eastern side, Via Jen Daaud served as a frontier; the multinational relief force that
eventually fought its way to the crash sites was able to drive north along the road without incident, but
as soon as it turned west into Bakara Market along National Street it immediately encountered a
fusillade of small arms and RPG fire. From that point to the crash sites the column had to fight its way
“literally one building and one block at a time” as the convoy commander, Lieutenant Colonel
William David, later put it.84 Upon exit, UN forces again reached sanctuary and drove on to the
Pakistani Stadium on safe ground.85

This does not mean there was a continuously manned front line in Mogadishu of the kind seen in



many interstate wars. In the October 3 battle, for example, the original air assault was accompanied
by a ground movement to the Olympic Hotel in the heart of Bakara Market by a column of vehicles
who were to remove the prisoners taken and extract the raiders; this initial ground penetration arrived
mostly without incident. Subsequent movements on essentially the same route, by contrast, drew
intense fire, and the original convoy had to fight its way out of Bakara Market against stiff
opposition.86 This suggests that the SNA did not maintain a standing defense of a perimeter, but
instead relied on an alert system to mobilize forces quickly once an incursion was detected and to
route fighters to the threatened area thereafter. In fact SNA spotters did observe both the air and the
ground elements of the UN raid as they left their bases at the airport.87 Shortly thereafter, US aircrews
noted that Somalis had started to light burning tires around the city, a device the SNA had previously
used to signal incursions and initiate counteractions. From previous engagements, US staff officers
had estimated a typical response time of 20 to 40 minutes from such signals to the arrival of SNA
fighters on the scene, and airborne observers on October 3 quickly detected large movements of
armed Somalis toward the US objective area (and toward the crash sites of the downed helicopters
after these were shot down).88 These Somalis then closed with TF Ranger on the ground, as noted
above, and tried to overrun the US positions (succeeding in the case of their assault on the second
crash site), sustaining close contact and heavy fire until US forces withdrew.

The result did not much resemble the German defense of the Normandy beaches in 1944: whereas
the Allied invaders on D-Day took heavy fire from the time they were spotted, TF Ranger reached its
initial objective before the SNA rallied. But the SNA was trying to control the area, and it was,
effectively, conducting a major counterattack to destroy or repel an incursion into that area once it
was detected. Even in interstate warfare, defenders rarely control ground so absolutely that attackers
cannot penetrate meaningful distances before being stopped. Napoleonic defense of ground normally
works, effectively, by killing enough of the attackers who enter it as to convince the survivors or their
leadership to withdraw and not return. And this often involves the use of a lightly manned outpost
zone whose role is not to halt the attack but simply to detect it, localize it, and facilitate reaction by
defenders elsewhere who will move to the threatened point once alerted. In fact this concept is the
very heart of modern defense in depth. As noted above, the Germans, who first implemented modern-
system methods, even coined their defensive concept the An-sich-herankommen-lassen, or
“invitation-to-walk-right-in,” system.89 State defenses vary widely in the density or porousness of
their forward garrisons: some contest every inch of ground from the outset, others are much more
yielding, and the latter often rely much more heavily on counterattack to expel attackers after they
enter the defended area rather than killing them as they enter. The SNA was certainly not expecting to
kill any UN soldier who entered the Bakara Market the moment they entered. But they were trying to
detect entry, localize it, mass forces against it, and destroy it or drive it out thereafter. The contrast
between this behavior when UN forces entered critical terrain like the Bakara Market and other UN
movements elsewhere is instructive: UN movements outside the SNA’s controlled territory would
often be harassed by random mine attacks or hit-and-run ambushes, but movements that breached the
boundaries of critical terrain could expect a much more coordinated, concentrated, systematic
reaction. The latter amounted to a porous but nonetheless territorial defense of ground via an
extremely elastic, yielding resistance with a heavy emphasis on counterattack after penetration.90

THE INCIDENCE OF HARASSING FIRES AND UNATTENDED MINEFIELDS



Another indicator of actors’ relative emphasis on holding ground is the incidence of harassing fires
and unattended minefields. Any combatant will employ such tactics at times. Archetypically Fabian
guerillas, however, rely on them to a much more extensive degree given the Fabian unwillingness to
risk exposure and its focus on gradual attrition rather than retention of ground per se. In Somalia, the
SNA followed this Fabian expectation closely: they made extensive use of mortars, rockets, and
mines as stand-alone tools of low-exposure harassment but rarely as integrated components of a
combined-arms team even after June 1993.

For interclan warfare among Somali militias, much of the fighting took the form of artillery duels
using rocket and mortar fire.91 The targets were often in populated areas, and such exchanges
produced mounting casualty tolls among civilians on both sides. In the three months between
November 1991 and February 1992, for example, perhaps 14,000 were killed and 27,000 wounded
in Mogadishu.92 Yet this was hardly a case of concentrated fire for decisive military effect. Little of
this fire was combined in any meaningful way with ground maneuver, and its intensity, while high
enough to kill thousands of civilians over time, was nevertheless far lower than the weapons’
material potential: if fired at their maximum sustained rate for three months, even a handful of 81-
millimeter mortars could have covered the entire land area of Mogadishu with fragmentation more
than 20 times over, killing vastly larger numbers.93 These artillery duels were a form of intimidation
and harassment, not mass destruction.

The SNA’s battle with UNOSOM likewise involved extensive mortar and rocket fire, but this, too,
was mostly harassment. By midsummer, UN bases were frequently attacked with indirect fire. The TF
Ranger garrison at the airport, for example, was struck so regularly that the troops eventually started a
betting pool with 10-minute time slots; if a mortar round landed during a better’s slot he would win
the money wagered on that day’s pool. As the base was hit daily, there were ample opportunities to
gamble.94 The 10th Mountain Division QRF (Quick Reaction Force) base at the university compound
in Mogadishu received almost nightly mortar and RPG attacks after June 12, typically beginning at 10
p.m. and lasting until 1 a.m.95 Other UNOSOM facilities were similarly receiving near-nightly mortar
and rocket fire by late June.96 None of these attacks, however, concentrated sustained fire on a given
target—SNA mortar crews would normally fire a handful of rounds then quickly evacuate the
position, ending the fire mission before air strikes or counterfire could be brought to bear. These
attacks did occasionally kill or injure UNOSOM troops, but casualties were generally light on both
sides; the chief effect was harassment, not destruction.97

The SNA also made extensive use of landmines against UN forces beginning in mid-July. By
August, mine incidents were becoming increasingly frequent, and deadly: on August 8, four US
Marines were killed when their vehicle hit an SNA mine on Jialle Siad Street in Mogadishu during a
routine patrol. As the density of SNA minelaying increased, UNOSOM began a series of countermine
sweeps to clear major roadways and ordered the construction of a bypass route around the heavily
mined and barricaded 21 October Road. These sweeps found and destroyed mines on August 12, 13,
15, and 17 but were unable to prevent US vehicles from striking others on the 19th and 22nd. Many of
these attacks were surely intended as harassment to wear down UN forces without really denying
them access—the early clearance operations, for example, were frequently able to clear mines
without being fired on in the process, indicating that the cleared mines were unattended or
disconnected from any systematic defensive system for holding ground. Some SNA mining was
actively overwatched: the mine that killed the Marines on August 8 was command detonated, with



nearby militiamen triggering it only when they saw the US vehicle enter the kill zone; the attacks on
August 19 and 22 were also command detonated. And by September, the obstacle systems on 21
October Road were routinely defended by militiamen who fired on UNOSOM clearance teams; two
of these engagements, on September 9 and 16, yielded multihour firefights. An ambush the morning of
October 3 near the new port in Mogadishu was initiated with a command-detonated mine attack on a
Marine Humvee that was followed up with small arms and RPG fire on the helicopters brought in to
evacuate the wounded. Yet the SNA’s most sustained engagement with UNOSOM, the October 3–4
Battle of Mogadishu, was waged overwhelmingly with small arms and RPGs without any systematic
use of minefields; ad hoc barriers were widespread on October 3–4, but few of these were supported
with mines (or indirect fire).98 On balance, the SNA’s use of mine warfare was much closer to
guerilla harassment than it was to an integral component of a defensive system for holding ground.99

3. Dispersion
Archetypically Napoleonic state armies concentrate their forces at a chosen point of attack; pure
Fabian nonstate irregulars disperse and operate at low, uniform densities across the theater of war.
The SNA in Somalia deployed a large combatant force for the size of its primary theater of operations
in Mogadishu and made a clear, if incomplete, effort to concentrate forces into the critical combat
zone in the Bakara Market on October 3–4. It thus did not undertake a pure Fabian uniform territorial
defense. Yet neither did it concentrate as aggressively as many state militaries—or even as
aggressively as midspectrum nonstate actors such as Hezbollah.

Estimates of SNA troop density are necessarily imprecise given the softness of available figures
on SNA combatant strength, but if one assumes 1,500 fighters in Mogadishu this would imply a
substantial density of about 24 combatants per square kilometer in the SNA’s primary theater.100 By
the time of TF Ranger’s assault on October 3, moreover, much of the local population had grown
disaffected with the US mission, and there is evidence to suggest that large numbers of armed
civilians who were not normally part of Aideed’s militia joined in the fight spontaneously. 101 Small
arms were widely distributed in Mogadishu for civilian self-defense amid the city’s chaos; this
spontaneous mobilization could thus easily have doubled or tripled the armed opposition, and thus the
available combatant density, in the Mogadishu theater during the battle.102 This theaterwide density
was unusually high for a nonstate militia. It exceeded Hezbollah’s troop density in Lebanon by at least
a factor of four; it was higher than all but 3 of the 42 nonstate examples in figure 3.9; and it
approached the JAM’s figure of 60 to 90 fighters per square kilometer in 2007. In fact, the SNA
deployed more fighters per square kilometer theaterwide than the US state military did in its 1990
defense of Saudi Arabia.103

Once the battle with TF Ranger began, the SNA made a systematic effort to concentrate these
forces from across the city to the critical Black Sea district, where Aideed was hiding out. Once
initiated, this movement was poorly directed and coordinated, and it produced sometimes extremely
dense concentrations of fighters on some particular streets and alleys leading to the two downed
Blackhawks but little or no strength on others; averaged across the zone of active combat, however,
this movement is likely to have increased the local force-to-space ratio in the Black Sea district per
se to a figure of perhaps 60 to 180 fighters per square kilometer, or about two to three times the
density of a prototypically Fabian uniform area defense of the theater.104

The SNA’s dispositions for combat were thus not a pure Fabian uniform area defense. But neither



was this the kind of state-like concentration Hezbollah adopted in 2006, which produced local
densities in the critical sector that exceeded its theaterwide figure by about a factor of 10. In 1993,
SNA dispersion was thus less Napoleonic than Hezbollah’s—but neither did it display a true Fabian
extremum.

4. The Balance of Brute Force and Coercion
At the tactical and operational levels of war, archetypically Napoleonic war fighting relies on brute
force seizure of objectives whereas Fabian warfare depends on coercive pain imposition to persuade
enemies who could remain to select withdrawal instead. At the strategic level, even states in world
wars must rely on coercion if they are smaller or weaker than their rivals, but archetypically
Napoleonic tactics and operations emphasize brute force. In Somalia, Aideed’s strategy was indeed
chiefly coercive. But his tactics and operations combined elements of both coercion and brute force,
especially in his struggle with UNOSOM after June 1993.

The SNA’s operations against other warlord militias were clearly intended to seize or retain
critical terrain, and especially economically productive assets. Its campaigns to realize these ends,
however, were often more coercive than in many interstate conventional wars. In Mogadishu, for
example, much of the SNA’s campaign against the USC took the form of extended, moderate-intensity
artillery fire with limited follow-up in direct-fire ground assaults against defended positions. Each
side defended its territory against the other with militia infantry that could resist such assaults if
mounted. But sustained ground assaults were rare. Instead, each used artillery fired from safe
distances to wear the other down gradually over time by imposing cumulative casualties and property
damage. When withdrawals or advances took place, these rarely resulted from the annihilation of the
defender and a consequent inability to prevent the attacker from taking the position; nor were
commanders pulling out of positions threatened with imminent destruction if they had remained.
Instead, withdrawals more often represented decisions made by commanders who chose to reduce
casualties but whose forces could still have repelled an actual ground attack if the defenders had
chosen to remain in place. These decisions were coerced, not imposed through brute force: an
advance required a decision by the defender that the cost of staying exceeded the value of the ground;
if the defender had chosen otherwise, the attacker would have found it impractical to destroy the
defender in place.105

The SNA’s initial strategy vis-à-vis UNOSOM was at least as coercive in nature. Aideed had no
meaningful prospect of destroying the foreign presence. In fact he did not even try: there were no
serious efforts to overrun UN bases or even to cut their supply lines. UN bases were regularly
attacked, but only with desultory mortar or rocket fire meant to harass and not to annihilate.
Especially after Howe’s escalation of the war to a manhunt aimed at Aideed, the SNA clearly sought
to engineer a UN withdrawal. But the mechanism for bringing this about was coercive pain infliction:
by killing UN soldiers, the SNA would impose cumulative costs on the UN that would eventually
persuade the foreigners to opt for departure.

Yet there was an important element of brute force in this basically coercive strategy. In particular,
the SNA clearly felt it needed to defend critical terrain by threatening annihilation of intruders.
Against rival warlords, this is what bought the SNA the time it needed to expand via coercive
artillery fire. At this campaign’s modest intensity, weeks of firing was needed to impose enough cost
to induce an enemy pullback. If a USC ground offensive could sweep the SNA’s firing locations and



destroy SNA ammunition stocks in the meantime, the SNA would lose its primary offensive
capability; worse, the SNA would be unable to protect the economic assets it depended on to fund its
operations, threatening its very viability as a combatant. The SNA did not necessarily need to drive
USC militiamen out of their strongholds—coercive fire would gradually persuade enemy fighters to
pull themselves back—but the SNA did require the ability to prevent the USC from driving SNA
fighters out, or penetrating SNA territory at will.

This requirement for brute force in the defense of critical terrain became much more salient in the
SNA response to the October 3 TF Ranger raid on the Bakara Market, which was clearly an attempt
to destroy an intruding force that threatened the leadership cadre’s survival. UNOSOM movements
elsewhere were subject to harassment, but not to the kind of all-out counterattack the SNA mounted
against the UN’s effort to penetrate the sanctuary Aideed had established to protect himself and his
lieutenants. Aideed appears to have committed almost the entirety of his available forces (including
large numbers of sympathetic armed civilians) in a committed effort to close with American forces in
Bakara Market and destroy them—and in fact this succeeded in overrunning the US defense of Super
64, the second Blackhawk shot down in the battle. SNA attempts to overrun this and other US
positions on October 3 resulted in as many as 2,000 Somali casualties, a toll vastly higher than in
comparable periods of fighting before this, and much higher than a purely Fabian ambush of a patrol
would normally tolerate to inflict gradual coercive pain on an occupation force.106 If the UN had free
rein to manhunt aggressively throughout Mogadishu it would eventually kill or capture the SNA
leadership; Aideed could afford to be patient and allow gradually cumulative UN losses to coerce a
UN withdrawal from Somalia, but he could not afford to allow the UN to search anywhere for him in
the meantime. By October, for the SNA’s coercive strategy to get the time it needed to succeed, brute
force territorial defense of at least a critical territorial subset of Mogadishu had become necessary.107

5. Distinguishability of Combatants and Civilians
Combatant intermingling with civilians, use of civilian clothing, and avoidance of heavy weapons are
closely associated with Fabian methods. In Somalia, SNA militiamen wore civilian clothing and
were heavily and systematically intermingled with the civilian population, which was routinely used
to shield fighters from attack by UNOSOM forces; heavy weapons were available, but the SNA made
no apparent effort to use them.

SNA intermingling of combatants with civilians is one of the most widely reported features of the
October 3–4 battle among US participants. Once the TF Ranger penetration was detected, the SNA
deliberately encouraged civilians to leave their homes and approach US positions: Mark Bowden
reports that militia operatives with megaphones called out “Kasoobaxa guryaha oo iska celsa
cadowga (come out and defend your homes),” and in fact large crowds comprising thousands of
civilian men, women, and children filled the streets and pressed forward into close proximity with
TF Ranger positions.108 Militiamen mingled with the crowds, firing at Rangers from within the
throngs of civilians and making it all but impossible to return fire without killing innocents.109

Not all the apparent innocents were actually noncombatants. Multiple US participants report active
participation in the October 3–4 fighting by Somali women and children. Somali children pointed out
Ranger positions for engagement by militiamen or recovered weapons from fallen gunmen. Others
sprayed automatic rifle fire from AK-47s; a woman holding a baby in one arm aimed a pistol at
Rangers with the other; still others carried RPG rounds or rifle ammunition for fighters.110



The fighters themselves wore no distinctive uniforms or systematic identification as combatants.
As Bowden put it: “all the Somali fighters looked the same, skinny black guys with dusty bushes of
hair, long baggy pants and loose, oversized shirts.”111 Even full-time militiamen wore civilian
clothing into battle; only the visible employment of weapons distinguished fighters from
noncombatants.112

In fact none of this was unique to the Battle of Mogadishu in October. Militia intermingling with
civilians, absence of uniforms, and deliberate use of civilians as human shields was widely reported
by UNOSOM participants in actions as early as June in locations around the country.113

The SNA made occasional use of its “technicals” and regularly used rockets and light mortars to
harass UNOSOM bases but made no apparent use of a substantial array of heavier weapons in its
stockpiles. As noted above, by 1993 the SNA had acquired a handful of tanks, at least one infrared-
guided antiaircraft missile, and, especially, some 86 US-made TOW wire-guided precision antitank
missiles.114 Little of this, however, was ever used in combat, and none was in action during the
critical October 3–4 fighting.115

6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War
Archetypically Napoleonic state armies break combat theaters down into multiple distinct spatial
zones with different military functions. Pure Fabian irregulars, by contrast, avoid functional
distinction between front and rear, or forward and reserve, or logistical and combat zones. In
Somalia, the SNA organized territory it controlled into different districts under command of
subordinate officers who acted as components of a loose command hierarchy, and there was some
distinction between front and rear. Differentiation of function was modest, however, with limited
interdependence among the parts.

In Mogadishu, for example, the SNA deployed scouts and informants around major UN bases
outside Aideed’s stronghold of the Bakara Market/Black Sea district. These forward elements
monitored UN activity, provided early warning of raids and patrols, launched periodic harassing fire
with mortars and rockets, and occasionally mined exit roads from bases. But they did not normally
sustain close combat or seek to halt or destroy UN columns as they left their bases; their role
approximated the function of a lightly manned outpost zone in a conventional defense.116

The bulk of the SNA’s capital-area combatant strength was distributed among Habr Gidr
neighborhoods at greater distance from foreign bases. A disproportionate fraction were billeted in
Aideed’s Bakara Market/Black Sea stronghold, whose perimeter amounted to a front line demarking
territory the SNA would actively defend from meaningful foreign penetration. But militia were also
held in other districts of Mogadishu and in surrounding villages, and SNA forces outside the Bakara
Market/Black Sea concentration mounted periodic disruptive ambushes against UN patrols
elsewhere.

SNA militia appear to have maintained themselves in a normal condition of low-to-moderate
readiness, with arms and ammunition distributed and fighters reachable by radio, but with little or no
ongoing manning of combat positions. Upon warning of UN penetration of the defended zone, SNA
fighters would be mobilized quickly to occupy fighting positions or assault UN intruders, but until
mobilized the SNA could generate only limited combat power, as noted above. The bulk of the
fighters were thus dependent on warning from scouts to reach fighting positions and resist attacks.

A rudimentary command system was used to coordinate activities of the various local units and to



orchestrate their response to warning of attack. In the Battle of Mogadishu, local commanders began
receiving radioed movement orders from superiors by midafternoon, and the TF Ranger command
group soon detected militia subunits moving on foot and via a motley collection of vehicles toward
the locations of the downed US helicopters. Later commands arrived directly from Aideed and his
senior lieutenants, who communicated by courier using written orders to avoid US electronic
eavesdropping. Over the course of October 3, the SNA moved thousands of fighters from other
districts of the city and from outlying villages into the Bakara Market/Black Sea stronghold after the
TF Ranger intrusion was detected.117

This command system was only loosely organized, however. Subordinate leaders could not be
relied on to follow orders: Aideed, for example, claimed downed US helicopter pilot Michael Durant
as his property (the other pilots were killed), but the local SNA commander whose fighters captured
Durant refused to hand him over to Aideed’s representatives; Aideed ultimately had to pay his own
nominal subordinates to gain control of the hostage. Many of the fighters engaged on October 3–4
were not full-time soldiers but part-time gunmen and even armed civilians; some answered to no one,
and few of the part-timers were under complete control by the SNA leadership.118

The component elements of this system were also largely self-sufficient. Aideed and his immediate
lieutenants, to be sure, needed the cooperation of enough fighters to sustain a stronghold in which to
hide from UNOSOM. And certainly his plans for expansion required support from as many militiamen
a s possible. But the individual subunits that made up the SNA militia could survive for extended
periods with little or no support from other SNA elements. Many had their own sources of income—
often from employment in protection rackets or other forms of grassroots extortion—and all could
simply melt into the population if challenged by superior Western forces. There is no evidence of a
meaningful SNA logistical system, and neither the forward scouts near UNOSOM bases nor the
mainstream militiamen in SNA strongholds truly depended on the other for survival in the short run. If
the scouts failed, a UNOSOM or TF Ranger raid would escape with limited losses, but beyond the
elders captured by the raiders, the rest of the SNA force structure would survive. If the militia in the
stronghold failed, the scouts would similarly survive. In a conventional defense, failure by either the
covering force or the main line of resistance could lead to breakthrough and the collapse of the theater
defense, threatening all; the component parts are mutually interdependent for survival. In Aideed’s
SNA, there was indeed a degree of spatial articulation to the combat theater, but its parts were much
less interdependent.119

SNA Proficiency of Execution
As before, proficiency of execution offers an opportunity for process tracing. The new theory’s causal
logic implies that informally institutionalized, limited-stakes actors should display limitations of skill
and military coordination that would render complex, midspectrum warfare impractical. In Somalia,
the SNA displayed surprising proficiency in some key areas—especially in its tactics for attacking
US helicopters. For the SNA, however, real skill was limited chiefly to areas where small teams of
experienced fighters could operate independently. Tasks requiring the cooperation of teams larger
than a half dozen or a dozen individuals were performed only in the simplest possible ways. And
even some critical individual skills—especially small-arms marksmanship—were notably absent
from the SNA rank and file.



The SNA’s most impressive feat was its ability to shoot down multiple US helicopters without the
use of any modern antiaircraft weapon. Aideed’s forces owned at least one SA-7 Grail infrared-
guided shoulder-fired antiaircraft missile, but there is no evidence of its employment against Western
aircraft.120 Instead, the SNA modified the ubiquitous RPG-7 rocket-propelled antitank grenade to
accommodate an airburst fuze that could detonate the warhead in the vicinity of an airborne target.
They further understood that a helicopter’s tail rotor assembly was the most effective aim point: a
fragile, complex subsystem, the tail rotor could be disabled with a single hit, and if it was disabled
and unable to offset the rotational force created by the helicopter’s main rotor, the result would be an
unrecoverable spin that would cause the aircraft to crash. Damage elsewhere on the fuselage could
often be overcome, but a hit to the tail rotor was typically fatal, and SNA antiaircraft gunners knew
this and aimed accordingly. They also developed a novel firing posture in which pits were dug in dirt
streets to enable a long weapon normally fired horizontally to be aimed upward by a prone shooter,
accommodating the RPG’s considerable back-blast and allowing the shooter to conceal himself under
camouflage as long as possible. The SNA apparently did not devise these methods itself—it has been
reported that Al Qaeda advisors who had fought Soviet helicopters in Afghanistan traveled to
Somalia to train Aideed’s antiaircraft gunners and teach them how to modify the RPG for airburst
detonation. The militiamen they trained proved capable of absorbing the instruction and using it to
good effect in Mogadishu.121

Individual fighting positions selected by the SNA’s more capable gunmen were often well
concealed, with little more than the shooter’s head and gun barrel visible over a windowsill or pile
of rubble. Some appear to have understood the function of American infrared strobes, which were
used to track US soldiers—downed pilot Michael Durant’s strobe was stripped from him after his
capture and driven around Mogadishu in an apparent effort to confuse US searchers.122 American
Delta Force soldier Paul Howe, not easily impressed, nevertheless offered grudging praise for some
SNA fighters’ discipline and determination in a subsequent interview with journalist Mark
Bowden.123

Finally, the SNA was quite adept at massing large numbers of militiamen quickly against specific
points whose locations they would not have been able to anticipate. Aideed proved able to direct
nearly overwhelming numbers of fighters against the TF Ranger positions around the downed
helicopters in the Battle of Mogadishu, for example, and to do so within minutes to hours of the
helicopters going down. The SNA also quickly established roadblocks across the main routes that any
UN reaction force would have to use to reach the TF Ranger perimeters.124

The SNA also had many profound shortcomings, however. Among the most widely noted were
systematically poor small-arms marksmanship, weak fire discipline, and substandard maintenance of
weapons and equipment. AK-47 fire in the Battle of Mogadishu was typically of the “spray and pray”
variety, in which shooters emptied magazines on full automatic with no apparent attempt to aim shots
at individual targets. SNA ambushes were frequently launched with premature fire at the lead UN
vehicle, alerting the rest of the column to the attack and enabling countermeasures before entering the
kill zone. Many of the SNA heavy weapons and armored vehicles the UN eventually collected in
cantonment sites were inoperable or less than mission capable for mechanical reasons, and SNA
weapons were frequently rusted or dirty.125

Crew-served weapon positions were often exposed. Attacks on TF Ranger positions were often
simple mass frontal assaults in the open down exposed city streets. Mortar and rocket fire was rarely



adjusted (even though SNA observers could in principle have seen the fall of shot within UN base
complexes) and typically inaccurate. Mortars were not combined with direct fire, and crew-served
weapons were rarely supported in any systematic way with small arms. There was no apparent effort
to combine movement with suppressive fire, to maneuver against flanks or other vulnerable points of
UNOSOM positions, or to coordinate the movement of multiple formations.126

This pattern of strengths and weaknesses is strongly suggestive of an organization that could field
some small teams of competent individuals but which could not orchestrate complex activity over any
formation larger than a handful of fighters. The SNA fielded a mix of full-time, dedicated combatants
and a much larger number of part-timers; some estimated a ratio of perhaps one full-time fighter for
every four or five part-timers. The full-time combatants were far from elite soldiers, but at least some
had mastered basic individual skills and with proper instruction could be taught to employ novel
methods such as RPG fire against moving helicopters. What they could not do was to cooperate
closely with other teams, especially over distances at which they could not see one another. Where
the SNA was able to direct action over distance these actions were simple and could be carried out
with minimal direction. Their system for alerting forces and concentrating them against the crash sites
in the Battle of Mogadishu, for example, required only brief radio or courier messages instructing
subordinate leaders to converge on the smoke columns created by burning tires or downed
helicopters. Barriers to block UN reaction forces could be placed in preplanned locations given the
known positions of static UN bases and the available route structure into the Black Sea/Bakara
Market neighborhood; here, too, simple execution orders could trigger local militia cells to carry out
prearranged actions on cue. And the subordinates could carry out such instructions with little reliance
on others to provide supplies, intelligence, supporting or suppressive fires, flank protection, or route
security. All they needed to do was move local debris into the road at the agreed locations and light
the pile on fire, or to move toward the apparent scene of battle on order and execute individual-level
or small-team techniques (such as RPG antiaircraft fire) when they got there.

None of this is to suggest that Aideed was not a talented officer or that individual SNA militiamen
could not be adaptive or resourceful. By observing TF Ranger and UNOSOM and analyzing their
methods, Aideed and his lieutenants devised a simple but effective plan that inflicted considerable
losses on a technically far superior force. But the SNA fell far short of the maximum lethality
potentially available to them. If their fighters had been able to hit targets consistently, combine
suppressive fire with movement, maintain and employ heavy weapons, or integrate direct and indirect
fire, to suggest just a few possibilities, it is entirely plausible that their numerical strength could have
overwhelmed an isolated force of American light infantry and prevented its extraction. The SNA in
1993 could not.

Theoretical Implications
Given the codings above, what do the respective theories predict for the SNA’s military behavior?
Tribal culture theories would predict behavior at or very near the Fabian extreme for the SNA.
Somali society in 1993 was as deeply tribal as any in the modern world; if any military actor were to
be constrained to Fabian methods by tribalism it should be the SNA.

The material imbalance here, by contrast, was more modest than in many cases of nonstate
warfare. For over a year and a half, the war pitted rival militias against one another, with no state



military engaged; neither the SNA nor its enemies enjoyed a decisive material edge. Only when
American forces arrived after December 1992 did the SNA face a material disadvantage, and even
here the material balance was less favorable to the Western forces than in cases such as Iraq: the
SNA had access to a substantial arsenal of sophisticated weapons inherited from the Siad Barre state
military, and the SNA fielded an unusually large combatant force for the size of its operating area.
Materialist theories would thus expect Aideed’s methods to change over time, with little need for the
SNA to adopt highly Fabian irregular methods prior to 1993, but with increasingly Fabian
“asymmetric” war fighting after that; neither period, however, should display a historical extremum of
the kind that tribalist arguments would expect.

The new theory, by contrast, predicts change in SNA behavior over time, but in the opposite
direction. The SNA’s political organization was always personalized and highly informal; if the new
theory is correct, this should constrain the SNA to significantly Fabian behavior throughout the period
of study. The SNA’s stakes, however, changed dramatically by mid-1993. Before that, SNA stakes
were limited and economic, but when American admiral Jonathan Howe declared in August 1993 that
his goal would be Aideed’s capture and imprisonment and began targeting Aideed and his chief
lieutenants, the war suddenly took on existential stakes for the SNA’s leadership. For the new theory,
the SNA’s weak institutionalization would preclude highly complex midspectrum warfare even so,
but the radical change in stakes should motivate movement in that direction even for a nonstate militia
—hence the new theory would predict less Fabian war fighting after the American intervention, not
more (as materialists would expect), and not stasis (as tribal culture would predict).

How do these predictions compare with the SNA’s observed behavior? In fact the case shows
change, and change in the direction of an increasing effort by the SNA to hold key territory after
August 1993. At no point did this amount to truly state-like midspectrum warfare, but neither was it
the extremum of irregular methods predicted by tribal culture, and the direction of change was toward
the Napoleonic end of the spectrum after the United States intervened and the material balance
worsened for the SNA—not the opposite, as materialist logic would imply. More specifically, the
combat behavior described above yields a computed index value of 1.2 for SNA methods prior to
August 1993, and 2.5 after this, which would be described as mostly, and slightly, Fabian,
respectively, by the framework in chapter 4.127

This creates significant tensions with tribal culture explanations. While the SNA was hardly a
state-like, midspectrum military organization, neither was it a classically irregular Fabian extremum.
In fact, the SNA’s duration of engagements, typical engagement ranges, troop concentration, and
reliance on counterattack were all roughly as “conventional” as Hezbollah’s—SNA engagement
ranges were typically shorter, in fact; its force-to-space ratio was much higher; and the SNA’s entire
concept for defense of its Black Sea/Bakara Market stronghold was heavily dependent on
counterattack to expel intruders from a territorial sanctuary. These are not the hallmarks of a tribalist
pure Fabian irregular archetype—the SNA’s actual behavior shares too many features of
archetypically “conventional” war fighting.

Materialist theory also has trouble with the SNA. Materialist approaches, for example, would
predict an increasingly Fabian fighting style for Aideed’s militia as its material military balance
decayed with the American reinforcements after August 1993; in fact, the SNA’s behavior did change,
but in precisely the opposite direction: the SNA became less Fabian, not more, after August.

The hybrid materialist subschool also faces important challenges in explaining the SNA. Aideed’s



militia had significant access to the modern, precision weapons that hybrid materialists see as the
central driver behind Hezbollah-like midspectrum warfare. The key technology underlying the hybrid
thesis is precision-guided antitank weaponry (ATGW). The SNA was not as well equipped as
Hezbollah, but they did inherit a meaningful arsenal of heavy weapons from the Barre regime, and
among these were at least 86 US-made TOW missiles.128 The BGM-71 TOW (tube-launched,
optically tracked, wire-guided) is a terminally guided large-caliber antitank weapon able to penetrate
over 760 millimeters of armor at ranges in excess of three kilometers. In 1993 it was the primary
first-line Western ATGW and was in wide use among NATO state armies. In physical size, logistical
requirements, technical sophistication, and potential lethality it was in the same general family as
Hezbollah’s Russian-made Kornets. Of course the Kornet in 2006 was a more modern weapon than
the SNA’s TOWs, but it is far from clear that the difference was militarily meaningful in the 1993
context: in skilled hands either weapon could be expected to achieve hit probabilities as high as 0.9
against armored targets at extended ranges, and to penetrate any armored target they were likely to
encounter. In principle the SNA’s TOW holdings were more than sufficient to have wiped out the
entire armored column that eventually relieved TF Ranger on October 3–4, and to have held off any
UNOSOM reinforcements sent from elsewhere in the theater.129 The SNA, however, made no
recorded use of these missiles, which were found by UNOSOM among the heavy weapons Aideed
voluntarily cached at secured weapon cantonment sites in Mogadishu.130 But the difference between
Hezbollah’s antiarmor performance in 2006 and the SNA’s in 1993 was not due to any lack of
weaponry on the SNA’s part—if Aideed had chosen to use his missiles rather than storing them, then
his fielded technology and Hezbollah’s would not have been radically different. Of course, Aideed’s
ability to employ those missiles would probably have been very different (his willingness to store the
missiles under UNOSOM surveillance probably reflected doubt that his gunners could operate them
effectively, combined with the SNA’s limited stakes in the conflict prior to Howe’s escalation). But
this is not attributable to the materiel itself; as a materialist theory predicting nonstate military
behavior from actors’ technology, the hybrid warfare thesis would thus predict comparable behavior
for actors with comparable technology and would thus imply similar methods for Hezbollah and the
SNA.

The new theory, by contrast, correctly anticipates the SNA’s failure to reach the purely Fabian
extremum, which the new theory sees as vanishingly rare. The SNA’s mostly-to-slightly Fabian
behavior is consistent with its informal institutional structure, as the new theory expects. And the new
theory, unlike materialist approaches, can accommodate the SNA’s shift away from the Fabian
extremum after August 1993, when its altered stakes altered its incentive structure for defending
ground. This behavior is a stronger fit to the new theory’s expectations than to those of its orthodox
competitors.

This is not to claim a perfect fit. As with the JAM, the SNA’s observed behavior is more
Napoleonic than the functional form in the appendix anticipates: for the conditions here, the functional
form predicts a very Fabian behavioral score of just 0.1 before August 1993, and 1.1 afterward.131

The direction of change is indeed as predicted, but both predictions are significantly more Fabian
than the SNA’s actual choices. As with the JAM, however, there may be reasons to think that the SNA
would have been better served with more-Fabian behavior than they actually displayed in 1993. The
SNA took very heavy casualties in the Battle of Mogadishu; although estimates vary, some put the
figure as high as 2,000 and even the SNA’s own leadership placed its militia losses at 312 fighters



killed and 814 wounded (or at least 17 times UNOSOM’s losses), many of whom were surely
disabled before firing a shot given their often-exposed postures (whereas TF Ranger began the battle
with strict restrictions on collateral damage, the desperation of the unfolding battle led to less and
less reticence on firing into crowds of noncombatants, hence the SNA’s reliance on intermingling
alone for cover probably afforded them little advantage by the end of the engagement).132 A stealthier
posture with fewer frontal assaults and more use of building interiors for cover, for example, might
have inflicted similar losses on TF Ranger with fewer SNA casualties while remaining well within
the capacity of an informally institutionalized actor. But the scale of divergence between prediction
and observation for the new theory, while nonzero, is nevertheless smaller than for its competing
explanations—and for a case where culturalist theory, in particular, should be on its strongest
possible ground.



 

8
The ZNG, HV, and SVK in the Croatian

Wars of Independence, 1991–95

IN THIS CHAPTER I present the fourth of five case method tests: the Croatian National Guard (ZNG),
Croatian Army (HV), and Krajina Serb Army (SVK) in the Croatian Wars of Independence, from the
initial fighting of 1991 through the 1995 Dayton Accords that ended Croatia’s active participation in
the Balkan Wars. Croatia became a state in 1992, whereupon the nonstate ZNG transformed into a
state actor (the HV) in the new theory’s terms. But the Republic of Serbian Krajina, whose various
militias and eventual army, the SVK, was the ZNG/HV’s longtime opponent, never achieved
international recognition or state status and thus remained a separatist nonstate actor until its formal
reintegration with Croatia in 1998, three years after its military dissolved.1

The case offers a theoretically illuminating combination of a largely shared, nontribal culture;
material asymmetries (especially between the separatist ZNG and the Jugoslav state military); and
wide variance in internal politics. It also presents a different class of nonstate actor: a private
military firm, Military Professional Resources Incorporated (MPRI), which the new Croatian state
hired to advise and train its fledgling military.

I will argue that the case contradicts materialist expectations for military behavior while
supporting those of the new theory—and that MPRI’s role illustrates how military privatization can
interact with internal politics to reshape military behavior and capability. In particular, I will show
that by hiring outsiders with no local constituency or power base, divided Croatian elites could
improve capability against an external enemy (the SVK) without undermining the internal balance of
political power among themselves. This in turn allowed an imperfectly institutionalized emergent
Croatian state to overcome the effects of internal division and circumvent the constraints that
factionalized internal politics normally impose on complex military methods. The result was a
Croatian military that effectively annihilated its SVK opposition in a four-day blitzkrieg in 1995. The
Croatian case shows that internal politics are indeed a critical determinant of military behavior and
capability—and that among the most important functions of nonstate private military firms can be their
potential to end-run otherwise restrictive politics within and among the actors that hire them.

As before, I develop this argument in five steps. First, I outline briefly the main events of the case.
Second, I develop values for the main independent variables associated with the competing theories.
Third, I code the dependent variable of military behavior for the respective actors. Fourth, I trace the
causal processes in the case by assessing the actors’ proficiency in executing their chosen methods
and how this does or does not conform to the new theory’s logic of explanation. Finally, I compare



the ZNG/HV’s and SVK’s observed behavior to the respective theories’ predictions given these
values, assessing the relative fit between prediction and observation and discussing the case’s net
implications for the theories under study.

Overview of Events
With the death of longtime Jugoslav strongman Josef Brozip Tito in 1980, the Federation of
Jugoslavia began a long side toward dissolution in a series of ethnic civil wars. By early 1990,
separatist political parties had been established in the Jugoslav republics of Slovenia, Croatia, and
Bosnia, and in spring 1990 the Croatian nationalist HDZ (Hrvatska demokratska zajednica, or
Croatian Democratic Union) won the republic’s first multiparty elections. The Serb-dominated
federal government in Belgrade, fearing possible secession, then ordered the Jugoslav National Army
(JNA) to disarm the Croatian Territorial Defense force (TO), a home guard of trained reservists
whose mission had been to defend Croatian territory from foreign invasion. Croatia responded by
expanding its Ministry of Interior police force (MUP), triggering debate in Belgrade over continued
suppression.2

In the midst of this uncertainty, the Serbian minority within Croatia took matters into its own hands.
Threatened by the prospect of minority status within a new state dominated by ethnic Croats, Croatian
Serbs thus declared the Serbian Autonomous Region of Krajina (SAOK) on February 28, 1991, and
announced their intention to secede from Croatia if Croatia itself separated from Jugoslavia. This led
to sporadic violence between the MUP and Croatian Serbs as the latter sought to consolidate control
over Serb-populated localities within Croatia, and especially along the Serbian border and the
Krajina region along the Bosnian border. In May the HDZ created a new National Guard Corps, the
ZNG, from paramilitary elements of the MUP and the remnants of the disarmed TO. Caught in the
middle, the JNA was ordered by Belgrade to act as a buffer to separate armed Croatian Serbs from
Croatian police and the new ZNG National Guards, but in fact the Serb-heavy JNA tended to side
with their ethnic brethren at the expense of the Croatian nationalists.

As low-level violence continued through the spring, neighboring Slovenia declared its own
independence from the Jugoslav Federation on June 25, 1991. The JNA launched an immediate
offensive against the Slovenians but was defeated in a brief, 10-day campaign as a combination of
defections by ethnic Slovene troops, political divisions in Belgrade over appropriate responses, and
morale problems in the JNA’s ranks hamstrung efforts to suppress secessionist forces.

The Slovenian declaration forced the HDZ’s hand, and Croatia quickly issued its own formal
declaration of independence, also on June 25. Yet there was no immediate JNA offensive in Croatia.
The JNA maintained substantial garrisons in the republic, and its troops had been conducting
operations to suppress internal violence for months. But the JNA was initially preoccupied with the
campaign in Slovenia, and the federal government in Belgrade was divided over its policy toward
secession. In particular, the JNA command and some hardline politicians wanted aggressive action to
crush secessionists and preserve the unified Jugoslav state. But Jugoslav president Slobodan
Milosevic was more concerned with advancing the secular interests of his own, Serbian ethnic group
than in reconstructing a multiethnic federal union. Milosevic and his allies were thus willing to let
non-Serb territories go as long as areas with mixed populations including Serb minorities were
cleansed of non-Serbs and united in a greater Serbia centered on Belgrade and the rump of the old



Jugoslav state. As this debate unfolded in Belgrade, the JNA carried on in Croatia but did not move
to destroy the new Croatian National Guard, to unseat the HDZ, or to seal Croatia’s borders.

Instead, the Croatian nationalists moved first. On September 14, 1991, the ZNG attacked JNA
garrisons across Croatia, initiating large-scale hostilities. In the process they seized valuable arms
and ammunition and overran enough of the JNA’s base structure to establish a tenuous but contiguous
zone of control across central Croatia.

The JNA responded with a large-scale counterattack, in combination with Croatian Serb militias
backed by the SAOK. This Jugoslav government offensive gradually drove the Croatian ZNG from
the Krajina, consolidating Serbian/JNA control of central Croatia, eastern Slavonia, and northern
Dalmatia.

As the JNA advanced, however, ZNG resistance stiffened. Croatian nationalist counterattacks
regained control of most of western Slavonia, and eventually the front stabilized with perhaps 70
percent of the republic’s territory under nationalist control and the remainder in the hands of the
Croatian Serb SAOK and its JNA allies.

A cease-fire brokered by UN special envoy Cyrus Vance was then signed on January 2, 1992,
ending the initial phase of the war. The Vance plan brought UN peacekeepers under the UN Protection
Force (UNPROFOR), and the establishment of UN-protected areas in Croatia and neighboring
Bosnia, where a civil war of its own had broken out in April 1992.

In the meantime, the European Community had requested formal applications from Jugoslav
republics seeking recognition as independent states, and Germany formally recognized the new
Croatian government on December 24, 1991. The EC followed in January; the United States in April;
and by May the UN followed suit, establishing an unambiguously independent Croatian state. With
independence, the new Croat state formed the HV, or Croatian national army, to replace the nonstate
ZNG. The Serbian Croat SAOK, by contrast, united with the neighboring Croatian Serb enclaves of
Western Slavonia and Eastern Slavonia-Baranja-Western Srem to form the Republic of Serbian
Krajina (RSK), which then petitioned the EC and the UN for recognition as an independent state on
December 23, 1991, but was denied; in fact no state or major international organization ever
recognized the SAOK or RSK as independent.3

The Vance cease-fire was imperfect, with occasional outbreaks of fighting and a major violation
in January 1993 in which the HV sought to clear lines of communication between southern Dalmatia
and central Croatia. The HV was also deeply involved with efforts by the Croatian minority in
neighboring Bosnia to cleanse rivals and gain territory at the expense of ethnic Serbs and Bosnian
Muslims there. But within the boundaries of the old Jugoslav Croatian republic the war was largely in
remission between 1992 and 1995.

During this time, the Croatian government sought to build its new state institutions while
developing its military capabilities. To this end it hired an American private firm, Military
Professional Resources Incorporated (MPRI) to assist in developing and improving the HV.
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On August 4, 1995, the improved Croatian HV used its new capabilities to launch a major
offensive, Operation Storm, on multiple simultaneous fronts against the Serbian Autonomous Region
of Krajina and its SVK militia. This offensive was coordinated closely with a Bosnian government
army assault on Bosnian Serb positions, and it coincided with a program of NATO air strikes against
Serbian targets in Bosnia under Operation Deliberate Force. Operation Storm crushed the SVK as a
military force in just four days of fighting, sweeping the Krajina of Serbian forces and leaving the
Croatian Serb authorities with no choice but to accede to the Erdut agreement, which liquidated most
of the Republic of Serbian Krajina, leaving only a small demilitarized rump in eastern Slavonia under
UN protection. This remnant was itself absorbed into Croatia on the government’s terms in 1998, but
the 1995 Erdut agreement effectively ended the Serbian nonstate military presence in Croatia and, in
the process, ended the Croatian Wars of Independence.

Independent Variables
How does the military behavior of the ZNG, HV, and SVK compare with the respective theories’
predictions? I begin with the theories’ independent variables of tribal culture, military materiel, and
internal politics.

Tribal Culture in Croatia
Culture, in the sense of ethnic self-identity, was a major theme in all the Balkan Wars of the 1990s.
Croatian nationalists promoted a conception of Croatian cultural distinctiveness based on its Catholic
religion, its history, and its Western-leaning values by contrast with the Orthodox and Eastern-
oriented Serbs or the Muslim Bosnians. Tension between these ethnocultural groups became the
rallying point for a decade of warfare in the region. This does not mean that ethnic tension caused the
wars: “ancient hatreds” between Balkan ethnic groups had rarely yielded war in centuries of mostly
peaceful coexistence prior to the 1990s. Without Milosevic and others’ deliberate promotion of
ethnic rivalry there would probably have been no warfare in the 1990s, either, and the salience of
ethnicity among competing sources of identity was a social construction of relatively recent
provenance.4 Yet there was nevertheless a cultural distinction that was widely perceived in the region
and that played a role—whether as cause or effect—in the region’s warfare.

Croatian as opposed to Serbian national culture is not, however, the distinction that matters for the
nonstate military behavior debate. Familist tribalism is. It is the unique features of tribal social
organization based on family relationships that this literature sees as conducive to guerilla warfare.
And in these terms, neither Croatian nor Serbian society was notably tribal in the 1990s.5

Before the mid-19th century, patrilineal agricultural kinship groups called zadrugas had played a



major role in Balkan Slavic society. A zadruga comprised several interrelated families living
communally and sharing property; though zadrugas of 80 or more members have been documented,
groups of 10 to 20 individuals were more common. The head of the kin group coordinated its
economic activity, consumption, and social interactions with outsiders; marriage patterns and dispute
resolution were commonly mediated by the zadruga head in a classically tribalist manner.6

This system began to break down, however, with industrialization and urbanization after the
1860s. Zadruga tribal organization was anchored in a quasi-feudal peasant agricultural economy in
which land ownership and tenure shaped social standing and community life. As opportunities grew
for nonfarm employment away from ancestral lands, the strength of the old ties weakened, and the
influence of zadruga familial structure atrophied. When changes to the legal system abolished the
vestiges of feudalism, this process accelerated: in 1870, a law was passed in Croatia allowing
formerly integral zadruga land to be divided among individual owners; the result was a rush to break
up the old holdings. By the early 20th century, little of the old economic foundation of Balkan familial
tribalism was left, and what did remain was stronger in eastern Slavic lands—Croatia in the west
was among the first to transform.7

This is not to say that family relationships had become irrelevant in Croatia or the larger Balkans
by the 1990s. As recently as the late 1960s, anthropologist Lorraine Baric reports that urban migrants
used kin relationships with landholding farmers to maintain claims on the property and its use, and
that “kin rights and duties frequently override political and economic considerations.”8 Olivera Buric
reports that “sentiments … of kinship solidarity” survived well into the 1970s and were manifested in
the form of material aid to farming communities by urban relatives, and shared agricultural labor
during harvests and other critical times.9 And of course the family unit has remained an integral
element of most industrialized Western societies to this day. But by the 1990s, the role family
relationships played in Balkan conflict resolution, economic activity, politics, and social standing
was not substantially different from that in other Western societies—and was radically different, and
smaller, than the role played by tribe and family in 1990s Somalia, or even early 21st-century
Lebanon or Iraq.

By contrast with this decline in zadruga familism, the rise of ethnic self-awareness in the late 20th
century played an increasing role in Balkan politics and public life. But this ethnic identification
spanned populations of far greater size than traditional tribes or clans. Self-described ethnic
Croatians in 1990 numbered some 4.5 million individuals; Jugoslav Serbs accounted for a population
of more than 8.5 million.10 Collectives of this size constituted economically—and militarily—viable
states. And whereas classical tribal systems are subject to fluid in-group/out-group definition (“me
against my brother, my brother and I against my cousin, and all of us against the stranger”), Balkan
ethnic groups, once mobilized, constituted much more fixed communities with stable membership. Of
course Balkan ethnic parties could shift interethnic alliances for strategic purposes (Bosnian Croats,
for example, alternately fought Bosnian Muslims then supported them against a common Serb enemy),
but so do states in the international system. And Balkan ethnic parties could certainly divide into
factional disputes over policy, strategy, or the division of spoils (much more on this below), as do
many state governments. Classical tribal systems, however, recognize multiple identity subgroups
with no fixed loyalty claims; alignment is transient and ephemeral, and real trust thus inheres in very
localized small-scale kinship groups. Balkan nationalist politics could be as factionalized or strategic
as that of any state, but its identity component spanned much larger groups with much less fluid



membership than in traditional tribal systems.

Military Materiel
Materiel is important both for the new theory and in prior materialist accounts. The new theory sees
materiel’s role in interaction with internal politics, and it emphasizes technological sophistication as
the material variable with greatest leverage. Orthodox materialist theories see materiel itself as the
primary determinant of nonstate war fighting, with the material inferiority of most nonstate actors in
both quality and quantity condemning them to irregular methods for lack of a viable alternative. In
Croatia, the material military balance varied over time as nationalists mobilized resources while
Serbia gradually withdrew support from its Croatian Serb ally. In the initial campaigns of 1991, the
Croatian nationalist MUP and then the ZNG were both outnumbered and outgunned by a better-
equipped and better-trained state army in the JNA. This material disadvantage had diminished
somewhat by 1992, and the new Croatian state used the cease-fire years to further expand its military
establishment. Meanwhile the JNA was mostly withdrawn from Croatia between 1992 and 1995,
leaving its nonstate Serbian SVK ally to fend increasingly for itself. By the time of Operation Storm
in 1995 the material tables had turned, with the Croatian state HV enjoying a substantial material
advantage over the SVK. From almost the beginning of this process, however, both sides had
obtained significant arsenals of modern weapons, which played a significant role throughout.

In July 1991, the Croatian ZNG fielded a total of only 8,000 active-duty soldiers, with perhaps
another 40,000 reservists available. Fewer than half of the reservists were armed, however, and
neither group had access to heavy weapons; when the JNA disarmed the Croatian territorial TO in
1990, this left nothing more than small arms and light equipment in police hands.11 This small, lightly
armed force was distributed over a Croatian republic of some 56,600 square kilometers, yielding a
force-to-space ratio of 0.8 fighters per square kilometer—or less than 5 percent of the SNA’s in
Mogadishu in 1993.

Arrayed against this nationalist protoarmy were nearly 100,000 heavily armed JNA regulars plus
16,000 Serbian militiamen drawn from territorial forces located in the Serb-majority Krajina,
supported by an annual Jugoslav state military budget of over $3.5 billion.12 The result was a
numerical advantage in armed combatants of more than 4:1 for the JNA and its allies in the summer of
1991, to say nothing of the JNA’s enormous advantages in firepower, mobility, and armor protection.

The material balance began to change with the ZNG’s September offensive against the JNA’s
garrisons in Croatia. Almost overnight the ZNG acquired the beginnings of a modern arsenal,
capturing perhaps 200 T-55 tanks, 100 M-80 infantry fighting vehicles, over 300 artillery pieces,
over 600 120-millimeter heavy mortars, and a variety of wire-guided antitank missiles from Jugoslav
government armories.13 In the meantime, recruitment and mobilization increased the numerical
strength of nationalist forces—by the end of 1991, HDZ defense minister Anton Tus claimed to have
as many as 250,000 men under arms.14

This is not to say the ZNG could actually operate all this equipment or utilize anything like its
nominal strength. Many of the new recruits had little or no training: as one soldier who had enlisted in
fall 1991 put it: “I tried to find someone to tell me which end of the RPG to point at the enemy”; the
trained and combat-capable force was considerably smaller than the ZNG’s nominal strength in
1991.15 Maintenance and sustainment for the equipment captured from the JNA posed organizational
challenges that took time to meet: many ZNG soldiers were familiar with the hardware from their



time in Jugoslav government service, but the ZNG still had no logistical, repair, or maintenance
infrastructure, nor was there yet any organizational framework for operating or sustaining this capital
stock. And of course the state JNA they faced was large, fully trained, and much better armed—not
only did its surviving armor and artillery far outnumber the ZNG’s, but the JNA enjoyed a modern air
force with over 280 high-performance combat aircraft, 165 helicopters, and a navy (which was used
to augment JNA firepower with shore bombardment during the 1991 campaign).16 The net result was
a ZNG with nominal access to late 20th-century weapon technology from almost the earliest days of
the conflict, but which faced a major, ongoing firepower imbalance in the JNA’s favor that continued
through the 1992 cease-fire.

By 1995, the JNA withdrawal from Croatia and the continued mobilization of the new Croatian
state military had created a different picture. Notwithstanding UN sanctions designed to preclude
arms shipments to warring parties in the Balkans, the new Croatian state military proved able to
expand its arsenal as well as its personnel strength. On the eve of Operation Storm, the Croatian HV
deployed over 200,000 well-equipped troops, supported by a fledgling air force with 28 MiG21
fighter-bombers, some 31 Mi-8 transport helicopters, and 8 Mi-24 helicopter gunships.17 Croatian
state military expenditures exceeded $1 billion in 1994.18

Their Croatian Serb SVK opponents were well equipped but fielded a much smaller force. The
JNA left behind ample supplies of arms and equipment (including some 400 armored vehicles and
350 large-caliber artillery pieces), and Croatian Serbs, like their nationalist rivals, had used the
intervening years to increase their personnel strength. Yet this mobilization yielded only about 50,000
soldiers by 1995, or about the same raw troop strength as the ZNG fielded ab initio in the summer of
1991.19 The SVK’s territory was smaller, and its armament was more lethal; its force-to-space ratio
was higher than the ZNG’s in 1991, and the SVK was certainly better equipped than the ZNG. But
their numerical disadvantage relative to their state opponent was similar: whereas nonstate Croatian
nationalists had waged war in 1991 at a numerical disadvantage of over 4:1, the Croatian state HV
thus enjoyed a numerical advantage of about 4:1 over the nonstate Serbian SVK by 1995.

Internal Politics
The new theory emphasizes two dimensions of an actor’s internal politics: its stakes, and its
institutional development. Limited stakes and informal institutions are expected to discourage
complex midconcealment methods; existential stakes and formal institutions permit such methods for
nonstate actors with at least late 20th-century technology.

STAKES

By contrast with the SNA’s economic war aims in Somalia, in Croatia both the ZNG/HV and the SVK
were fighting for ideological and political stakes tied to ethnonational ruling programs. One might
expect this to produce a zero-sum struggle with uniform, existential incentives for all sides to develop
proficient militaries as quickly as possible. Yet the picture in Croatia was more complex.

In principle, all sides in the Balkan Wars faced existential stakes: each had legitimate fears of
oppression and ethnic cleansing at the others’ hands if defeated. In practice, however, different actors
had very different assessments of the real risk they faced. For most of the conflict, Croatian Serbs
believed (albeit incorrectly) that the Serbian state under Milosevic would protect them; for them, the
war looked like a limited conflict over the scale of their power and influence. By the time their error



became clear in 1995 it was too late, and they were overrun in Operation Storm. Croatian
nationalists, by contrast, realized by mid-1991 that they were on their own, with no state backer to
save them from the Jugoslav Army; the HDZ quickly assessed the stakes as existential. Their actual
risk of annihilation eased once the JNA withdrew in 1992. But for most of the 1991 campaign the
nationalist leadership believed they were fighting a war of survival, whereas Croatian Serbs
believed almost until the end that they were fighting for limited stakes in a war where the downside
risks were bounded.

Croatian Serbs had ample reason to expect protection from Belgrade. From the beginning of the
conflict, the JNA had consistently protected Serbian interests at nationalists’ expense. As early as
August 1990, Jugoslav Air Force MIGs had intercepted Croatian MUP helicopters en route to the
Krajina, forcing them back to base.20 At the Battle of Plitvice in March–April 1991, the JNA’s
nominal interposition actually protected Serbs from nationalist incursion, in the process creating a
defensible western border for the threatened Serb enclave.21 In August 1991 the JNA Ninth Corps
attacked and seized the strategic nationalist-controlled town of Kijevo and the Maslenica bridge that
connected the Dalmatian coast with Serbian holdings in northern Croatia.22 By the fall of 1991 the
JNA had abandoned even the pretense of neutrality and was waging open war against the ZNG.23

In fact, Belgrade had played an instrumental role in creating the Croatian Serb protostate and its
militia in the first place, and in sustaining them thereafter. The Jugoslav government provided covert
arms and technical assistance to the Krajina Serbs even before their sovereignty referendum in August
1990, and Belgrade played a crucial role in organizing the Krajina Serbian Democratic Party (SDS),
which became the political core of the SAOK. And this assistance continued long after the Vance
cease-fire. When the JNA withdrew from Croatia in 1992 it left behind more than just arms: JNA
officers raised in the Krajina remained, joining the Serb SVK as trained leadership cadre. Though
they were nominally in SVK service, their salaries were paid by Belgrade. Jugoslav government
military aid and logistical assistance to the SVK continued throughout the war, and JNA officer and
NCO transfers continued to stiffen the SVK ranks. In fact, the Jugoslav Army assistant chief of staff,
General Mile Mrksic, left his position after the fall of Slavonia to take command of the SVK in
Croatia. Belgrade even returned nearly 5,000 Croatian Serb draft dodgers to the Krajina for induction
into SVK service and occasionally reintroduced JNA combat units to augment SVK formations in
1993 and 1994.24

This assistance persuaded many Croatian Serbs that Belgrade was behind them, and would
recommit the JNA as necessary to prevent the Croatian state military from overrunning the RSK.
Milosevic’s whole political program, after all, was centered on the creation of a “greater Serbia” that
would unify the Serb populations in each of the former Jugoslav republics; it was hardly delusional
for Croatian Serbs to expect him to protect them from absorption into a Croatian state. And Milosevic
offered just such assurances directly and explicitly in 1991 as part of Belgrade’s efforts to persuade
SDS leader Milan Babic to accept the Vance cease-fire plan: Babic had voiced concern that a JNA
withdrawal would leave Serbs exposed, whereupon Belgrade assured him that the JNA would
intervene as necessary to defend them; Babic accepted the plan.25 As David Rohde reported in 1995,
Krajina Serbs “have long assumed that military support from their ‘homeland’ would come—if they
are severely threatened by the Croatian or Bosnian governments.”26 Of course no diplomatic
assurance is ever ironclad, and prudent Serbs should have harbored some degree of doubt. But until
Belgrade actually broke its promises in 1995, the available indications had given the Croatian Serb



leadership a reasonable expectation that their state ally would defend them in extremis. And this
meant that for the Krajina Serbs, the conflict with Croatia looked in important respects like a limited
war: the fighting would surely shape the size and influence of the Croatian Serb political entity, but
there was ample reason to expect the JNA to step in and save them well short of communal extinction
if that war went badly.27

Croatian nationalists, by contrast, quickly recognized they faced existential stakes in the 1991
campaign. Initially, HDZ leader Franjo Tudjman harbored fond hopes of Western backing in the event
of war. As late as August he expressed a belief to US ambassador Walter Zimmerman that the United
States would come to Croatia’s aid in a fight with the JNA, and he sought diplomatic pressure from
the West to dissuade Belgrade from the use of force.28 By the fall, however, it was clear that the
Serbs would fight—and that Croatia was on its own. Not only was Western military intervention not
forthcoming, but Western-backed UN sanctions established an arms embargo that denied Croatian
nationalists licit access to foreign weapons or equipment to compete with a heavily armed state
opponent in the JNA. Western diplomacy sought a cease-fire but showed no evidence of any
willingness to use force to bring Serbs to the table, and with an ongoing JNA offensive driving deep
into Croatian territory there would be little reason to expect the Serbs to halt simply because Cyrus
Vance asked them to.

And if the JNA did not halt, the consequences for Croatian nationalists could be severe. The
Balkan Wars became notorious for their cruelty and mass violence, and the beginnings of later ethnic
cleansing campaigns were already evident in the 1991 fighting. Croatian nationalists could expect a
harsh occupation under a conqueror’s rule if the JNA won.

The Croatian politico-military elite could expect especially harsh treatment. In February 1991, the
Jugoslav government indicted General Martin Spegelj, Croatia’s new defense minister, for
“organizing and coordinating ‘the criminal act of armed rebellion’ ”—Spegelj faced prison if his
ministry’s armed forces failed in battle.29 In fact, the JNA High Command issued a secret report in
January 1991 in which it indicated its readiness to arrest the Croatian government and impose martial
law; the threat of imprisonment faced the entire ruling elite.30 Even the fighting itself posed serious
risks for Croat elites: the JNA Air Force controlled the air space over Croatia, and in October 1991
it bombed the presidential palace in Zagreb while Tudjman was inside.31 As early as January 1991
Croatian parliamentarians voiced concerns that Tudjman “would not come back alive” from an
official trip to Belgrade.32 For the Croatian nationalists, preventing the JNA from overrunning Croatia
in 1991 was thus literally a matter of freedom versus prison or life versus death. And unlike the
Croatian Serbs, HDZ nationalists could not assume that a state ally would save them from this fate if
they failed to do so themselves.

The existential stakes of 1991 eased, however, after the JNA offensive stalled and the Serbs
accepted the Vance cease-fire. Once the JNA withdrew from Croatia, the risk of national extinction
diminished for Tudjman and his government: while it was reasonable to expect the JNA to defend
their allies if the HV invaded the Krajina, the JNA was unlikely to start a new war itself by invading
metropolitan Croatia. Of course war is always a possibility, and prudent Croatian statesmen would
surely protect against such a threat; it is not uncommon for wars to rekindle, and the JNA remained a
potentially dangerous opponent. But the HV’s primary rival after the cease-fire was not the state JNA
but the nonstate SVK—and the latter posed no meaningful threat to conquer Croatia. While the stakes
confronting the ZNG in 1991 were unlimited, the war after that posed more limited downside



consequences for Croatia.

INSTITUTIONS IN THE CROATIAN WARS OF INDEPENDENCE

Political development varied widely in this period. At its outset, the Croatian war pitted nonstate
actors on both sides; each needed to create new institutions quickly to resolve internal conflicts and
wage war against outsiders. In the 1991 campaign, Croatian nationalists met this challenge more
successfully than their Croatian Serb rivals: by the time of the Vance cease-fire, the HDZ government
had achieved roughly the status of a basic natural regime in the terms used here, whereas the Croatian
Serb protostate was at best a fragile natural regime. Although gradual political development on both
sides continued during the 1991–95 lull, little real change resulted, and each side plateaued with the
same basic institutional dynamics they had lived through in 1991. The most important post-1991
change, in fact, was the HV’s ability to escape the limitations of its indigenous institutions via a
different, transnational, nonstate actor: Military Professional Resources Incorporated (MPRI), an
American private business hired by the Croatian state to train and prepare its military for renewed
war with the SVK.

Croatian nationalist institutions. For the nonstate HDZ in 1991, political development was jump-
started by its control of a preexisting, if subnational, government. The 1974 Jugoslav constitution had
granted the republics extensive local autonomy, and the Croatian Jugoslav republic in 1991 had a
functioning court system; an elected, bicameral legislature; and an established array of functioning
administrative agencies, including an Interior Ministry that managed a significant police force. It even
issued its own passports. To paraphrase M . Cherif Bassiouni, by 1991 the Jugoslav substate
republics had the institutions of states but without the legal status—or the armies—of states.33 When
the Croatian republic seceded, the HDZ inherited this system essentially intact, and thus began the
war with a state-like structure of preexisting checks and balances, administrative accountability, and
bureaucratic organization.

This inheritance provided a tremendous head start in administration. Yet it fell short of mature
natural order status in several important respects—and especially in civil-military relations and in
economic rent seeking.

As for the latter, the international arms embargo promoted a culture of corruption and state control
over the economy that encouraged rent seeking at the highest levels in the new government. When the
UN denied Croatia access to legal arms imports the new government resorted to smuggling and illicit
arms transfers to equip its forces; this gave entre to underworld elements with the necessary skills
and networks in the black-market arms trade and tended to legitimize a sub-rosa economy that grew
well beyond the limits of military spending per se. As recently as 1999, Transparency International
ranked Croatia the 25th most corrupt among 99 world countries surveyed.34 The result was a scale of
often-opaque government involvement in commerce and trade that muddied the boundary between
public and private domains and promoted conflict of interest in the conduct of official duties.35

Perhaps more important was the new state’s politicized civil-military relations. Relative to the
other agencies of the new Croatian state, the armed forces were less institutionally mature: whereas
there were preexisting republican courts, economic regulatory agencies, and legislative bodies, there
was no official republican military prior to 1991; when Croatia declared its independence it instead
had multiple police, militia, and territorial defense forces operating under separate chains of



command and oversight. Some of the larger paramilitaries, and especially the Croatian Party of the
Right’s HOS militia, were significant military forces with up to 15,000 fighters under arms and
equipment that sometimes outstripped the ZNG’s.36 Consolidation of these potentially competing
actors posed important political challenges—armed internal rivalry in fluid institutional settings is a
major barrier to military cooperation and can easily yield internecine warfare.37

In 1991, Tudjman responded to this challenge with a strategy of politicization and gradual
consolidation, installing trusted loyalists in the key security institutions while tolerating substantial
militia independence in the near term and testing the political waters for a more forceful unification of
rival paramilitaries later. By fall 1991, the new Defense Ministry, for example, was in the hands of
Gojko Susak, a prominent HDZ party fundraiser and close personal friend of Tudjman’s. The Interior
Ministry was led by Ivan Vekic, a founding member of the HDZ and a longtime ally of Tudjman’s.
The ZNG military staff was headed by General Anton Tus, who then became Tudjman’s personal
military advisor and was replaced by General Janko Bobetko, who stood for election following his
military retirement as an HDZ candidate for Parliament. The intelligence services were led by Josip
Manolic, the cofounder of the HDZ and a personal confidant of Tudjman’s. And in 1993 Tudjman
placed his son, Miroslav, in control of the National Security Office, a new agency to oversee and
coordinate the intelligence and security apparatus, reporting directly to President Tudjman.38

Elements of the military police and Army guards formations also reported directly to Tudjman and
were not under the control of the military staff.39

As Tudjman solidified his hold over the new security bureaucracy he sought to marginalize rival
nationalists such as the Party of the Right (HSP). As early as fall 1991, Tudjman arrested and briefly
held HSP party leader Dobroslav Paraga on sedition charges; in the face of press opposition Paraga
was released, but the HOS was placed under nominal command of the ZNG. After the Party of the
Right polled only 5 percent of the vote in the August 1992 elections, and with HDZ control of all key
security agencies assured, Tudjman moved more forcefully, rearresting Paraga in 1993, this time on
weapons charges, disbanding the HOS, absorbing its members into the state military, and eliminating
the HSP as a serious political rival.40 By 1995, the net result was a consolidated and stable but
politicized security sector in which a unified national military was overseen by senior officials
whose reliability was established not by de jure position but by personal connections, and where
talent, while preferred, was not the foremost requirement for high office.41

Yet this politicization at the senior levels was tempered by the ever-present awareness of
existential threat from the JNA. In practice this produced contrasting tendencies at the lower and
higher ranks: whereas senior officials were politicized and cronyism was commonplace, military
officers through brigade command were promoted on the basis of demonstrated merit and subject to
harsh selection effects based on combat performance in the field. It was not uncommon for lower-
ranking officers who displayed incompetence or cowardice or otherwise failed in their duties to be
removed on the spot: the commander of the ZNG 137th Brigade, for example, was relieved after
failing to prevent the JNA breakout from the Logoriste barracks in November 1991; a battalion
commander in the HV 102nd Brigade was sacked in the middle of Operation Storm in 1995; and the
commander of the ZNG Ninth Motorized Brigade was relieved following unsuccessful attacks on
Tulove Grede, Velike, Mala Bobija, and Obrovac in 1991, to cite but a few examples.42 Conversely,
junior officers who displayed talent in the field could advance rapidly: at least one officer rose from
leading a company to commanding a brigade in a span of just six weeks in fall 1991.43 Over time, this



produced a younger generation of battle-tested officers whose influence grew as they rose through the
ranks, but their influence over ministerial politics and supreme command functions was still limited
by the time Operation Storm ended in 1995.

The net result was a rapid transition from fragile to basic natural order by fall of 1991, but a
system that remained short of mature natural order status through the end of the 1995 campaign:
ministerial and senior military leadership was personalized rather than fully institutionalized;
political patronage played a significant role; and personal economic gain intertwined with security
policy making for key elites—yet the relationships among key elites were stable and regularized, with
no meaningful threat of internecine violence, with an important role for formal institutions with
extensive division of labor and systematized responsibilities, and with a court system and legislature
that acted as a meaningful if imperfect check on elite preferences.

In Croatia, however, there was also an important role for a different class of nonstate actor: the
American private company Military Professional Resources Incorporated (MPRI). MPRI was a
private firm comprising chiefly retired US military commissioned and senior noncommissioned
officers, which provided advisory and training services to a wide range of clients. In 1994 the
Croatian government contracted with MPRI to design and implement a series of training courses for
the new national army. MPRI dispatched a team of 10 retired US Army colonels, 3 retired command
sergeant majors, and 1 retired major general, who arrived in October 1994 and developed four
instructional programs. One was modeled after the US Army Command and General Staff College
course and was aimed at HV majors and lieutenant colonels; another mirrored the US Officers
Advanced Course and was for HV lieutenants and captains; one was the equivalent of the US
Noncommissioned Officers (NCO) Academy and was for HV sergeants; another comprised a series
of seminars for senior managers in the Croatian Ministry of Defense. These courses included some
instruction on civil-military relations and the laws of war, but their primary focus was on weapons
employment, military tactics, operational art, campaign planning, logistics, and combat staff
procedures and organization. In fact the curriculum was nearly identical to that at the corresponding
US military schools, albeit on a compressed timeline to enable rapid completion. These courses
enrolled a total of 200 to 300 HV officers, NCOs, and officials at a time and lasted four months, with
immediate transition to a new class as soon as the previous one finished; the first cohort graduated in
April 1995 and provided a substantial number of field commanders and staff for Operation Storm in
August.44

Many have speculated that MPRI provided more than just instruction. Multiple NATO officers, for
example, have argued that the design and conduct of Operation Storm was eerily similar to US
methods and doctrine, and that the proficiency with which the operation was conducted could not
have been achieved by such a new organization; they believe MPRI personnel actively participated in
the planning, if not the command, of the operation itself.45 MPRI has consistently denied this, and in
fact the head of their delegation, Major General Richard Griffitts (USA retired), was on vacation in
the Mediterranean and was not in Croatia at the time of the offensive.46 Croatian authorities similarly
deny that MPRI played any active role, and there is no actual evidence to suggest otherwise.47

What MPRI clearly did contribute, however, was technical knowledge on the conduct of war—and
especially on the coordination and support of large formations in mobile operations. The HV’s field-
grade and senior officers either had been trained by the JNA in Soviet-style methods before the war
or had learned as much of their craft as they could via trial and error during combat. There had been



some out-of-country training in Germany and the Netherlands, but on a limited scale. The result was a
largely informal and inconsistent approach to the technical side of war at the operational level. Some
units had formal paper-based logistical systems; others operated on word of mouth and handshakes.
Some staffs could do route planning and convoy administration; others could not. Some headquarters
could coordinate fire support and arrange for its sustainment on the move; others could not. And some
approached these tasks in the rigid, centralized system taught in the JNA, whereas others wanted to
adopt a more flexible, decentralized style in keeping with Western doctrines.48 What MPRI offered
was a consistent, systematic, technically sophisticated method for planning and conducting
coordinated operations across the HV.

Perhaps most important, they provided these skills in a way that did not threaten the internal
balance of power within the Tudjman government. In a basic natural order regime, personal
reliability trumps technical expertise; whereas talent is not necessarily precluded, political reliability
is paramount. Some of Tudjman’s confidants were also capable officials, but others were not, and to
replace the senior command echelon with disinterested military technocrats would risk undermining
the political alliances that underwrote Tudjman’s control of the security sector. MPRI, by contrast,
had no constituency in Croatian politics and could be relied on to leave the scene when their contract
ended—they could provide military technical skills without empowering any faction save Tudjman
himself.49

Croatian Serb institutions. The Croatian Serbs faced a similar problem of creating institutions on the
fly. Unlike the nationalists, however, they did not inherit an intact republican government on which to
build. Their population, moreover, was divided among three noncontiguous territorial enclaves. A
major objective of the JNA’s 1991 offensive had been to interconnect these, but the Vance cease-fire
left this goal unachieved. The new leadership tried to assemble a new governing infrastructure in the
face of these challenges, but the result was a combination of inexperience, redundancy, and rivalry
that left the Republic of Serbian Krajina in the status of a fragile natural order actor through its defeat
in Operation Storm.

For most of the 1991 campaign, Croatian Serbs maintained three separate, noncontiguous
governing entities, the Serbian Autonomous Oblasts, or Regions (SAOs), of Krajina, Western
Slavonia, and Eastern Slavonia-Baranja-Western Srem, each representing its respective population.
The SAOK (Krajina) was the largest and most militarily active, but each developed a separate
judicial, administrative, and legislative apparatus. Much of the prewar republican government had
been based in Zagreb, the capital of the new nationalist protostate, and staffed with ethnic Croats who
now overwhelmingly supported Croatian independence. The new Croatian Serb entities thus had to
start nearly from scratch, and their staffing requirements greatly exceeded the availability of trained,
experienced officials. Village and local functions could be performed by the same people as before,
but the crucial state and especially security sector agencies were formed as pick-up teams in which
new institutions were created and staffed largely by collections of amateurs with little experience or
technical training. As US ambassador to Bosnia Victor Jackovich put it, a man could “milk cows in
the morning, and be a judge in the afternoon,” and there was little or no professional civil or military
administration.50

Nor was it clear what the relationship would be among the respective SAOs’ new agencies or
leaderships. In part this was due to uncertainty over the future direction of Serbian Croatia.



Would the SAOs be absorbed into the Serbian Republic, as Jugoslav president Milosevic clearly
preferred? Or would they become independent states of their own, either separately or as a unified
Croatian Serb nation? And if so, which SAO’s officials would take the senior positions in such a
unified entity? The noncontiguous nature of Croatian Serb territory contributed to duplication of
functions and redundancy, as each SAO built its own courts, legislatures, intelligence operations, and
protoministries of the interior; the pervasive uncertainty contributed to rivalry among these
duplicative agencies, as each tried to position itself for primacy in the event of future amalgamation.51

Consolidation into a unified security sector was further hindered by distrust and policy
disagreement between Milan Babic, the founder of the Croatian Serb SDS and leader of the Krajina
SAO, and Slobodan Milosevic in Belgrade, and between Babic and internal rivals aligned with
Milosevic. Though confident that Milosevic would not allow Croatian Serbs to be overrun, Babic
was less convinced that Milosevic had Babic’s (or the SAOK’s) political best interests at heart. The
two leaders’ relationship, always complex, became openly conflictual during the negotiations over
the Vance cease-fire proposal, when Milosevic sought Croatian Serb approval but Babic wanted to
fight on in the interest of connecting the noncontiguous Croatian Serb territories. Frustrated,
Milosevic formed an anti-Babic political party in the Krajina and set up a new Krajina Serb
Assembly to end-run Babic. The new assembly appointed Goran Hadzic president and voted to
accept the Vance plan. In response, Babic formed his own assembly, which voted to reinstall him as
president. Subsequent elections held in December 1993 pitted the respective factions against one
another in a campaign subject to extensive interference from Belgrade; eventually Milosevic’s
protégé Milan Martic emerged from a runoff and replaced Hadzic as president.52 Hadzic, meanwhile,
hinted loudly that he was prepared to secede from the new Republic of Serbian Krajina with his own
Slavonian SAO, eventually forming a “coordinating board” of five Slavonian mayors to explore
options for independence from the RSK.53 In the process, Croatian Serb politics became deeply
factionalized with bitter, shifting alignments under extensive manipulation from Milosevic.

The security sector leadership that emerged from this cauldron was similarly divided. The
Jugoslav state intelligence service quickly organized a nascent Croatian Serb military around a
collection of local police and territorial defense units in the Serbian enclaves. These were eventually
formalized as the SVK in March 1992, and placed under a staff in Knin composed of an amalgamation
of former JNA officers (often detailed to this duty under Jugoslav state direction) and territorial
commanders. During the 1991 campaign, however, much of the non-JNA Croatian Serb combat
strength operated as semi-independent militias under individual organizers such as Vojislav Seselj,
Dragoslav Bokan, and especially the infamous Zeljko Raznjatovic (or “Arkan”). Even after the
formation of the official SVK in 1992, several of the militia leaders kept their organizations and
continued to operate under their own leadership—neither Arkan’s Tigers nor Bokan’s White Eagles,
for example, were ever integrated into the SVK. Discipline in these paramilitaries was notoriously
poor, and their fighters were responsible for many of the worst atrocities in a war marked by
widespread cruelty. Military coordination of their operations was haphazard at best, and the
existence of multiple armed power centers led to factional disputes both between militia leaders,
many of whom harbored political ambitions, and between them and the nominal SVK/RSK
leadership.54

Nor were relationships between the leaders of the official security sector agencies stable or
hierarchical. Jugoslav intelligence installed former police officer Milan Martic as head of the new



SAOK Interior Ministry in 1991. When the SVK staff was created in 1992, Martic saw this as a threat
to his position; feuding between the heads of the police and the army continued and came to a head
after Martic assumed the presidency in 1993, whereupon he fired the SVK operational commander,
former JNA general Mile Novakovic, and replaced him in 1994 with an officer Martic believed
would be more malleable. Tensions, however, continued through the conclusion of Operation Storm
in 1995, and the RSK security sector leadership remained deeply factionalized.55

Finally, there is evidence to suggest that economic corruption was a problem among the Croatian
Serb leadership as it was among their nationalist rivals. Hadzic in particular has been accused of
collaborating with Arkan in profiteering from illegal oil sales, and former Croatian Serb military
leaders have bemoaned the RSK’s poverty and corruption as a barrier to success as an independent
state. The private and public sectors were no more separated in the RSK than they were in nationalist
Croatia.56

While the Croatian Serb protostate thus did have an array of nominal governing agencies with
specialization and a division of labor—it was not informal in the terms used here—these were highly
personalized institutions with ill-trained and often rudimentary staffing and deep factional rivalries
that were never resolved in any stable or persistent way. Multiple armed elites operated
independently, pursuing often conflicting political agendas with limited integration into the official
command hierarchy. Political penetration into commerce was probably about as widespread as
among the nationalists. Political order required a delicate balancing of power among elite factions
with limited mediation by perpetually lived bureaucracies. On balance, then, the Croatian Serb RSK
is best coded as a fragile natural order regime.

Dependent Variable: Military Behavior in the Croatian War of Independence
Croatian nonstate actors attempted remarkably state-like military methods in the War of
Independence. In the terms here, the nationalist ZNG and the Croatian Serb SVK both adopted
midspectrum tactics and operations within weeks to months of their founding as military organizations
—neither adopted the archetypically Fabian irregular methods often associated with nonstate actors.
Their proficiency in executing midspectrum techniques varied widely, both in cross section and over
time, an issue I address in more detail below. And proficiency aside, the methods attempted by both
sides, as in the Hezbollah, JAM, and SNA cases above, represent varying admixtures of Fabian and
Napoleonic elements rather than a simple uniform categorical style. To adjudicate this complex
picture, I thus again use the index measure presented in the appendix and again code its elements in
sequence: stealth; commitment to taking and holding ground; dispersion; coercion; distinguishability
of combatants from noncombatant civilians; and functional differentiation within the theater of war.

1. Stealth
At the Fabian extremum, actors sacrifice lethality for maximum cover and concealment; the
Napoleonic archetype sacrifices stealth for maximum lethality. While their proficiency of execution
varied (more on this below), both the ZNG and the SVK actively sought a balance between cover,
concealment, and effective fields of fire.

The nationalist ZNG began the war with radically exposed positions but quickly adopted more
covered and concealed dispositions. In the war’s opening actions, ZNG militiamen failed to dig in,



movements were attempted without covering or suppressive fire, and some fighters even viewed
cover and concealment as a sign of cowardice: as late as September 1991, inexperienced soldiers in
Samobor refused to dig or to wear helmets until they observed comrades get killed in JNA artillery
barrages.57

Such mistakes were costly, however, and nationalist units quickly sought cover and concealment.
By October they had discovered that ad hoc positions in homes or basements offered inadequate
protection from intense JNA artillery bombardments, and they increasingly moved combat positions
away from village centers and into the outskirts of towns in carefully dug interconnected
entrenchments with heavy overhead cover, camouflage, deep dugouts, and interlocking fields of fire
with range stakes for small arms and preregistered aim points for mortar fire. Such positions were
often fronted with landmines and barriers. As time permitted, these were often extended into multiple
bands of defenses prepared in depth with lightly manned forward observation posts serving to alert
the garrisons of deep dugouts to move into firing positions only once Serb-JNA ground assaults
began. Aggressive security patrolling limited Serb infiltration to preserve concealment, and it
provided intelligence on Serb dispositions.58

Low-exposure offensive movement came slower. In the ZNG’s 1991 fall and winter offensives
only a handful of elite units sought to integrate movement and suppressive fire; none could exploit
limited visibility effectively or employ smoke or obscurants for concealed movement.59 Only after
acceding to state status in the 1995 campaign did most, now-HV, units execute effective fire-and-
movement techniques for reduced-exposure movement under fire; the HV’s nonstate ZNG
predecessor’s modal methods were covered and concealed when stationary but largely exposed when
moving.60

The Serbian Croat SVK sought similarly covered and concealed fighting positions, albeit with
substantially less proficient execution (see below). Entrenchment was extensive, with interconnected
trenches that resembled the ZNG’s in design, lending the battlefield a visual quality resembling the
World War I western front and affording ample cover to SVK defenders. Sentries, observation posts,
minefields, and wire barriers were deployed to thwart ZNG reconnaissance patrols and preserve
concealment.61

SVK movement outside its trenches, however, embraced even less of the midspectrum exposure-
reduction tool kit than did the ZNG’s. Serb militiamen on the attack simply walked forward in the
open, during daylight, without smoke or obscurants, in a rough skirmish line or bunched up behind
JNA tanks—they rarely sought concealment in darkness or low-visibility conditions, or used local
terrain for cover, or attempted to coordinate suppressive fire and movement by successive bounds to
continue an advance under fire.62

2. Taking and Holding Ground
Pure Fabian irregular warfare is associated with an unwillingness to accept decisive engagement to
take and hold ground. Both the ZNG and the SVK displayed a substantial willingness to contest
ground and to accept decisive engagement to this end.

To assess the ZNG’s and SVK’s relative commitment to taking and holding ground I use the four
observable referents of this commitment presented in the appendix: the duration of firefights; the
proximity of attackers to defenders; the incidence of counterattack; and the incidence of harassing
fires and unattended minefields.



THE DURATION OF FIREFIGHTS

Archetypically Napoleonic tactics are associated with extended firefights where defenders remain in
position and accept decisive engagement as attackers close with their positions; classical guerillas
are conversely expected to break contact while distant enough to enable safe withdrawal and to
prefer short-duration, hit-and-run ambushes or raids. In Croatia, the ZNG sustained continuous
engagements with JNA and SVK opponents that often lasted for weeks or months of close-quarters
combat.

As early as August 1991, for example, ZNG forces that had retaken the town of Kostajnica
subsequently dug in and resisted a multiweek counteroffensive from Croatian Serb militia before
being overrun on September 13.63 A combination of ZNG troops and Croatian police defended
Vukovar against a combined Serb militia and JNA siege for more than two months between
September 14 and November 18, when the battered survivors surrendered.64 The ZNG defended
Dubrovnik under continuous JNA attack from October 27 through December 7, when a local cease-
fire was declared.65 At Nova Gradiska in Western Slavonia in October the ZNG 121st Brigade held
defensive positions under daily shelling for a month.66

As for the SVK, their assaults could likewise be protracted engagements. Typical JNA-Serb
militia offensive tactics called for a preparatory artillery barrage of 30 to 90 minutes, often beginning
at dawn, followed by a deliberately paced advance by JNA tanks with Serb militia infantry in
support; unless the initial assault was successful, successive attempts could be sustained for hours
before halting to regroup and resupply.67

Contributing to the extended duration of these actions was the SVK’s tendency to fall back quickly
when fired on, regroup behind artillery fire on ZNG positions, then renew the attack on the weakened
defenders rather than pressing the assault home the first time. With sufficient artillery support, an
extended succession of such desultory advances could eventually grind down the defense to the point
where advancing armor and infantry could occupy abandoned ground rather than overrunning
occupied positions directly, but this often caused prolonged battering for days or weeks at a time
before defenses yielded.68

In the 1995 campaign between the HV and the SVK, by contrast, the HV effectively destroyed the
SVK in a 10-day mobile offensive. The fighting was not prolonged, but this was hardly due to any
unwillingness to sustain battle on the HV’s part, and the combat involved direct overrun of substantial
SVK positional defenses.69 Whether in 1991 or 1995, the fighting thus did not conform to a guerilla-
like pattern of quick hit-and-run actions without decisive engagement—even where Serbs proved
unwilling to drive infantry assaults home, the result was instead a long-duration program of artillery
attrition against dug-in ZNG targets deployed in sustained contact with JNA-SVK ground forces.70

PROXIMITY OF ATTACKERS TO DEFENDERS

Archetypically Napoleonic armies accept decisive engagement as attackers close with their positions,
and they seek decisive engagement when on the offensive; pure Fabian guerillas break contact while
distant enough to enable safe withdrawal. In Croatia, engagement ranges were often very short, owing
to the extensive entrenchments often employed and the tendency for the trench lines to be dug at close
proximity to enemy positions. At Gospice in August–September 1991, for example, the trench systems
lay mostly within 500 to 600 meters of one another, with some stretches only 50 meters apart.71 At
Tenjski in December 1991, ZNG defenders occupied foxholes as close as 50 to 100 meters from the



Serbs, whom the defenders could hear talking between assaults.72 At Nova Gradiska in October 1991
the two sides’ trench lines lay about 100 meters apart.73 ZNG patrols and counterattacks could
sometimes get very close to Serbian positions undetected: at Farkasic on October 19, for example, a
ZNG patrol closed to within 2 meters of Serb troops, and a ZNG counterattack crept within 30 to 50
meters of Serbian trenches before being noticed; at Nova Gradiska, ZNG raids often approached to
within 10 to 15 meters of Serb positions.74

INCIDENCE OF COUNTERATTACK

Napoleonic defenders, who cannot yield ground voluntarily, must counterattack to regain it even at the
cost of exposure; pure Fabian defenders melt away rather than risk casualties to retake ground. In
Croatia, counterattack was frequent on both sides, and especially for the nationalists, whose
defensive posture in 1991 posed more need for the recovery of lost ground.

As early as June 26, Croatian Special Police and ZNG infantry battalions counterattacked Serbian
militia forces that had overrun the Glina police station, driving the Serbs from the facility and
reestablishing nationalist control over most of the town. On July 13–14 Serb militia that had captured
police substations in Kraljevcani and Dragotinci were driven out by Special Police and ZNG
counterattackers, who were then evicted in turn by JNA armored units. The 45-day Battle of
Kostajnica opened with a nationalist counterattack to regain control of a series of police stations
between Kostajnica and Dvor that had been lost to the Serbs; the subsequent fighting consisted of a
Serbian counteroffensive to retake the town.75 This pattern continued through the summer and fall, and
the central purpose of the ZNG’s November–December 1991 campaign was to reverse Serb gains of
the summer and fall and retake lost ground. The result was a series of major counteroffensives in
Western Slavonia and central Croatia.76 And of course Operation Storm in 1995 was a theater-level
counterstroke designed to retake the entirety of the ground nationalists lost to the Serbs in 1991.

In addition to these larger-scale counteroffensives, smaller local counterattacks were
commonplace throughout the war. At Vukovar, ZNG defenders counterattacked nightly to retake any
ground lost during the day.77 The village of Medari in Western Slavonia changed hands at least 10
times in a seesaw series of attacks and counterattacks in November.78 Nationalist Interior Ministry
Special Police units were used almost exclusively for counterattack; as much as 80 percent of their
combat experience in 1991 was on the tactical offensive.79 In nationalist HOS militia battalions a
platoon was normally held in reserve with a standing mission of counterattack to retake ground; many
retook the same positions multiple times.80 In Croatia’s struggle to take and hold ground, counterattack
was a commonplace feature of the fighting on all sides.81

THE INCIDENCE OF HARASSING FIRES AND UNATTENDED MINEFIELDS

Another indicator of actors’ relative emphasis on holding ground is the incidence of harassing fires
and unattended minefields, whose use is associated with archetypical Fabians, who seek to inflict
attrition per se rather than to control territory. In Croatia, indirect fire and minefields were both
extremely common—but each was employed chiefly to take or hold ground rather than to harass.

The Serbs’ normal offensive tactics in 1991 called for heavy JNA artillery barrages on nationalist
positions, sometimes sustained for days or weeks; there was thus a tremendous volume of indirect fire
in the War of Independence. But this was intended to destroy defensive positions outright, not to
harass them. By contrast with, say, Somali SNA use of mortars and rockets, the JNA typically fired



intense barrages of sometimes thousands of rounds an hour on narrow frontages. Artillery fire this
heavy routinely leveled entire villages; as one veteran on the receiving end of such bombardments put
it, “you cry for the earth to open so you could hide.”82 Much of the Serbian ground gain in 1991 was
accomplished by pulverizing defenses with such fires then walking forward to occupy the vacated
position.

Minefields were also very common, on both sides. But as with artillery, their purpose was to
control ground, not to harass, and they were typically tied into defensive systems with direct
overwatch by supporting infantry. Minefields could end up unattended after the garrison they were
meant to protect moved on, and this could cause civilian or military casualties; systems for marking
and recording minefield locations were often haphazard, especially in the war’s early months. But
their primary purpose was to protect defending infantry from direct assault, not to inflict incidental
casualties on noncombatants or to harass forces on random patrols or administrative movements.83

3. Dispersion
Archetypically Napoleonic state armies concentrate their forces at a chosen point of attack; pure
Fabian nonstate irregulars disperse and operate at low, uniform, densities. In Croatia, the theaterwide
density of forces was initially low and not unlike many nonstate actors’—as noted above, the ZNG’s
theaterwide force-to-space ratio in summer 1991 was only around 0.8 fighters per square kilometer,
which was actually lower than the Vietcong’s in 1965.84 The fully mobilized ZNG of December was
larger, yielding a theaterwide troop density of around four fighters per square kilometer, which was
still far lower than, say, the Somali SNA’s in Mogadishu.85 The local troop density at key points,
however, was often much higher, reflecting the nonuniform distribution of forces typical of the
fighting in Croatia. The ZNG defenders of Vukovar, for example, deployed over 2,000 troops in a
roughly 10-square-kilometer zone, for a local density of around 200 troops per square kilometer, or
about 50 times the theaterwide figure; for its October offensive in Western Slavonia the ZNG
concentrated 7,000 troops on a 20-kilometer front, for a local density of about 175 troops per square
kilometer (assuming a depth of 2 kilometers for the concentration), or more than 40 times the
theaterwide density; SVK concentrations in support of JNA offensives were broadly similar.86

4. The Balance of Brute Force and Coercion
Pure Fabian irregulars rely heavily on coercion. In Croatia, both the ZNG and the SVK relied heavily
on brute force. As noted above, both the 1991 and the 1995 campaigns were centrally concerned with
brute force seizure of ground or denial thereof. The Battle of the Barracks from September to
November 1991 was a nonstate offensive to seize JNA armories by brute force and capture the
weapons and equipment held there. The JNA-Serb militia offensives in the fall of 1991 were
designed to connect isolated Serbian enclaves into a contiguous territory by taking nationalist-held
ground. The nonstate ZNG’s winter 1991 counteroffensive was intended to roll back the Serbians’
territorial gains by brute force. And the HV’s 1995 offensive in Operation Storm was a successful
effort to destroy the nonstate SVK’s positional defenses outright and recapture the ground they held
without relying on coercive concession by the Serbs.87 Few wars are purely brute force with no
coercive element, but for both sides in the Croatian Wars of Independence the fighting involved a
very extensive brute force component.



5. Distinguishability of Combatants and Civilians
Pure Fabian combatants intermingle with innocent civilians for concealment; actors at the Fabian
extremum thus wear versions of typical civilian clothing, operate among the civilian population, and
avoid the use of large-caliber weapons that are difficult to conceal under civilian clothing even when
such weaponry is available. By contrast, archetypically Napoleonic armies avoid civilians where
possible, use uniforms or other distinguishing marks to differentiate combatants from noncombatants,
obtain cover and concealment via terrain rather than civilian intermingling, and exploit the heaviest
weapons available to maximize their firepower. Hence the greater the incidence of uniformed
combatants, the greater the physical separation of combatants from civilians, and the more extensive
the use of available heavy weapons, the less Fabian the actor’s methods.

In Croatia, most combatants sought cover chiefly via the terrain, wore uniforms, and used the
heaviest weapons available to them. Civilians suffered desperately in the War of Independence, and a
series of war crimes prosecutions have sought to punish combatants on both sides for atrocities
against the civilian population. Yet neither side adopted the common guerilla tactic of seeking
indistinguishability from noncombatants as a means of cover while fighting.

The ZNG, for example, adopted a conscious policy of moving defensive positions out of villages
and other populated areas as the 1991 campaign unfolded. In the initial battles some units chose
positions in and around civilian buildings, as at Vukovar in August or at Pisarovina along the Kupa
River in October.88 By November, however, it had become standard practice to dig entrenchments
outside the built-up area wherever possible, often with overhead cover and concealed
communications trenches back to the village and with rotation policies wherein units would be
billeted in civilian homes but would fight from positions outside the town. This did not prevent JNA
artillery from leveling the villages themselves, but it tended to reduce ZNG casualties from such
barrages; some units reported suffering heavier losses among troops in their billets in the nominal
rear than among those in the forward trenches.89 SVK defenses in the 1995 campaign were similarly
disposed mainly in rural entrenchments rather than the interior of towns and villages.90

Nor did the respective forces make any systematic effort to conceal their identity as combatants by
wearing civilian clothing. When Croatia declared independence, neither the nationalists nor the Serbs
could equip all their recruits with weapons, much less uniforms. Prewar police had their service
uniforms, as did many former JNA soldiers; others had only civilian clothing, and none had
systematic identifying insignia to distinguish them from the enemy. Rather than exploiting this for
cover, however, both sides quickly moved to provide military clothing. In fact, individuals frequently
purchased this on their own or obtained military-style clothing and accoutrements in any way they
could. This was widely considered a sign of status and political commitment: as one former ZNG
officer put it: “People wanted to look serious and important, so they sought uniforms as fast as they
could. Anything of military origin was interesting.… Anyone with access to military surplus made a
killing.”91 Even militias that operated outside the official chain of command typically wore military-
style uniforms, usually with distinctive organizational insignia identifying them as members of a
specific militia: the HOS, for example, created a circular patch with an embroidered red-and-white
checkerboard shield in the center, to be worn on the left shoulder of military camouflage fatigues
obtained from abroad; the Serbian White Eagles used a shoulder patch with a white eagle on a red
shield.92 The variety of patterns and inconsistent standards could make it hard to distinguish friend
from foe on the battlefield—some ZNG units resorted to colored ribbons tied around sleeves to



prevent misidentification in combat93—but both sides sought military clothing that made combatants
relatively easily distinguished from civilians.94 And as the ZNG assault on JNA barracks in 1991 and
the SVK’s preferred cooperation with JNA armor indicated, both forces actively sought and used the
heaviest weapons they could obtain.95

6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War
Archetypically Fabian warfare is a uniform, undifferentiated territorial defense without a
distinguishable front or rear waged by guerillas fighting largely where they live; pure Napoleonic
armies differentiate the theater into distinct covering force zones, main battle areas, rear areas and
communication zones, and sectors of main effort as opposed to supporting or economy-of-force areas.
Hence the more uniform or undifferentiated the military organization of the theater of war, the greater
the degree to which the actor’s methods approach the Fabian extreme.

In Croatia, both nonstate actors maintained clear distinctions between fronts and rear areas and
main and supporting efforts. In October 1991, for example, the Pakrac-Novska front in Western
Slavonia was a sector of main effort for the ZNG whereas the Ogulin-Otocac front was not; whereas
the ZNG deployed almost four brigades on a 12-mile front for the former, it left a single brigade to
man a 17-mile front for the latter.96 Zagreb and Knin were rear areas for most of the war and were
largely untouched by the fighting whereas Vukovar and Dubrovnik were on the front lines; Vukovar
was virtually destroyed, and Dubrovnik was heavily damaged.97 Both armies, moreover, quickly
developed rearward logistical systems that were designed to provide food, water, ammunition, and
supplies without requiring fighters to extract these goods directly from the local population. Soldiers
always welcome popular support, and it was not uncommon for sympathetic civilians to provide food
or shelter to coethnic combatants in their midst, but the forces’ military needs were met chiefly
through dedicated, spatially distinct military channels.98 None of the fighting in Croatia took the form
of a geographically uniform, undifferentiated territorial defense.99

Proficiency of Execution
The respective actors’ proficiency of execution offers an opportunity for process tracing. The causal
logic of the new theory implies that weakly institutionalized, limited-stakes actors should display
limitations of skill and military coordination that would render complex, midspectrum warfare
impractical if attempted, but that strongly institutionalized actors with high stakes should be able to
master the complexities of midspectrum war fighting. In Croatia, proficiency varied widely. Serb
militias attempted demanding military tasks but never progressed beyond rudimentary small-unit
defensive skills in executing them. The nationalist ZNG began the war with no greater proficiency
than the Serbs but made faster progress in a similarly demanding agenda until hitting a ceiling in late
1991: by then, the ZNG could execute consistent basic defensive tactics, and some brigades could
handle small-scale offensive actions, but the institution could not coordinate operations above the
brigade level. These problems were not overcome until the relative lull between the 1991 and 1995
campaigns; by 1995, the new Croatian state HV proved capable of proficient midspectrum methods
through the theater-strategic level of war.

Unlike the nationalist ZNG, the main Serbian militias in 1991 operated in conjunction with a state
military, the JNA. The militias’ chief role in this partnership was to provide infantry for a heavily



armed but undermanned state army: a combination of ethnic defections and a halting mobilization
process had left the JNA badly understrength in 1991, and its commanders looked to the allied Serb
militias to redress the resulting infantry shortage. The militias, however, lacked the skills needed to
support armor and exploit artillery. With little formal training and a notorious lack of military
discipline, the militias were incapable of performing the military functions of infantry in modern
combined-arms tactics. As noted above, on the offensive, SVK infantry mostly just walked forward in
a rough skirmish line or bunched up behind JNA tanks—they were rarely able to operate under
concealment in darkness or low-visibility conditions, to use local terrain for cover, or to coordinate
suppressive fire and movement by successive bounds to continue an advance under fire. And their
tendency to go to ground or flee when fired on left them unable to observe ZNG antitank positions for
buttoned-up JNA tank crews, to direct the tanks’ fire, or sometimes even to alert the tanks to the fact
that the infantry was pinned down; JNA tanks would frequently continue to advance after their infantry
had halted, leaving an unsupported pure tank force to be cut up once it encountered dug-in antitank
positions too well camouflaged for the crews of buttoned-up armored vehicles to see. Nor could the
militiamen coordinate their movements closely enough with supporting JNA artillery to cover much
of their advance before receiving fire from ZNG defenders. Modern combined-arms tactics require
infantry to advance while their own artillery is still firing, keeping defenders’ heads down until the
last minute and thus limiting attackers’ exposure to a short sprint after the artillery finally lifts from
the objective; this requires the infantry to work in very close to an ongoing barrage so as to shorten
the period of exposure. Serbian militia, however, were rarely willing to approach an active barrage
zone; JNA-Serb assaults typically began their advance only after their artillery had ceased firing.
This delay gave ZNG defenders time to emerge from cover and man their firing parapets long before
the assault reached them, confronting exposed Serb militiamen with unsuppressed small-arms fire that
the militia could rarely counter. The Serb-JNA combination could take ground by destroying defenses
outright with massed artillery without exposing attackers to fire, but only at the cost of a ponderously
slow advance while waiting for prolonged barrages to destroy increasingly deep ZNG entrenchments;
nothing faster was possible given the attackers’ systematically poor combined-arms cooperation.100

Nor were Serb militias much more proficient on the tactical defense in 1991. Entrenchment was
often casual, and militia infantry did little security patrolling forward of their prepared positions.
Sentries and observation posts were deployed but often failed to detect ZNG patrols; minefields and
barrier systems were plentiful but inconsistently placed; and security perimeters were often porous.
Small-arms marksmanship was adequate for the JNA but poor for Serb militia infantry, while noise
and light discipline were systematically weak: ZNG defenders could frequently see and hear Serbian
militiamen moving and speaking casually in their trenches, facilitating targeting for the limited mortar
fire at the ZNG’s disposal, and enabling raiding parties to penetrate Serbian front lines to gather
intelligence or take prisoners.101

With the Vance cease-fire the tempo of operations diminished, much of the JNA withdrew, and the
Serbs consequently devoted considerable time to preparing stronger defensive fortifications to
protect their territorial gains against an expected HV counteroffensive. The cumulative effect of
several years of such efforts was an extensively prepared system of positions, with interconnected
trenches, overhead cover, concrete bunkers, and extensive camouflage. Yet these positions often had
very little tactical depth—sometimes a kilometer or less—and the troops occupying them displayed a
number of systematic shortcomings even as late as Operation Storm in 1995. In particular, the



garrisons fought a mostly static defense, with little maneuver to react to HV penetrations, to shift
between supplementary and alternate firing positions, or to counterconcentrate rearward reserves.
Combined-arms integration remained problematic, with HV attackers commonly reporting incoming
direct or indirect SVK fire but rarely both together. SVK artillery was plentiful but inaccurate, with
no ability to hit moving targets and only limited capacity to strike fixed prearranged impact points.
Perhaps the SVK’s greatest shortcoming in 1995, however, was its inability to coordinate operations
at brigade level and above. As early as 1991, joint JNA-militia operations were plagued by poor
interbrigade communications between militia commanders and JNA officers; in actions such as the
siege of Vukovar this lack of coordination resulted in the ZNG’s ability to keep supply lines into the
city open for weeks owing to their enemies’ inability to seal a perimeter. By 1995, the SVK had in
principle established unity of command with formal staff organizations at corps and theater levels.
Brigade commanders, however, appear often to have ignored them, and independent action by
uncoordinated brigades frequently left neighboring formations exposed and compelled to retreat to
avoid encirclement. Some corps commanders had to assign critical staff officers to take over battle
groups directly as a means of getting their orders followed by their subordinates; others, conversely,
refused to grant access to their corps headquarters for their own higher command in the SVK theater
staff at Knin. Some of these problems may have been aggravated by HV efforts at disrupting SVK
communications, but much of the difficulty reflected a basic failure of operational-level coordination
on a fluid battlefield.102

On the nationalist side, the ZNG began the war with little better skills than the Serbian militias.
Like the Serbs, many nationalist recruits had some prior military service with the JNA, but only the
police had any unit training or experience, and the police had not been trained for modern combat.
While most fighters thus understood basic individual weapon employment, they often lacked even
rudimentary small-unit tactical skills: troops failed to dig in, movements were attempted without
covering or suppressive fire, combat arms were used independently rather than combined, and
fighting positions lacked depth or adequate fields of fire.103 As noted above, however, nationalist
units quickly learned basic defensive tactics. By October they had prepared systematic defensive
trench systems fronted with overwatched landmines and wire barriers, and as time permitted, these
positions were expanded into depth, coupled with forward outpost zones to provide early warning of
Serb-JNA ground attacks, and screened with aggressive patrolling.104

Offensive tactics, as noted above, came more slowly, and operational-level coordination remained
elusive through the end of the 1991 campaign. In the ZNG’s 1991 fall and winter offensives
multibrigade operations were infrequent, and badly coordinated when attempted. Operation
Whirlwind in December, for example, involved an effort to cross the Kupa River and break through
Serbian positions near Popusko; the plan required the ZNG 102nd Novi Zagreb Brigade to execute a
40-to-60-kilometer approach march at night, followed by an in-stride river crossing with support
from the 10th Brigade and elements of the Second Guards and 144th Brigades. The supporting
brigades failed to arrive, however. Elements of the 102nd reached the far riverbank just before dawn
but were isolated there; artillery support was requested, but never provided. Under heavy fire, the
assault force was forced back across the river, abandoning 9 of the 10 tanks committed on the far
bank (the 10th vehicle was destroyed by enemy fire).105

By 1995, however, performance was much improved, and especially so at the operational and
theater-strategic levels of war. In Operation Storm a high-tempo, multibrigade offensive essentially



destroyed a 40,000-man Serbian defense and seized over 10,000 square kilometers of defended
ground in just three days. In the process they sustained an opposed advance to a depth of over 60
kilometers without significant logistical or command problems and successfully coordinated an array
of specialized arms including infantry, armor, artillery, close air support, signals, and electronic
warfare. UN and NATO observers were so impressed with the HV’s performance that many of them
doubted that Croatian officers could have been in charge; although there is no evidence to support the
conjecture, a number of Western officers speculated that MPRI must have been responsible given the
sophistication of theater-level coordination displayed. The HV’s 1995 offensive was not perfect—a
number of reserve brigades in particular displayed important shortcomings—but on balance it
presented not just state-level proficiency but the performance of an unusually accomplished state
military in complex conventional operations.106

Theoretical Implications
Given the codings above, what do the respective theories predict for military behavior in Croatia? As
for tribal culture explanations, neither the nationalist ZNG nor the Croatian Serb militias of 1991 nor
the SVK of 1995 sprang from a familist tribal culture. A tribal culture perspective would thus expect
both the nationalists and the Serbs to adopt the proficient state-like methods it associates with
nontribal cultures.

Orthodox materialism expects outnumbered, outgunned nonstate actors to adopt irregular methods;
each of Croatia’s nonstate actors faced forbidding material imbalances. The nationalist ZNG fought
the JNA-Serb alliance in mid-1991 at a numerical disadvantage of perhaps 4:1 and a disadvantage in
gross firepower that may have been even greater. The Serbian SVK was well equipped, but
outnumbered by the then-state Croatian HV by around the same 4:1 margin the ZNG had faced.
Orthodox materialists would thus expect both the ZNG and the SVK to adopt high-concealment
classically Fabian war fighting.

Hybrid warfare materialists expect nonstate actors with access to modern weapons to wage
proficient midspectrum warfare along the lines of Hezbollah in 2006. The Serbian SVK was lavishly
equipped with such weaponry by their allies in Belgrade. But even the ZNG had substantial access to
advanced weapons once the Battle of the Barracks provided them with captured JNA stocks, which
included AT-3 Sagger wire-guided precision antitank weapons, T-55 tanks, M-80 infantry fighting
vehicles, and hundreds of tubes of modern artillery. In fact, the ZNG had access to more firepower
than Hezbollah did; hybrid warfare theory would thus expect both the ZNG and the SVK to adopt
Hezbollah-like proficient midspectrum methods.

The new theory, by contrast, predicts different behavior for the two different Croatian nonstate
actors: proficient midspectrum tactics for the ZNG in 1991 albeit with problematic operational-level
coordination; and inability to implement proficient midspectrum tactics or operations for the SVK.
The Croatian nationalist leadership faced an existential threat, which motivated them to sacrifice as
necessary to field capable forces; they also inherited a substantial institutional infrastructure, which
provided a foundation for the large-scale coordination that proficient midspectrum operations
require. Croatian security institutions, however, were less developed than the civil agencies of the
new regime and took longer to professionalize—by the end of the 1991 campaign they were still
substantially personalized at the senior leadership echelons. The new theory would predict proficient



tactics from such a combination, but problematic coordination of higher-level formations. The
Croatian Serbs, by contrast, believed they had a state ally whose army, the JNA, would protect them
from annihilation, and their institutions were much less mature, less professionalized, and more riven
by factional strife. This sapped their motivation to sacrifice for military capability and diminished the
span of trust available for coordinated action at all levels of war. The new theory would predict high-
concealment Fabian methods as the optimal choice for such an actor.

In fact, the military behavior of Croatian nationalists and Serbs was not the same. They attempted
similar methods—by the index measure presented in chapter 2 and the appendix, both actors’
behavior corresponded to a value of 4.9, a value that is in the middle range of the Fabian-Napoleonic
spectrum but is actually more Napoleonic and ostensibly “state-like” than some state militaries, such
as the United States in Operation Desert Storm or the German defenses at Operation Goodwood in
1944.107 But their proficiency of execution varied widely in ways that materialist theory cannot
account for. By the end of 1991, only the ZNG had developed the skills to execute the attempted
methods competently, and only at the small-unit tactical level. The coordination necessary for
proficient execution of such methods at the theater level was beyond any of the nonstate actors in
1991 and was grasped only by the new Croatian state’s army in 1995. None of the Serbian nonstate
actors ever developed proficiency in any significant part of this agenda, whether in 1991 or
afterward.

This pattern is inconsistent with orthodox materialism, which predicts similar and irregular
methods for both the nationalists and the Serbs, yet military behavior in Croatia was neither irregular
nor uniform.

Tribal culture and hybrid warfare theories are consistent with the midspectrum agenda Croatian
actors sought. But these theories do not explain why nonstate actors who were all nontribal and who
all had access to modern weapons would vary so widely in their proficiency with these methods.

The new theory, by contrast, can account for wide variance in proficiency: the actor’s differing
stakes and institutional development are consistent with the observed differences in skill. Yet the new
theory would expect an actor with the Serbs’ limited perceived stakes and weak institutionalization to
avoid midspectrum methods whose complexity was beyond their capacity. The rationalist logic in the
new theory would predict that an actor like the Serbs would choose less complex, higher-
concealment methods closer to the Fabian end of the behavioral spectrum than the highly complex
midspectrum methods the Serbs tried to implement. (In fact, the functional form in the appendix
identifies a very Fabian index score of 0.72 as the optimal Serbian SVK choice,108 as opposed to their
observed score of 4.9.)

Perhaps the Serbs should have followed the theory’s prescription—if they had, the results may
well have been more favorable to them. In particular, a more Fabian approach in 1995 would
probably have increased the HV’s costs, and lengthened the duration of the conflict considerably. The
Serbs had potential access to mountainous terrain near Knin, and sanctuary across the border on their
Jugoslav state patron’s territory. Conditions for a Fabian insurgency would not have been ideal: the
Croatian-Jugoslav border area is separated from the rugged terrain of the Denaric Alps and their
foothills; an insurgency based in the latter would be hard to supply from the former. And any
insurgency of this kind imposes heavy costs on the insurgents and their supporters—it is far from
clear that a long, grinding insurgency that ceded initial control of the population to the enemy would
have been judged worth it by the Croatian Serb leadership (or their patrons in Belgrade). But the



general approach would have been far from crazy—in fact the prewar Jugoslav defense strategy had
rested on exactly this kind of distributed resistance from territorial defense units using largely hit-
and-run methods to bleed larger state militaries who could not be excluded absolutely from friendly
terrain.109 A more Fabian approach for Croatian Serbs in 1995 would have represented a return to a
familiar strategy rather than a radical departure.

In effect, what the Serbs in the Croatia case demonstrate is the costs and consequences of failing to
follow the new theory’s logic. The heart of the new theory is a claim that actors who lack the
institutional infrastructure that is needed to master complex military behaviors will suffer gravely if
they try to use such methods anyway. This is precisely what happened to the Croatian Serbs in 1995.
As a rationalist “as if” argument, the new theory assumes that actors who ignore the logic of war will
be removed for their errors, hence in steady state the international system as a whole will be
characterized mostly by actors who either internalize such logic or behave as if they have. What the
Croatian case does is to demonstrate this logic via an example of the consequences to be suffered in
ignoring it, and in the process to suggest counterfactual implications for other actors—such as the
Somali SNA—who did not overreach to the degree that the Serbs did.

A final important theoretical implication concerns the role of MPRI. The new theory argues that
actors whose stakes and institutions permit proficient midspectrum warfare will acquire the skills
needed—the limiting constraint is the actor’s politics, not the availability of skill. Yet the skills
required can be very demanding. Where do new actors get them? For many, a state sponsor is the
natural source for the needed training and expertise. But while most nonstate actors have such
sponsors, some do not—nationalist Croatians, for example, sought Western state support but were
denied it. If military skill (and forces) were the exclusive province of states, then actors like the
Croatian ZNG without a state sponsor would be unable to develop midspectrum military proficiency
and would be consigned to simpler, more Fabian methods. In fact, however, neither military skills nor
military forces are confined to states or even would-be states such as insurgents or secessionists. The
private military industry is now capable of providing these goods and services directly. MPRI in
Croatia provided neither forces nor direct military leadership, but it did provide skills via intensive
military training that covered the entire range of command levels from noncommissioned officers
through brigade and corps commanders and staffs. Croatian nationalist politics enabled the new state
to exploit these skills and use them to their fullest—but to an important degree the source of the skill
was the private military marketplace.

This role for private military actors also helped overcome some of the remaining internal political
constraints that could otherwise have hamstrung HV performance in 1995. Tudjman had bought
stability in the Croatian security sector by personalizing the senior leadership functions. While some
of these loyalist appointees proved quite able, others were not. To dismiss political allies in favor of
military technocrats would have risked the balance among elites that Tudjman depended on for order
in a still maturing government. What MPRI offered in this setting was a source of technocratic
expertise, extending to the most senior levels, that did not require Tudjman to upset the elite balance
of power by reshuffling security sector leadership appointments or empowering some at the expense
of others. MPRI’s American contractors had no Croatian constituency and presented no meaningful
threat to the political position of any of Tudjman’s senior appointees. In a fragile or informal political
order, even nominally disinterested military contractors—whether in the form of trainers or actual
forces—would still be dangerous: how could a potentially threatened member of the elite be sure that



this new power would not be captured by one of their rivals and used against them? In a basic or
mature natural order, however, the greater role of formal offices and the established norms of
interaction among elite officeholders offer a degree of protection against the more egregious forms of
internal aggression—and this enables such regimes to take advantage of outside skills (or even
forces, in the right setting) because these will not constitute clear and imminent threats to the
established order. The result in Croatia was a significant improvement in a new military’s
proficiency in the very demanding skills of theater-level midspectrum military cooperation.

On balance, then, the case is more consistent with the new theory—and especially the new
theory’s causal logic—than its competitors are. And while the new theory does not fit the case
perfectly—it implies that the SVK should have adopted simpler, more Fabian methods than those it
actually employed—it is wrong for the right reasons.110 That is, it explains the SVK’s inability to
execute the methods it chose given its internal politics, and in the process sheds light on the incentive
structures faced by all nonstate actors: while most will choose more astutely than the Croatian Serbs,
the new theory explains what will happen to those who do not.



 

9
The Vietcong in the Second Indochina War,

1965–68

IN THIS CHAPTER I present the book’s final case method test: the Vietcong (VC) in the Second
Indochina War, from the introduction of American combat troops in 1965 through the virtual
destruction of the VC as a major combatant in the Tet Offensive of 1968. The Vietcong are perhaps
the paradigmatic nonstate irregular force in the eyes of most Americans, and their methods had a
profound influence on subsequent policy and scholarship; any theory of nonstate warfare must account
for the Vietcong. The case also offers a theoretically important opportunity to observe nonstate
warfare prior to the advent of precision firepower—in fact, the 1965–68 era in Vietnam offers one of
the last examples of warfare before the dawn of modern precision weaponry, which was introduced
in the war’s latter campaigns. As such, the case offers an important opportunity to assess the
importance of technological change by exploring a region of the theoretical space unobserved in the
other four cases above.

The chief finding from the case is to corroborate the new theory’s account of technology’s role in
nonstate war fighting. The Vietcong faced existential stakes and had remarkably formal, mature
institutions. There is good reason to believe they could have mastered the complexity of modern
midspectrum warfare. Yet they chose mostly Fabian methods instead—and suffered gravely when
they departed from this pattern as in Tet. I argue that their inability to succeed militarily with less
Fabian methods is attributable to their low-lethality weapon technology, which combined with the
difficult jungle terrain of their primary operating areas to leave them unable to control territory on the
necessary scale even though they deployed a large combatant force. With only light, low-firepower
weapons at their disposal, the VC could not prevent their American, and to some extent South
Vietnamese, state opponents from massing overwhelming combat power at chosen points. The
problem here was not numerical imbalance per se, or even technological asymmetry—Hezbollah and
the Croatian ZNG both proved able to control ground with midspectrum methods under comparable
numerical and technical inferiority. But whereas Hezbollah and the ZNG had modern weapons lethal
enough to force better-equipped state enemies to disperse, yielding manageable local imbalances at
the critical points, the VC did not. The Vietcong’s 1960s-era light weapons and small arms could
cause gradual attrition over time, but they could not stop a massed state offensive from crushing their
defenses at any given point. Nor could the Vietcong take ground against state armies’ positional
defenses with such arms. Their only option was thus to resort to the high-concealment methods of
Fabian irregular warfare, notwithstanding their existential motivation and mature institutions. Later



nonstate actors with more advanced weapons were able to make different choices even when faced
with materially superior state opponents.

As before, I develop this argument in five steps. First, I outline briefly the main events of the case.
Second, I develop values for the key independent variables associated with the competing theories.
Third, I code the dependent variable of VC military behavior. Fourth, I process-trace the relationship
between the theory’s causal logic and the events of the case through a discussion of the VC’s
proficiency of execution. I conclude by assessing the relative fit between prediction and observation
in light of this, and the case’s net implications for the theories under study.

Overview of Events
French defeat at the hands of the Vietminh in the First Indochina War of 1946–54 left Vietnam
partitioned between a northern Communist state controlled by the Vietminh and a southern republic
under the US-allied emperor Bao Dai and prime minister Ngo Dihn Diem. The Vietminh had operated
in the south as well as the north during the first war, however, and never fully withdrew from
southern Vietnam; cadres remained who eventually renewed insurgent activity against the non-
Communist Diem government. Beginning with an assassination campaign in 1957, these cadres,
together with reinforcements infiltrated from the North, mounted a gradually escalating series of
attacks on southern government forces and officials. These attacks eventually consolidated a series of
“liberated zones” that enabled the announcement of a National Liberation Front (NLF) to constitute
the political wing of the insurgency in December 1960 in Tay Ninh.1

The insurgents’ armed wing, known to the southern government as the “Vietcong,” a contraction of
Việt Nam Cộng-sản (Vietnamese Communist), continued to grow. By early 1963 they had
strengthened to the point where they could inflict serious casualties on the southern government Army
of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), as they demonstrated at Ap Bac in January when they mauled
elements of two South Vietnamese Civil Guard battalions and three battalions of ARVN regulars,
shooting down five government helicopters in the process before slipping away after nightfall.2

With the Diem government clearly unable to control the insurgency, the increasingly dissatisfied
Americans sought his ouster. On November 2, 1963, he was assassinated in an American-supported
coup d’état, producing an extended period of instability until the eventual installation of ARVN
general Nguyen Van Thieu as president in June 1965.3

In the meantime, infiltration of Vietcong cadres from the north had been augmented with the
introduction of elements of a northern state army, the Communist People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN,
or NVA for “North Vietnamese Army”) into the south, and its resupply and reinforcement via the Ho
Chi Minh Trail in neutral Cambodia and Laos.4 With the state NVA fighting largely in the northern
and central parts of South Vietnam and the VC operating primarily in the south and the Mekong delta,
the insurgency continued to expand its influence. Faced with a problem clearly beyond the capacity of
its Vietnamese allies to contain, the Johnson administration in Washington decided to escalate
American involvement from providing aid and advisors to waging a bombing campaign against North
Vietnam, then to the deployment of 3,500 US ground combat troops beginning in March 1965. By the
end of the year the US presence had grown to 185,000, and the United States had become the
Vietcong’s primary opponent, with the ARVN playing mostly a supporting role.5

From 1965 to 1967 much of the fighting revolved around a series of major American offensives



against VC and NVA base camps and operating areas as in Operations Attleboro, Cedar Falls, and
Junction City, September to November 1966, January 1967, and February to May 1967. A system of
fortified garrisons and firebases was also established in the country’s interior, but US offensives
rarely sought to consolidate sustained control over territory, resulting in reinfiltration by insurgents
after American assault forces moved on.6

This pattern of US sweeps followed by departure and insurgent reinfiltration was broken,
however, by the Communist Tet Offensive of 1968. Beginning on January 30, the VC and NVA
launched a coordinated series of set-piece attacks on US and allied bases, garrisons, and cities across
South Vietnam. In the process they briefly seized control of the provincial capital of Hue, breached
the US Embassy perimeter in Saigon, and besieged the US Marine base at Khe Sanh. Most of the
offensive’s hundreds of attacks failed outright, however, and even the partial successes at Hue and
Khe Sanh were soon reversed: Hue was retaken in late February, and the siege of Khe Sanh was
lifted in early April. The offensive’s main goal, to trigger a general popular uprising against the Thieu
government, went unrealized, and in the process the VC and NVA suffered heavily. Communist
casualties have been estimated at 40,000, and VC losses in particular were so heavy that it became
necessary to rebuild Vietcong units with NVA regulars. The offensive’s political effect was very
different, however: the offensive’s intensity shocked Americans, who had been told the war was
being won, and its effect on public opinion was an important contribution to the eventual US
withdrawal and defeat. But in military terms the offensive failed to meet its aims and cost the
Communists dearly. In fact, it essentially destroyed the Vietcong as a meaningful military organization
—after Tet it was the NVA, and not the VC, that carried the war for the Communists. With the end of
the Tet Offensive the role of the Vietcong as a major nonstate military actor thus effectively came to
an end as well.7

MAP 9.1. South Vietnam

Independent Variables
How does the military behavior of the Vietcong compare with the respective theories’ predictions? I
begin with the theories’ independent variables of tribal culture, military materiel, and internal
politics.

The Vietcong and Tribal Culture
Vietnamese society in the 1960s was relatively homogeneous, with a population that mostly shared a
common language and ethnic background. In this shared culture, family played an important role and
served as the most important single social unit—yet the cultural role of descent was on balance less
pervasive and influential than in 1990s Somalia or southern Lebanon in 2006.



There were some areas where kin and clan mattered centrally, especially in the Vietnamese
practice of ancestor worship and in the geographic distribution of rural households. Patrilineal
ancestors were subjects of veneration, with altars and land reserved for the practice among those
wealthy enough to afford it, and with the eldest male family member responsible for the cult.8 Kin
groups, moreover, lived in close proximity, and villages normally comprised a handful of subgroups
who shared some degree of patrilineal consanguinity. Brides were expected to emigrate to the
husband’s village, reinforcing the concentration of patrilineal kin in localities over time.9 This
proximity inevitably influenced behavior and surely shaped local decision making to favor kin groups
over outsiders.

In other respects, tribal influences were real but weaker. Marriage choices, for example, were
sometimes arranged by kin, but the spouses chosen were almost always from outside the kin group. In
fact, cousin marriage or other in-group pairings were culturally taboo, and spouses were sought from
outside the village community and the immediate family line.10

Economic activity was influenced by kin relationships, but this influence was attenuated by land
ownership patterns. Especially in rural areas, the family was the essential economic unit, and family
lineage often shaped employment, credit, and purchasing choices. The importance of kin was summed
up in a popular saying: “a drop of blood is deeper than a pond of water.”11 Yet absentee landlords
owned much of the arable farmland, especially in the south, which limited the potential role of
inheritance through descent for wealth accumulation in the countryside. Whereas small businesses or
local construction activity often relied on kin for labor, in an agricultural economy there were limits
to the cultural importance of such links. And even in commerce and construction, friends and
neighbors often loomed as large as family connections as organizing principles for cooperation.12

Nor was dispute resolution or political leadership shaped primarily by family descent; wealth,
religion, ideology, and social class played larger roles than family lineage per se. Under Diem, for
example, Catholic religious affiliation was widely considered important for political advancement,
with ambitious individuals such as Thieu converting for reasons that many saw as careerist rather
than theological; family connections, by contrast, played a more muted role. In the north, Communist
Party membership and ideological affiliation played more consequential roles, and kin relationships
were again less salient.13

Moreover, the influence of kin and clan tended to be weakest in the south and Mekong delta
regions—where the VC was most active—and stronger in the central and northern parts of South
Vietnam, where the NVA was the predominant Communist combatant. Kin influence also tended to be
stronger among the middle-class and wealthier families whose land and business ownership made
inheritance more consequential and who enjoyed some control over hiring and employment; the NLF
tended to be weaker among such populations. And as in many societies, in Vietnam the social
influence of descent weakened in general after the 1950s, as shifting patterns of production, land
ownership, and settlement tended to segment clan groups and diminish their size and prominence.14

On balance, then, South Vietnam in the 1960s was a society in which tribalism did matter, and was
more influential than it was in, say, 1990s Croatia. But Vietnamese tribalism was less influential than
in societies like Shiite southern Lebanon in 2006—and much less influential than in 1990s Somalia,
where almost every social transaction of any consequence was shaped by family descent and clan
membership.

Military Materiel



Military Materiel
Orthodox materialism sees nonstate actors through a dyadic lens—it emphasizes nonstate material
inferiority to larger, richer, state enemies, and it expects nonstate actors to resort to Fabian irregular
warfare in response. Material variables matter for the new theory, too, but the new theory emphasizes
the systemic technological state of the art as much as the dyadic balance of forces, and it treats
technology in interaction with internal politics. In particular, it argues that nonstate actors with at
least late 20th-century technology will be able to implement midspectrum methods if their internal
politics are permissive—but that technological eras prior to the late 20th century preclude survivable
midspectrum war fighting regardless of internal politics. In the 1960s, Vietcong materiel was
certainly inferior to that of their South Vietnamese and especially American state opponents. But also
important was the absolute lethality of that materiel: the VC’s 1960s-era weaponry was much less
lethal than that of later nonstate actors with access to more sophisticated weapons.

Vietcong forces comprised several different subcomponents of very different makeup. “Main
force” VC units deployed full-time soldiers who were often native southerners but had usually been
trained in the north and reinfiltrated; these units were better equipped, could conduct battalion- or
even regimental-scale operations, served under direct theater command, and could in principle
operate anywhere. “Provincial” and “district” units also deployed full-time soldiers but were less
well equipped, less likely to have been trained outside the south, were capable only of platoon- or
company-level operations, and rarely fought outside their home provinces or districts. “Village
militia” were the least capable component, comprising part-time fighters with limited formal training
who conducted a restricted range of missions locally in the vicinity of their homes.15

The numerical strength of these forces is difficult to establish definitively. Credible US estimates
for VC fighters in 1965 usually range from 55,000 to 80,000 main force combatants and 85,000 to
120,000 others, for a total strength of perhaps 140,000 to 200,000. North Vietnamese sources cite
higher numbers: their official history reports 92,000 main force VC; 80,000 provincial and district
fighters; and 174,000 village militia for the end of the year, or 346,000 total combatants.16 The
nonstate VC combatants were augmented by the state NVA; northern state soldiers fighting in the south
numbered perhaps another 58,000 by 1966, of whom around 10 percent served as replacements in VC
formations.17 The Communists disposed these forces with the VC operating chiefly in the southern
third of the theater; this implies a force density for the VC of roughly two to six combatants per square
kilometer in its primary operating area—or more than three times the Croatian ZNG’s in July 1991
and perhaps 50 percent more than the ZNG’s at the time of the Vance cease-fire.18

The firepower available to the VC, however, was very limited. The heaviest weapons available to
most VC main force battalions were 81-millimeter and 82-millimeter mortars. A few other crew-
served weapons such as 75-millimeter recoilless rifles, 12.7-millimeter machine guns, and light 107-
to-140-millimeter rockets were also available at the main force battalion level. Most units, however,
were equipped only with AK-47 and SKS rifles, RPG-7 rocket-propelled grenades, hand grenades,
and a variety of improvised mines and booby traps. NVA regulars in the south were somewhat better
equipped than the VC in 1965—and by the 1972 Easter Offensive the northern state army were
deploying an impressive arsenal including a large fleet of T-55 tanks, a sizeable air force, and heavy
artillery; the VC, however, remained lightly armed through the end of the Tet Offensive.19

The VC’s two state opponents, the ARVN and the United States military, deployed larger and far
more heavily equipped forces. The ARVN in 1965 fielded some 245,000 regulars, supported by



256,000 Regional Force and Popular Force militia.20 US forces were just beginning a buildup that
would eventually see a half million troops in South Vietnam; by the end of 1965 about 184,000 of that
total had arrived.21 The ARVN, too, expanded over the course of the war, reaching a strength of
400,000 by 1972 with another 500,000 militia under arms.22

These forces were equipped with the full panoply of mid-20th-century military technology, from
third-generation jet fighters and nuclear aircraft carriers to 45-ton main battle tanks and armored,
self-propelled artillery, to a fleet of more than 450 transport and gunship helicopters.23 In 1965 alone,
US air strikes in Operation Rolling Thunder dropped 33,000 tons of bombs on North Vietnam at a
cost of almost $500 million; American forces sustained firepower on a vast scale in Vietnam.24

ARVN forces were somewhat less lavishly equipped than their American allies but still had access to
much heavier weaponry than the Vietcong. ARVN equipment in 1965 included M-24 light tanks and
M-113 armored personnel carriers, A-1 Skyraider attack aircraft, and US-operated UH-1 Iroquois
helicopters in addition to standard infantry mortars and small arms; later they were upgraded to M-41
and M-48 tanks, F-5 jet fighters, and 105-millimeter tube artillery.25

The result was a substantial material asymmetry: theaterwide in 1965, US/ARVN forces
outnumbered the VC/NVA by perhaps 2:1 to 3.5:1 in total combatants and around three or four to one
in full-time soldiers, with a vast advantage in firepower. Yet this gross asymmetry was probably not
radically greater than that faced by the ZNG in Croatia (which was outnumbered 4:1 by the JNA) or
Hezbollah in Lebanon (which faced an IDF with at least 15 times their numbers), both of whose state
opponents deployed much heavier firepower than they did. The biggest difference between the VC
and the ZNG or Hezbollah was instead the absolute, not the relative, scale of firepower available to
them. The Vietcong’s light weapons were simply unable to project enough firepower to compel their
enemies to disperse and seek cover: if confronted by a determined attack, mortar fire and small arms
could cause casualties but not halt a concentrated assault. By contrast, the ZNG’s captured artillery
and guided antitank weapons could in principle have devastated a concentrated JNA offensive
launched over open ground; Hezbollah’s Kornet and Metis-M precision missiles could (and did)
punish massed attacks in the open severely, forcing the IDF to spread out and seek cover. The
Vietcong had no similar capability. All three were outnumbered—but only the VC was handicapped
by technology that left them potentially exposed to the full mass of a concentrated enemy if they tried
to stand their ground.

Internal Politics
The new theory emphasizes two internal political characteristics: actors’ stakes in the conflict, and
their institutional development. Limited stakes and informal institutions are expected to discourage
complex midspectrum methods; existential stakes and formal institutions permit such methods even
for nonstate actors if their technology is sufficiently advanced.

STAKES

The Vietcong fought for high stakes. By contrast with the Somali SNA’s essentially commercial,
readily divisible war aims of the pre- and post-Howe era, the Vietcong’s aims were indivisible
ideological goals of long standing, creating much higher stakes for the VC leadership.

As early as 1946, the Vietcong’s Vietminh predecessors had waged war to create an independent
Vietnam governed under Communist principles. The First Indochina War had achieved part of that



goal: it had expelled the French colonialists and established a Communist government in Hanoi. But
the Geneva settlement, which ended the first war, had partitioned the country and left perhaps half of
what the Vietminh had regarded as the Vietnamese nation under an inimical Western-allied regime.
The Vietcong’s primary aim in the Second War was to reunite the country, creating an integral nation
state under a Communist government.26

This aim was partly partisan in its preference for Communist over democratic free-market
governance, and it was partly nationalist in its preference for self-government in a state that unified
the ethnic Vietnamese population of Indochina. The relative salience of Communism and nationalism
in Vietcong motivation has been debated; for my purposes, however, both motives are ideological as
distinct from commercial or economic. And neither Communist nor nationalist goals imply readily
divisible war aims: either way, VC purposes could not readily be achieved without the complete
overthrow of the Bao Dai/Diem regime and its successors, and the absorption of the southern republic
under Hanoi.27

These indivisible, ideological aims created a high-stakes conflict. Even without full mobilization,
the Americans deployed enough force in Vietnam to pose an existential threat to the Vietcong: it is
estimated that the war eventually cost the VC at least 500,000 fatalities, and by as early as 1966 it
was clear that US/ARVN military pressure was potentially lethal to much of the VC military and
civilian leadership structure.28 In the late 1950s an anti-Communist crackdown under Diem had
threatened the survival of the entire Communist cadre in the south; the combined US/ARVN forces of
the post-1965 period posed a far greater peril.29 And whereas some nonstate actors, such as the
Croatian Serbs, felt they could rely on state patrons to bail them out if their own efforts proved
insufficient, the VC had much less basis for such expectations in 1965. Their primary state patron, the
Hanoi government, was already fully committed to the war and suffering heavily for that commitment:
by 1965 the US Rolling Thunder bombing campaign had already dropped approximately 33,000 to
34,000 tons of explosives on North Vietnam and showed few signs of relenting any time soon.30 The
Vietcong would have had little reason to expect that Hanoi would mobilize even greater efforts to
compensate for a VC failure to exert itself. Nor could the VC reasonably expect Hanoi’s patrons in
Beijing or Moscow to provide a safety net: the Chinese and Soviets provided important aid and
assistance, but with an American superpower committed on the ground in South Vietnam, neither the
Chinese nor the Soviets were willing to risk World War III by sending major ground forces to rescue
a Vietcong client whose own efforts fell short and thus faced annihilation. Of course, the VC’s
ideological commitment to their aims was clear and comparable in its ardor to Hanoi’s; there is no
reason to suppose that free-riding on Hanoi was ever seriously considered in the south. But their
strategic circumstances would have precluded this even if they had wanted it: unlike the Croatian
Serbs, reasonable VC decision makers in 1965 would have had every reason to conclude that their
fate was tied closely to the scale of their own efforts, and that their downside risk in the event of
failure was large.31 To an important degree, the Vietcong thus faced unlimited liability in the war;
steady-state limited-liability coexistence was not a meaningful prospect given their war aims.

VIETCONG INSTITUTIONS

The Vietcong and the NLF were remarkably institutionalized. In the terms used here, they had attained
mature natural order status by 1965, with a role-specialized bureaucracy of perpetually lived offices
staffed meritocratically, extensive checks and balances, very limited factional infighting, and a



limited role for economic rent seeking in governance.
The Vietcong served as the military wing of an NLF civil governing body, which was itself under

the direction of a political party, the People’s Revolutionary Party (PRP). Each of these institutions
comprised a hierarchically organized bureaucracy of subagencies with specialized functions. For the
VC, this hierarchy started at the Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN), a combined politico-
military theaterwide headquarters that integrated both VC and NVA operations across the country.
The COSVN’s Military Affairs Committee (MAC) exercised this control via four successive levels
of subordinate commands: the regional, provincial, district, and village “committees” or
headquarters. These headquarters controlled combat units organized at levels from 3-man guerilla
cells to 12-man squads, 3-to-4-squad platoons, 3-to-4-platoon companies, 3-company battalions, 3-
battalion regiments, and 3-regiment divisions. Main force units at battalion level and above
controlled their own logistical, signal, reconnaissance, and sapper elements; main force divisions
included artillery, medical, and rear services specialists (the typical Vietcong infantry division of
7,000 to 12,000 men had a medical element of up to 800 people).32

The NLF and PRP maintained parallel organizations, with “committees” at the regional,
provincial, district, and village level that operated under their own vertical chains of command.
Through these committees the NLF maintained a fully functioning quasi-state administrative
organization, running schools, hospitals, and agricultural advisory teams, overseeing taxation,
administering budgets, and managing clothing factories and crude arsenals for the production of
rudimentary munitions. It even operated internationally, sending delegates to the Afro-Asian
conference, participating in meetings of the World Peace Council and international student
organizations, and establishing permanent offices abroad.33

The PRP exercised political oversight over both the NLF and especially the VC military. Party
elements were colocated with VC military headquarters at each echelon and acted as political
commissars to monitor and cross-check commanders to ensure that party policies and directives were
followed. These commissars typically outranked their associated military commander, reinforcing the
subordination of military to political considerations. Decision making at each level was normally by
consensus, however, with collaborative exchange between PRP, VC, and NLF leadership the norm,
rather than unilateral imposition of party preference per se. To facilitate cooperation in the face of
such systematic oversight, Army officers sat as de jure members of NLF committees at all levels, and
cross-assignment was frequent, in which officers were periodically given duties in nominally civilian
party or NLF jobs and party commissars were periodically given military command.34

The leadership that staffed these organizations was selected and promoted chiefly on the basis of
merit. Officers or officials would normally enter at the village or squad level and move up the ranks
as their experience, training, and performance indicated. Of course nepotism was not unknown, and
promotion beyond the squad level normally required party membership and political orthodoxy. But
by contrast with, for example, the Somali SNA or the Croatian Serb SVK, the Vietcong and the NLF
were substantially more meritocratic and less personalized. In fact, personnel turnover could be
significant, especially where casualties were heavy, and the Vietcong expected new leaders to
function as their predecessors had; it was the office that held responsibilities, not just the individual
holding it.35

Decision making in this system could be contentious, with extensive and sometimes extended
debate between advocates of differing policies, and commonplace disagreements between NVA and



VC commands over strategy. These disagreements were adjudicated by the pertinent institutions,
however, and there was little or no real factionalism of the kind seen in the JAM, the pre- or post-
Howe SNA, or the SAOK. No disaffected actors ever left the VC/NLF to found rival organizations,
insubordination was rare, and there is no evidence of meaningful internecine violence between armed
Communist subgroups. Decisions by the COSVN, once reached, were typically followed by
subordinate agencies to the best of their ability.36

The result was a system that met all the criteria established above for mature natural order status.
It fell short of open-access status as North, Wallis, and Weingast define this for states:37 real power
was limited to Communist Party members; political competition with the party was suppressed; and
although there was little overt rent seeking, the economy was nevertheless controlled by the party and
the regime in typical Communist fashion. But relative to the JAM, the SNA, or the SAOK, the
VC/NLF had a much more stable and systematic institutional infrastructure.

Dependent Variable: Vietcong Military Behavior
The Vietcong displayed very Fabian military methods for most of the period of interest. This was not
because they lacked the ability to conduct skilled, disciplined operations; in fact, their proficiency as
a fighting organization was remarkably high. But their weapon technology lacked the firepower
needed to succeed in midspectrum warfare against numerically superior state foes, and the VC
suffered badly when they tried to employ midspectrum methods against skilled state opponents.

Not even the Vietcong, however, fit the Fabian archetype in all its particulars. To adjudicate the
admixture of observed VC behaviors I again use the detailed criteria presented in chapter 2 and the
appendix, coding the VC’s behavior in terms of its stealthiness; its commitment to taking and holding
ground; its dispersion; its use of coercion; the distinguishability of combatants from noncombatant
civilians; and functional differentiation within the theater of war. This discussion will focus on VC
methods prior to the 1968 Tet Offensive. I then treat Tet—an operation with dramatically different
methods, and one that cost the Vietcong heavily—separately in a contiguous discussion to help clarify
the distinction with what came before.

1. Stealth
Cover and concealment are among the traits most commonly associated with “irregular” Fabian war
fighting. VC tactics displayed a systematic emphasis on stealth.

Defensive positions were carefully prepared, with often-extraordinary attention to cover and
concealment. Vietcong fighting positions often remained invisible to American attackers at ranges of
just a couple of feet; in fact, VC defenders commonly emerged from undetected “spider holes” after
the first wave of attackers had already passed through the position, engaging the attackers from
behind. Logistics bases and command posts were often protected with elaborate systems of
interconnected trenches, dugouts, and underground tunnels, which the VC would use to enable
covered movement from location to location; such tunnels were so common, in fact, that US units
began to rely on “tunnel rats,” or soldiers of slight stature who specialized in dropping into and
clearing the dark, winding, often booby-trapped underground networks. In a single search-and-destroy
mission in fall 1967, the First Brigade of the US First Infantry Division discovered over 100 VC
bunkers, many with overhead cover, 198 prepared fighting positions, 61 foxholes, 96 prone shelters,



27 tunnels, and over 3,600 meters of camouflaged trenches.38 Sympathetic civilians were relied on to
provide warning of hostile forces’ approach, enabling fighters to reach such positions before being
overtaken; civilian warning networks were augmented with forward observation and listening posts
to enable combat units to occupy concealed fighting positions in time. Dummy positions were used to
distract American attention from real defenses, and real defense lines were rarely laid out in any
predictable or regular geometric pattern. Elaborate as they were, such defensive works would
commonly be sacrificed and reconstructed as necessary if attacked by superior allied forces; the
Vietcong would prepare positions extensively to enable maximum attrition of the enemy before
breaking contact, but they would not allow defensive preparations to pin them to a location and would
simply rebuild elsewhere or reoccupy later as needed to maintain concealment.39

Vietcong movement techniques were disciplined, carefully planned, and articulated to minimize
exposure. Rather than simple unitary columns, VC march formations were typically broken down into
multiple elements including advance guards, flank guards, and rear security detachments to reduce the
number of fighters subject to detection if encountered unexpectedly by the enemy. Routes were
carefully reconnoitered in advance, often in cooperation with local political cadre. Fighters on the
move routinely took cover when they heard American aircraft overhead, and movements were
planned to ensure ready availability of trailside cover to protect against air attack or aerial
observation, often at night.40

2. Taking and Holding Ground
Archetypically Fabian forces do not take and hold ground; archetypically Napoleonic ones do. The
Vietcong rarely contested terrain against superior state forces.

To assess the VC’s relative commitment to taking and holding ground I again use the four
observable referents of this commitment presented in the appendix: the duration of firefights; the
proximity of attackers to defenders; the incidence of counterattack; and the incidence of harassing
fires and unattended minefields.

THE DURATION OF FIREFIGHTS AND THE PROXIMITY OF ATTACKERS TO DEFENDERS

Archetypically Napoleonic tactics often involve protracted combat wherein defenders accept
decisive engagement as attackers close progressively with their positions; by contrast, pure Fabian
tactics call for short-duration, hit-and-run ambushes or raids at safe distances without extended,
methodical advances under fire. The Vietcong were perhaps the paradigmatic example of the latter.

In fact, VC command guidance instructed local commanders specifically to avoid sustained combat
and extended firefights in place. Where possible, engagements were to be limited to durations of as
little as 20 minutes or less, and great efforts were to be taken to reconnoiter concealed withdrawal
routes to enable VC fighters to break contact safely and melt away after a brief, intense firefight
initiated if at all possible by the VC themselves with the benefit of surprise. Engagement ranges could
often be very short—in fact, the VC preferred to open actions at point-blank range to maximize shock
effect and the lethality of an initial burst of fire; it was not unusual for concealed VC fighters to open
fire on advancing Americans from the rear after US troops had passed over their spider holes or
tunnel entrances. This was facilitated by the heavily forested terrain of the VC’s primary operating
area, which offered an atypical availability of close-in ambush positions with concealed withdrawal
opportunities. But the VC rarely pressed an advance under fire to close with an enemy they had not



surprised at close quarters, and they often broke contact and withdrew before US forces could fix
them in place for decisive engagement. The result was a strong preference for ambush over set-piece
attacks, a great reluctance to remain in position against superior forces, and a pattern of often very
short engagement durations.41

On November 21, 1966, for example, fighters from the Vietcong 274th Regiment remained
concealed along Route 1 near Ap Hung Nghia until a convoy from the US 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment entered a prepared engagement zone, triggering an ambush. In just eight minutes of intense
firing at ranges of 20 meters and less, the VC destroyed two armored personnel carriers and four
trucks, killed or wounded 15 American soldiers, then broke contact and withdrew through banana
groves and dense jungle when US Air Force F-100s and F-5s appeared and began bombing and
strafing runs. An American relief force arrived on the scene just 35 minutes after the ambush was
triggered yet met only light resistance in a sweep through the original VC positions because their
primary combat elements had already left the battlefield; US mop-up operations continued for another
five hours, but the great bulk of the combat activity occurred in a period of less than 10 minutes’
duration. The VC withdrew even though the initial firefight had inflicted only moderate damage on the
American convoy of more than 80 vehicles and their crews. The 274th could have inflicted
considerable additional casualties on the then-stationary US column in continued fighting, but only at
the risk of decisive engagement; they broke contact and retired instead.42

On the night of December 31, 1967, two platoons of the US Ninth Infantry Division were en route
to rendezvous with a convoy in support of Operation Kitty Hawk when they were struck by a
Vietcong ambush on Route 2 north of Vung Tau. Shortly after 4:00 a.m., the lead vehicle in the
column, a tank, was struck by an RPG that killed its driver and immobilized the vehicle, blocking the
road. The entire column was then taken under concentrated fire at point-blank ranges of under 20
meters by concealed assailants hidden along the roadside. After quickly destroying 5 of the column’s
11 armored vehicles, damaging 4, and killing or wounding 42 US soldiers, the VC then withdrew
unharmed before the Americans could organize a counterattack. The entire engagement lasted less
than 10 minutes.43

In January 1965 the Vietcong 514th Battalion ambushed an ARVN battalion column on the road
between My Long and Ba Dua. The extended ARVN formation was cut in half, with the rear element
retreating toward its line of departure while the forward elements were encircled by two companies
of Vietcong; the ARVN lead company was destroyed, whereas the VC lost only one dead and five
wounded in a firefight of only 45 minutes’ duration.44

Of course, there are also exceptions. At Rach Ba Rai on September 15, 1967, for example,
Vietcong defenders from the 514th Local Force and 263rd Main Force Vietcong battalions resisted
all day before retiring after nightfall.45 During Phase II of Operation Junction City on March 21, 1967,
two battalions of the Vietcong 272nd Regiment attacked US Firebase Gold near Suoi Tre. After
breaching the firebase perimeter, the VC assault stalled under heavy US ground fire and air strikes by
American F-5 fighters; when the assault force tried to break contact and withdraw they were struck in
the flank by a counterattack from a US armored column dispatched to support the Firebase defenders.
The VC resisted for four hours but were overrun, suffering almost 650 fatalities in the process.46

Even in cases such as these, however, the actual exchange of fire was often brief, concentrated,
and intermittent: at Rach Ba Rai, for example, the initial ambush lasted just 20 minutes before US
elements broke contact and regrouped; much of the battle was a series of such sharp, brief, local



engagements.47 Where actual firefights persisted over more than brief intervals, it was often either
because the Vietcong had atypically become trapped and pinned down without viable escape routes,
or because critical VC infrastructure was under threat in ways that made its simple abandonment
impossible, or because VC commanders felt they had trapped isolated US or ARVN small units under
conditions so favorable that the VC expected to be able to annihilate them altogether if they pressed
the fight.48 Such cases were the exception rather than the norm, however. In general, engagements with
the Vietcong could be very intense but were unusually brief.49

INCIDENCE OF COUNTERATTACK

Counterattack to regain lost ground is associated with Napoleonic defenders; pure Fabians neither
hold ground nor counterattack to regain it. The Vietcong occasionally counterattacked, but typically as
a way to enable heavily engaged units to break contact and withdraw—rarely did VC counterattacks
retain seized ground, and counterattacks for any purpose were relatively infrequent.50

THE INCIDENCE OF HARASSING FIRES AND UNATTENDED MINEFIELDS

Another indicator of actors’ relative emphasis on holding ground is the incidence of harassing fires
and unattended minefields. These are particularly suited to pure Fabians, who seek to inflict attrition
per se rather than to control ground. The Vietcong made heavy use of both and were especially reliant
on unattended booby traps and minefields.

Many US installations were regularly rocketed by Vietcong gunners using simple unguided 122-
millimeter rockets fired from isolated launch rails in concealed locations. Such attacks were typically
sporadic, enabling the small teams of gunners to flee before the Americans could locate their firing
positions for counterfire. As such they had no ability to destroy a large US facility or cause heavy
casualties in any one barrage; instead, they were meant to inflict attrition over time and to disrupt
operations on the targeted base.51

The Vietcong also used a wide variety of landmines. Soviet and Chinese patrons provided larger
antitank and dual-purpose antitank/antipersonnel mines, while the Vietcong themselves produced
simpler antipersonnel mines in small village workshops.52 The VC also made very heavy use of
captured or salvaged US mines; in fact, the chief of staff of the US First Marine Division estimated in
1967 that some 90 percent of all Vietcong mine components were of US origin.53 The salvage
operations that provided this captured materiel were so effective that some allied troops became
reluctant to lay mines themselves for fear that VC sappers would remove so many of them and turn
them to use against their former owners: in one particularly infamous incident, the VC lifted 10,000 of
the 30,000 M-16 antipersonnel mines laid in an Australian minefield in Phuoc Tuy Province and then
used them against the Australians before the latter cleared their own minefield to avoid further
pilferage.54

Plentiful as manufactured mines could be, the VC made even more extensive use of field-expedient
booby traps created by the fighters in the field from often ad hoc combinations of available materials,
discarded ordnance, and camouflage of various types. These ranged from “toe-poppers” made of
spent cartridge cases filled with black powder, fragments, and a simple fuze; to hand grenades
attached to trip wires and covered with forest litter; to punji sticks (sharpened bamboo spikes hidden
upright in pits and covered with brush to impale soldiers who fell through the brush covering); to
explosives wired to left-behind property of ostensible intelligence value such as maps and records or



hidden in corpses.55

The scale of VC minelaying was enormous. In fact, mines and booby traps were the largest single
cause of US casualties in the war, accounting for fully one-third of all fatalities and serious wounds.
Several divisions reported over 50 percent of all losses were due to mines and booby traps.56

Sometimes these minefields were overwatched by VC fighters, usually as part of an ambush.
Often, however, mines and booby traps were left, unattended, across trails known to be used by US
troops or in areas where US forces were expected to operate. In fact, many booby traps were set up
in areas deliberately abandoned by the Vietcong, with the expectation that the traps would kill or
injure Americans securing the area or inspecting vacated positions for intelligence leads.57 Used thus,
they had little ability to bring an American advance to a halt; their purpose was to inflict casualties
per se and progressively erode American morale.58

3. Dispersion
Fabian methods mandate dispersed postures that produce low, relatively uniform troop densities with
minimal massing at critical points. The Vietcong were more uniformly disposed than were, for
example, the Croatian ZNG or SVK in 1991, or Hezbollah in 2006. But even the Vietcong did not
conduct a literally uniform area defense: they concentrated fighters locally when necessary to attack
US forces or when Americans struck particularly important VC supply or command infrastructure.

VC dispositions certainly did not conform to a Napoleonic linear frontier in contact with the
enemy, and the Vietcong did not conduct concentrated breakthrough operations of the kind one might
expect on an interstate battlefield. District and village Vietcong, especially, were disposed among the
people where the people lived, whether those villages were in immediate proximity to US or ARVN
forces or not. This produced a more uniform spatial distribution than is common in interstate warfare.

That said, Vietcong deployments were never literally uniform over their operating area in South
Vietnam. As noted above, VC troop density averaged perhaps 2 to 6 fighters per square kilometer
across the theater as a whole. But local troop densities in prepared base camp areas were typically
closer to 10 or 15 fighters per square kilometer.59 And at the point of attack in the Vietcong’s
occasional pre-Tet assaults on US or ARVN firebases and perimeters, the local VC troop density
could reach 60 or more. At the Battle of Suoi Tre on March 21, 1967, for example, two main force
Vietcong battalions from the 272nd Regiment massed to a local density of more than 60 troops per
square kilometer in their assault on Firebase Gold; at the Battle of Ap Bau Bang the previous day, the
VC 273rd Regiment concentrated more than 75 fighters per square kilometer in their attack on Fire
Support Base 14.60 Such local massing was brief and unusual—and the units involved often suffered
heavily for such choices: at Firebase Gold, VC casualties probably exceeded 50 percent of the
committed assault force.61 But even the Vietcong did not conduct a uniformly distributed area
defense.62

4. The Balance of Brute Force and Coercion
Pure Fabian warfare avoids brute force battles of annihilation and relies on gradual attrition to coerce
an enemy by imposing costs that exceed their stakes. Vietcong strategy in the Second Indochina War
was centrally coercive in nature.

Communist strategy for the war was a subject of intense debate in Hanoi. “North Firsters” under
Ho Chi Minh and General Vo Nguyen Giap argued for a slower-paced campaign in South Vietnam to



enable faster economic development in the north; a more powerful north would then be in a stronger
position to compel unification. “South Firsters” under Communist Party chief Le Duan and General
Nguyen Chi Thanh argued for a faster campaign in the south to catalyze a general uprising that would
topple a weak regime in Saigon without requiring economic development of the north as a
prerequisite. Though US intervention posed an important setback for Duan and Thanh by backstopping
Saigon and precluding a quick collapse, debate continued, and Duan and Thanh ultimately prevailed,
instituting a policy that eventually produced the Tet Offensive in 1968.63

Both sides in this strategy debate, however, were advocating coercive strategies. Neither Ho and
Giap nor Duan and Thanh had any expectation of destroying the American military and the ARVN and
seizing Saigon and the south by brute force in 1968. By the early 1970s, following US withdrawal
from the conflict, northern strategy began to contemplate seriously a shift to Mao’s “third phase” of
conventional warfare. But the entire debate in the years before Tet revolved around different
approaches to coercive action—one that sought faster coercion, and another approach that was more
patient. The vast majority of Vietcong violence throughout this period, moreover, was inflicted on
civilian, not brute force military, targets: Guenter Lewy estimates that 80 percent of VC violence was
directed at noncombatant civilians.64 Throughout the period of study, the Vietcong engaged in a
systematic program of political assassination and intimidation, aimed at coercion of civilians and
government officials alike. While VC attacks on US and ARVN positions were certainly designed to
overwhelm and destroy isolated garrisons if possible, under normal circumstances expectations were
that these would inflict casualties and weaken the opponents’ resolve, not annihilate opposing
positions outright.65 Even Tet itself was designed to catalyze an uprising that would render the Thieu
government’s political position untenable and persuade them to cede power; neither Duan nor Thanh
expected Tet to annihilate the opposing military or push them into the sea so terms could be dictated.66

5. Distinguishability of Combatants and Civilians
Combatant intermingling with civilians, use of civilian clothing, and avoidance of heavy weapons are
closely associated with Fabian methods. The Vietcong certainly used the forests of the Mekong delta
for natural cover, especially when preparing ambushes. And their main force units wore military
uniforms. But most VC combatants wore civilian clothing and often operated in close proximity to
civilians in rural village environments where it was often impossible to distinguish them from
noncombatants.

After 1965, main force VC fighters adopted essentially the same khaki-and-green uniforms and
personal equipment worn by NVA state soldiers. Other Vietcong, however, wore the loose-fitting,
often-black pants and jackets favored by rural villagers, together with sandals and the conical hat
commonly seen on peasant farmers in the fields. Neither main force nor other VC wore rank insignia,
and clothing other than main force was essentially indistinguishable from that of the civilians among
whom they lived and fought.67

Proximity to civilians was among the basic principles of Vietcong tactics. Following Mao, VC
fighters sought to be fish among the sea of the people and systematically intermingled with village
populations in ways that made it difficult to avoid collateral damage to civilian targets when firing on
VC combat positions. Sympathetic civilians were also recruited to provide intelligence and support
for VC fighters in combat, blurring the line between combatant and noncombatant personnel even
when individuals were isolated in custody.68 In fact, the psychological stress of being unable to



distinguish the enemy from innocent civilians was one of the defining characteristics of the Vietnam
experience for many US combatants and is one of the most discussed of the war’s features in its
historiography.69

6. The Military Organization of the Theater of War
Fabian nonstate warfare lacks clear distinctions between front and rear, or forward and reserve, or
logistical and combat zones. In this the VC were notably Fabian. This is not to say that there was no
meaningful theater design or geographic articulation of forces in South Vietnam: the northern part of
the country was generally allocated to the NVA and the south to the VC; supply bases and
headquarters were in areas expected to be relatively secure; the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Cambodia and
Laos was hardly randomly located or positioned. But VC dispositions in the Mekong delta did not
concentrate forces on a front line that separated a quiet rear area from a linear frontier in contact with
the enemy. Rather than as an orthodox front line trace, the war in South Vietnam was characterized as
a shifting patchwork of noncontiguous zones controlled by one side or the other and large areas of
contested control where neither side could deny the other freedom of movement. In fact, Stathis
Kalyvas and Matthew Kocher have calculated that of the districts covered by the US Hamlet
Evaluation System from July to December 1969, less than 22 percent were clearly controlled by
either the government or the VC; the rest were in various stages of contestation in which neither side
could be denied access.70 Together with the difficulty of distinguishing fighters from noncombatants,
this absence of an apparent front and rear is one of the most commonly noted features of the war in the
Vietnam historiography.71

The Tet Offensive
This pattern of highly Fabian war fighting was starkly reversed in the 1968 Tet Offensive. In Tet, the
VC and NVA sought to take and hold a series of critical territorial objectives—and especially a
series of provincial capitals—as a means of inspiring a general uprising that would topple the Thieu
regime. The result was a systematic reversal of the methods employed in the previous three years of
warfare.

In place of brief raids and ambushes designed to avoid decisive engagement, the VC and their
NVA allies now laid siege to the Marine base at Khe Sanh and maintained their positions under heavy
US air and ground attack for more than six months. The VC and NVA took Hue City by storm, and
rather than melting away afterward they instead dug in and sought to hold the city against a sustained
monthlong counterattack that eventually overran their defenses. They waged a 14-day battle for the
provincial capital of Kontum. The VC and NVA launched a concerted attack on a variety of
objectives within Saigon itself, maintaining offensive pressure for more than a month. In the process,
VC/NVA attackers sustained advances over considerable distances in the course of wresting control
over urban areas in Hue and elsewhere.72

To regain lost ground, the VC and the NVA launched local counterattacks in Hue and Saigon. They
concentrated forces against territorial objectives in an attempt to create local numerical advantages:
against Hue they massed a division-size force of 10 battalions; against Khe Sanh they deployed over
two divisions and 20,000 troops with 2 battalions of light tanks and more than 3 battalions of tube and
rocket artillery; for their Saigon assault they concentrated 35 battalions from three different divisions.
And many of these actions were conducted against cities whose populations were aligned with the



government: while there were sympathizers, fifth columnists, and sleeper cells in many major
southern cities, the Vietcong’s political base was in outlying rural districts, not large urban areas.73

This shift from highly Fabian methods to a much more Napoleonic offensive cost the Vietcong
dearly. Their ability to concentrate locally, combined with a degree of tactical surprise (especially
against less alert ARVN defenses), enabled them to seize some of their initial objectives. But their
lack of heavy artillery or other mass suppressive firepower made these initial assaults very expensive
for the VC light infantry that typically led these attacks. And neither the VC nor the NVA had the kind
of long-range precision firepower needed to compel their much better equipped state enemies to
disperse in self-defense when those enemies counterattacked to retake the ground they had lost. The
United States and its ARVN allies were thus able to counterconcentrate overwhelming force against
overextended VC/NVA positions that were now pinned to relatively static positional defenses of
terrain. The United States and ARVN eventually cleared Hue with a massed force of more than eight
battalions; the siege of Khe Sanh was broken by a relief force of over 6,000 troops operating on a
frontage of less than seven kilometers, combined with an air campaign of more than 24,000 sorties;
the United States and the ARVN eventually committed fully 24 battalions to the battle in Saigon.74

The result of such massed conventional counteroffensives was not just that the VC and NVA were
driven from the ground they tried to hold—their forces were decimated in the process. VC/NVA
casualty figures are notoriously unreliable, but some estimates suggest that by the time Tet ended in
September their fatalities may have made up fully half of the entire force they committed to the
offensive, let alone the additional toll in wounded or missing fighters.75 Losses on this scale are
unsustainable for any military, state or nonstate. And in fact, Tet essentially destroyed the Vietcong as
a fighting force. Wrecked VC main force regiments were nominally restored afterward, but only by
replacing losses with NVA regulars from the north.76 And the VC attempted no further major combat
action in the war—the later offensives that toppled the Saigon government following the US
withdrawal were conducted by the NVA, not the Vietcong.77 For all intents and purposes, the VC’s
massive losses in a conventional offensive in Tet destroyed them as a nonstate actor.

Vietcong Proficiency of Execution and the Role of Technology, 1965–68
As before, proficiency of execution offers an opportunity for process tracing, given the salience of
skill and complexity in the new theory’s causal mechanism. The Vietcong case also offers an
important opportunity to explore the role of technology for that mechanism: the new theory holds that
without the lethality of modern weapon technology, even institutionally mature actors with the stakes
needed to master complex midspectrum methods will be unable to prevent massed state opponents
from overwhelming them numerically and will be compelled to default to more-Fabian methods as a
result. In fact, the Vietcong were highly proficient combatants capable of unusually complex
operations. Of course, they were not perfect—like many state militaries, they often found it difficult to
coordinate large-unit operations involving multiple formations maneuvering over large areas in
difficult terrain. But their skills were not the chief constraint on their ability to conduct effective
midconcealment warfare—their technology was.

Vietcong tactics prior to Tet were high concealment but not low complexity. A typical VC ambush,
for example, could consist of as many as five separate, interdependent components: a network of
observation posts, a command post, a forward blocking detachment, an assault force, and a rearward



blocking element. Each had a different mission, each was located separately in noncontiguous
positions, and each element’s role could change on the fly in the course of the engagement as a
function of unfolding events. If the lead element halted the enemy column, the assault force would
engage while the rear element maneuvered to block enemy reinforcements and prevent the column
from escaping. If the entire enemy column was caught in the engagement area simultaneously,
however, the rear element would assault directly into the engagement area from behind the column. If
enemy forces were too strong to be destroyed in the engagement area, one element would be
designated as a rear guard to protect the withdrawal of the others while the remainder of the ambush
force retired via predesignated exfiltration routes. This degree of coordination greatly enhanced the
lethality of each element. But each element required the others; if any one failed in its mission, all
would be threatened, and if any element failed to react promptly to changing orders in a fluid situation
all could be cut off and destroyed in detail. A typical VC ambush involved high levels of
interdependence among subunits with specialized functions.78

Planning for VC ambushes was often very extensive. Intelligence on the target unit could be
compiled for weeks in advance of the action, integrating leaks from allied soldiers, reports from
covert agents within the ARVN, and intercepts of US or ARVN radio traffic. VC reconnaissance
elements would often monitor target units or outposts for weeks to determine the enemy’s patrol
patterns and habits, times when guard shifts changed, troop strength, weapon and vehicle availability,
or other operational details. Ambush trigger points were carefully scouted and often prepared with
command-detonated mines or obstacles. Concealed exfiltration routes were typically reconnoitered in
advance, carefully mapped, and prepared in advance with foxholes, bunkers, or supply caches along
their course for protection against US air strikes or ad hoc local defense if overtaken during
retirement.79

Sapper raids on US and ARVN bases were likewise carefully prepared and conducted. As with
ambushes, raids typically involved multiple independently operating elements, in this case including
an assault force to breach the allied perimeter, indirect fire support elements with light and medium
mortars, a blocking team to interdict reinforcements, and sometimes a reserve. Reconnaissance and
planning were similar to that for ambushes, and similarly extensive. Preassault rehearsals were
customary and often involved sand-table mockups of the defenses to be attacked. Logistical planning
received as much attention as operations planning, and stocks of food, water, and ammunition would
be cached forward near the intended battle area; VC commanders referred to this practice as
“feathering the nest in advance”; US officers likened it to a logistical “nose” in contrast to the typical
Western logistical “tail.” When the attackers disengaged, rear guard elements would remain in
contact to screen a staged withdrawal of the main body subunit by subunit.80

Taken together, this suggests an organization that carried out its tactics with considerable
proficiency and was capable of sophisticated, complex operations. Prior to Tet, the Vietcong did not
choose to employ these skills in midspectrum conventional warfare. But this does not mean they
lacked the expertise to do so. What they lacked was the technology: they lacked the firepower needed
to prevent massed US forces from overwhelming them if the VC accepted decisive engagement and
tried to contest ground.

From 1965 to 1968, US ground offensives routinely massed forces in concentrations that the
Vietcong simply lacked the resources to counter. In so-called search-and-destroy missions as in
Operations Attleboro, Cedar Falls, or Junction City, the US Army concentrated division-sized assault



forces against particular fronts while maintaining sufficient forces elsewhere in the theater to defend
US and ARVN base structures and urban centers. In Operation Attleboro, for example, the United
States swept through a corridor about five kilometers wide with roughly a division of infantry and
armor supported lavishly with artillery and airpower.81 In Operation Cedar Falls, an assault force of
two US divisions swept through the roughly 40-square-kilometer “Iron Triangle” northwest of
Saigon; in Operation Junction City, more than two divisions of infantry again swept a corridor less
than 30 kilometers wide.82 The VC’s ability to counter these local concentrations by moving reserves
from elsewhere in the theater was constrained partly by their limited mobility—whereas the United
States could exploit air mobility via helicopter to move large forces rapidly over dense forest, the VC
was limited to foot mobility in country that made rapid ground movement difficult. But even if the VC
had had American-style air mobility, they simply lacked the needed theaterwide troop strength to
match such local preponderance without leaving themselves too vulnerable elsewhere. While the
numerical strength of the VC and NVA between 1965 and 1968 is hard to establish with precision, it
is likely that the United States and the ARVN enjoyed a raw numerical superiority of perhaps 2:1 to
3.5:1 in total combatants and around three or four to one in full-time soldiers, with a vast advantage
in firepower. Even if the VC had enjoyed mobility comparable to that of the Americans, their raw
numerical inferiority would have made it very difficult to prevent allied forces from concentrating
differentially to produce crushing local advantages at chosen points. To survive and hold ground
under such conditions requires an ability to punish high-density troop concentrations with precision
firepower, compelling enemies to disperse and capping a superior opponent’s usable local
preponderance—but the VC lacked this capacity. Instead, the concentrated attackers in Attleboro,
Cedar Falls, or Junction City simply steamrollered any opposition that failed to get out of the way in
time. If the VC had tried to resist such offensives with Napoleonic positional defenses they would
simply have been destroyed.

Indeed this is essentially what happened when the VC did attempt a more Napoleonic military
style in the Tet Offensive. With the advantage of surprise they managed to manufacture local
numerical advantages at key points and were thus able to take initial objectives in some places. But
when their state enemies responded by counterconcentrating conventional forces to regain the lost
ground, VC and even NVA defenders who tried to hold that ground were simply crushed. This
process took longer in some places than in others, but in no case were the VC or the NVA able to
retain any of the objectives they took in the offensive’s initial phases. The results were politically
powerful owing to their effects on American public opinion, but the military losses they suffered in
the process essentially destroyed the Vietcong as a combatant force.

The Vietcong had the institutional and political wherewithal to master the complexity of
midspectrum methods—but they lacked the sheer material mass of a state military, and without
modern technology to make state enemies spread out they simply could not survive the more
Napoleonic fight that they tried to wage in 1968. As the new theory implies, the Vietcong case shows
that permissive internal politics and modern technology are both important prerequisites for effective
midspectrum warfare.

Theoretical Implications
Given the codings above, what do the respective theories predict for Vietcong military behavior?



Tribal culture theory would expect a fairly conventional style for the VC—while the family was an
important social unit in midcentury South Vietnam, the role of tribalist familism was substantially less
prominent than in the southern Lebanese culture that produced Hezbollah, and far less prominent than
the Somali culture that produced Aideed’s SNA. Hence an explanation of military methods based on
tribal culture would expect the Vietcong to be far more conventional than the SNA, and at least as
conventional as Hezbollah.

Both materialism and the new theory presented here, by contrast, would expect irregular methods
for the Vietcong, albeit for somewhat different reasons. Orthodox materialism emphasizes the
relative, dyadic balance of firepower between the VC and its US/ARVN foes; the new theory
emphasizes the limited absolute lethality of midcentury technology as a systemic, rather than dyadic,
variable.

In fact, the pre-Tet Vietcong displayed the most Fabian methods of the five nonstate actors studied
here. On the six-point Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum presented in chapter 2 and the appendix, the
Vietcong score a value of 0.2—substantially more Fabian than even Mohammed Farah Aideed’s
Somali National Alliance.83 Even the Vietcong do not represent a true, pure Fabian extremum, and of
course they departed radically from this archetype in Tet. But they represent an unusually Fabian
actor all the same.

Is this relative Fabianism attributable to the dyadic imbalance of firepower in Vietnam, as
orthodox materialism would suggest, or to the VC’s monadic lack of modern weaponry, as the new
theory claims? Both are relevant, but the analysis above highlights the problem of inadequate
midcentury weapon technology in particular. Other, more recent nonstate armies have faced dyadic
imbalances as great or greater than that in Vietnam yet have employed far less Fabian methods
without suffering annihilation: Hezbollah in 2006 and the Croatian ZNG in 1991 both faced state
enemies whose dyadic material superiority was at least comparable to that enjoyed by US forces in
Vietnam. Yet Hezbollah and the ZNG adopted midspectrum methods without suffering the fate of
Vietcong attackers in the Tet Offensive, and with much greater stopping power than Vietcong
defenders could muster against Operations Attleboro, Cedar Falls, and Junction City. With modern
high-firepower weapons at their disposal, Hezbollah and the ZNG could make massed state
offensives prohibitively costly to their state foes; when the latter spread out in response, nonstate
armies with smaller forces in the theater as a whole found they could deploy forces at the front large
enough to compete with state armies for the control of ground. The Vietcong had the skills to do so,
too. What they lacked was the technology, as the new theory claims.



 

10
Conclusion and Implications

FOR GENERATIONS, most analysts have expected state and nonstate actors to fight very differently.
States fighting other states have been expected to wage high-intensity “conventional” warfare wherein
large, uniformed, heavily armed formations would maneuver in the open on mostly rural battlefields
away from large civilian populations, using massed firepower to destroy one another as a means to
take and hold ground. Nonstate actors have been expected to intermingle indistinguishably with
civilians, using roadside bombs, snipers, ambushes, assassinations, and suicide vests to coerce state
rivals rather than taking and holding ground or seeking decisive battle. More recently, some analysts
have posited a new “hybrid warfare” model, wherein nonstate actors add precision weapons and
information warfare to irregular battlefield tactics. These expectations have usually derived from
assumptions about nonstate material inferiority or tribal culture; some now see new technology as the
underpinning of nonstate hybrid war fighting.

I have argued, however, that there are no conceptually important military distinctions of kind
between state and nonstate actors as combatants, or between conventional, hybrid, and irregular war
fighting as methods. All combatants must respond to a common set of incentives created ultimately by
the nature of weapon technology. And since at least 1900, all sound war-fighting systems, whoever
adopts them, have had to blend features commonly associated with both “conventional” and
“irregular” warfare—the very categories themselves are artificial heuristics that appear in their pure
form only as rare extrema on a continuous spectrum in which almost all real actors occupy points
somewhere in the middle. This does not mean the resulting differences of degree are unimportant—in
fact they have major policy implications, to which I return below. But the range of typical variance is
narrower, the differences that matter are subtler, and the underlying similarities are more important
than commonly supposed. To treat state and nonstate actors—or conventional, irregular, and hybrid
methods—as categorical distinctions of kind is an oversimplification with potentially serious
consequences for policy and scholarship.

The causes of this subtler variance are also different. Although materiel, in particular, does matter,
I have argued that nonstate actors’ internal politics play a far more important role than typically
recognized, and that nonstate war fighting cannot be properly understood without a systematic
treatment of how materiel (and especially technology) interacts with institutions and stakes.

The importance of institutions and stakes in this political theory of nonstate war fighting arises
from the military demands of surviving modern firepower. All warfare poses a trade-off between
lethality and concealment; the most effective resolution of this tension requires militaries to role
specialize internally and rely on complex cooperation among the resulting interdependent specialists.



Yet this specialization heightens collective action challenges that are inherent in all warfare: how
does one fighter know that others on whom he or she depends will risk their lives on his or her behalf
rather than fleeing instead? The greater a military’s reliance on interdependent specialists, the greater
the risk if collective action fails. The result is a central role for the traits that shape cooperation in the
presence of collective action dilemmas—and, especially, an actor’s institutional structure and stakes.

In particular, nonstate actors with mature institutions and existential stakes can master the
complexity of interdependent midspectrum warfare. If their weapon technology can compel
numerically preponderant enemies to disperse, then nonstate actors with mature institutions and
existential stakes can exploit midspectrum war fighting and have strong incentives to do so. By
contrast, nonstate actors with weak institutions and limited stakes face major barriers to internal
cooperation that often prevent them from mastering interdependent military complexity regardless of
their equipment; their best choices given the political constraints they face resemble the more Fabian
“irregular” warfare often associated with guerillas.1

Nonstate actors vary widely along these dimensions. Some, such as Hezbollah, the Croatian ZNG,
or the Sri Lankan LTTE, have had elaborate, mature institutions that rival those of many states.
Others, such as Mohammed Farah Aideed’s SNA in Somalia, the Jaish al Mahdi in Iraq, or the RUF
in Sierra Leone, have been ruled by loose coalitions of armed elites whose wary personal
interactions shape decisions. Stakes are similarly variable. In 2006, Hezbollah’s existence turned on
its narrative of existential zero-sum conflict with Israel; in 1991 the Croatian separatist leadership
faced death or imprisonment if their military failed. UNITA in the Angolan civil war, by contrast,
fought for years over limited economic stakes with little fear of government conquest; prior to US
intervention, Aideed’s SNA was similarly waging a limited war for limited economic aims.

This variance in internal politics implies important variance in nonstate actors’ likely ability to
use modern weapons to their full potential. As technology proliferates, some will be able to exploit
new weapons to wage state-like midspectrum warfare—but others, faced with the same technological
opportunities, will not. And for any given actor, this means that the best way to anticipate their
methods is not to focus on their technology alone; this does matter, but only in interaction with their
internal politics. Without a sound analysis of their institutional structure and stakes, intelligence
reporting on their technology alone is a very poor predictor of actors’ military behavior.

I assess this theory in a series of case studies of nonstate warfare conducted under conditions of
special importance for the theory’s validity: Hezbollah in the 2006 Lebanon campaign; the Jaish al
Mahdi (JAM) in Operation Iraqi Freedom from 2003 to 2008; Mohammed Farah Aideed’s Habr
Gedir militia in Somalia from 1992 to 1994; the Croatian nationalist ZNG and Croatian Serb SVK in
the Croatian Wars of Independence of 1991–95; and the Vietcong in the American phase of the
Second Indochina War from 1965 to 1968. The results are summarized in table 10.1.2

As table 10.1 indicates, although no theory offers a perfect correlation between prediction and
observation, the new theory outperforms materialist and tribal culture views under conditions that
might have been expected to provide easy confirmations for these other views if sound. The most
significant predictive failure for the new theory involves the Croatian Serb SVK, whose combination
of fragile natural order institutions and low stakes suggests very Fabian behavior as its best choice.
Yet the SVK actually chose midspectrum methods. The new theory predicts otherwise because it
assumes that actors will adopt the methods best suited to their actual ability to perform militarily. As
the SVK’s military performance in 1995 demonstrates, this would indeed have been a far more



Fabian approach than they adopted. When the SVK attempted midspectrum methods ill suited to their
institutions and stakes, the result was disaster: annihilation in a brief, five-day campaign in Operation
Storm. Though the new theory gets the prediction wrong, it thus gets the underlying military logic
right.

By contrast, an orthodox materialist account that frames nonstate methods as a chiefly Fabian
response to material inferiority would fail to explain Hezbollah in 2006, the Croatian ZNG in 1991,
or the Croatian SVK in 1995, each of whom used far less Fabian methods than their material
inferiority would suggest. Orthodox materialism would also have difficulty with the Somali National
Alliance between 1992 and 1994: the SNA’s material circumstances declined dramatically when the
United States intervened in 1993, yet the SNA’s behavior became less, not more, Fabian as a result.
A tribal culture account that frames nonstate methods as a Fabian response to tribalism would fail to
explain Hezbollah in 2006 (a midspectrum military force drawn from a tribal culture) or the Vietcong
from 1965 to 1972 (a highly Fabian military force drawn from a nontribal culture). A tribalist account
would also have difficulty with the Iraqi JAM, which was drawn from a less tribal urban culture than
Hezbollah’s mostly rural population in South Lebanon, yet whose methods were much more Fabian
than Hezbollah’s. And a tribalist account would even have difficulty with the Somali National
Alliance: Somali culture in the 1990s was as tribal as any in the modern world, yet even the SNA’s
military methods failed to meet the orthodox description of irregular “guerilla” methods in important
ways.

In fact, none of these cases’ outcomes display paradigmatically “irregular” methods at the pure,
Fabian extreme—not even the SNA fits this description well. But neither do any of these cases
present some kind of canonically “conventional” Battle of Waterloo in which a linear defense is
rigidly defended to the death by massed formations of exposed soldiers. All fall well to the middle of
the spectrum, and all display elements commonly associated with both “conventional” and “irregular”
war fighting. None fits neatly into any of the categories commonly used to discuss nonstate military
methods. Nor does the variance actually observed correlate well with either tribal culture or military
materiel as prospective causes; differences in institutions and stakes in interaction with technology
are more closely related to the observed variance in war-fighting style—as the new theory would
expect, but the alternative views would not.



Of course, superior performance in a small sample of cases does not establish a theory’s validity,
especially for a theory specified on a continuum. But it should shift our confidence in the relative
strength of the competing views. And it does suggest a degree of initial plausibility sufficient to
warrant considering the new theory’s implications for policy and scholarship.

Implications for Policy: Future Opponents’ Military Methods
This new theory has very different policy implications than those that are suggested by the alternative
views. It implies, for example, faster change in military methods for many actors than tribal culture
theorists would expect, but it does not predict the scale of convergence that many fourth-generation or
hybrid warfare theorists anticipate. Technology is spreading rapidly, but actors’ internal politics vary
and will continue to do so. Because politics are an important constraint on actors’ military methods,
this means that war-fighting methods are unlikely to converge as fast as technology does, and that
technology will be a weak predictor of nonstate actors’ behavior. Nonstate combatants with
permissive internal politics will be able to exploit modern weapons to wage increasingly state-like
midspectrum warfare as their technology grows more lethal—but others will not, regardless of how
modern or lethal their equipment becomes. The net result is thus likely to be increased variance, as
some nonstate actors’ war fighting comes increasingly to resemble that of states, but others retain
older, more Fabian styles even as they acquire modern weapons. And where change can be expected,
this is not toward any new or alien method of war—what 21st-century technological change is
actually doing is changing the distribution of actors across preexisting methods.

This argument is illustrated graphically in figure 10.1, which depicts the theory’s implied
frequencies for different styles of warfare and how these are changing over time. (Available data sets
do not enable observed values for these frequencies, hence the figure depicts the theory’s ex ante
predictions for unobserved values, rather than an ex post presentation of observational data.) Per the
theory presented here, the figure characterizes war-fighting methods in terms of their respective
positions on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum presented in chapter 2. The figure presents the expected
frequency of each style for a given class of actor in a given historical era. Expected frequency
distributions are presented for five historical classes of actor: states in the mid-20th century; states in
the early 21st century; nonstate actors in the mid-20th century; nonstate actors in the early 21st
century; and an aggregate distribution over all actors in the early 21st century that represents the sum
of the state and nonstate predictions for each point on the war-fighting choice spectrum.3

In this view, state and nonstate warfare tended to be very different in the mid-20th century; while
individual actors varied from one another even within these categories, the difference in the two
categories’ modal methods was large relative to the difference between actors within each category.
By the early 21st century, however, technological change has both increased the spread in behavior
within each category and moved the modal choices closer together.



FIGURE 10.1. Expected frequency of war-fighting methods

This is because the increasing firepower of advanced technology gives all actors incentives to
move toward the middle of the war-fighting spectrum—but persistent variation in internal politics
will allow only some to act on that incentive. Midcentury technology permitted states to concentrate
forces at levels that smaller nonstate actors could not counter; a midcentury nonstate actor who tried
to take and hold ground against a state opponent would typically have been crushed by weight of
numbers. States fighting other states, moreover, required an important degree of exposure to
concentrate sufficient forces to cope with peer rivals. States could thus operate in relatively more
exposed, concentrated formations toward the right-hand, Napoleonic side of the spectrum depicted
(S1), but nonstate actors were compelled to disperse and conceal their forces more thoroughly,
resorting to more-Fabian methods closer to the left-hand side of the scale (NS1). Because states and
nonstate actors all vary in their internal politics there was thus always variance within categories
(this is clearly true for nonstate actors but is probably true for states as well to at least some degree),4

but the within-category variance induced by political variation among nonstate actors was small
relative to the across-category variance induced by the large difference in material endowments
between states and nonstate actors as classes.

By the early 21st century, however, increasing firepower had made midcentury states’ degree of
relative concentration less tenable. Such postures were now suicidal in the face of even small
numbers of highly lethal precision weapons, compelling even large state armies to disperse more
aggressively in search of adequate concealment (S2) . This in turn gave some nonstate actors an
opportunity to contest ground against increasingly dispersed state militaries who can no longer bring
their full numerical advantages to bear: technological change thus gives some nonstate forces an
incentive to move rightward on figure 10.1 and adopt more state-like methods (NS2). But taking and
holding ground in dispersed, concealed postures poses major collective action challenges for
nonstate actors. Some, with mature institutions and existential stakes, can meet this challenge and
exploit the potential new weapons offer to contest ground effectively well to the right of NS1. Others,
with only moderately mature institutions or more limited stakes, can control only essential ground and
must resort to coercive irregular methods elsewhere, moving less to the right of NS1. Still others, with
more limited institutions and stakes, cannot make good on the promise of new firepower and must
retain NS1’s midcentury, more Fabian military methods in spite of new technology. So as
technological incentives encourage nonstate actors to move to the right, more and more nonstate
actors hit the limits of their internal politics and can safely move no further—hence the variance in the
nonstate distribution grows as their modal choice moves to the right but exposes more and more
groups as unable to cope with the internal political demands of holding ground in such dispersed,
concealed postures, thus defaulting to more-Fabian methods instead.

In fact, these trends are likely to create a meaningful degree of overlap in future state and nonstate



military methods. Differences in states’ unit-level traits are likely to create variance in their behavior;
some of these traits are likely to constrain their ability to implement complex midspectrum methods,
hence variance in state methods, like nonstate methods, is likely to grow over time.5 Two unimodal
distributions with significant tails whose modes are moving together are likely to present an
increasing overlap over time. While the modal state choice is likely to remain more Napoleonic than
the modal nonstate choice (S2 > NS2), the changes presented in figure 10.1 are likely to produce an
increasing number of nonstate actors whose methods could well be more “conventional” than those of
some states. In fact this is already discernible in early 21st-century warfare: in 2003, the Iraqi state
military deployed tens of thousands of irregular Saddam Fedayeen militia who often wore civilian
clothing and relied on hit-and-run attacks with light weapons to inflict coercive attrition on Coalition
forces; the Iraqi Fedayeen state military forces were far less Napoleonic in their methods than the
nonstate combatants fielded by Hezbollah three years later in South Lebanon.6 In fact, such state-
fielded irregular militias are now extremely common: nearly two-thirds of all states involved in civil
warfare since 1989 have been supported by such irregulars; any of these cases present states whose
military methods were less Napoleonic overall than Hezbollah’s in 2006.7

And this implies that for nonstate actors in particular, the salience of politics for predicting
military methods is growing relative to their weapon holdings, numerical strength, and the scale of
assistance they receive from allies or state patrons. The job of anticipating such actors’ methods is
thus increasingly the social science challenge of understanding actors’ internal political dynamics
rather than the traditional military task of counting weapons or assessing technology per se.

Across all actors, the net trends are likely to produce a systemic distribution of military methods
like that depicted in the “overall” curve in figure 10.1. The sharply bimodal midcentury distribution
of military methods is thus likely to moderate with some degree of convergence over time—but with
very large tails to the distribution. Many actors, both states and not, will adopt methods that contest
ground as midcentury states sought to do, but with postures whose dispersal and concealment leave
them more Fabian than those of midcentury states.8 But this does not mean that all actors will adopt a
common military style in the future—varying internal politics create limits on convergence and will
cause older styles to persist even as modal methods grow more similar. The net result is thus likely to
be a wider range of possibilities. As the “overall” curve in figure 10.1 suggests, the aggregate
incidence of military methods across all actors will likely involve many whose postures will lie
between those of midcentury state and nonstate combatants, but with tails to the distribution that
encompass much of the range of the last century’s military experience.

Implications for Policy: Force Structure and Modernization
If the distribution of military methods across potential future opponents looks something like that
depicted in figure 10.1, what does this imply for the kind of military the United States should build? A
complete answer to this question requires analysis beyond my scope—including prescriptions for US
grand strategy as a whole and an assessment of the relative importance of the scenarios in which
particular opponents might threaten US interests. But if we accept something like current US grand
strategy as a point of departure and focus mostly on a series of arguments others have advanced that
are based on claims about the nature of future opponents, then some initial observations are possible.

In particular, it is worth evaluating in this light two recent arguments for transformational change



in the US military: the high-tech revolution school that became popular beginning with the 1991 Gulf
War, and the low-tech revolution school that gained currency with the advent of large-scale
insurgency in Iraq by 2006.

The high-tech “revolution in military affairs,” or RMA, transformation school held that future
warfare would be dominated by new standoff firepower and networked information technologies in
the hands of sophisticated state opponents. To cope with such enemies, it sought to transform a legacy
US military weighed down with large, heavy, labor-intensive ground forces into one in which long-
range precision weapons did most of the killing and in which a much smaller, faster, leaner ground
component served mainly to acquire targets for air or missile attack from standoff ranges.9

Conversely, the low-tech or counterinsurgency revolution argument held that future warfare would
be dominated not by new technology but by new opponents—and specifically, by nonstate actors who
would use irregular methods to hamstring a musclebound US military that had been designed to fight
other states in massed conventional warfare. To cope with the low-intensity “war among the people”
expected from such nonstate enemies, this school advocated a transformation agenda precisely the
opposite of the RMA camp’s: it sought a reduced emphasis on speed and standoff weaponry, a larger
number of more lightly equipped ground forces, and methods that would minimize their use of
firepower while providing persistent population security in areas they would not leave once
occupied.10

The RMA view had achieved a status close to orthodoxy in the US policy community by 2004. It
then suffered a period of decline as the Iraq insurgency came to dominate the debate and as contrary
evidence drawn from recent combat experience began to accumulate; the low-tech revolution school
had largely supplanted it by 2007. But then the intellectual tide turned again. With the 2014 collapse
of the Iraqi Army in Mosul and the Afghan Security Forces’ inability to defeat the Taliban after 2014,
the low-tech revolution camp entered a period of decline, and the fortunes of higher-tech advocates
for standoff airpower and small special forces teams are now once again ascendant. A future failure
of limited-liability standoff warfare, however, could lead to yet another reversal of fortunes—to date
neither argument has been banished, and advocates of each remain vocal in their support.11

Neither, however, is a natural fit to the distribution of future opponents implied by figure 10.1. In
fact, both transformation schools represent efforts to redesign the US military around the demands of a
kind of opposition that is likely to become less common in the future.

This argument is illustrated in figure 10.2. Here the x-axis is the same as before: a continuum of
war fighting methods from most Fabian on the left, to most Napoleonic on the right. But whereas
figure 10.1 plotted the expected frequency of such methods’ use by different classes of actors, figure
10.2 plots the US military’s capability to oppose such methods, with five curves presenting different
US postures that differ in their ability to meet the challenges of different kinds of foe.

The untransformed “legacy” US military of 2001 was a lineal descendant of a Cold War force
designed to defeat the midcentury Soviet state foe in central Europe and was best suited to such
opponents. It fielded a mix of forces including light infantry, special forces, and standoff precision
firepower, but much of its total troop strength was devoted to heavy tank and mechanized units
intended to destroy comparably organized land forces in close combat: 32 brigade-strength
formations in the active US Army in 2001, 20 were armored or mechanized.12 The Army and Marines
together fielded an end strength of 659,375 people whereas the Air Force had only 363,692.13 This
force mix was very effective against exposed, massed opponents of the kind represented by the far-



right end of the spectrum in figure 10.2, but it was also highly effective against more-concealed state
forces closer to the middle of the spectrum, and in particular against state foes with methods
equivalent to S1 in figure 10.1: its heavy ground forces enabled it to close with and destroy enemies
whose concealment made them difficult targets for standoff airpower but whose relative
concentration required a significant weight of close combat capability to overcome. The 2001 force
mix also afforded some residual capability against nonstate foes further to the left in figure 10.2—its
light infantry and special operations forces (SOF), in particular, were theoretically well suited to
such opposition, and its heavy ground forces could (and were) pressed into service in
counterinsurgency in Iraq. But its armored vehicles, artillery, and precision antitank weapons
imposed important opportunity costs on the kind of persistent, large-scale light infantry presence that
US doctrine came to emphasize for counterinsurgency (COIN), and the mechanized, high-firepower
training this force emphasized was ill suited to COIN. The capability embodied by the 2001 force
mix thus fell off rapidly against enemies at the Fabian end of the war fighting spectrum in figure 10.2.

FIGURE 10.2. Distribution of US capability across enemy war-fighting methods

The hard experience of counterinsurgency in Iraq and Afghanistan, however, led to a significant
reorientation of the US military after about 2006. Army and Marine end strength grew considerably,
from a combined 659,375 in 2001 to 766,489 by 2011. Much of the expansion went into light infantry,
Stryker infantry, and special forces, whose brigade equivalents grew from 12 to more than 20 by
2017.14 And even nominally heavy tank, artillery, and mechanized infantry formations were commonly
employed as light infantry, with howitzer crews retrained as foot soldiers and with armored vehicle
crews operating dismounted much of the time.15 Modernization, moreover, increasingly emphasized
systems designed to support counterinsurgency against irregular opposition: the Army cancelled the
Future Combat System (FCS) program designed to replace Army and Marine Corps tanks and infantry
fighting vehicles and instead invested nearly $50 billion in a new family of Mine-Resistant Armor
Protected (MRAP) vehicles whose vee-shaped hulls and high ground clearance offered superior
protection against insurgents’ improvised landmines but whose light armor and high profiles would
leave them extremely vulnerable to large-caliber antitank fires.16 COIN-oriented programs for drone
aircraft, improved body armor, and electronic countermeasures against roadside bomb detonators
similarly prospered at the expense of slower modernization for high-performance fixed-wing aircraft
and long-range bombers.17 And training for mechanized interstate warfare all but stopped in the Army
and Marine Corps, with existing maneuver facilities reconfiguring themselves for COIN training and
with stateside training syllabi shifting overwhelmingly to preparation for the ongoing nonstate COIN
fight rather than a potential interstate war sometime in the unspecified future.18 These adaptations
created a US military whose proficiency against irregular foes improved dramatically, contributing
both to a major reduction in violence in Iraq by 2008 and to a reversal in previously negative trends



in Afghanistan by 2012; the 2011 US military was far more capable than its 2001 predecessor against
nonstate opponents operating near the Fabian end of the spectrum in figure 10.2.19 But these
adaptations had major opportunity costs of their own. Slower modernization of heavy ground force
equipment and standoff airpower meant less capability than would otherwise have been available
against 21st-century state foes operating in the vicinity of S1 or S2 in figure 10.1. And more
importantly, the lack of training time devoted to heavy mechanized operations led to a significant
atrophy in skills for the extremely complex and demanding methods embodied in war fighting styles
closer to S2 than to S1. Of course, the United States retained considerable capability for interstate
warfare all the same—the 2011 military would probably have been more effective in mechanized
combat than the 2001–5 US military proved to be in counterinsurgency. But by 2011, the net result
was nevertheless a very different posture now oriented to fighting nonstate opponents near the Fabian
end of figure 10.2 and less effective than 2001’s against state foes waging midspectrum warfare.

Transformation advocates saw neither of these postures as adequate. The high-tech transformation
agenda’s emphasis on standoff precision firepower and small, fast-moving ground forces would, if
implemented, produce a military very different from the 2001 legacy force—but it would be even
more different from the COIN-oriented military the United States had developed by 2011. An RMA-
model high-tech transformation would yield less light infantry for persistent population security, not
more; fewer MRAPs, not more; and more emphasis on speed and standoff firepower, not less. And
these changes would yield a US military that would be less effective than either the 2011 or the 2001
US postures against a highly Fabian enemy operating toward the left-hand end of the spectrum in
figure 10.2. After all, the whole point of irregulars’ high-concealment methods is to protect
themselves from state firepower; while 21st-century US airpower is now somewhat more effective
against concealed targets than in previous decades, it is still radically less lethal against dismounted
fighters in civilian clothing operating in populated areas than it is against massed armor in the open.20

The net result is that figure 10.2 plots an expected capability for an RMA-transformed US military
that is lower than any of the alternatives against highly Fabian enemies.

In exchange, the RMA high-tech transformation agenda would yield a US military far more
effective than even the 2001 legacy force against massed, exposed enemies operating near the
Napoleonic extremum in figure 10.2. Modern precision firepower can annihilate such formations at
standoff distances with very little risk to the air and missile forces carrying out the strikes. And an
RMA-transformed force would maximize US capability for such strikes by retiring much of the heavy,
slow-moving legacy ground forces of 2001 and reinvesting those resources in standoff firepower and
the networked information infrastructure needed to enable it. Against an exposed enemy most
vulnerable to this kind of firepower, an RMA-transformed force would be radically effective.

This radical effectiveness against very exposed enemies comes at a price, however. Not only
would an RMA military be less effective than the 2011 force against Fabian enemies; it would also
be less effective than the 2001 legacy force against moderately concealed foes, such as those
operating in the neighborhood of S2 in figure 10.1. Just as the point of Fabian methods is to shield
irregulars from state firepower, so the whole point of midspectrum methods like those at S2 is to
shield state soldiers from precision standoff weapons—it is precisely the advent of such weapons
that gives state forces an incentive to move leftward from S1 to S2. And as I argued in chapter 3,
recent combat experience shows that militaries with the ability to overcome collective action
challenges and master the complexity of midconcealment warfare can reduce their vulnerability to



standoff fires dramatically. Of course, this does not mean that 21st-century precision firepower is
unimportant or unhelpful. But its greatest value against midspectrum enemies is in combination with
ground forces capable of effective close combat in the complex terrain that such foes will
increasingly seek out. Yet the RMA-transformed force depicted in figure 10.2 would reduce just such
close-combat ground forces in order to maximize standoff weapon delivery. Against midspectrum
enemies operating near S2, this would produce a US military that would be less effective than the
legacy force of 2001.

The low-tech transformation force would produce the opposite result. With it, US capability
would improve against highly Fabian enemies operating near NS1 in figure 10.1: the low-tech, COIN-
transformed military would enjoy even larger light infantry end strength than the 2011 military’s, with
even better COIN equipment and organization and a continued training emphasis that would further
ingrain the population security measures stressed in modern US COIN doctrine. Hence at the left-hand
side of the figure, a COIN-transformed military would be even more capable than the 2011 force. But
this COIN transformation would pose large opportunity costs in heavy ground force modernization,
tank and mechanized force structure, standoff weapon acquisition, and training for complex
midspectrum operations. In fact, it would pose larger trade-offs in all these dimensions than even the
COIN-oriented 2011 force does—the whole point of the COIN transformation thesis is that the 2011
force had not yet liquidated these holdover capabilities as completely as COIN advocates want.21

Hence a COIN-transformed military would be less effective than either the 2011 or the 2001 force
against state foes operating in the vicinity of S2 or even S1, against whom the kinds of heavier, higher-
firepower forces sacrificed in this model are most needed.

Each transformation agenda thus has some real strengths—but also some grave weaknesses against
some kinds of opponents. Neither agenda is robust against all possible future enemies. In fact, neither
agenda offers as much residual capability against unexpected foes as the preexisting US postures the
transformations would replace: the 2001 legacy military was hardly optimized against Fabian
enemies but was more capable against them than an RMA alternative would be; the 2011 military was
hardly optimized against midspectrum state militaries but would be more effective against them than
the COIN-transformed alternative would be.

In an important sense, the entire transformation debate thus amounts to a call for taking a relatively
balanced preexisting military and specializing it against one kind of possible foe. High-tech
transformation would specialize the US military for exposed, Napoleonic enemies at the cost of
greater vulnerability against more Fabian, more concealed foes. Low-tech transformation would do
the opposite. In the process, each would increase US capability against one kind of enemy while
creating weaknesses that would not otherwise exist against other kinds of threats.

Yet the theory presented here suggests that such approaches pose major risks. The predicted
distribution of military methods across the international system in figure 10.1 shows not a single
future threat but a wide range of them. Persistent variation in internal politics combined with ongoing
proliferation of advanced weapons is likely to create a future distribution of enemy methods spanning
the entire range from NS1 to S1 and beyond. To optimize the US military narrowly against any one
subset of this range is to increase substantially the odds that the United States will find itself with a
military radically ill adapted to the war it is eventually asked to fight—whichever kind of war the
United States optimizes for.

Worse, the specific kinds of enemies around which the transformation debate revolves are both



becoming less, not more, common over time. While figure 10.1 suggests a future distribution that will
encompass both highly exposed and highly concealed enemies, it also shows a systematic shift in
modal methods away from either of these extremes and toward the middle of the spectrum. The center
of mass in the distribution of future war-fighting styles is thus moving away from the kinds of foe that
either transformation school presupposes, and toward one that would pose serious challenges to any
“transformed” US force.

In fact, the kind of US military best suited to the modal opposition of the future would actually look
more like the 2001 legacy force than any of the alternatives depicted. If a future opponent chooses
methods like NS2, S2, or points in between, that foe will be combining a heavy emphasis on complex
terrain for cover and concealment with a capacity to take and hold ground using traditional fire-and-
movement methods with sustained logistical support. As Hezbollah’s 2006 version of such methods
suggests, much of such warfare will occur in forested, built-up, or rough terrain precisely because
such environments limit exposure to modern standoff firepower—very little of the 2006 campaign
involved empty rural areas or massed Hezbollah fighters moving or standing in the open. (In fact, the
IDF’s occasional exposure in the open led to heavy losses and the quick resort to cover, as in the
Saluqi valley fighting on August 12.)22 To operate effectively against such opposition requires both
ample close-combat ground forces capable of penetrating cover and exploiting it themselves, and just
enough standoff precision firepower to punish harshly any enemy failure to remain under cover and
impose the challenges of complex, concealed, midspectrum methods on the enemy over the deepest
possible area.23 And the ground forces that will be tasked with close combat in complex terrain will
need armored vehicles to do this and survive: recent experience with sustained urban warfare
strongly suggests that mobile protected firepower (i.e., something like a modern tank) is a crucial
advantage with the ability to reduce casualties significantly.24 This mix of close combat ground forces
with access to armored vehicles and supporting standoff fires is not a bad approximation to the
military the United States fielded in 2001.

This is not to say that one would want literally the same military—or the same mix of forces—as
the US posture in 2001. A military optimized for midspectrum enemies of the (N2, S2) variety would
ideally deploy somewhat more infantry, less armor, and less artillery than the 2001 force did. In
effect, it would approximate a “medium-weight” version of the heavy legacy force of 2001. The kind
of urban and complex-terrain combat to be expected from (N2, S2) type opponents requires combined
arms that include heavy armor and artillery—but the ideal balance would involve a greater
proportion of dismountable infantry and a relatively smaller proportion of tanks and artillery than a
mix designed for a more open, rural warfare of the S1 kind anticipated in the Cold War. And a lighter,
medium-weight force would enjoy other advantages as well, especially an improvement in strategic
mobility and an enhanced ability to respond quickly to distant contingencies. But this does not mean
that every vehicle in such a medium-weight force should itself be medium weight—this is not
necessarily a call for something like Army general Eric Shinseki’s proposed “Objective Force” of the
early George W. Bush administration, in which weight reductions were to be obtained by trading
heavy M-1 Abrams tanks and M-2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicles for wheeled Stryker light
armored vehicles.25 To be effective in close combat against (N2, S2) type opponents in complex
terrain requires better protection for the needed tanks than a light Stryker provides. For this kind of
warfare, weight reduction is largely a consequence of an infantry-heavier combined-arms mix, not
necessarily lighter tanks where tanks are needed. But overall, even a new posture with a more



infantry-heavy force structure will be closer in makeup and design to the 2001 military than it would
be to either transformation design—or even to the 2011 military forged in Iraq and Afghanistan.

A medium-weight version of the 2001 legacy force would create a somewhat different capability
distribution than the 2001 force—and a very different distribution than any of the others. With more
dismountable infantry than the legacy force, it would be somewhat more capable against highly
Fabian opponents operating near the left end of the figure 10.1 spectrum, though less so than the 2011
force with its COIN-oriented equipment and training focus, and much less so than the low-tech
transformation model. Conversely, its reallocation of forces away from standoff fires and toward
infantry would leave it somewhat less capable than the 2001 force against massed opponents fighting
in the open near the right end of the figure 10.1 spectrum, and much less capable than the RMA
transformation model against such exposed enemies. Here, though, the difference is smaller than on
the left side of the spectrum: modern weapon technology is so lethal against massed targets in the
open that even a small standoff precision arsenal, properly employed to conceal its shooters and
sustain their fires, can be very effective if its enemies oblige by operating in the kind of exposed
postures implied by the Napoleonic side of the spectrum here. Even a force that is not optimized for
such opposition can thus be substantially effective anyway if it finds itself fighting enemies as
exposed as S1 or more so.

The chief advantage of the medium-weight force is its performance against opponents closer to the
middle of the behavioral spectrum, and in particular, against foes whose methods fall in the (N2, S2)
range from figure 10.1. The legacy force is too infantry light to be as effective as a medium-weight
posture against midspectrum opponents in complex and urban terrain; conversely, the 2011 force’s
training and modernization emphasis put too little stress on contesting the control of ground in
midspectrum combat. The two transformation alternatives are even worse on these scores. And the
medium-weight force’s advantages in this domain are likely to be increasingly important as the
distribution of military methods among potential rivals in the international system shifts toward
exactly this part of the spectrum.

Of course, none of these postures can convey very high effectiveness against all possible future
opponents at the same time—each sacrifices something in order to enable its strengths in other
respects. In fact, the sacrifices posed by the medium-weight posture actually yield a lower peak
capability than any of the other alternatives considered: the 2001 legacy force, the 2011 force, the
high-tech transformation model and the low-tech transformation option all outperform the medium-
weight force against some opponent. But they also radically underperform the medium-weight option
against the others. And the medium-weight option outperforms all the alternatives against the kind of
midspectrum enemies that the theory above sees as the likely modal opposition of the future—a
particularly important point on the spectrum. The medium-weight force also offers more residual
capability against other possibilities than does any alternative posture not specifically optimized for
that kind of enemy per se.26 It may look too much like the Cold War legacy force to satisfy many
transformation advocates on either side of the debate, but a medium-weight version of the legacy
force is actually a stronger fit to the likely future of warfare than either radical transformation
school’s agenda.

Perhaps ironically, the most ostensibly visionary, radical proposals in the current debate are thus
actually the most reactionary and backward looking in important respects: each would redesign the
US military to specialize around a kind of threat whose incidence in the international system is in



relative decline, and each would leave the United States less well adapted to the kind of warfare that
is likely to become more common in the future. If the theory above is correct, the most truly visionary
design for the future US military may well be among the least radical.

Implications for Scholarship
The new theory also has important implications for scholars, including a number of promising
directions for new research and new insights from existing scholarship. One such direction involves
the determinants of state, as well as nonstate, behavior. The new theory argues that institutions and
stakes shape nonstate actors’ military methods in important ways; do similar effects obtain for state
war making? Recent work on state military behavior has highlighted the role of a number of internal
political variables such as regime type or civil-military relations, but the theory above identifies
several additional possibilities.27 Do the extent of specialization of labor, legal checks and balances
on elites, the government’s role in the economy, official rent seeking, or internal coalitional structure
affect state military choices in the way they do for those of nonstate actors? War aims and stakes have
attracted attention as a cause of victory and defeat in interstate war; do they also affect states’ tactics
and strategies for conducting those wars, as I argue they do for nonstate actors?28

More broadly, the new theory suggests the possibility of a unified theory of state and nonstate war
making. Above I argue that all actors face the same military material reality of an increasingly lethal
modern battlefield, and that nonstate actors’ responses to this reality are shaped by their institutions
and stakes. But states also vary in their institutions and stakes. Is there a similar causal relationship
among these variables in state war making? If so, does the deductive logic of material-political
interactions presented above offer the basis for a unified explanation of military choices that treats
states and nonstate actors as special cases of a more general relationship?

To answer these questions is beyond my scope in this book—it would require, inter alia, a major
expansion of case evidence to consider state as well as nonstate behavior over an appropriate range
of conditions. But the analysis presented here suggests, though it does not establish, the possibility of
a broader theory that would cover all actors, state and nonstate alike.

This in turn suggests an important challenge to the widespread tendency to isolate studies of civil
war from research on interstate war and to assume unique dynamics for each. Civil war has attracted
a large and growing literature, which has made important contributions to our understanding of
internal conflict.29 This literature’s defining feature, however, is a putative category distinction from
interstate warfare, which is assumed to operate according to different rules and to follow different
causal relationships. Few studies of civil war are informed by any explicit analysis of interstate
combat, or place civil and interstate war on any common or unified theoretical framework. Instead
they are viewed as separate phenomena and typically analyzed in isolation.

This has tended to focus attention on features of civil warfare that seem most distinct from
interstate war, such as atrocities, civilian targeting, relative incidence of discriminate as opposed to
indiscriminate violence, the use of child soldiers, or sexual violence.30 By contrast, military strategy
and tactics for use of combatant forces against other combatants have received much less attention in
the civil war literature and are often treated by assumption rather than interrogated—the civil war
literature often simply assumes that nonstate actors will use irregular methods, especially when
fighting state enemies. Even where “conventional” nonstate behavior is treated, this is almost always



presented as an autonomous, categorical alternative to “irregular,” or “symmetric nonconventional”
alternatives rather than as an interpenetrated difference of degree along a continuum.31 And even the
counterinsurgency subset of the civil war literature, which emphasizes the conduct of war and
military technique, tends to assume irregular methods by insurgents and often highlights the difference
between appropriate state methods in COIN and those suited for conventional warfare; in fact, the
2006 edition of the US counterinsurgency manual FM 3–24 has an entire section on “Paradoxes of
Counterinsurgency Operations” whose central point is that the assumptions soldiers bring to COIN
from conventional war fighting are often wrong.32

Of course few of the traits often associated with civil warfare are actually unique to wars within
states. Certainly atrocities, civilian targeting, indiscriminate violence, the use of child soldiers, and
sexual violence have all been features of conventional interstate war for centuries.33

But in fact, very few features literally distinguish all state from all nonstate warfare. There are
important differences of degree, but very few clear categorical distinctions of kind. In the conduct of
war, there is actually nothing intrinsic to state or nonstate status in the methods actors adopt to wage
war. Some nonstate actors with weak institutions and low stakes will adopt methods well toward the
Fabian end of the continuous spectrum of warfare. But others will not. Even numerically inferior
nonstate actors can increasingly use modern weapons to enable very effective midspectrum, state-
like, war-fighting methods if their institutions are mature and their stakes are existential. In fact, some
nonstate actors have already adopted more intuitively “state-like” military methods than some states,
and their incidence is likely to grow over time.

And this in turn suggests that a more unified view of state and nonstate warfare could enrich the
study of both. The academic tendency to pigeonhole civil and interstate warfare as noncomparable
phenomena to be studied mostly by scholars in different subfields leads to an impoverished
understanding of each. I have argued that neither class of actor’s military methods can be properly
explained in isolation—the result is an exaggerated treatment of differences, a tendency to mask
gradual change and to misrepresent continuous incremental adaptation as a series of discontinuous
jumps, and a multiplication of explanatory categories over time that risks theoretical degeneracy.
Studies of civil war risk error if they assume nonstate actors unconcerned with taking or holding
ground, unable to conduct combined-arms operations, or whose behavior is predetermined by their
equipment. Studies of interstate war risk error when they assume state actors who concentrate
uniformed, heavily armored formations in the open on substantially rural battle spaces away from
large populations of innocent civilians whose behavior and political alignment is largely irrelevant to
the outcome. None of these are safe assumptions today—nor have they been for decades. A more
integrated study of warfare that treats state and nonstate actors on a continuum, as special cases of
more general phenomena, could avoid these pathologies and set either subfield’s work on a fruitful
trajectory with the potential for novel insight through cross-fertilization.

Generations ago the study of conflict resolution began as an explicitly interdisciplinary enterprise
that viewed phenomena as disparate as interstate war, civil war, crime, labor strife, and domestic
violence as interrelated special cases of the more general underlying problem of human conflict. Over
time, separate disciplines gravitated toward separate analyses of pieces of this broader agenda, with
international relations theory tending to focus on interstate war, comparative politics on civil war,
and economics, psychology, and sociology on criminality or labor unrest.34 This specialization
yielded important insight. But it also gradually obscured some of the underlying commonalities that



inspired early students of conflict resolution, and it has promoted an artificially stove-piped
understanding of human conflict. With an increasingly interrelated conduct of state and nonstate war
on the horizon, now would be an excellent time to return to that earlier vision and realize more of its
potential to fuel real understanding on topics of the greatest importance both for scholars and for
citizens.



 

APPENDIX

THIS APPENDIX PRESENTS a more precise operational definition of the theory’s dependent and
independent variables and a more precise statement of the functional form that interrelates them. I do
this in four steps. First I operationalize the dependent variable and identify the domain limits within
which I will explain its variance. Next I operationalize the independent variables. I then present the
functional form for their interaction. Finally I provide a series of illustrative comparative statics
derived from this functional form.

Operationalizing the Dependent Variable: Military Behavior
The theory’s dependent variable is the military behavior of a given nonstate actor in conflicts
involving numerically superior state opponents.1 While the theory has implications for the behavior of
nonstate militaries in warfare against other nonstate actors without active state involvement, this is
not its focus, and the analysis is not meant to be dispositive for such cases. My explanation does not
address weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical, and biological) or their use by or against
nonstate actors. It includes the use of air or naval assets to influence conflicts on major land masses,
but it does not address conflicts waged entirely at sea by nonstate actors (e.g., piracy), nor does it
address independent strategic bombing by future nonstate air forces conducted without simultaneous
land warfare. The theory’s temporal domain for dispositive explanation begins with the advent of
mature industrialized warfare; I will take 1900 as a start point.2 Its temporal domain extends into the
future until such time as cover and concealment via terrain become irrelevant for survival; in other
work I have argued that this domain will extend well into the mid-21st-century or beyond.3

Chapter 2 above argues that orthodox characterizations of nonstate military behavior artificially
bifurcate a continuum into dichotomous (or sometimes trichotomous) categories. Orthodox
characterizations also suffer from ambiguity in coding rules, such that the same actor’s methods—for
example Hezbollah’s in 2006—can be described by some as terrorism, others as irregular, others as
conventional, and still others as “hybrid.”4 An important contributor to this ambiguity is the lack of
clear, operational criteria for classifying cases. To do better than the common Potter Stewart-esque
stance of knowing “irregular” when one sees it, it is thus essential to operationalize the Fabian-
Napoleonic spectrum defined above in the most objective, measurable terms possible.

To do this, note that the definitions in chapter 2 above for the Fabian and Napoleonic extrema
comprise six distinct dimensions of military behavior:

1. Stealth: how covered and concealed are the actor’s forces?
2. Holding ground: how often does the actor accept decisive engagement to contest territory?
3. Dispersion: how dispersed are the actor’s forces?



4. Coercion: how coercive is the actor’s strategy?
5. “Asymmetry”: how distinguishable are the actor’s forces from civilian noncombatants?
6. “Asymmetry”: how uniform and functionally undifferentiated is the theater of war?

Each of these implies observable referents that can be objectively coded for any wartime actor
given sufficient observational evidence. Taken together, they imply a rough scale that can be used to
position nonstate actors on the spectrum between Fabian and Napoleonic extrema on the basis of that
actor’s observed behavior: if each dimension is scored on a (0, 1) range, the result is a continuous,
real-valued (0, 6) scale with zero corresponding to purely Fabian war making, six corresponding to
purely Napoleonic war making, values below three leaning Fabian, values above three leaning
Napoleonic, and higher values denoting relatively more Napoleonic behavior than lower values.

Of course any linear index of this kind suffers some inherent shortcomings. In particular, any linear
index implies equal weight for each component element: acceptance of decisive engagement, for
example, is accorded neither more nor less importance than concentration of forces, or spatial
differentiation of the theater of war, and so on. While there is no prima facia reason to assume greater
or lesser weight for any given element in the list here, it is unlikely that all are literally equal in
importance.5 Especially when used as an independent variable, it will thus often be better to theorize
the elements separately as distinct variables rather than aggregating them in an opaque index, or to
estimate a latent variables model empirically.6 For my purposes, however, the index serves as a
dependent, not independent, variable. A theory with separate causal mechanisms to account for each
of six different dependent variables would incur a heavy burden of increased complexity. As a point
of departure, I thus rely here on a linear index of military behavior, but its shortcomings should be
kept in mind nevertheless.

1. Stealth: Relative Acceptance of Exposure to Maximize Firepower
What observable referents can be used to code an actor’s emphasis on stealth? The key issue here is
the actor’s willingness to accept exposure to maximize firepower: the intuitive conception of guerilla
warriors is that they will not do so; the intuitive conception of conventional soldiers is that they will.
To this end, I distinguish four degrees of stealthiness: fully exposed forces, which I code as strongly
Napoleonic (1.0); forces that are exposed when moving but covered when stationary, which I code as
moderately Napoleonic (0.7); forces that are exposed when moving but are both covered and
concealed when stationary, which I code as weakly Napoleonic (0.5); and forces whose movements
are covered, concealed, and/or protected by friendly suppressive fire and which are both covered
and concealed when stationary, which I code as Fabian (0.0).7 For each, I code combatants based on
the majority of observed behavior; if sub-elements differ systematically (as with, for example, elite
formations of superior skill, or reserve or auxiliary formations of inferior skill) I code a rough mean
of observed behavior weighted by the proportion of total forces represented by the modal and
atypical sub-elements’ relative numerical strength.

2. Holding Ground: Acceptance of Decisive Engagement to Contest Territory
What observable referents can be used to code an actor’s willingness to hold ground? To hold ground
requires an actor to accept decisive engagement when needed. This can be observed in the field via at



least four denotata:

the duration of firefights;
the proximity of attackers to defenders;
the incidence of counterattack;
the incidence of harassing fires and unattended minefields.

The duration of firefights. At the tactical level, defenders who seek to hold their ground must
remain in position as long as they are under attack. Against a determined attacker, this can produce
extended engagements or a series of renewed firefights in single locations. By contrast, Fabian
combatants who seek only to inflict casualties at minimum cost and risk to themselves need not
remain in place over extended durations and have an incentive to avoid such protracted positional
firefights, as these enable locally superior opponents to fix their locations and bring superior
firepower to bear. A pure Fabian ambush with no intention to hold ground can thus be very brief—as
little as a single, one-sided surprise volley of fire executed in minutes against an unsuspecting target
followed by the shooters’ escape. Fabian defenders taken by surprise by superior attackers have an
incentive to disengage rather than standing their ground, breaking contact and exfiltrating as quickly as
possible. Of course, Napoleonic defenders who are destroyed or broken quickly can fail to hold a
position very long; Napoleonic attackers who are destroyed or driven off quickly can terminate
engagements early. Fabian ambushers who see an opportunity to finish off a crippled target may
sometimes persist until all targets are destroyed. And panicked forces can flee the battlefield in
disorder regardless of any intended tactics. Unambiguous coding thus requires observation under
conditions where an orderly combatant plausibly had the freedom to persist or break off the
engagement if they had so chosen. Given this, I code voluntary persistence in sustained firefights of
durations in excess of eight hours as strongly Napoleonic (1.0); voluntary persistence of durations
between one and eight hours I code as weakly Napoleonic (0.5). Durations under one hour I code as
Fabian (0.0) as long as neither side is annihilated. Cases where either side is annihilated, and/or
where the coded combatant lacked the freedom to persist or disengage are coded as ambiguous.
Coding is assessed on the basis of the median duration of the engagements observed.8

The proximity of attackers to defenders. At the tactical level, defenders who seek to hold ground
against an advancing attacker must also stand that ground even as the attacker closes with, and
potentially reaches, their positions. By contrast, Fabian combatants who seek only to inflict casualties
at minimum cost and risk to themselves rarely allow superior forces to close with them over any
extended advance under fire. The risk of decisive engagement grows as an attacker closes with a
defender; to allow an attacker into close proximity is to risk being unable to break contact and
escape. Ambushes with an overwhelming concentration of fire delivered suddenly against an exposed
target will sometimes be triggered at close range to maximize surprise and accuracy, but such tactics
are risky for inferior forces and, when undertaken, must be concluded quickly. Frequent combat at
close proximity, and, especially, close proximity tolerated for more than a few minutes in a surprise
ambush, thus tends to imply behavior closer to the Napoleonic end of the spectrum. Other things being
equal, the greater the observed incidence of sustained close-quarters fighting, the greater the degree to
which the actor’s methods approximate the Napoleonic extreme. For combat actions of duration
longer than one hour, I thus code proximity of under one kilometer as strongly Napoleonic (1.0);



proximity at ranges of between one and two kilometers as weakly Napoleonic (0.5); and combat only
at ranges in excess of two kilometers as Fabian (0.0). Coding is assessed on the basis of the median
proximity of engagements with durations of greater than one hour. Where there is insufficient
evidence of engagements with duration of greater than one hour, the subcategory is dropped.9

The incidence of counterattack. At the tactical or operational level, defenders who seek to hold
ground must counterattack periodically to retake lost positions. Deliberately closing with the enemy
in a counterattack, however, usually involves a greater degree of exposure than does a well-prepared
defense. Fabian combatants who seek one-sided attrition of the enemy but not the retention of ground
thus make very sparing use of counterattack by maneuver. Hence the greater the observed incidence of
counterattack, the greater the degree to which the actor’s methods approach the Napoleonic extreme.
Of course, not all movements toward the enemy in combat represent intentional attempts to regain lost
ground; units sometimes lose their orientation and unknowingly approach the enemy, or encounter
unexpected enemy units they did not intend to assault. I thus code as an observed counterattack only
actions in which defenders continue to advance on the enemy after taking fire, indicating a deliberate
effort to take the position under assault and not simply error or surprise. In particular, I code an
incidence of more than two observed counterattacks by detachments of platoon size (roughly 40
fighters) or larger from units of brigade size or smaller (roughly 3,000 to 5,000 fighters) in less than
one week of fighting as strongly Napoleonic (1.0); an incidence of one or two such observed
counterattacks as weakly Napoleonic (0.5); and the absence of observed counterattacks as Fabian
(0.0).10

The incidence of harassing fires and unattended minefields. At the tactical level, defenders
seeking to hold ground by halting a determined attacker’s advance require aimed fire in heavy
volume. Minefields and other barrier systems can be of great assistance to any defender, but their
ability to halt attackers is much reduced if the barrier is not overwatched by direct fire to interfere
with clearance or avoidance. Aimed direct fire, however, requires an exposure to return fire. Fabian
combatants who do not seek to halt an advance outright but merely to inflict casualties can avoid
return fire by striking from a safe distance with harassing indirect fires and unattended minefields and
will often prefer this. Harassing fires and unattended minefields can occur in any kind of conflict, but
massed indirect fire and minefields or barriers tied in with direct-fire overwatch are thus much more
common in Napoleonic than classical Fabian warfare. Hence the greater the observed incidence of
massed indirect fires and overwatched minefields, the greater the degree to which the actor’s methods
approximate the Napoleonic extreme. I thus code an absence of unattended minefields and unaimed
harassing indirect fire as strongly Napoleonic (1.0); an incidence of more than zero but fewer than
two such observations per brigade-size formation over at least a week of combat as weakly
Napoleonic (0.5); and an incidence greater than that as Fabian (0.0).

I code a combatant’s overall acceptance of decisive engagement to contest territory as the
arithmetic mean of its four component scores.11

3. Concentration of Forces as Opposed to Dispersal
What observable referents can be used to code relative concentration of forces? I use the relationship
between the density of forces at a local point of attack and the overall density of forces in the theater
as a whole. Classical intuitively guerilla forces employ widely distributed forces at low, relatively
uniform, densities; classical intuitively conventional armies operate in greater density and concentrate



differentially at particular points. Hence the greater the relative concentration of combatants, the
greater the degree to which the actor’s methods approximate the Napoleonic extreme. To reflect this,
I code the following expression:

where:
C ≡ concentration score (dimensionless)
ρloc ≡ fighters per square kilometer at threatened locality
ρthw ≡ fighters per square kilometer in the theater of war
This expression reflects the difference, if any, between the density of forces at points of particular

concentration—typically opposite an enemy attack or at a chosen point of one’s own attack—and the
density of forces overall.12 An archetypically guerilla force with uniform density and no local
concentrations of forces (i.e., ρloc = ρthw) will return a value of 0.0. Conversely, Bonaparte’s French
Grande Armee at the Battle of Austerlitz in 1805 would return a value of 1.0: with 74,000 French
soldiers on a battlefield of roughly 100 square kilometers, the local force density was about 740
fighters per square kilometer at the threatened point in the theater; the Austrian theater as a whole was
about 620,000 square kilometers; the first argument in the minimization function would thus yield a
value of 62, returning a value of 1.0 for C.13 A more dispersed but still state “conventional” force,
such as the German defenses at Caen opposite Operation Goodwood in July 1944, would yield values
of 629 for ρloc, 29.4 for ρthw, and thus 0.2 for C.14

4. Reliance on Brute Force as Opposed to Coercion
Unlike some of the operationalizations above, to code reliance on brute force as opposed to coercion
requires a synthetic assessment of an actor’s strategic logic for the conduct of the war, rather than
direct observation of physical behavior alone. In common intuition, the conventional extreme at the
strategic level of war relies heavily on brute force to seize or protect the disputed stake in the conflict
without any voluntary decision to concede on the opponent’s part. The guerilla extreme, by contrast,
is overwhelmingly coercive, manipulating the enemy’s costs and benefits to induce the enemy to
concede a stake that it could still seize or withhold if it chose. Coercion is widely employed, even by
powerful actors in chiefly conventional wars; brute force, by contrast, is rarely encountered above the
tactical level in classical guerilla warfare. At the strategic level, an observation of coercive action
per se is thus a relatively weak indicator of the difference between conventional and guerilla
methods, but the more extensive the role of brute force in conduct above the tactical level the greater
the degree to which the actor’s methods approximate the conventional extreme. Actors whose
strategic plan for the conduct of the war is purely brute force in that it requires no voluntary
concession by the enemy I thus code as strongly Napoleonic (1.0). Actors whose strategic logic
includes explicit countervalue cost imposition but does not rest solely on this I code as weakly
Napoleonic (0.5). Actors whose strategic logic rests chiefly on explicit countervalue cost imposition
I code as Fabian (0.0).



5. Distinguishability from Civilian Noncombatants
To code distinguishability from civilian noncombatants I rely on three observable referents:

intermingling of combatants and noncombatant civilians;
use of distinguishing clothing or markings by combatants; and
reliance on heavy weapons and equipment when available.

In common intuition, classical guerillas obtain much of their cover and concealment via
intermingling with innocent civilians; classical conventional armies, by contrast, avoid civilians
where possible and tend to obtain cover and concealment via terrain rather than civilian
intermingling. Hence the greater the proximity of combatants to civilians, the greater the degree to
which the actor’s methods approximate the Fabian extreme. Of course, even conventional armies are
sometimes driven into or trapped in cities (Union forces at Gettysburg, for example, conducted a
fighting withdrawal through the still-inhabited town after being dislodged from defensive positions to
the north and west on the first day of the battle; in 1945, German defenders fought in the streets of
Berlin after the advancing Red Army overran positions on the city outskirts).15 Other conventional
armies choose to fight in cities for the defensive advantages of their terrain, or to protect important
economic or political assets located there. But most intuitively conventional armies do much of their
fighting on rural battlefields. By contrast, classical Maoist guerillas who seek to be “fish among the
sea of the people” require inhabited population centers to provide concealment. I thus code
combatants for whom the majority of forces are deployed in rural areas outside towns, villages, or
cities as strongly Napoleonic (1.0). Combatants for whom more than one-fourth of fighters are
deployed in such rural areas I code as weakly Napoleonic (0.5). Combatants for whom less than one-
fourth of fighters are deployed in such rural areas I code as Fabian (0.0).

Similarly, intuitively conventional state militaries use uniforms or other distinguishing marks to
differentiate combatants from noncombatants; classical nonstate guerillas, by contrast, who seek to
blend in with intermingled civilians rather than to distinguish themselves from them, often wear
versions of typical civilian clothing. Hence the greater the incidence of uniformed combatants, the
greater the degree to which the actor’s methods approximate the Napoleonic extreme. I thus code use
of distinguishing clothing via the fraction of total combatants wearing uniforms, with a 0 value being
purely Fabian, a value of 1.0 being purely Napoleonic, and intermediate values representing
increasingly Napoleonic behavior as the proportion increases.16

And just as uniforms make soldiers visibly different from civilian noncombatants, so does the use
of heavy weapons and military equipment. In many world conflict zones, assault rifles and other light
small arms are ubiquitous even among wary civilians; archetypical guerillas can possess such light
arms for personal use without necessarily revealing themselves as combatants, especially given the
ease of concealing such small weapons on their persons or in homes or other buildings. Tanks,
howitzers, or high-performance jet fighter aircraft, by contrast, are unambiguously military, and their
size makes them harder to conceal amid a civilian population. I thus code a combatant’s reliance on
available heavy weapons and equipment using a distinction between small arms and light crew-
served weapons, and all other armament. “Small arms” are weapons that can be carried and fired by
a single individual without assistance; these include pistols, assault rifles, light machine guns, hand
grenades, light rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) such as the Russian-made RPG-7 or RPG-29,



landmines, booby traps, improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and light “man-portable air defense
systems” (MANPADs) such as the American-made Stinger or the Russian-made SA-7 or SA-18.
Light crew-served weapons require more than one but no more than two people to operate, are not
armor protected, normally weigh under 40 kilograms, and include light mortars or ballistic rockets,
crew-served machine guns, and some recoilless rifles. All are easily concealed amid a civilian
population until actual use. Of course, state conventional armies use all these weapons, too—the
difference is that intuitively “conventional” state armies also employ much heavier equipment such as
tanks, large-caliber artillery, or aircraft. The availability of such heavier equipment, however, is a
material variable; the dependent variable for the theory below is the military behavior of nonstate
actors, not their materiel. For my purposes, the useful distinction is thus the behavioral choice of
combatants who have access to heavy equipment: where a combatant has access to heavy weapons
and equipment but makes no observable use of it in combat, I thus code this as Fabian (0.0); where a
combatant has access to heavy weapons and equipment but is observed to employ it in combat
inconsistently, I thus code this as weakly Napoleonic (0.5); where a combatant has access and uses
such equipment consistently, I code this as strongly Napoleonic (1.0).17

I code a combatant’s overall distinguishability from civilian noncombatants as a weighted mean of
its three component scores. Inasmuch as physical proximity to civilians is required for either civilian
clothing or avoidance of available heavy weapons to provide actual protection, the “intermingling”
score receives a weight of 0.5; the “distinguishing markings” and “reliance on heavy weapons when
available” subscores each receive weights of 0.25.18

6. Functional Spatial Differentiation of a Theater of War
Classical intuitively guerilla warfare is a relatively uniform, undifferentiated territorial defense
without a distinguishable front or rear, waged by guerillas fighting largely where they live; classical
intuitively conventional armies differentiate the theater into distinct covering force zones, main battle
areas, rear areas and communication zones, and sectors of main effort as opposed to supporting or
economy-of-force areas. Hence the more uniform or undifferentiated the military organization of the
theater of war, the greater the degree to which the actor’s methods approximate the Fabian extreme. I
thus code an additional distinction based on the posture of the forces at different locations, and the
degree to which an articulated theater with a functionally differentiated spatial distribution of forces
can be distinguished: dispositions without a discernible difference between a “front” where forces
are prepared for imminent direct-fire combat and a “rear” where forces are not I code as Fabian
(0.0); dispositions where there is an discernible difference between “front” and “rear” but where no
further differentiation is observable I code as weakly Napoleonic (0.5); dispositions with internally
differentiated covering force zones and main battle areas within a forward area of troops postured for
direct-fire combat, and/or internally differentiated assembly areas within a rear area of troops not
postured for direct-fire combat, I code as strongly Napoleonic (1.0).19

The resulting scoring system is summarized in table A.1.
Note that occasional appearance of Fabian methods by mostly Napoleonic combatants, or vice

versa, will shift the coding overall in that direction, but only to a degree commensurate with the scale
of observed behavior: a single unattended harassing minefield in the Maginot Line would not yield a
Fabian extremum for the French in 1940. My central claim is that almost all real warfare involves
elements of both paradigms—the whole challenge in coding is to resolve such mixed cases by



assessing the preponderance of methods used. The index presented here is designed to structure and
facilitate such coding of cases that will almost all display a combination of techniques.

Operationalizing the Independent Variables
The theory is specified with four independent variables: technology, numerical imbalance,
institutions, and stakes. Technology and numerical imbalance are material variables; institutions and
stakes are nonmaterial political variables. Institutions and stakes are monadic qualities of the actor
whose behavior is to be explained. Numerical imbalance is a dyadic quality of the relationship
between that actor’s numerical strength and its opponent’s. Technology is a systemic quality of the
state of the art at the time of the coded military campaign.

Technology
The theory treats technology, t, as a systemic variable reflecting the progressive increase in net
lethality of firepower over time, per the discussion in chapter 3. Specifically, technology is coded as
the year of the military action under study.

Of course actors vary cross-sectionally in their weapon holdings at any given time; a systemic
treatment is a simplification. This simplification elides the utility of dyadic technological advantages
enjoyed by one actor relative to another. In other work, I have operationalized state military
technology as a weighted mean year of introduction for a given state’s major weapons, enabling
treatment both of progressive changes in the state of the art and of dyadic advantage or disadvantage
relative to an enemy.20 For nonstate actors, however, it is much more difficult to document with
confidence all actors’ specific holdings by weapon type and number; systemic treatment is



straightforward, but monadic or dyadic specification would pose probably insurmountable empirical
challenges. It is also worth noting that diffusion of weapon technology has produced more
widespread holdings of modern technology among both states and nonstate actors than sometimes
assumed. Elsewhere I have argued that the actual magnitude of technological asymmetries between
state combatants in post-1900 interstate war has been surprisingly small—diffusion does not
eliminate all differences between combatants, but decisive technological edges are rare.21 This
diffusion affects nonstate actors, too: the proliferation of advanced weapons has put perhaps
surprisingly advanced weapons in the hands of perhaps surprisingly diverse actors in recent decades.
The case studies above provide detailed treatments for the nonstate actors considered here; for now,
it will suffice to note that even Mohammed Farah Aideed’s Somali tribal militia had access to
American-made wire-guided TOW antitank missiles in 1993, for example (see chapter 7). In the 19th
century, it may sometimes have been possible for state armies armed with machine guns to slaughter
nonstate rivals armed only with spears; this is not a realistic prospect in the modern world.

The causal logic in chapter 3, moreover, centers not on dyadic relative technological advantage
but around the absolute level of sophistication in the systemic technological state of the art at any
given time. In particular, chapter 3 argues that (a) even very superior militaries have had great
difficulty annihilating opponents through preemptive firepower even as recently as 2001, (b) even
small numbers of surviving modern weapons can compel opponents to disperse, (c) the scale of the
needed dispersion has grown over time as weapon lethality has grown, (d) this dispersion has
profound consequences for the military utility of mass, and (e) this decline in the utility of mass has
had important consequences for the military viability of numerically inferior nonstate actors. Hence it
is the absolute, not relative, lethality of weapon technology that is central to the theory’s causal claim.
Given the empirical challenges facing the study of nonstate actors per se, the theory thus simplifies its
treatment of technology to consider only its absolute, and not relative lethality, and to treat this as a
simple, systemic variable coded as the year of the military action under study.

Numerical Imbalance
I operationalize “numerical imbalance,” or force-to-force ratio, f, as the ratio of the coded nonstate
actor’s combatant troop strength to its opponent’s. I define “combatant troop strength” as fighters
under arms and available for combat on short notice (with less than a month of advance warning).
This includes part-time fighters, armed child soldiers, and armed civilians temporarily under military
command, mobilized and readily mobilizable state reserves, and active regular soldiers, but it
excludes unarmed auxiliaries, and seasonal levies when not activated for duty at the time of
dependent variable observation. For the coded nonstate actor, all its fighters in the afflicted or
contiguous states are included. For coded states, all troops in the afflicted state under the command of
that state or its combatant allies are included, together with any troops under the command of the
afflicted state or its combatant allies in any adjoining contiguous states. (For example, Israel Defense
Force soldiers on Israeli soil are included as “opponent” forces for Hezbollah in southern Lebanon,
as are IDF soldiers on Lebanese soil. For the Afghan Taliban, all Taliban fighters in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, China, and Iran would be included as the nonstate
actor’s active combatant troop strength.)

Internal Politics



I operationalize two dimensions of nonstate actors’ internal politics: their institutions, and their stakes
in the conflict.

A nonstate actor’s institutional makeup, i, is coded as a four-valued categorical variable, as shown
in table A.2.

A nonstate actor’s stakes are coded as a binary categorical variable s. Stakes are either high or
low. “High” stakes refer to existential conflicts with outsiders in which defeat could plausibly yield
destruction of the actor as an organized political entity and significant risk of death or imprisonment
for the actor’s leadership and component elites. “Low” stakes refer to all other conflict types (and
particularly to limited-aims conflicts over the division of economic spoils with limited risk of
overthrow by outside actors).

Interrelating the Dependent and Independent Variables
The text in chapters 3 and 4 presents in natural language the deductive logic by which the theory
interrelates technology, numerical imbalance, and internal politics to explain military behavior.
Chapter 4 summarizes this theory’s key predictions via a categorical, natural-language tabulation
(table 4.1). The categorical treatment in table 4.1 is a simplification, however. As chapter 2 argues,
nonstate military behavior is properly understood as a continuum—not as a discrete set of two or
three autonomous, mutually exclusive categories. A continuum can be summarized with a series of
categories in the interest of compact presentation in natural language, but natural language is
impractical for complete specification of a multivariate theory of continuous variation. I thus present
here a formal specification consistent with the logic in chapters 3 and 4 to enable a more precise
articulation of the theory’s expectations for individual cases and to identify a specific form by which
the theory can predict incremental change along a continuum of military behavior. The causal
argument is the same; the language, however, is different in a way that enables a more complete
articulation of the argument in chapters 3 and 4. My aim here is not to present a mathematical proof—
rather, my goal is simply to describe how I claim the theory’s variables interrelate in a more
complete and specific way than natural language permits for complicated multivariate interactions of
the kind I posit above.

TABLE A.2. Institutional Makeup Coding Rules
i:

0 Informal •  No named suborganizations; no written or regularized specialization of labor
•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making
•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Elite control of economic activity
•  Extensive rent extraction
•  Fluid internal balance of power

1 Fragile natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor—but limited capacity
•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making
•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Extensive rent extraction
•  Fluid internal balance of power

2 Basic natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor and moderate capacity
•  Limited hierarchical command and direction
•  Personalized decision making



•  No enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Extensive rent extraction
•  Stable internal coalitions

3 Mature natural order •  Named suborganizations with written or regularized specialization of labor and substantial capacity
•  Significant hierarchical command and direction
•  Impersonal decision making
•  Enforceable legal checks on elite action
•  Moderate rent extraction
•  Stable internal coalitions

More specifically, a continuous-variable functional form consistent with the claims presented
above for φ, the value of an actor’s military behavior score on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum as
presented in chapter 2 and table A.1, would be:

Where:

and where f is the force-to-force ratio (the actors’ combatant strength divided by its opponent’s), i is
the actor’s institutional maturity (a categorical variable with values of 0, 1, 2, or 3 corresponding to
informal, fragile, basic, and mature natural order, respectively), s is the actor’s stakes (a categorical
variable with values of 0 for limited stakes and 1 for existential), t is the sophistication of available
technology (coded as the year of combat), and k1, k2, and k3 are constants equal to 0.5, 1990 and 5,
respectively.

Comparative Statics
Table 4.1 presents a categorical, natural-language summary of the theory’s comparative statics; using
the formal-language articulation in equation [A2] I now present a series of continuous-variable
illustrations that enable a more complete treatment of the theory’s predictions.

Figure A.1 presents the predicted effect of institutional variation, i, on military behavior, φ,
operationalized as a nonstate actor’s position on the Fabian-Napoleonic spectrum (per table A.1), for
technology values, t, ranging from 1940 to 2030, holding constant the actor’s stakes, s (at 1.0, or
“high”) and the actor-to-opponent force-to-force ratio, f (at 0.25). As noted in the categorical
summary of the theory in table 4.1, for early 20th-century technology, a nonstate actor’s institutional
makeup makes little difference: in figure A.1, 1940-era weapons, for example, imply a predicted φ of
1.25 for a nonstate actor with informal institutions (i = 0) and only 1.27 for one with mature natural
order institutions (i = 3). Even here, a mature natural order nonstate actor is expected to adopt
slightly more Napoleonic methods than an informal actor, but the difference is small, and both scores
are well toward the Fabian end of the (0, 6) range of behavioral variation. With only midcentury
weapons, no nonstate actor can safely adopt midspectrum methods to contest ground—numerically
superior state opponents will concentrate to overwhelm any such attempt, and the nonstate actors’
less lethal early weapons will not suffice to prevent such concentration. Rational nonstate actors
under such conditions will instead adopt substantially more coercive, more intermingled, less
exposed, intuitively “guerilla”-like methods almost regardless of their institutional makeup.



FIGURE A.1. Predicted military behavior as a function of institutional makeup and technology, assuming high
stakes (s = 1, f = 0.25)

By the time nonstate actors acquire early precision-era weapons, institutional makeup begins to
matter more. For t = 1980, for example, predicted military behavior, φ, for mature natural order
nonstate actors (i = 3) has shifted from the mostly Fabian value of 1.27 with 1940-era technology to
the somewhat higher but still mostly Fabian value of 1.99. Basic and fragile natural order nonstate
actors’ predicted behavior also becomes slightly less Fabian (at φ = 1.72 and 1.45, respectively), but
the difference is smaller for them. For informally institutionalized nonstate actors, by contrast,
predicted behavior is actually slightly more Fabian (φ = 1.18 as opposed to 1.25) for the more lethal
weapons of midcentury technology—with little or no ability to overcome collective action dilemmas
and coordinate activity among interdependent specialists, informally institutionalized actors are
merely exposed to more-lethal firepower as technology changes and must adopt increasingly
intermingled, concealed methods to survive (though still well within the same “mostly Fabian”
category of the simplified presentation in table 4.1).

The effects of institutional variation become ever more important as increasingly lethal technology
creates increasing opportunities for institutionally mature nonstate actors to take and hold ground.
With 2000-era weapons, predicted φ is now 3.26 for nonstate actors with mature natural order
institutions (i = 3), 2.53 for those with basic natural order institutions (i = 2), 1.80 for those with
fragile natural order institutions (i = 1), and 1.07 for those with informal institutions (i = 0). And by
the time nonstate actors gain 2030-era weapons, predicted φ grows to 3.95, 2.97, and 1.99,
respectively, for mature, basic, and fragile natural order nonstate actors (corresponding to the
“midspectrum,” “slightly Fabian,” and “mostly Fabian” categories in the table 4.1 simplification).
The behavioral consequences of institutional variation, small with early-century weapons, are now
much more substantial: whereas different institutions yield a predicted φ difference of no more than
0.02 for with 1940-era weapons, this grows to as much as 2.94 with 75 years of improvements in
weapon technology. And whereas more-lethal technology can be expected to shift institutionally
mature nonstate actors toward less Fabian methods, for informally institutionalized nonstate actors it
has the opposite effect: predicted behavior becomes more, not less, Fabian for informal actors (φ
falls from 1.25 with 1940-era weapons to 1.00 with 2030-era technology) as weapons grow more
lethal (though both values are well within the bounds of the same “mostly Fabian” category in the
table 4.1 simplification).

For weapon technology at or beyond mid-1990s sophistication, predicted mature natural order war
fighting becomes consistently midspectrum in table 4.1’s terms (i.e., φ values consistently exceed 3.0)
—predicted φ rises monotonically with respect to t, and exceeds 3.0 for all t values in excess of
1995, but never exceeds table 4.1’s “midspectrum” band of 3.0 to 4.0. In fact, the infinite limit of φ
with respect to t in equation [A2] is 4.0 on the (0, 6) conceptual range for φ presented in table A.1.



Hence no amount of technological progress implies highly Napoleonic methods for rational nonstate
actors in the theory here. And this limiting value presupposes mature natural order institutions (and
high stakes)—less mature institutions are subject to lower ceilings on φ as t increases to infinity. For
basic natural order actors, this limiting value is 3.0; for fragile natural order actors it is 2.0; and for
informally institutionalized actors it is 1.0. State actors can rationally adopt more Napoleonic
behaviors than these, as a function of technology, numerical imbalance, and presumably other
influences. But the theory here implies a midspectrum limit on the degree to which a numerically
inferior nonstate actor can rationally adopt Napoleonic military styles.

Figure A.2 replaces the assumption of “high,” or existential, stakes (s = 1) in figure A.1 with the
converse condition of “low,” or limited stakes (s = 0), again holding the actor-to-opponent force-to-
force ratio, f, constant at 0.25. As noted in the categorical summary of the theory in table 4.1, low
stakes undermine the case for expensive training of the kind needed to make less-Fabian war fighting
viable and preclude midspectrum methods (3 < φ < 4) regardless of technology and regardless of a
nonstate actor’s institutions. Simply owning advanced weapons does not imply an ability to use them
to take and hold ground with the midspectrum methods needed to survive against modern weapons—
this requires both mature institutions and an incentive to train with the needed intensity. More-mature
institutions always imply less Fabian methods: predicted φ|(i=3) > φ|(i=2) > φ|(i=1) > φ|(i=0) for all t. But for
no institutional makeup does predicted φ rise above table 4.1’s “slightly Fabian” range when stakes
are low.

FIGURE A.2. Predicted military behavior as a function of institutional makeup and technology, assuming low
stakes (s = 0, f = 0.25)

Figure A.3 completes the analysis by presenting the theory’s predictions for military behavior φ as
a function of variations in the actor-to-opponent force-to-force ratio, f, and technology, t, for constant
mature natural order institutions (i = 3) and high stakes (s = 1). The theory in chapters 3 and 4 argues
that increasingly lethal weapon technology has rendered numerical superiority progressively less
important over time. And the domain over which numerical superiority is most important (i.e., low
weapon lethality) is also the domain in which nonstate actors are least competitive with state actors
and least able to survive less-Fabian war fighting. Taken together, these claims imply the summary
view presented in table 4.1: predicted nonstate behavior is largely insensitive to numerical
imbalance. Figure A.3 illustrates and qualifies this argument in continuous-variable terms via
equation [A2]. Over most of the 1940–2030 range shown for technology (t), the effect of numerical
imbalance, f, is insufficient to change predicted military behavior (φ) enough to push the value across
any of table 4.1’s categories. For all t values between 1940 and 1970, predicted behavior is within
table 4.1’s “mostly Fabian” category (1< φ < 2) regardless of f. For all t values between 1985 and
1992, predicted behavior is within table 4.1’s “slightly Fabian” category (2 < φ < 3) regardless of f.



And for all t values greater than 1996, predicted behavior is within table 4.1’s “midspectrum”
category (φ > 3) regardless of f. For 70 years of the 90-year span for t in figure A.3, the table 4.1
categorical coding is thus insensitive to f.

FIGURE A.3. Predicted military behavior as a function of actor-to-opponent numerical imbalance and
technology, assuming high stakes and mature natural order institutions (s = 1, i = 3)

Yet there are some exceptions: for t values between 1970 and 1982, for example, predicted φ
varies between table 4.1’s “slightly Fabian” (3 < φ < 2) and “mostly Fabian” (2 < φ < 1) range,
depending on f. For t values between 1992 and 1996, predicted φ varies between table 4.1’s “slightly
Fabian” (3 < φ < 2) and “midspectrum” (4 < φ < 3) range, depending on f. In all, about 18 percent of
the t values considered in figure A.3 present predicted φ results that fall outside the simplified
categories in table 4.1. Categorical simplifications such as table 4.1 enable more-compact natural-
language summaries of complex, multivariate continuous relationships, but they also have important
limitations—including a tendency to mask change and differences of degree, as illustrated here, and to
obscure exceptions to more-typical outcomes.

Such exceptions are uncommon, and one might defensibly exclude f from the theory altogether in
the interest of parsimony given this. I include it largely because numerical imbalance plays such an
important role in the theory’s underlying causal logic: it is the inability of outnumbered nonstate
actors to cope with superior state forces in the era before high-lethality weapons that explains the
infrequency of less Fabian nonstate methods until recently. Variance in numerical imbalance within
any given technological era rarely suffices to change nonstate behavior in an important way, but
numerical imbalance thus plays an important, if implicit, role in explaining the effects of
technological change on nonstate behavior, which is important. A nd f can, under some special
conditions, affect predicted φ enough to push it across a categorical threshold. I thus include it in the
theory—notwithstanding its modest contribution to the theory’s comparative statics.
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of the other three values.
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